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THE ANTI-FRAUDULENT ADOPTION PRACTICES
ACT OF 1984
FRIDAY, MARCH 16, 1984
U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE-ON COURTS,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, in the Senate Caucus
Room, room 325, Russell Senate Office Building, at 10:12 a.m., Senator Robert Dole (chairman of the iubcommittee) presiding.
AlsO present: Senators Hatch and Jepsen.
Senator DOLE. I want to welcome everyone to this hearing. Certainly it isivery important for the people in this country.
I am very pleased to have my colleague on the Judiciary Com-

mittee, Senator Orrin Hatch, here this morning. I think Senator

Grass ley may be coming'alsci. I am also pleased to have a man who

has been instrumental' in bringing this matter to the attention of
thirAmerican people, Senator Jepsen, on my left.
I would first call on Senator Hatch for an opening statement.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ORRIN G. HATCH

Senator HATCH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Thank you for this opportunity to express before this committee
and public forum my concern over reoccurring fraudulent adoption
''practices. I am pleased to be an original ,cosponsor of S. 2299, the
Anti-Fraudulent Ailoption Practices Act of 1984. Further, I have
lettrned that our efforts through this bill complement efforts underway in Utah to curb the inestimable number of children smuggled

or, fraudulently brought into the United States and coming into
Utah for adoption.
By all rights, adoption is one of the most charitable and roving

acts in this prosperous Nation. With public .and private agencies
acting as catalysts, it blesses both the prospective parents and the
adoptalple children. And when properly orchestrated, all parties are
fulfille'd within the atmosphere of a permanent home comprised of
parents and children.
Adoption thrives as an integral function of family life in the
United States.
Last year, .thousands of children were adopted into good homes.

Many were infants, but many were also children with special
needs children of school age, members -of minority races, and chil-

dren with varying degrees of physical, mental, and emotional
Handicaps. Adoption must be irotected from fraud as a staggering
.

(1)
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num" ger of children; over 100,000, remain in foster homes and
public and private institutions.
I 'find it incomprehensible, but there are individuals who profit
and make their living by fraudulent adoption practices and enrich
themselves by exploiting the virtues of society. They prey upon the
desire of parents fdr children and children for parents.
Recently, in Utah, my home State, 21 farnilies individually provided a private adoption agency in Texas with $7,000 to $10,Q00 for
the adoption of orphaned Mexican children. Thee children never
materialized, prospective parents were disappointed, and the

money has not been fully recovered. This type of fraud has

oc-

curred in other States as we will learn today.
To compound this particular problem, a Mexican mother paid a
fee and entrusted her children to an agency to find them tempo-

rary homes in the United States until she was able to immigrate
and join them When, she arrived in the United States-, she found
that they had been permanently adopted by an American family.
And further data suggest, that individuals profited over one-quarter

of a million dollars in this one Utah foreign adoption scam.
,
I am pleased to report today that the Utah State Legislature has
undertaken the task of solving some of the complexities to stop
fraudulent adoption practices. Some of the discoveries the Utah
State Office of Legislative Research and General Counsel uncovered are startling And I quote from prepared docus entitled
"Foreign-born Children are Being 'Illegally Brought
the Country by Unlicensed Groups Arranging Adoptions in Utah."
Loopholes in the Utah adoption process ,make the illegal immigration of these
children easier The verification of the orphaned or abandoned status of these children is possibly not being accomplished Some of these children are known to have
been acquired by theft and other less than proper means. The end result is unlicensed \adoption groups in Utah refilize profits in the thousapds of dollars, while
Utah families become entangled in the questionable acquisition of foreign-born children and the illegalities of international child smuggling

The Utah State Legislature has\been actively searching for solutions to end these cases. And I would like to share with my colleagues legislation enacted during their recent congressional session House bill 50 becomes effective on September 5, 1984. This
law requires proof of lawful entry into the United States at the
time the adoption petitibn is filed. It is currently illegal for a child
to be brought into. the United States for adoption except on a pernt visa And this legislation is only a part of what the Utah

ate Legislaturg is considering enacting.
Again, let me reiterate, S. 2299 enhances the efforts underway in

Utah There are currently no Federal laws designed tontilress
fraudulent interstate and international adoption practices. This
must be reversed. We should quickly review this egislation by
Making adoption fraud a Federal crime. I am thankfuLto Senator
Dole for his leadership, and others, in the development of this legis-

lation, and to Senator Jepsen in particular, and I want to offer
them my help ih assuring enactment of this very important legislation.
Senator DOLE. Thank you very much, Senator Hatch.

/ Senator Jepsen, do you have a statement?
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STATEMENT OF 110 N. ROGER W.,JEPSEN. A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF IOWA

Senator JEPSEN. Mr. Chairman, first of all, I want to thank you
for introducing in the Senate, S. 2299, the Anti-Fraudulent Adop.
tion Practices Act, and for holding these hearings on this bill
This act would provide legal protection to adoptive parents, and
mothers who have been victimized by fraudulent adoption practices. I think what we' see in the activity that has been uncovered'
here in these fraudulent adoption practices is just yet another example of the insensitivity that has been gradually accumulating
through a lack of respect for life.

When there are those who. would prey on the hopes and the

dreams of couples who want to give love and care to children, and
yet, for profit, would abuse through fraud, and take money under

false pretenses, we see the result of a lack of respect for human
life

Recently it has .come to our attention that an adoption ring has
been operating in several States, and in Mexico,,as has been alluded to earlier. The scenario is all too familiar. Couples are promised
a child, they come forwa d with the money, and then never receive
the child. Disappointment follows hope, when no child arrives.
Words, Mr. Chairman, Cannot adequately express the grief and
the, despair that these couples. experience. Most especially this
morning, I would urge_ everyone' to listen very closely to the story
of Linda and Mike Davis from Wapello, IA. Mike and Linda are
one of many, many couples who have had their hopes for receiving
a child broken and dashed.
After 'listening to their story, and the others that will be heard

today, I am sure you will agree with me that this is a national
tragedy, and we should do everything that we can to make sure
that other couples' hopes do notare not dashed, and that mothers
who give up their children for adoption are not misled.

Mr. Chairman, once again I thank you and your colleague on
this subcommittee, and those who are testifying here today, for
bringing this tragic probIlm to the attention of the, American
public.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR WOBERT DOLE

Senator DOLE. Thank you very much, Senator Jepsen.
I want to make a very brief statement, and then we will produce
Pat Roberts, a Congressman from Kansas, who will introduce our
first witness.

I would just say at the outset that, as you know,- there area

number of important things that happen and sometimes we fail to
focus on those areas that may not be large by standards around
this town, but are very important to the people involved.
I guess this hearing today is in large part the result of one man's
belief that our system of government still works. Outraged by what
he perceived as the authorities callous disregard for the plight of a
couple in, his small Kansas town, John Grubb, chief of police in
Chase, KS, called my office in Ashington. Hits request was
simpl'e he wanted action.

8
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Grubb, the only member of the Chase POlice Force, explained to
me that a couple in Chase had lost $4,000 to people who had promised children available for. adoption from Mexico within a relative
short time. The money, they were told, wag to pay for medical and
legal expenses. As time passed, however, it became all too clear
that the couple had fallen victim to a cruel hoax. No child was ever
delivered, and no money was ever returned. Sadly, as we have now

discovered, the Kansas couple are by no means alone with their
loss and sorrow.

So our staff began looking.into this heartbreaking §tory which
was called to our attention by Chief Grubb. Calls poured into my
office. Senator Jepsen and Senator Hatch have already related the
number of cases in their own States.
In an excellent series by the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, it was
reported that the scam had been in operation for years. The Arizona Range News has reported that the scam has been reported in as,
many as 36 States, from Hawaii to Massachusetts. In addition,
there hae been conservative estimates that over 100 couples had
been defrauded out of'several hundreds' of thouands of dollars. In
my home State of Kansas alone, as many as 14 couples are victims.
Years of frustration and hope by theie couples have been rewarded
with despair and severe financial loss.
However, the numbers involved are not as impoitant as the questions raised by this one operation. After all, no one knows how
'many other operations might also be Occurring even as we meet
today.

How could .this happen, and why was it not stopped? Today we
will begin to answer those questions. I would hope that the bill I
have introduced, S. 2299, the Anti-Fraudulent Adoption Practices.
Act, would be of some help. The bill has a number of cosponsors
and has strong bipartisan support. I believe that it will be at least
the first' step in providing protection for those who seek 'to adopt
through interstate or international channels. I would also state
that Senator Hatch's support strongly indicates that this would
move very quickly in our committee.

I am aware that adoption is an area of law that is better suited
to regulation at the State level. In recognition of this, the bill does

not add another layer of bureaucratic regulation to an already

cumbersome adoption process. Rather, it seeks to fill in the gaps
that exist in present law when adoptions take on interstate and
international proportions. Also, the bill is not intended to favor
adoptions through an agency over the many ethical persons who
arrange independent adoptions. Any adoption intermediary which
ensures the welfare of the child and does not operate deceptively or
with profit as the primary concern should welcome the provisions
of S. 2299. [A copy of S. 2299 follows:)
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Putted the "Anti-Fraudulent Adoption Practices Act 6r1984.".

t
IN THE SENATE OF TILE UNITED STATES
FEBRUARY 9 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 6), 1984

Mr. DOLE ((or himself, Mr. DENTON, Mr. GRASSLEY, Mr. BENTSEN, Mr.,
BATCH, and Mr. JEPSEN) introduced the following bill, which was read
twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary
I.,

')
i

A BILL

Entitled the "Anti-Fraudulent Adoption Practices Act( of
1984.".

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa/
2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
1

3 That this At may be cited as the "Anti-Fraudulent Adoption

4 Practices Act of 1984".
5

SEC. 101. Title 18 of the United States Code is amend-

6 ed by redesignating chapter 2 thereof as "chapter 2b", and
7

inserting prior thereto a new chapter, designated as "chapter

8 2a", which shall read.as follows:,
t

10

6
2

1
.

"CHAPTER 2aADOPTION PRACTICES

2 "§21. False pretenses in connection with the offering of
" adoption services

3

4

"(a) It shall be unlawful for any person, offering to per-

5 form any act or render any service in connection with the
6 placement of a child in a home for permanent free care or
7

adoption, to knowingly and willfully make any statement or

8 make or use any document that is known to be false, or to
9 conceal or misrepresent any.material fact, in connection with

10 the performance of such act or the rendition of such service
11

12

or the offer so to do.

"(b) Any per son who commits a violation of this section

13 shall' be punished.-by imprisonment far

a period of not more

14 than five years, or fine not exceeding the amount of $10,000,

15 or both.
16 "1122. Placing a child for permanent free care or for adoption for compensation

17
18

"(a) It shall be unlawful for any person to knowingly

19 and willfully solicit or receive money or July other thing of20 value, or the promise thereof, for placing or arrangingforthe
21 placement of any child in a honie for permanent free carelm.
22' for adoption under circumstances that would require or result.

23 in such child being transported in interstate or foreign corn24 'tierce.
25

"(b) Any person who commits a violation of this section

26. shall be punished by

for a period of not more

..,

.

11

3
1

than five years, or fine not exceeding the amount of $10,000,

2 or both.
3

;

"(c) The provisions of this section shall not apply in the

4 case of any person who5

"(1) solicits or receives any money or thing of

6

value as the bona fide agent of a child care or adoption

7

agency, public or private, which is authorized or litensed by a State to provide permanent care for chit -

9
10

dren or to place children for adoption, in exchange for
services rendered by said agency;

11

"(2) solicits or receives fees solely for professional

12

legal services rendered
in connection with the consults.

13

don regarding, and the preparation and execution of

14 --

documents necessary to accomplish, the legal place-

15

mein of a child in a home for permanent free care or

16

adoption;

17

"(3) solicits or receives fees solely in connection

18

with the consultation regarding, and the rendition of,

19

professional medical services related to the prenatal

20

care of a natural mother or the delivery, examination,

21

or treatment of a child to be placed in a home for per-

22

manent free care or adoption;

23

"(4) places or arranges for the placement of any

24

child in any home for permanent free care or adoption,

25

if such person is the natural parent of the child; or

10

.

4

.

1

"(5) arranges, or seeks to arrange, for the place-

2

ment in his or her home of a child for the purpose of

3'

adopting such child or providing such child with per-

'

manent free care.

5

23. Transportation of individuals under duress

6

"(a),It, shall be unlawful for any person, by the use of

7

force or duress, to knowingly and willfully cause any other

8 in vidual to travel in interstate or foreign commerce in con9 nection with the, placement of a child in a home for perma-

10 nent free care or adoption.
11

"(b) Any person- whO commits a violation of this section

12: shall'be punished by imprisonment for a period of not more

13, than ten years, or a fine of not more than $20,000, or both.

,14

"(c) The provisions of this section shall not apply to any

15 person who effects the placement of a child in a home for
.16 permanent free care pursuant to a lawful order of a court of
17 record within a State.

18 "§ 24. Definition of terms used in this chapter; effect on
19

20

State law and regulation
"(a) As used in this chapter---:,

21

"(1) the term 'child' means a person who, by

22

reason of minority, 18 legally subject to parental 'control

23

or guardianship; and such term shall include a child in

24

'the womb;

13

4

9

5
1

"(2) the term 'permanent free care' means the

2

care given to any child on a permanent basis by any

3

person who is not receiving compensation therefor in

4

excess of funds provided by a public or private agency

5

for the purpose of defraying expenses incurred in con-,

6

nection with the provision of such care; and. '

7

"(3) the term 'State' shall Include the District of

8

Columbia and any territory or pos§eision of the United

9

States, in addition to the Commonwealth of Puerto

10

Rico.

11

"(b) Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to limit

12 or otherwise affect the applicability or.validity of any State
13 law or regulation that may govern the placement of children
14 in a home for permanent free care or adoption; nor shall any-

15 thing in this chapter be construed to limit or otherwise affect

16 the applicability or validity of any compact entered into be17 tween any of the several States ,with regard to the provision
18 of services in connection with the placing of a child in a home

19 for permanent free care or adoption.".
20

SEC. 102: INDICES TO TITLE 18. (a) The index ac-

21 companying part I of title 18, United States Code, is amend:,
22 ed by inserting the following Captions in place of the caption

23 pertaining to chapter 2 thereof:
"2a. Adoption practices
"_2b. Aircraft and motor vehicles

21

31".

14
S.

10
6

(b) The analysis accompanying chapter 2 of title 18,

1

2 United States Code, is amended by inserting the letter "b"
after the words "CHAPTER 2" found in the heading of such

3

4 analysis.
(c) The analysis accompanying ohapter 2 of title 18,

5

6 United States Code, is further amended by inserting in front

7 thereof the following analysis of.the provisions of the new
8 chapter 2a provided for in this Adt:

"CHAPTER 2a ADOPTION SERVICES

9

"Sec.
"21. False pretenses in connection with the offering of adoptiOn services
"22. Placing a child for permanent tree care or for adoption for compensation.
"23. Tradiportation of individuals under duress
"24 Definition of terms used in this chapter; effect on State law and regulation.".

10

SEC. 103. Title 42 of the United States Code is amend-

11 ed as follows:
12

.

(1) Section 5112 is amended by..adding new sub-

13

,section (d) after'subsection (c) as follows:

14

"(d) ASSISTING STATES WITH CONTROLLING FRAUD-

- 15 ULENT ADOPTION PRACTICES.The Secretary' shall (1)
16 review all model adoption legislation and procedures for the

17 purpose of proposing such changes as are bonsideed appro18 pri ate to insure the protection of children available Or &lop.>

19 tion, prospective adoptive parents and a parent or parents

20 wishing to give a child up for adoption from fraudulent adop21 tion practices, (2) coordinate with national, State and volun-

221 tary organizations concerned with adoption, 'efforts to im23 prove State adoption legislation, and (3) assist. the Statis in

115
1.

11,
r

.
1

/

the development of improved procedures for controlling il-

, 2 legal adoption practices.".

i

(2) Section 5113(b)1 is amended by striking all

3

.

7

,

-1

4

after "(1)" and replac

5.

tion with other appropriate Federal, departments and

6

agencies, including the Bureau of the Census) for, the

7

establishment and operation by January 1, 1986, of a

8"

national adoption and foster care data-gathering and

9

analysis s'yst84".

with "provide (after consulta-

.

(3) Section 5114 is amended by striking all after

10
11

"Secretary" and replacing with "shall conduct an on

12

going study of the nature, scope, and effects of the

. 13

placement. of children in adoptive homes (not including

14

the , homes Of. stepparents or relatives of the child in

le

question) by persons or agencies which are not licensed

16

by or 'subject to regulitiort by any government entity.

17 ,,

The Secretary shall issue biannual reports on the find-

18 18

19

,

,

ings`of the study.".

Sc. 104. Chapter 67 of title 42 of the United States

20 Code is amended by adding after subchapter 11 a new sub21

chapter III as follows:

..

116
..

.-....
.

:

!

i
12

Ne .

.

8

1 "SUBCHAPTER EaCIVIL REMEDIES FOR VIC-_
2

TIMS OF FRAUDULENT ADOPTION PRAC-

3

TICES

.

.

,

4 "§ 5116. Defrauding prospective adoptive parents; civil'
5

.

remedies

"Ally person who, having accepted money or anything
.
7 of value in connection with an offer of, or performanc\e of,

6

8 any service or act relating to the placement of a child in
9 home for permanent free care or adoption, has committed a

10 violation of the provisions of chapter 2a of title 18, United

11 States Code, shall be liable for damages to any individual
12 who has paid money or anything of value for the ,performance

13 of such service or act. The district courts of the United States

/4 shall have jurisdiction to hear such cases regardless of the
'

.

15 amount in controversy, and the plaintiff in such actions shall

16 be entitled to recover any money or thing of value (or the

,-

17 monetary equivalent thereof) which was provided to the de18 , fendant in exchange for the offer or promise to perform the

19 Act or service in question, in addition to punitive damages,
..,

20 costa, of suit and attorney's fees, where appropriate. The

21 court may fur, impose such other penalties that may be
22 provided for by State or Federal law.

23 "§ 5117: Defraudinebkrth mother; civil remedies
,

24

"Anyperson' who, having agreed to pay the expenses of

25 a pregnant woman in return
for the giving up of the child for
.
r,

17

I

13

9
1

adoption, commits an act of fraud in either stating the agree-

2 .ment or in iierforming it, shall, if such woman traveled in
:3 interstate or foreign

-).

'\

mmerce because of the agreement, be

4 liable to such woman for damages incurred as a result of the
5

failure to perform any act or service covered by such agree-

6 ment. The district courts of the United States shall have ju7 'risdiction to hear such cases regardless of the amount in con8

troersy, and the 'plaintiff in such actions shall be entitled to

9 recover such consequential and punitive damages;plus costs

10 and attorney's fees, as may be appropriate. The court may.
11

further impose such other penalties that may be provided for

12 by State or Federal law.".
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Senator DOLE. We are very pleased to have a number of outstAnding witnesses. Their testimony should be informative and
helpful.

I think the entire situation is best summed up by an editorial
which appeared in the Topeka Capital-Journal in February, in

praise of the developing national effort to crack down on adoption
scams. "If this seems like an all-out attack, it is. If this seems like
too much, it isn't. There are more violent crimes, but none more
cruel."

So, John, we appreciate your being here, and certainly Pat Roberts, we appree.iate your being here, you have been actively involved in this, with Mr. Grubb and others. We are pleased to welcOme you, and we will turn it over to you.
STATEMENT OF HON. PAT ROBERTS, A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE
FROM THE STATE OF KANSAS, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN GRUBB,
CHIEF OF POLICE, CHASE, KS

Mr. ROBERTS,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I wait to thank you for this opportunity to be here with John,

and to have the privilege of introducing him before the subcommittee, and before Senator Hatch and my good friend from Iowa, Senafor Jepsen.

I want to commend you for your leadership in this area, and
hope that the legislation that we have introducedyour bill here
in the Senate, and the companion bill I have introduced in the
Hoilse, with the other primary sponsor, Congressman Jack Brooks

of Texaswill actually provide the necessary protection for successful adoption.

I have the privilege this morning of introducing a fellow Kansan,
Mr. John Grubb, as you have indicated, Mr. Chairman, and I was
pleased he could take the time to be with us, as you can see here
from the national media attention, he-has been on all of the networks here this morning. That is not a typical day in the life of a
small town, law enforcement officer, but in regard to what he has
done, it is very typical.
All of this publicityls not without reason, as you have indicated,
Mr. Chairman. John was The first Kansas law enforcement official
to investigate the cases of alleged fraud in regard to these adoption

cases, and after hearing the story of a local couple who had paid
adoption that has never materialseveral thousand dollars for

ized, John launched the effort that has led to this hearing this
morning, this legislation, and this national attention.
I think if you talk"with the folks back home, you will find that
John entered the field of law enforcement because he wants to help
people. His efforts on behalf of the couples who have been victimized, I think, really do exemplify his dedication to public service.
I was just talking with our outstanding chief law enforcement officer in the State of Kansas, Bob Stephan. who will be following
here with a s)atement, and he said something here about John that

I think pretty well hits the nail on the head. He said that he is a

real bloodhound. If there is smoke, he will find the fire.
He has found the Ore, he is an activist, and he is a good example
of a local law enforcement officer who is not happy with the way
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things are, and if you are the sheriff,.or a police chief in the bigFirst District of Kansas; you not only have folks out there, and you
have to have them obey the law, you have to be part of that com-

munity as well. I cannot ,think of a finer example than John

Grubb.

So, Mr. Chairman, I introduce to you and the members of.the
subcommittee, Mr. John Grubb, chief law enforcement officer of
Chase, KS, in good old Rice County, in the big First District of
Kansas.
John;

STATEMENT OF JOHN GRUBB

Mr. GRUBB. Thank you, Mr. Roberts.

Senator DOLE. John, thank you very much. I do not know who is
going to be watching everything in Chase today while you are here.
Do you have a replacement up there?
Mr. GRUBB. We have the sheriff's department.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to take this opportunity to thank you

for being here, being before this committee, and also thank your
colleagues, Senator Hatch, Senator Denton, Senator Grassley, and
Senator Jepsen for introducing this bill entitled the "Anti-Fraudulent Adoption Practices Act of 1984."
As you well know, Mr. Chairman, on December 15, 1983, .the
Chase Police Department initiated an investigation into an agency
headquartered here in the United. States, after meeting with the
Chase couple. The couple, Mr. Chairman, Don and Pat King, also of
Chase, advised me that they had been in contact with the Arizona
woman by the name of Debbie Tanner. Tanner had promised the
Kings that she could obtain a Mexican infant for them, but for a
sum of money, and requested that the Kings send that money to
her at an address she stated to the Kings.

But as of this date the Kings have not received any refund of
their moneys, or any explanation for the delay. Mr. Chairman,
never before have I been involved in a more emotionally charged
investigation.

Mr. Chairman, this is not a crime, this is a national tragedy. A
national tragedy, which has resulted in several couples being de.,
frauded out of thousands of dollars. Couples such as Donald and

Patricia King, Steve and Susan Palacioz and others, who were
promised a child, and were told that children would be available

for adoption in a short period of time.
Except for a letter from the Arizona woman stating that she was
having a nervous breakdown, let me add, Mr. Chairman, I would

too have a nervous breakdown if I was accused of defrauding as
many people as Mrs. Tanner has.
Gentlemen, and Mr. Chairman, if I did what this woman was alleged to have done, I would also have a nervous breakdown. Since

initiating this investigation, we have been able to identify two

more suspects, they being Bryan .Hall of El Paso,, TX, and Becci

Kelley of New Market, IA.
My investigation') has also revealed that these three suspects are
alleged to have defrauded approximately, at least, 100 couples in 22
States.
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Mr. Chairman, while talking to several of these couples during
my investigation, I have found out that Debbie Tanner hasspromised these individuals children. She says they would receive the
children in approkiMateiy 6 months, 7 months, and after about 4
months she called thew_ people back, and she says the baby died.
Mr. Chairman, this h got to be one of the most emotional investigatibns, or emotional types of crimes that I have ever heard of.
Senator DOLE. Does that complete your statement?
Mr. GRUBB. Yes, it does.
Senatbr DOLE. Thank you.

In your investigations do you find Federal lfficials and agencies
to be generally helpful?
Mr. GRUBB. No, sir,,I do not. I havewe have had some problems
with different agencies in the Justice Department.

Senator DOLE. In other words, as I understand, you made a

number of inquiries but did not get any action?

Mr. GRUBB. Did not get any action, sir, until I contacted the

chairman, sir.,
Senator DOLE. What do you believe to be the single largest road-

block affecting control of adoption scams such as you have de.
sgribed?

Mr. GRUBB. The skigle roadblock, sir, is inadequate laws, State
laws. What we need'is, we need some Federal legislation such as
the Anti-Fraudulent Adoption Practices Act.
Senator Dou. Are you convinced that the people that are doing
this, Tanner and others, were just in _over their heads, or was it
deception and fraud?
Mr. GRUBB. Without going into too much detail, sir, I believe it is
a fraud from the beginning.
Senator DOLE. How many familieS have you talked to across the
country, or show many have you been able to identify, of families
that have been bilked by this scheme, or by other schemes?
Mr. GRUBB. Mr. Chairman, I have been able to locate and confirm at least 80 couples.
Senator DOLE. Eighty couples?
Mr. GRUBB. Yes, sir.

knator DOLE. How many Stites? .
Mi. GRUBB. In approximately 22 States.
Senator DOLE. And have you had direct contact, or contact by
mail, letters, or through the Kansas couple?
Mr. GRUBB. Yes, sir. I have had, thrOugh mail, through direct
contact, and through telephone.
Senator DOLE. Are the names of those couples now available? I
assume someone has them; is that correct?
Mr. GRUBB! Yes, sir.

Senator DoLE. Senator Hatch, do you have questions?
Mr. HATCH. I just wanted, Mr. Chairman, to congratulate you,
and thank you for being so earnest in trying to get to the, bottom of

this, and also your active work in trying to get some legislation to
help stop this practice.
I just want to personally commend you for doing that.
Mr. GRUBB. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DOLE. Senator Jepsen?
Senator JEPSEN. Yes.

(
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Chief Grubb, i' your investigations, have you become acquainted
with the adoption laws and practices of the various States? ,Do you
feel you are an authority on them now?
Mr. GRUBB. No, sir, I am not an authority on the adoption laws.

However, I have talked to some of the attorney generals' offices
throughout the United States, who have informed me that their,

s.

laws are inadequate to handle-this situation.
Senator JEPSEN. They are inadequate to handle this situation?

Have you heard, on the other side of the coin, any couples, or
any of the people who are working with adoptions in the various
States, that it is a long, lengthy processAlvet an adopted youngster, that there are many families th
ave been waiting for
many, many years to obtain .an adopted youngster? Have you ever
heard that?
Mr.,DRUBB. Yes, sir, I have. I heard that fromIonald and Patri-, ,
cia King. In fact, they were told they were on the waiting list, and
they were waiting 5 years in order, to adopt a child.
Senator JEPSEN. We are trying to bring out here, into the record,
some light on the perspective that on the one, hand, we have mil-

lions, of young boys and girls aborted each year in this country. ,,,
And on the ether hand, we have waiting lines for people who want "
to give love and care to children. I think a lot of attention needs to
be given in all areas, not only to make sure that we do not haver.
..fr?
audulent schemes, such as we are working on here, where they
a abusing tht hope and that desire to give love and care to a
child for profit, but to make sure that in this process we do not
give such a blackieye to the adoption process that it makes it even
more difficult for people to choose adoption. We must make sure
that-those who look for adoption as an option or who will give their

child` gut for adoption, rather than have an abortion, will not be
discouraged from doing so.

-

There have been misuses and abuses, and here we are going to
bring them to the light of publicity in order to correct them. Would
you say this is the exception rather than the rule in the whole area
of adoption in this country, in your experience?
Mr. GRUBB. Yes, sir.
Senator JEPSEN. Thank you.

Senator DOLE. Finally, Mr. Grubb, have you been able to determine, in all of your telephone calls, and all of your investigations
II think we must understand it is pretty hard for a one man force to
ferret out a lot of these thingswhether or not these people were
acting on their own, or someone else was involved that maybe we
are not yet aware of?
.
Do you have any evidence that they were fronting for someone
else?,

\'

Mr. GRUBB. No, sir, we do not.

Senator DOLE. Have you talked with any of thehave you talked
with the lady in New Market, ]A, as part of the group?
Mr. GRUBB. Yes, sir, Senator.
Senator DOLE. Becci Kelley?
,Mr. GRUBB. Yes, sir.

Senator Doi.E. What did she tell you?
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Mr. GRUBB. Well, Becci Kelley advised me that, No. 1, that she
was not really involved with the group, as the press statgments described her as being involved.
However, through my investigation:I have come to the conclusion that she is a big part of it, all the way through it.
Senor DOLE. Did she have any direct contact with the Kan -sas
couples?

Mr. GRUBB. She had direct contact with at least. three of the

)Kansas couples, yes, sir.
Senator DOLE. Who made the contacts in the other cases?
Mr. GRUBB. The other case's were either made by Bryan Hall or
Debbie Tanner.

Senator DOLE. Were they personal contacts, did they come to

Kansas, or did they deal by telephone, or mail? How did they nego-

Vate-the arrangement?

Mr. GRUBB. Sometimes through newspaper ads, sir, sometimes by

setting up adoption clinics, another separate set up in California,
and by telephone.
Senator DOLE. How many, again, of the Kansas couples have you
been in contact with?
, Mr. GRUBt. All of them, sir.
1
Senator DOLE. Fourteen couples?
Mr. GRUBB. Yes, sir.

Senator DOLE. Has there been any change in their situations, has
anybody reserved a child, from the time you contacted them until
their most recent contact?
Mr. GRUBB. No, sir.

Senator DOLE. There is not a completed case then, in any of the
14?

Mr. GRUBB. No, sir, there was not.

Senator DOLE. How much money, total money, do you think

might have been involved in those 14 cases?
Mr. GRUBB. I believe it was $43,000, sir.

Senator DOLE. Over what period of time was this, all last year, or
the year before?
Mr. GRUBB. It goes back about 4 years.
Senator DOLE. About 4 years?
Mr. GRUBB. Yes, sir.

Senator DOLE. Chief Grubb, we appreciate very much your
making the effort to ,come to Washington, and we are serious in
what we are doing here. We again thank you for reminding us that
our system will work if somebody pushes ,a.bit. Certainly you have
performed a great service, not only to Kansas, but many othersin
10, 15, 20 years from now, if we ..could do something in the legislative area that might prevent another occurrence of this type of operation.
Mr. GRUBB. Yes, sir.

If I might add, what we need, and I am sure everybody agrees

here, is Federal legislatiOn, apd what we need is bill 2299.
Senator DOLE. All right. It may need Some changes, I think Sena-

tor Hatch, in the Judiciary Committee, may make some changes.
We want to thank Pat Roberts for introducing the bill on the
House side. Hopefully that will start moving on the House side.
Thank you very much.
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Our next witness is our attorney general from Kansas, Bob Stephan', who will indicate to us why Federal legislation may be necessary,
I think, Bob,
understand it., there was a suit filed in Iowa.
Maybe you could touch on thatyour statement. They got an injunction, but that does not do much good,__
STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT T. STEPHAN, ATTORNEY GENERAL,

STATE OF KANSAS,.

Mr. STEPHAN. That is right, Mr. Chairman, there is a suit in
Iowa, and we also have a lawsuit on file under our Consumer Protection Act. But it is unfortunate that we have problems with the
civil long-arm statute, and, of course, in regard to the criminal jurisdiction, the problem of extradition, the laws that cover this, and
I appreciate the opportunity to be here today to discuss this very

important matter with Senator Hatch and Senator Jepsen and
yourself.
This was also brought to my attention by `John Grubb. I will tell

you, he may be one man, but he is like a thousand shot, you never
see pnything like it, he has literally covered this country in regard
to this problem, and after` John brought it to my attention, my staff
began to inve4igate the problem, and found that it really is somewhat like a
11 game, it reminds ma of a carny operation, because
you always had three peanut shells, you have got three people involved in this matter, Debbie Tanner of Wilcox, AZ, Becci Kelley of
New Market, IA; and Bryan Hall of El "Paso, TX. And they all
played a part in this, and to coin-a phrase from the popular cornmercial today, the bottom line of all this is, where is the baby.
And you pick up the shells, and there is not any baby at the end

of the line, and folks are putting out from $2,500 to $6,000 to

people, plus the cost of a service, home study service, and incidental costs relative to the adoption, and there is always a mixture of
truth that is mixed with fiction in this whole thing.
For example; in Kansas, some of these adoptions were arranged,
in effect, or at least the recommendation was made by a licensed
psychologist who was either taken in by all of this, and was less
than adequately informed before he led folks to these people, and
then they would be put in touch, they would pay an initial $1,000
down payment, and then the scam really started.
They would say,.well, you have to get- power of attorney for a
lawyer in Mexico, and so they would send them to Kansas City, to
the Mexican Consulate, and then the power of attorney would be
drawn up, and it would be properly notarized, and this was supposedly to get them in touch with the Mexican attorney. And the
three people involved had different roles.
I am just going to refer to them as shell,No. 1, shell No. 2 and
shell No. 3. Debbie Tanner was the one who would allegedly obtain
,the infants, and make the arrangements for the adoption.
Shell No. 2, Becci Kelley from Iowa, offered intermediate support
services, guaranteeing the availability of a child for adoption. And
shell No. 3, Bryan Hall of Texas, tied together this exotic connection by representing himself as a trarplator to Mexican officials,
who would complete the details.
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These adoptive parents, After being .at the Consulate, were told
by Tanner.that they should also ask for art'adoptive packet which
legitimatized the entire affair. And in that packet there would be a
fingerprint card, immigration form, and an affidavit of support,

and I just want to read very briefly from one of the statements
that the Tanners would give folks that were looking for a baby.
They state that the following statement is based upon the proce-

dure Debbie and Terry Tanner went through to adopt their two
sons from Mexico. And they state that in the past, many people,
when starting immigration work, or applying for home studies, had
been asked by social workers or immigration officers, whom are
you going through. When asked this question, you should not say

the Tanners are doing our adoption. It is being done by your
lawyer in Mexico. The Tanners only helped by showing you what
they did.

Of course, the Tanners got the money. When they asked whom
are you going through, say our lawyers in Mexico. His name is
Senior Prospero. Then later in the statement it says there are good
lawyers, and dependable ones, because of stress and the time involved, the lawyeis cannot receive your personal calls, and, of
course, that cuts out a lot of contact with the so-called lawyer in
Mexico.

There is a, lawyer there, the name is correct, but he had never

been paid for any-services, and so he did not intend to do any. And
the bottom line of all of this is that there just has not been an adequate collection service in regard tokfraudulent adoption practices.
The checks were made, social and-rehabilitation services offices

in the very States, before many of these adoptions were cow

menced, and there, was no information available. And under this
Senate bill there-cvould be a central collection agency for information, and I think that would prove a grave concern in fraudulent
adoption ,practices. There would not be a duplication of civil and
criminal investigations and judicial procedures, there would not be
the problem of the State longarm statute, and extradition procedures and the research in an investigation of initiatives at the Federal Government, of course, are so much greater than State governments.

I thank you for the intraduction of this very important bill, and
certainly 'hope that it will be passed.
Senator Dor.x. Thank you, Attorney General Stephan. We appreciate very much your being here, and also your vigorout actions.

Again, I think, as you pointed out, there is not much, that you

can do without some Federal legislation.

Do you believe that the Statesyou have already in effect answered thisbut I think you have indicated you do not have the
authority, or the tools to control either interstate pr international
adoptions; is that correct?
Mr. STePHAN It is very difficult, and very expensive, and really

there are not any adequate laws today to.cover this on a national
or international scale. I just think a few years back no one anticipated the sale of babies on the scale that we have today.
There are newspaper advertisements all over the country, there
are companies in business today for profit, arranging for the adop-
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tion of babies, and the price gets very, very expensive, and there
just needs to be national legislation, as a national front.
Senator DOLE. I think we want to be very careful here,,there are
a number ofin fact, a great, great majority of legitimate agencies,

State-licensed or not, what we have here hopefully is the fringe
that we need to address, so we need to be careful wlien we draft
legislation.

Also, of course, we understand it is best to regulate at the State
level, we do not want to get into the adoption business.
Mr. STEPHAN. We do not want you to either, Senator, in all due

respect. I certainly agree with your entire statement that it is a

State matter.
Senator DOLE. I think yoli have looked over the legislation. I do
not believe we infringed on any State's prerogatives or rights.
Mr..STEPHAN. Not at all. I think the bill adds to the State initiatives, and as you say, underscores the unscrupulous in this area,

and certainly does not interfere in any way with the legitimate

adoption services, the private services and public services that are
available in this country,
Senator DOLE. You have indicated that you have filed a civil suit.
Are you going to be able to do anything with it?
Mr. STEPHAN. Well, we are not certain at this point, and we have

just a thread of suits that have resulted in repayment to one

couple, but it just seems' somewhat untoward to proceed under the
Consumer Protection Act on a matter as sensitive as this, in treating this as just another product for sale in the supermarkets, and I
think that i unfortunate.
Senator Doi, If there is any State criminal 'statute, they could
bring criminal c rges, and extradite someone from a State.
Mr STEPHAN.
e looked very closely at the criminal aspects of
this, and there is thin thread of possibility in regard to the statute we have in Kansas, called' theft by deception. It normally refers
to objects or things, and not human beings, but it may be a possibility.
Senator DOLE. Senator Hatch?

Senator HATCH. Are you familiar with the interstate compact
with the placement of children?
Mr. STEPHAN. Yes, sir.

Senator HATCH. Would you feel that this may be, or has it been
used at all?
Mr. STEPHAN. No, it really has not been used, to mY", knowledge,

in regard to these private adoptive demands.
Senator HATCH. Would it be adequate?

Mr. STEPHAN.
really do not know what kind of services are
avaiPable in regard to information, and I think that is one of the

big problems. No one really knows where to go to see if some adoption service is legitimate or not.
Senator HATCH. It still would not solve this problem of fraudu
lent practice?
Mr. STEPHAN. No, I do not think it would.

Senator HATCH. There are concerns raised in the Utah State Leg-

islature that changing the statute laws will preeinpt private adoptions. Do you agree with that argument?
Mr. STEPHAN. The State law?
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Senator HITCH. That changing State laws along these lines will
preempt private adoptions.
q
Mr. STEPHAN. Well, or course, I think it depends on the way in
which the particular legislation is written.

Senator HATCH. There is no reason for that to be the case, is

there?
.
Mr. STEPHAN No. I think private adoption serves a very useful

purpose, and I think we ought to protect peoples' rights to private
adoption.
Senator HATCH. Thank you. I appreciate your testimony that you
have broughtthere today.
Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Senator DOLE. Thank you
very much, Bob. We will work together
, .
on it.
Mr. STEPHAN. We have plenty to do. I appreciate it. I guess you
will be home tomorrow, is that right, Senator?,
Senator DOLE. I may be theie before you are.
Mr. STEPHAN. If you are, tell them I said hello.
Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stephan follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT

T.

STEPHAN

Chairman Dole,'Members of the Committee:

On March 8 of this year my office filed a consumer protection
,action in a state court of Kansas alleging that three defendants
from other states defrauded numerous Kansas families. The suit
arises from an adoption scam involving the promised delivery of
orphaned Mexican children to prospective parents willing to pay
thousands of dollars in adoption fees. As I am sure the committee
members are aware, the childen were, rarely matched with their
anxious adoptive parents and the fees paid have not been fully recovered. We will, of course, pursue injunctive relief, full restitution and civil fines on behalf of the Kansans deceived by this
cruel scheme, but I am here today to urge Congress to address the
larger issues presented by this case. They are, in my opinion,
matters of national concern, urgently in need of the attention
and response that only the federal government can"provide.
I wholeheartedly endorse S-2299, the Anti-Fraudulent Adoption
Practices Act of 1984, offered by Senator Dole and Others, and I
commend the Senators for their prompt response and genuine concern.
This is a necessary proposal directed at those greedy few who would
fraudulently prey on the longings of adoptive parents by trafficking in the interstate and international selling of children.
My testimony will focus on the incidents of such schemes in Kansas, the limits of Kansas 'law to effectively control such practices and the advantages of 9 -229k in preventing, detecting and
punishing interstate and international adoption fraud.
.

I.

Americans are eager to adopt children.
Senator Grassley told
the Senate in sponsoring S-2299 that last year 2 million couples
sought to adopt children while less than three percent (3t) of
those couples were able to obtain a child. Under such circumstances, the searching, waiting and uncertainty of prospective
adopting parents makes them susceptible to the unecrUpdlous profiteer.

,

Thirteen (13) Kansas families have fallen prey to the deceptive
promises of three (3) adoption promoters who promised children
within 6 to 12 months for a fee of $2,500'to 66,000. All three
were unlicensed in Kansas or elsewhere, but they managed to
garner the assistance of licensed, but ill-informed, adoption
agencies in locating and communicating with prospective clients.
Through these contacts and newspaper ads, the promoters offered
Mexican orphans for adoption. Various telephone contacts were
made and written materials were supplied to the prospective
fami-ies explaining the adoption procedures, and containing application forms. The fees were to vary-depending on attorneys'
fees, medical costs, child care and travel costs. Money was often
collected in installments and was to be deposited in "trust acOf the cases we have investigated, in cpnnection with
counts."
the Mexican orphan adoption scheme; only two children were actually
available for adoption and only one of the prospective adoptive
couples has received a full refund of the fees paid. The remaining
couples are sorely disappoknted and out-of-pocket more than
$46,700 to the defendants.
Allow me to relate the story of but one of these families. This
couple applied to adopt a Mexican child with one of the promoters
named in our reoent law suit who had solicited the couple's application. A ones thousand dollar fee ($1,000) accompanied the application. The application was made intMarch of 1983. On Memorial
Day, the adoption promoter contacted the couple to advise that a
child was available and that three thousand dollars ($3,000) was
needed to cover the adoption expenses. The money was wired to the
promoter in El Paso, Texas, and the family was advised it would
have a child within two (2) weeks.
,
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Weeks passed without word from the promoters.
However, instead
of giving up hope, the family held faith with the promoter.
The
husband and wife flew to Arizona for a face7to-face meeting, and
were assured throughput that a child would be available.
Travel
arrangements were frequently ma, de for the trip to MeAico to pick
up the child but were only cancelled at the last moment.
In reliance upon the promoters promises, this Kansas couple purchased
baby clothes and furniture and even postponed the husband's surgery in anticipation of the trip to Mexico.
In January of this year, this couple learned that the adoptiOn
agency had closed.
This scenerio is not uncommon.
The financial losses are measurable, but it remaihs,to be seen wheeler our attempt at recovery
will be successful. The suffering of these desperate couples is
immeasurable and the year lost to anxiety, irreplacable. /,cannot
conceive of a more cruelor heartless scam. Yet, as long as so
many couples in Kansas, and elsewhere, are eager to adopt children
and unable to do so through licensed and legitimate means, the
door is open for the unscrupulous profiteer. Hence, I have no
hesitation in advising this committee that the problem at hand is
both real and urgent:
The sad stories we have heard recently will
surely continue on an even larger scale unless government intervenes.
II.

State governments are intervening on behalf of their injured
citizens. Both Iowa and Kansas have now used the powers of their
respective consumer protection lawgptg,seek redress from the
promoters of the Mexican orphan adoption scam. There is something discomforting about utilizing consumer protection laws to
recover losses suffered in an adoption scheme. Children are not
widgets and the services rendered by adoption agencies are a far
cry from the common high pressure door-to-door salesman.
Yet, in
or circumstance, where the adoption agencies in question are unlicensed out-of-state operators, the provisions of the consumer
protection laws may be the source of sortie relief.
However, there
are inherent limitations in such individual state efforts.
First, this is a national problem. Adoption agencies may operate
in many states simultaneously.
The current rash of adoption promoters, including the ones we investigated, have been operating
in as many as twenty(20) states.
Absent federal involvement,
individual states will be required to duplicate civil and Criminal
investigations and judicial proceedings.
Second, I doubt that all states have statutes specifically designed to discourage and'punish such activities. It has been the
Kansas experience that laws dealing with adoption activities do not
specifically-cover these types of adoption operations.
See K.S.A.
65-501 et leg. Currently, the Kansas legislature is considering
amendments to such laws to. strengthen the state's abilities to
respond to the recent abuses.
See 1984 House Bill No. 2098.
At
best, the state remedies will be neni-uniform and uncoordinated
with one another. As an interstate, and even international
problem, a uniform and well-coordinated response is required.
Finally, whether civil or criminal, the reach of the federal government exceeds that of the individual states. Under federal law,
many questions of civil long-arm jurisdiction or criminal extradition.
are avoided. Civil awards for losses and damages, as well as civil
fines or restitution, hay be more easily enforced through the federal
courts. And, of course, the assistance of federal agencies in collecting information regarding fraudulent adoption outfits would
assist local.agencies in advising potential victims. Federal law
enforcement agencies could be most helpful in detecting, investigating and even prosecuting offenders.
Please be assured that the states, like Kansas, will diligently
pursue any legal remedies available under state law. My endorsement of S-2299 is not an effort to avoid a state responsibility.
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Instead, I believe federal involvement can preyent unnecessary
duplication of effort, promote unifOrmity in treatment of the
problem and reduce the inherent legal obstacles caused.by jurisdictional boundaries.
For these reasons I believe the Anti-Fraudulent Adoption practices ,
Act of 1984 is both a necessary and responsive measure. hs,previously noted, our goal is the prevention, detection and punishment
of adOption fraud.
The stiff criminal sanctions imposed by S-2299
ought to go a long way toward diacouraging the, shoddy adoption
operations we have seen in the last few months. 'Certainly, the
stakes will be raised beyond the civil fines available under
state consumer protection laws. Moreover, the bill literally
outlaws the unlicensed fly-by-night con artists in no uncertain
terms.
. a restriction' that, at least, Kansas law does not now
contain.
.

With regard to tpe detection of fraudulent adoption activities,
tpe expanded role of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Sbrvices in collecting and disseminating adoption data as well
as the investigating of fraudulent adoption practices will greatly
enhance the enforcement of existing and future state and federal
laws. We would have been most grateful for such services in the
initial stages of the Mexican orphan adoption scam in Kan4as.
Efforts by local and State agencies to ascertain the credibility
of these adoption promoters were wholly unsuccessful.
In the absence
of a central clearinghouse for such' information, even conscientious
couples, licensed adoption agencies and state government agencies
were not able to uncover the fraud early enough. At they time of
0
their inquirids to a number.ofmeighboring states, Iowa and Massachusetts wire investigating. Unfortunately, the inquiries were
not directed to the proper officials in Iowa or Massachusetts.and
therscam-went undetected in Kansas until it was too late.
Finally, the bill increases the potential that.fraudulent adoption
agents will be brought to justice. In addition to the harsh
criminal penalties, the substantial redources. of the Justice Department and the FBI will be available to investigate and prosecute offenders. Moreover, the federal district courts will be
opened to civil litigants in adoption fraud cases even where the
amount in controversy is less than $10,000. The bill also calls
for the award of attorneys' fees and punitive damagea. Both of
which are appropriate remedies for this type of case.
Summary

Many Amekican families, including my Kansas neighbors, have been
swindled by.unscrupulous adoption proMoters. While I will do
evelything'in my power to recover their losses, I believe we are
duty bound to thoroughly examine the baby selling business and
restrict it to legitimate adoption activities.
The potential
for abuse and injury to potential parents and children is too
great to ignore.
S-2299 is a fine piece of legislation. It demands Congreasibnal
approval and prompt executive_ implementation.
It responds to
the shortcoming& inherent in state -by -state action by reducing
duplication of criminal and civil legal procedings, promoting
uniformity in regulating the adoption process. and reducing legal
obstacles to prosbcution and recovery of civil damages. S-2299
attacks the fraudulent adoption schemes in a comprehensive fashion,
through prevention, detection and punishment.

4
For these reasons I am proud to endorse the Anti-Fraudulent
Adoption Practices Act of 1984. ./ trust you and your Congressional colleagues will act promptly on Its passage.
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Senator 'D01,.E. Now, we are very pleased to have with us Linda
and Mike Davis from Iowa.

I might say we had a Kansas couple invited, but thtrhusband is
We very much appreciate Mike and Linda being here.
Before ,. you give your statements, I think Senator Japsen would

like to indicate what Senator Grassley would have said had he
c been here.
Senator JEPSEN. Yes. Linda and Mike, we welcome you here on
behalf of Senator Grassley.

I would ask, Mr. Chairman that his statement be entered into

the record as if read.
Senator Dotx. It will be made a part of the record. .
[The prepared statement of Senator GLassley follows:)
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

Mr. Chairman, I welcome Linda and Mike Davis to this hearing and I am very
sorry that I could not be present to hear their testimony. Linda and Mike were born
and raised in Burlington, Iowa, about 30 mines from where they h e made their
under happier
home in Wapello. I only wish that their visit to Washington could
circumstances. I understand that they were taping a segment at 6. this morning
for Good Morning America so I imagine they are a bit tired.

Most of us are aware that State law governs almost every asptact of adoption
There are, however, many aspects of adoption that do transcend State boundaries.
One aspect that Senator Dole's bill covers so well, has to do with the monitoring of
interstate adoptions. The lack of formalized standards governing interstate adop
tions invites the abuse that we are examining today.
By far.the majority of adoptionsth this country are provided in a legal, ethical
manner, providing a valuable service to thousands of Americans seeking to open,
their homes to children and enrich the lives of all concerned Just as an examplej

would cite Holt International Children Services, an agency responsible for the
Davis' successful adoption of their children Andy, Adam, and Amy.
Fifteen years ago 80 percent of unwed pregnant women gave up their babies for

adoption. Today it is just the opposite-80 percent keep their infants to raise them
selves. And, of course, many unmarried women are either using birth control size
cessfully or are legally aborting their unwanted pregnancies.
As an, example of how acute the baby shortage has become, the number of babies
placed for adoption in 1975 by the world's largest agency, the Los Angeles County
Adoption Agency, was only one-tenth the number it placed in 1965. At the same
time adoption officials are noting an increase in the number of couples who want to
adopt.

As the number of available ihildren for adoption drop, anxious faMilies become
the easy prey of scam operations The legislation before us would impose the appre
plate sanctions in i-ases of adoption fraud And importantly, the Federal Government will focus on gathering information in an area that is lacking in statistical
information.

Senator JEPSEN. I would like to reiterate here, and quote Senator
Grassley's statement with regard to the fact that by far, the majority of the adoptions in this country are prqvided in a legal, ethical
manner, providing the management services to thousands of Americans seeking to open their homes to children, and enrich the lives
of all concerned.

Just as an example, Senator Grassley cites the excellent work of

International Children Services, an agency responsible for the
Davis' successful adoption of their children, Andy, Adam, and Amy

have a icture today with you of those r
I understand that yo
ion, Mr. Chairthree youngsters. I
man, to give some perspective of this beauthu. couple, who is now
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appearing before us, by sharing with you a few facts about Mike
and Linda Davis of. Wapello, IA.

Both of them are 33.years old, born an raised in Iowa. They
paid out $4,875 to Becci Kelley, and lost at least $500'more, trying
to comply with the Mexican requirements for adopting. They presently have three children, Andy, 7, Adam, 6, and Amy, 15 months.
They adopted Andy about 5 or 6 years ago; Korean law required_
that the parents had to go to Korea if they were adopting a child

under the age of 2. They spent about 10 days of their time in
Korea, and are grateful that they had been able to see their chil-

dren through this.
Linda mentioned that their second child came to them the day

that Mike lost his job and had started a business on his own in
May of 1982. It is the Odessa TV and Appliance Co.

Linda mentioned that if they had the money they had lost in the
fraudulent adoption scheme they would go back to Korea, to show
the children, all their children, their roots.
Linda has also stated that they would like to adopt another child.
So I welcome theDavis family, and I thank my colleague Senator
Grass ley and his staff who have worked tirelessly with ours, to try
to gather as much information as we possibly can in order that we
might be of same constructive service. We must keep this whole
sad situation of fraudulent adoption in perspectiVe. We must stop
abuses and make sure that we do not discourage any young future
mothers who will give their children for adoption to the literally
hundreds of thousands of couples around this country who are
standing in line to adopt.
Welcome, Mike and Linda.
Senator DOLE. Thank you.

Let me just suggest that you can proceed in any way you wish: I
do not know who is boss in your family, I know who is boss in my
family, so I generally go last.
Mike, do you want to start, or Linda?
STATEMENT OF LINDA AND MIKE DAVIS, WAPELLO, IA

Mr. DAVIS. Well, first, I would just say that this picture kind of
represents what adoption is all about, and that we are in no means
unique as far as adoption, and there are literally thousands of families who have done adoptions.
Like you indicated, we hope that this does not discourage other
families from the adoption process, private or through agencies, or
anything else. Parents need kids, and kids need parents.
Senator DOLE. Linda, do you want to make a statement?
Mrs. DAVIS. Do you want to hear our story, briefly?

Senator DOLE. Right. Ju4 tell us what happened, and I have

some questions, but -.proceed in any way you would like.
Mrs. DAVIS. We had first met, made contact with Becci Kelley in

1980. She had promised us a child within 1 year. After, several

children have been offered from Becci Kelley,.and none came out;
we had not received a child.
Debbie Tanner had alio promised us one child. That was a total
of five children offered to us, but none ever came to our home.

I do not know--
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Mr. DAVIS. It is kind of almost impotible to believe what people
think when they are waiting. You know, our friends say, well, you
should have seen right through that. You know, waiting for a child,

you see mostly what you want to believe, and I guess if there is
anything again, we realize we are not alone, and it makes us feel a
little bit better.
But we actually received a photograph that led us to believe that.
this was our child. As hazy and blurry as it is, we could see that
baby with no problem at all. And so, just throughout the whole
course of our working with Ms. Kelley, we justone carrot dangled
in front of another.

We actually thought that we were going to get this child, up

until a certain point. We had a confrontation and things fell apart.
after that, they deteriorated rapidly. So in the summer of 1982, we
contacted the Iowa Attorney General's Office, and the investigators
traveled to Mexico, and El Paso, trying to piece together facts, and
so forth, and have done a pretty good job. But here again, because
of distances, and really a lack of coordination, it is pretty hard to
we do not know the scope of the whole thing, and I do not know
that we will.
Mrs., DAVIS. There are two points I would like to make. We did
not bypass the agencies, there was nobody that would work with us
at this time. Since we had already received one child, we were told
that we would probably not receive another one.
I had written over 30 letters to different agencies, asking for a
child, up to the age of 5. I would accept a special needs child, siblings, anything. Over half of the agencies would not even respond
to me. This Mexican adoption was open to us; this is the only way
we could see to increase our family.
Another thing I would like to make clear is that $4,500 is not an
excessive amount for adoption. A lot of reporters have stated why
did you pay so much money. This is not an excessive amount. For
each of our children, we paid approximately this amount.
Senator DOLE. How old are your children now?'
Mrs. DAVIS. Seven, six, and fourteen months.
Senator DOLE. Is that a notebook you have there?
Mrs. DAVIS. Yes, this includes letters to Becci Kelley, notes that I
have kept that we have corresponded with Becci Kelley. I had entitled it Amy,. it is now entitled the Mexican mess.
Senator DOLE. .1-tow, did you learn about adoption services?
Through the newspaper ad, or direct contact? ,
Mrs. DAVIS. There was a newspaper ad, with the number on it. I
wrote to this couple, askinglf they had success in adopting a child.
They in return sent me Becci Kelley's name, and we contacted her.
Senator DOLE. Do you have a copy of that ad with you?
Mrs. DAVIS. The letter from Becci Kelley?
Senator DOLE. No, the ad.
Mrs.*DAvis. The ad, yes.

Senator HATCH. Mr: Chairman, I wonder if we could put the appropriate part oC the notebook in the record?
Senator DOLE. Yes.

Mrs. Div's. It is just a little--

SenVcr DOLE. Could you just read it to us?

-
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Mrs. DAVIS. It says a young couple wants to adopt. If you can
help, please write Box 51, Bedford, IA.
Senator JEPSEN. What was that again? Young couple wishing?
Mrk. DAVIS. Young couple wants to adopt. If you can help, please
write Box 51, Bedford, IA.
Senator Doi..E. You put the ad in t e paper?
wight and Glenda Wetzel of
Mr's. DAVIS. No, this was a coupl
, Bedford, IA. They had been advised to *rite the ad by Becci Kelley.
They later did -adopt. a Caucasian c ild through Beoci Kelley.
personally?
Senator Doi. Have you talked t Becci
Mrs. DAVIS. Yes, we have, sevral times. She was the person we
dealt with.

Debbie Tanner, we had talked to occasionally. We had received
letters, signed Senor Lopez, which we later learned is Bryan Hall_
But Becci Kelley is the one whowe worked with, she stated she
was a social worker, which we also' learned she is not. She represents the Eastern States, on behalf,Of the Mexican adoptions.
Senator JEPSEN. Mr. Chairman, getting back to this ad. This ad
was put in by atiother couple wishing to adopt. How did that then
connect with you?
Mrs. DAVIS. I wrote, asking if they had success with adopting a

child this way. If they did have success, I might have tried placing
my, own ad.

Senator JEPSEN. Then after you wrote them- asking if they had
any success, then what happened? Did they refer you to -Mrs. DAVIS. Yes, they referred us to Becci Kelley. They referred

us to Becci 'Kelley. We made contacts back and forth over the
phone.

Senator JEPSEN. At what point .did Becci Kelley ask you for

money?

Mrs. DAVIS. Within the first month she asked us for $75, to be
placed on her Caucasian list. This was for a Caucasian baby.
Senator JEPSEN. And how did you proceed then, to get, as I understand, you paid her $4,875? Would you tell the committee how
that came about?
Mrs. DAVIS. In February of 1981, Becci Kelley called and asked
us if we would like to be the parents of 8-month-old twin girls
being born in Mexico. We said we would. We sent $300 application
fee at this time. She said we would have them home by April. The
longest wait would be our fingerprints through Immigration.

. Later she said the mother would not sign a release,' would we
take a newborn baby girl. We said yes. In July of 1981, she called
and said you have a baby girl, born in May, and this is the picture

Of the baby, supposedly.

We sent her the money, $4,500, in July and August.
Senator JEPSEN. How much money did you send her?
Mrs. DAVIS. $4,500.

Senator JEPSEN. Is that the standard agreed to fee?
Mrs. DAVIS. It had actually gone up. She had originally told us it
would be $3,000.
Mr. DAVIS. There is also, I think, about a $300 preliminary Mexi-

can application fee, that went along .with that.
36-395 0-84-3
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Senator JEPSEN. Did this in any way differ from the fees. that you
had paid before, to your agency, that you adopted your other children from?,
Mr. DAVIS. Well, I guess the dollar amount ends up to be about,
the same, but with Children Services we get a scheduled list of expenses, travel expense and placement studies expense, adoption expenses, things of that nature.
Senator DOLE. Were you asked to furnish any information, a financial disclosure statement, or any of the other normal things
that you would furnish for any adoption process, when you are
trying to obtain a child?
Mrs. DAVIS. We were asked to mail our birth certificates, marriage 'certificates, mail them to the Mexican Consulate, to have
their seal put on and mailed to Senor Lopez. Also an application
stating height, weight, annual income, et cetera.
Mr. DAVIS. But they do not really ask for financial statement, as
such.
Senator DOLE. Did you ever break down the fees, how much was

s..

travel, and doctors, hospitals?
Mrs. DAVIS. It variecl,from time to time. Sometimes foster care
was going to be $1,000, sometimes it was to be $2,000. It never
stayed the same.
Senator DOLE. Did all-this take place by telephone, or letters,
with Becci Kelley, or

--

Mrs. DAVIS. Mostly by phone.

Senator DOLE. Never had any writteni,agreement on the adoption? You just called it the twins, and if not the twins, then the
baby girl?
Mrs. DAVIS. We received letters from Senor Lopez stating that he

had received our money, our papers were being processed, we
would be united with our children, be patient.
Senator DOLE. Again, do you have a copy of that letter?
Mrs. DAVIS. Yes.

Senator DOLE. I think what we might like to do, without having
you go through your notebook now, is make copies of relevant parts

of that part of the record, if you do not have any objection. We

could determine the fact that there is some issue to address.
Senator Hatch?
Senator HATCH. I just have a great deal-of sympathy with what
you have gone through. But one questiorr.
You indicated that the adoption agencies have chatted with you,
said that because you already had one adopted child, that you probably could not get another one.
Do you have any documentation that any licensed adoption
agency would not consider placing a second, or another child in
your home, because yoU had already adopted one child?
Mrs. DAVIS. I probably have some letters at home.
Senator HATCH. We would be interested in seeing that, because I
think under present law they may not be entitled to do that.
Mrs. DAVIS. They had said they did not care how we received our
child, we had one child.
Senator HATCH. We would like to have you -40
submit whatever documentation that you have from those,mqgle.
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I might add that I am concerned about that type of lack of

`knqwledge also. So if you could help the committee to that extents
we would apprecjate,it.

[The following material was subsequently submitted for the

record:}
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MEXICAN ADOPTION PROCEDURE

Fill out Mo.theA anci*FatheA In6pxmation.Aheet. Send a along with
photognaph o6 MotheA and Fathut only, and $500.00 (non-ilelundable) fort leg
wonk and telephoning pwtpo.se.5 to: "Becci Keeley - Route 1 - New Wanket,
STEP

Iowa - 51646

Contact nearteztlortignation f Maturtalization Ol6iCe. TAU them

STEP 42

you oite adopting an orphan in Mexico and would they p/eaAe Aend you an
ado/5tcon packet. In the packet Ahou/d he the Aollowina:
A.

Fkr_igeAputint rd4 Take. theze to your local police -station.
huAband and wife get Singexptinted.
in the Apace allowed oh the cand4.

B.

C.

Both

Make Aurte the o66icen Aign4

Staple a letter to tki4 6onnt Aatiin that you will Aend
the in6bnmation latex.
1-600 Foam

A66adavit o6 Supoont You bill out the zeconct page and pneparte

the Aollowing Auppottive evidence:

\\.(aN

Ian and wife birth ccAtiAicatez
2. Maxxiage centiiiicate.
1.

3.
4.

`"\..
i
Employment verti6ication, AalaAy, etc.
Re6exence o6 economic 4.-tabiti.ty-Inom bank, total depoAit4
/tut yeax, ple4ent balance, date account opened.

inOxmation to the IranigAation ol6ice Ache obtained, along
iukth a letter asking them to pit-ptoce44 you and that you expect a xelexxat
Now neturtn thi

"csA a Mexican child.

Apply ion personal oaezportt. Both huoband and wile. They will tell
you a pa-AApont 414 npt neteAtany boa malice in Mexico, but you must have one
STEP 43

to adopt a child.
STEP 04

Apply eon a homutudy 6itom any adoption agency of county Aociat

zerttAte. Remember to keep your Iacts At/might when apptoing, Nou axe not
going through the Tannert4 ox Becci Keltey. You adoptiot,t to being dente in
a Ilex.ecan &omen,

-Kpez and you ate brtingag the 'child home through

U.S. Immignation.
STEP 05

StartA on papertA Ion Mexican coati and Mexican lcoutic.n.

o6 the 6alowing ate attached eat you to compant:
1.

0Aiginal o6 both birth ceAtiticatee.

38(
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11.

111.

Oitiginal o6 mamiage centiAicate.
One perteonat 4W/tenet.

These do not mention your Religious vitae 04 qo into
depth, keep them ample and 4hott. Do not mention
other(

Thi.a
Atte/tenet AWL the
Be wive to use Ao Ana/ Ault name4

membeAa.

mothet and Aatheit..

at all times. They mat be on tettenheada and pia6eAabty Porn a doctor, Lannert,- wt owner o6 a buzineaa.

(

They Jo not tiAnt to know what good parents' you me; just
how upstanding and atabte you aAi in the corm/mu:4.

Iti,...Reicertence 06 Economic SUN./4:4. A tetteit Ptom yowt bank on

* theiA tetteithead stating date account opened, total deooeito
last gun and plezent balance,
V.
Employment VertiAication. A tetten Jtom yam employe' stating
yea/ay zatany, type o6 job and stability at that job. Pert4on
signing letteA should rotate hi.a ooaition in aatutation.
Send zeAox copies o6 attpaperta Becci Kelley - Route 1 - New Moitket,
load - 51646
STEP 06

STEP 07 BiAth and itauiage centilicatea mat he tent to the Mexican
Consulate oven the area in which they weAe issued, The itemaining paperta
I77,7V, P V, go,to the SecAetaAy 06 State - Capita/ quilding -Deo Moinee,

-

Iowa.

Mow wend the imputa to the Mexican Consulate oven IfOU4 area 604
the:v't stamp, Eneto.se $11.00 604 each pope,' to be stamped; thiqmu4t be

a ea-Aix/Ea check, and a stamped aelA-additeued envelope. When you get these
back wend them on to decci Kelley. All in6ommation in thin mocedwtt 4.4

based on past adoptions, and i.a subject to change without !Aim notice..
NOW - WAIT FOR A REFERRAL
a

The.ae will be the apptoiimate coate inctmed 6b4 the Mexican adoption:
A. Application Ate - $500,00,
8. Re6eNtat !See - $4500.00
C. Fortut Carte bill - $500.00 to $1000.00
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ioeusentos quo deben presenters' pars le ozpodieidn do PODUSS GENERAL-2S Y
IIPECIALES

aceids del TS1CTO DSL ?ODER QUE Sit DMA OTORCAR, prepsrado por Notario
P,Jlieo de Eizido o por la Inatitucidn Banearia o Financiers, di acuerdo
con las nocesidade, de la gostidn o trimite que bark el apoderado on representacibn del poderdantei el cual orviri do guia unicamente pars el
poder Notarial quo redactark este Consulado General.

) F

.

) Para CONYEA-YENTA d terrnos o cases, especificar eliranento la ubieacifon
(calla, ndsoro, punto cardinal Dacia el quo sta orientada is seers, tote,
seceiftry aanzana). Euporficie sn aetroa euadrados, lindoros con sus rodpoetivaa aodidas y orisntaci6n (los liideroa deben spocificar elaramente
el nombro del propistario o ndmero del into eolindante). Si is fraceionacolonia, proporcionsr l nombrm coepleto.
miento
) Z1 otorgante y I ednyug. (en eaeo de que date nocosito der su consentisfento) dation idontificars con eualquira do los sigulontes documontos:
Passport, Uozieano, Tirjeta de Natrieula o Cortina del Servicio Wilitar

Naploml.
) El *torsi:As pagari por adelantado los derechos correspondiente
nado par is Tarifa Notarial.
) Datos Parsonale dal otorgente:
Nombry completo:

Estado civil:

Ir-ionalidad:
0._papiem:

Tolifono:

Ciudad y Estado:
Domicillo:
Manifeetar su camas el Imp:lost° Sobre 160:lents en Mexico:
Si identified coat

4.1.1

Pinups

Consentisionto del anyugs:"Present y ante este Consulado General, doy si
amplio monsentimiento pare que mi esposo (a) otorgue 3 firms el Pcder quS

as describe in el ?MATO Qua s en= al presents, firundo al oaks pare
4

ratifiesr si consentimiente.
Se identified eon,
liras:

Sete: personales del apoderado:
Nombre oomploto:
DomiCilio:
SERVACIONES:
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VOLIWEI!, II Paid: CINCNEnTA Y CrirNEN'A

---En is ciudgd de Denver, Coloradn,

r!O

Estado% Pnidon ee Arfrien,

)

s los trece Alas del nes de abril de

ril-novecientos ochenta y
uno, ante int, licenciado Octavio rtzque: n., cbeetit ee
en esta.ciudad, actuindo en funciones

de notario Mike), de

acuerdo coWlo dispueiticin los it:tint:1os quince fraccidn
ta de le Ley -Orstnica /dal Se-trial°

-

eller

exterior Mexican() y doseien

tos uno fraccidn quints y trescientos

cuarenta y uno del viFen

to Reglement° de is Ley dal Beivicio

EnCe&i.or Pexicano de train
ta de abril de mil novacientos treinta
y cuatro, conparecieron

los seiforeseallEgily winifeytaron,
Que por media/del present. instrumento

Confier.6 at se'or li--

cenciado LORENZO PROSPIRO ARZOLA, con'donicilio en P.O. Box

1767E, EL Paso, Texas 79917, E.N.A.,-PODEE

CE/IERAL Cara plel--

tos y cobranzes,'idninistracidn de hienes, sctos de dosinio,
todas las facultatles fteneralet p einecinlea one rencieran

sula especial conform, a la Ley, en los t6rninos del articulo
dos mil quinientos cincuenta y cuatro del C6dieo Civil Darn

Distrito Federal y pars toda la Repdblica en nateria FederaL,
quedando el nandatario autorizadO pare desistirse del iuicio -1
de ampero, pare transigir o conproneterae en irbitros y pars

-

que represent, at nandante ante toda clase de autoridade's.tanto federates cono locales, con las facultedes,n5s aniblies pars

el nejor desenpelo del nandato, aunque no se encuentren aqui
expresadas.

La dnica linitacidn is qua est, podor to ecereetS;

dnica y'exclusivanente
an ssuntor relacionados Con la adonci4
r..
do un "nor. ---------

YO, EL cn"srit. rE rum ACTUANDO En rriclorts DE -olump "True°,

cr.runce:
IMO.- nue concise° a loecouparecientes quieneg
legal pars contratar y'obli^arse.
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canacidad

3'1

105.- 1tie pOr sus ganeAlesenanlfestaron-Isajo nrotttn de decAr
verdad, flamarse conO ettedaescrito'. irer al nriner

Y un abs dc4Ond, de nacAbnalidad estadnnieensC

de treintn
cnsadn, de --

1/

4-11pacian nnernanr

--

turtnn pars to crinnn.fn '"'ntinonl

Llectric 6opnov", nvininnrio do 1111.011112MIS
cnb dnnietlin

rh
T fine no enusa el Inpuesto so-

bre la 'Banta en ll8sleol la annunda vier de, veimtiocho eon de

edad, de nacionalideol estadunidense, essadtt, de ocupncidn ho,

nr, ntll,innrin'da radar nitY,

r..r.A., con el misno do-

nicilio v qua tanpoco causa:el'Innuesto sohre la ?enta.
TRES.- Quo le

let In presente escrituta, explielndole

el

valor y,fuerra legal dm to %%Lima. as/ cono Rue no necesita

presenter el testis:on% toe de Is 'Mama se expida, a la Secretarts de Relaciones Zxteriores ew Mexico, pare nue se lei:talcs

is firma quo lo calva y estando conforme con au contenidop lo
ratifica:on y firm -mtrael misno dfa de su otorgamiento.-Ony Ey.
Otorgunte): (Firmer).- Ante mI, Iie7ciado Octavio vfiselose
C8nsul de Hfixico actuando to funciones de Notario iGhlico.Firma y nello.
Si

tTece

sate

ihril

de all novecienios echenta y uno. en
,

el lugar de su otorgamiento_autoriso definittvarente el presen

to instrumento.- Day fe.- Lie. Octavio Vieques S., C8nsul de

Hlxico.- Firnn'y sane.
'ANOTACIONES DADOINALES

FRIMRA
.

Dereenos notarial*. devengados.- Conform, al Decreto Presiden-

cisl del 18 de abril de 19781 Att. 2o. Fracc. III a) S1,125.6
H:N., equivalent's a Ols. 49.311
8EGUDDA
El trace tre

ati'ril

de mil novecientos ochentg y uno se expi,-

did priMer testimomim.- Doy

IMbrima.
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ArtSculo 2,55A del CSeligo Civil pars el Distrito Federal v tod.,

da la Republica: CEn todos los poderes generale* porn pleitos_

y cobrangas bestsri que(se digs qua it otorgacou todas las fa
cultades' generale' y las especillel quo requieren elSusula especial.s,unforme a la ley, Opra quo no entiendan conferidos sin

limitani4 nlguna".
"En, ion podnrcs Eescrates parn ndinintini. I,IFNas4 11nidf4 rA-

.

presar que se den coa cite cnrIcter, pnrn que el npodrrndn tongs Leda rinse da facultadsa a4mlnlatrativnn",

"En los poderes genernls, pare ejetesr actos de dominin, hnnearl que se den eon ese caricter pars que el apoderndo tengn codas las facultades de dusfio, tent° cat lo relativo a los bie-

nes, como pnra hacer toda close de gestiones s fin de defender
los".

"Cuandose quisieran limiter, en los tree calms antes nencionn
dos, las facultades de los npoderados, se cnnsignarSn las limi
taciones, o los poderes saran especiales".
"Los notarloi insertarin Bate artStpulo en los tastinenion de los poderes quo otorguen."
ES PRInER TrsTiztorIn smAnn Ir)° Sr "ATPI2 "A',A ri. Arnisr"ADo SE-

-OR LICENCI.TO tounn rnnsmon As2DLA A rt nr nrr tr. rIrri

-

DE CODYROBAIITE DE SU PERSOALIDAD A DVE SE REFIERE ESTE tusTtx

nTro.

En Tres rn.JAS PTILES, nrtIPAr"Tr. rwTIAnn vsn.tnrill

DO.- A LOS-TEECE DIAS Dr.L ES DE,AE".IL D5.31ILrterCIEnTAE orlr"

TA m.- DOI P.
EL cn3 Pt 'I: "nrn Ar'Ann
En FPI

n-FS D' "nTA,lo Prruco.

Lic. Octav

k.)

izisquer."
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LW. M. LOPEZ Z.
COL. FO SMARM S/N

P. 0; BOX 17$78

JUAREZ, AWL

EL PASO, TEX. 7991:1
,

September .30, 1981

Mr. & Mre. Davis
Route 2 Box 279
Wapello, Iowa
U.S.A.

52653

Dear Mr. & Mr;. Davis,

This letter is to advise you that we have received the monies 7ara
ninois adoption.

We have received the monies in Juarez, And will

hold in Escrow account until finalization of adoption.

Wehavit also

received the necessary panerwork to petition for adoption.

At this

noint we do not need further assistAnce concerning ado-tion.

We hope you can be patient with us in combletamiento of Dais adoption.
At this point there is not much to tell you,

()Vier' than you have a

healthy baby, and we'll do everything we crn to process it as feat as
pcissible.

The normal proceedure is for you to receive a letter of verification
concerning monies, then mid way through adoption n letter verifying
adoption is or is not proceeding normally through court.

Totardo the

end of finalization you will receive a color photo Of your nino, Alone
with necessary documepto for immigratio. to obtain. Jasmamorte and visa.

We are most happy to be working forlou and till try our best to do

a good job

Thank you for concera, and feel free to write us anytime.

Sineornmonto,

1
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Mexico:

Childs Progress Report:BabY is doing fine.

Baby has gained 6

sex:Female

Childs Name:Amy Kathleen
Birthplace16 omen Palacio Durango

ReeCSpanish
Location of foster home: Gomez Palacio Durango

Physical Condition: Healthy baby

Weight at birth: 7.2
Hair :Dk. Brown

RYas:Black
Identifying features: none

Medical History: Bio mother has no history.of any medical problems
Developmental History: Baby sleeps most all night. Good baby..

Physicals Adoptable baby

EntWattrect= itaol.Avsetments good baby mother (foster mother0
Evaluation and Recommendation: Baby is adoptable. Passed Physical 6-2-81
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November 25.1981
. Dear Linda and Mike.

-/1 recieved word from Mexico that your papers are approximately
half way through court. This means'you may have some time left to

wait. Yohr papers are being accepted by the judges which is good.Also
remember the month of Dec. is a big holiday month in Mexico. After
your papers are through you will be given the option to take a new born
or possably keep the child assigned to you. When the last paper is done
which is the adoption decree then the child is guaranteed to be yours.
Until this happens the mother could cause trouble. If you choose to
take a new born the child would be app.'15 weeks old.

I also need to know for my recordkifyou are still interested in
staying on my list for an infant jlere,iNhot I will apply the $75.00
to your babysitting fee when it is due in Mexico:
I must-aongratuLete on your patience. Just keep up the good work
and you will be satisfied.

Sincerely.
AREWIFIVeleff....14JMUIpAMal
AltrAL.A.A.HcAAA

NM.. AA?,

awl AAA. S
0 /rat*:

be

7

WA,

0 Liquid

POMUMUNOY1

0

,.

.411ror of
SINDIIRIMIar Wee .
4 la ctleaniom
wr. - oslume oyron. e <wn r * M
ps I on. pi& DM M. ISM

-7,t
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LIC. M. LOPEZ Z.
COL- 'co. SARABIA Sin
JUAREZ. ILEX.

P,

o

b. BOX

17878

EL PASO. TEX. 19917

Jtatiary 12, 1902

Mr. & Mrs. Michael Davis

Route 2 Box 279
Vitali°, Iowa
U.S.A.

52653

Dear Mr. & Mrs. Davis,
I

xlis letter is to infcrz you t.iat no ado:tion court is now. trick to ,.ork.

The Courts have been on vacation for about 4 weeks.

The adoption court

was late coming bcit in,' bitt they have all resu'ed.

is suet ask y...0 to be p-tient at this point.

The c.-urta are going a little

slower than we'd have thee, but the wait will worth .everything you ,-(3 through
to that

point,

when yoli receive your a^,roval And legal dOcuzertts.

Once they ap..rove you as adoptive parents, we will be in touch tith you, to
care arratt-cments for you b?th t

trivet to Juarez toee th 0111.! you

adont, and sign any necessary avers to speed the last steo u

=lease be ,atient, and feel free: to write us any tiro.
Jour counselor in your area of this corresponde..ci,.

Also, ,lenso inform
Giacias.

Sincerafento,

11.1111AJIAVA

VW* TUB

4 7, Est COW AVAILABLE
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HALL TRANSLATION

.11"1

-

-June 25,1.982

INTERMEDIARY

P.O. BOX 17878
EL PASO, TEXAS 70917

.A

'"4, ,

At r

`;swig

Mr. &.Mrs. Michael J. 'Davis
B.R. #2 Box 279
Wapello, Iowa
52653

This letter being written fox Attorney Prospero, translated by
Bryan M. Hall:
Dear Mr. & Mrs. Davis,

In referanceto your letter dated 5-442, we recieved three
thousand eight hundred dollars, plus five hundred dollars for
the application fee, which is non-refundable as stated in,your
Mexican adoption informatiOn sheet.
You had a child before, but as we were working on that referral
ae had several problems obtaini4g the release, thus we were not
able to complete the paperwork on that referral. We did not
inform Mrs. Kelly or Mrs. Tanner of this problem, as we knew
we could findeyou another referral. And sirce that time we
have continued working on your behalf to locate you another
referral.

the last seven months that youlWere working
We were informed
through "HOLT" in c3TuW ion with a Mrs. Betsy Quinn, accepting
another international.referral from Korea. And we were confused
as to which internatiopal adoption you were going to persue, or
if you were going to try to do both.
We are still confused as to your desires, as you have told our
liaison in Colo. that you wish to continue your Mexican adoption,
just put a hold on it.
As 'far as Mrs. Kelly, if you plan to continue 'through our firm
with a Mexican adoption you will be required to work with her,
as she is our liason in that area, or work directly with us
through letters. 'The reason being we do not speak english,
and Mr. Hall does not work full time for us, so language is
a problem.
We could like to ave your feelinds on this matter, and please
let us know your desires as soon as possible.
Si

ely,

Tr
For Atto

M.
y
ey Prospero

Hall
.

cc/Mrs. -Kelly -Mrs. Tanner

A
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Mr. DAVIS. Senator, some of the agencies represent certain religious-related, like Catholic.
Setiator HATCH. Maybe they do not understand the law.
Mr. DAVIS. Well, I am not sure that they fall under certain laws,
there is a certain gray area. A lot of times it was simply because
we live on the wrong side of the line, the boundary line.
Senator HATCH. Well, thank you.
Senator DOLE. That is good.

Of the total amount you paid in all of these differentamounted

to what, $4,875?
Mrs. DAVIS. That was to Becci Kelley.
Senator DoLE. And you received none of it? None of it has been
repaid?
Mrs. DAVIS. No.

Senator DOLE. Have you made a request from Becci Kelley for re,payment?
Mrs. DAVIS. Yes. By telephone and by letter..
Senator DOLE. Have you, taken any legal action against Becci
Kelley, to recover the money?
Mr. DAVIS. The Iowa attorney general has, filed a petition, consumer fraud, under the Protection Act, to recover the money from
Ms. Kelley. There has been no real trial yet.
Senator Dou. I am not certain that she has the money. Did you
pay by cash, check, money order, get a receipt?
Mrs. DAVIS. Check ayfd wire. We wired the money:

Senator DoLE. Is there anything else that comes to your mind
that might be helpful? Obviously, it would not be of any benefit to
you, but it may be of benefit to other's in the future and would be
helpful in our effort to draft appropriate Federal legislation. We
want to be sure that we do not interfere with what should be the
States' rights in adoption matters. However, when we get into
interstate and international areas of adoption, I think the Federal
Government has some responsibility.
Mr. DAVIS. I think the interstate compact laws, .they were set up
.,_ to help both children and parents. In other words,
you know, to
',help promote edoptibn, but I think because different States have
different priorities, and budgets, and,. so forth, a lot of times the
interstate compact system, I think, is sorely breaking down in the
last few yeard, and probably needs a good. injection of something.
Senator DOLE. Do you have anything else that you would like to
add?' Obviously, you were defrauded of $4,875. There should be
some way to hold accountable those who are responsible. This committee is trying to figure out how to do it.
Anything else that you can add? As I understand, the notebook
just has your own notes and letters?
'Mrs. DAVIS. Right.

Senator DOLE. If you do not mind, we might have the staff leaf
through it, and include in the record any appropriate material.
Mrs. DAVIS. OK..

Senator JEPSEN. Having gone through this, both having adopted
children successfully and having this unfortunate experience of not
having one
mg, do you have words of
advice for
en?
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Is there any statement you would make to those hundreds of

thousands of couples in this country who want to adopt a child?
Mr. DAVIS. I would say, do not give up. Like you have indicated,
there are literally hundreds of thousands of kids that need parents,
and there are parents waiting for kids. They do not have to be per-

fect kids. There is no perfect kid, and I do not think there is any
perfect parent. But there has got to be a solution.
I think, for people who are considering adoption, if they pursue
it, and do not give up, I mean, we are the bad experience, but there
are thousands of good experiences, and you should just pursue it.
Senator JEPSEN. Is there a reason why you went all the way to
Korea to get your oldest child? That's right, isn't it?
Mr. DAVIS. That is right, sir.
Senator JEPSEN. Why Was that, sir?

Mrs. DAVIS. It was required at the time for anybody adopting a
child under 2 years of age, to travel to Korea.
.

Senator JEPSEN. I see, but had you tried to adopt one in this
country, or did you just- -

Mr. DAVIS. Yes, we had. We had been to the Iowa Department of
Social Services, we have been on their list since 1977 now.
Senator JEPSEN. You have been on the list since 1977, and what

was the name of the--

Mr. DAVIS. Iowa Department of Social Services.

Senator JEPSEN. Iowa Department of Social Services. And what
do they do, do they list you as a couple eligible to adopt children, is
that when you get-on a register?
Mr. DAVIS. Yes, sir.
Se

for JEPSEN. And you were on that register since 1977, as

bein desirous'of adopting a child? That is 7 years!

M DAVIS. Yes, sir. That is not an uncommon wait, with no real
ho

nator JEPSEN. So then is it accurate to say that because you
were wanting an adopted child but were not getting any action
here within this country, you looked outside, of this country to
adopt?
Mr. DAVIS. That would be an accurate description.
Senator JEPSEN. That would be an accurate statement.

Have you become acquainted with any other couples who have

adopted children?
Mrs. DAVIS. Yes, we know parents in several States. The parents

that traveled to Korea with us, we have maintained contact with
them. We belong to an adoption group in the Burlington area, we
go to several adoption gatherings throughout the State, so our children do know they are adopted. They do see other kids when they
are adopted, and we are actively helping to seek funds to help
these children in Korea.
Senator DOLE. We want to thank you very much. We may hive
additional questions. We may try to find additional information as
we get further into this. You will probably be contacted by tele-

phone or letter, by myself, or someone on our staff.
We appreciate your coming and taking the time to be here. We
hope we can be of some assistance, at least with future couples who
have a problem in the future.
Thank you.
Y
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Mr. DAVIS. Thank you, Senator.

Senator DoLE. We next have a panel, Ms. Ann Swift, director of
the Office of Citizens' Consular Services, John Keeney, Deputy As-

sistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division, Mr. Andrew
Carmichael, Associate Commissioner for Examinations, Immigrii

go,

'tion and Naturalization Service. And also, I think we could just ask
Louise Pittman to join us.
Senator Denton wanted to be here for Ms. Pittman but, Louise, if
you will join us at the panel.
Ms. Swift, do you want to commencer,4
And I would say to all of the witnesses, your statements will be
made a part of the record. If you can summarize your statements
and hit the highlights, it will be appreciated.
Thank you very much for being here.
STATEMENTS OF MS. ANN SWIFT, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF CITIZENS' CONSULAR SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF STATE;JOHN C.
KEENEY, DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE
CRIMINAL DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE; ANDREW J.
CARMICHAEL, JR., ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR EXAMINATIONS, IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE; AND
LOUISE PITTMAN, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OF FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICES, STATE OF ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF PENSIONS AND SECURITY

Ms. Swzrr. Thank you very much.
If ,you do not mind, I think. I will quickly read through my statement, because I think I can go faster this way.
Senator DOLE. Sure.

Ms. SwIrr. I am very pleased to have the opportunity to appear
before the subcommittee today to discuss some of the problems in
volved in international adoptions.
In the last fiscal year the Department of State issued 7,350 adop-

tion visas to children being brought to the United States from

abroad. More U.S. visas were processed for children adopted from
Asia than any other part of the world. Adoptions from Asian countries are handled mainly through established agencies, and cause
us few problems.
In recent years, however, U.S. citizens, Canadians, and Europeans have started to turn to the Americas seeking children to adopt.
As large-scale intercountry adoption is a relatively new phenomenon fox Latin America, fbw of these countries have well defined
laws and policies which address the issue.
The majority. of intercountry adoptions involving Latin Americi
children are, no doubt, successful in providing the deprived child
with a home and family. However, as in any endeavor with excessive demand, the international adoption field offers an open invita
tion to some unscrupulous opportunists. The practice of arranging

for adoptions through informal intermediaries has come' to be
known as the "gray market." As this "gray market" is not regulated it has led in some instances to fraud perpetrated against wouldbe
optive parents and to practices legally and morally wrong,
such
yineand selling of babies, some of whom would not qualify as proper adoptive cases.
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The Department of State and our Counsular Officers become involved in two main aspects of the adoption process abroad. The
first is the issuance of visas to adopted children, or children toile
adopted in the United States. The second is attempting CO assist
prospective parents when they get into difficulties in their adoption
efforts. Foreign adoption laws are often cumbersome, and legiti- .
mate adoption, procedures are often lengthy and frustrating. It is
our experience, however, that when the adopting parents follow established procedures in the foreign country, and avoid short cuts,
they ultimately save time, effort, heartache, and money.

We have identified two major problem areas in foreign adoptions.
(1) Attempts by adopting parents to obtain fraudulent documenta
tions, and (2) fraudulent practices of individuals or agencies who
promise speedy adoptions through the "gray market."
At times, prospective parents try to shortcut the adoption process/
by attempting to obtain U.S. visas or U.S. passports for they adopted children by fraudulent means. When these efforts fail, they try

to smuggle the children out of the country and into the United

States. This practice has several negative consequences in addition
to the attempt to violate U.S. immigration laws. First, the U.S. citizen runs the risk of arrest and imprisonment in the host country
for kidnaping and violations of its migration laws. Second, if the
adopting parent reaches a U.S. port of entry, he must either try to
continue the fraud with the Immigration and Naturalization Service, or request humanitarian parole from the Immigration and Nat-

uralization Service in order for the child to enter the United
States. Legally, under U.S. immigration law, such a child could be
denied entry and returned to the host country. Finally, when the
child has been brought into the United States as a result of a questionable adoption, the adoptive parents may find themselves faced

with a demand for e return of the child from the natural parents, or the threat of xtortion.

The second major roblem area is difficulties encountered by pro-

spective parents in seeking children through the "gray market."
Many U.S. citizens advance large sums of money, sometimes well
in excess of $10,000, to agents in the United States or abroad in the

hope that the adoption of a child can be arranged quickly. Although the adoption process is expedited, the adoption may not be
legal.

While the U.S. citizen may obtain physical custody of the child
in the foreign country, there is little chance the child will be permitted to leave the country legally without a delay of as much as a
year or more. During this period, the foreign authorities often require a home study, and look into the legality of adoption of the
would-be parents under local law. Often U.S. citizens discover that,
after a frustrating delay, the expenditure of considerable amounts
of money and mental anguish, the child will not be released to
them by the foreign court.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, the Department of State recently
established a stud group on the international adoption of minors.
This group has been working to prepare the recommended U.S. position on the Inter-American Draft 'Convention on the Adoption of
Minors, which may be adopted at the conclusion of the Third Inter-
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American Specialized Conference on Private Internatokal Law in
La Paz in April/May 1984.
While the Draft Convention focuses primarily on the law that is
to apply to various stages oind aspects of international adoptions,
the study group has singled out several specific problem areas in
international adoptions. hadequate preparation pf families by
agencies for cross-cultural doption, lack of information sharing between families and agenci s concerning adoption laws, olicies, procedures, practices and ris s, no followup after the il eme of the
child in the new home, n protection for the child or family in case
the adoption fails.
We hope that the ab ve-mentioned Inter-Americari ConVention
or a separate conventio will eventlly address some of these sub-

stantive problems, alth ugh inter-American work in this area is
still iethe beginning s ages. In the anwhile, we in the Department of State have been trying to id ntify specific problem areas in
international adoptions. When we have done so, we will work with

the international adoption community and the Immigration and

Naturalization Service to try to find solutions.
The careful attention by our Consular Officers abroad to requests

for adoption visas and reports of birth makes it very difficult for
illegal operators to use U.S. visas or documentation to smuggle
children into the United States. We will continue to try to help
prospective parents with advice on the regulations covering adoptions in foreign countries. The Department. of State, has issued
travel advisories in some cases, and made available flyers and information sheets on a variety of adoption questions. And finally,

we will, of coarse, continue to assist Americans whenever they find
themselves in trouble abroad.
I hope this brief summary will be helpful, and would be glad to
try to answ any questions you may have.
Senator D E. Thank you very much.
.
Mr. Keene ?
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. KEENEY

Mr. KEENEY. I know you are going to, have some questions, particularly for me, Mr. Chairman, so I 'would just offer my statement,
and I just want to hit a few of the highlights of the statement.

We focus on the extent of the problem in the area of adoption
and permanent free care. We also focus on the extent to which existing criminal statutes adequately provide an avenue for prosecution of this sort of behavior, and third, we focus on the difficulties
which the proposed bill, as drafted,, presents from a law enforcement perspective.
Mr. Chairman, because the number of cases of abuse in this area
has not been ascertained with any specificity, it is difficult to conclude that the area of adoption fraud is one whose scope demands
the remedy of specific legislative action, particularly in the crimi-

nal area, and I am sure that you are going to have questions in
this area, and I am prepared to develop why 'we think we do not
have sufficient information at this point, Mr. Chairman.
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Our initial suggestion is that further intelligence be developed
concerning the scope of this problem from a law enforcement viewpoint, before any particular legislation is passed.
There are several sections of the existing Federal criminal code
which provide remedies to address ,the evils of fraudulent adoption
practices. These statutes include, the conspiracy, mail 'fraud, wire

fraud and interstate transpdtation statutes. These statutes punish
the use of the mails or interstate wire lacilities,Abr certain interstate travel in connection with or in furiherance.of a scheme or ar;
tifice to defraud.

The conspiracy statute punishes the concerted activities by two
or more persons to violate one of these other statutes, or to defraud
the United States, defraud the United States by impeding the car-

rying out of its function by the Immigration and Naturalization
Service.

Federal investigations in the area of potential fraudulent' adoption practices involving several hundred couples are now pending,
in other words, leads Are out, Senator,-to interview a minimum of
200 people at this parlicular time.
The investigative agencies involved, primarily the FBI, are utilizing the mail.and wire fraud statutes, and we think we can utilize
them without difficulty. However, we do realize that there may be
several areas *here the present criminal code provides loopholes in
adoption fraud.
Mr. Chairman, these are the same loopholes that exist with respect to fraud violations in general.
In sum, the existing Federal criminal code would appear to cover
many of the areas of potential abuse in adoption fraud, and would

provide no less effective enforcement than now exists for other

sorts of fraud schemes, involving nongovernmental victims.
Mr. Chairman, we have several technical suggestions. We have a
jurisdictional suggestion with respeCt to the false statement provi
sion, we also have a technical suggestion with respect to material
itY, But I am not going to IA) into those at this time.
We also lupe some comments to make with _respect -to the transportation ovision, and with respect to the civil recovery. Since it

is not pri Oily the Federal Government that is involved in that, I
am just go ng to rest on my statement, and that concludes my, remarks Mr Chairman.
Thank y .
Senator Doi. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Keeney follows:]

I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN C. KEENEY

Mr. Chairman, 1'6 pleased to be here today to present the
views of the Department of Justice concerning 5.2299, entitled
the "Anti-Fraudulent Adoption Practices Act of 1984".

The

comments of the Department will focus upon three aspects:

First,

the extent of the problem in the area o4 adoption and permanent-

free care;tsecond, the extent to which existing criminal statutes
adequately provide an avenue for prosecution of'this sort of
behavior; and third, the difficulties which the proposed bill, as
drafted, presents from.a law enforcement perspective.
I should note here that we defer to the Department of-Health

atd Human Services with respect to the provisions of the bill
which would be applicable to that agency.

We understand that HHS

may be providing the Senate with its views on this bill at a
later date.
A.

The Extent of the Problem
The number of prospedtive parents in the United States

seeking to adopt a child far exceeds the number of couples who

actually receive a qild.
V.

This disparity, among other factors,

has resulted in an increase in the number of applications for,

and actual adoPions of, children, which require transportation
of the child across foreign or interstate borders.

Each year,

the increasing demand for children to adopt and the dwindling
number of children aOailable for adoption-create anxiety and
e

frustration On the part of prospective parents and provide a
medium where the less scrupulous may prey.

The problem is not confined to any particular state or,
geographical area.

However, it is difficult to predict with any

accuracy the scope of the problem or the nuMber of couples.who
have been victimized by persons who have no intention of
delivering any child for adoption.

Part of the reason for this

is'that the law enforcement arm of the federal government,has
only recently become moie.sctively and visibly involved in, the

area of children's safety and children's rights.

Y
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important reason may be that a number of the hoped-for adoptions
take place within the so- called "black' or 'gray! market.

In

such instances, when the promised child never materializes, the
victimized couple may either be too embarrassed or too fearful of
proseCution themselves to disclose these activities t9 law
enforcement personnel.

Because the number of cases of abuse in this area has.not
l

been ascertained with any specificity, it is difficult to
conclude that the area of adoption fraud is one whose scope
demands the remedy of specific legislative action.

Our' initial

suggestion is that further intelligence be developed concerning
the scope of the problem from a law enforcement view before any
particular legislation is passed.
B.

The Effectiveness of Present Criminal Statutes.
Absent enactment of this new legislation, there are several

sections of the existing federal criminal code which, provide

remedies to address the evils of fraudulent adoption practices.
These statutes include the conspiracy (18 U.S.C. S371), mail
fraud (18 U.S.C. 51341), wire fraud (18 U.S.C. 51343) and
interstate transportation (18 U.S.C. 52314) statutes.

These

statutes punish the use of the mails or interstate wire
facilities or certain interstate travel in connection with or in
furtherance of a scheme or artifice to defraud.

The conspiracy

statute punishes the concerted activities by two or more persons
to violate one of thesib'-other statutes.

Federal investigations in the area of potential fraudulent
adoption practices involving several hundred couples are now
pending in no less than 20 states.

The investigative agencies

involved are utilizing existing federal criminal statutes,
especially mail and wire fraud statutes, without difficul y.

However, we do realize that there may be several'areas where
tl.
present criminal code provides loopholes in fraud cases in,
general and adoption fraud in particular.
The existing code provides no means bf punishing the
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individual who, without using the mails or wire communications,
makes false and fraudulent representations in an effort to obtain
money or other things of value from prospective adoptive parents.
Second, if an adoption scheme involves an amount less than five

thousand dollars, the traverof the victims of thd scheme would
not constitute a violation of 52314.

Third, there

s some

question as to wheeler 52314, which has been construed to cover
only travel by the victims of the scheme to defraud, would cover
travel by the natural mother or the transportation of the child
to be adopted in situations involuinq force or duress.

Travel by

such individuals might be excluded either because theylici.ght not

be considered the true victims of the scheme or 'because of a

failure to meet the predicate Jurisdictional amount of $5,000.
Finally, there are no statItes which allow the mere use of or
affecting of any instrumentality of interstate or foreign
commerce to provide the federal nexus for controlling behavior in
the area of fraudulent adpption practices.

In sum, the existing federal criminal code would appear to
cover many ofl'ihe areas of potential abuse in the area of

adoption fraud, andmould provide no fess effective enforcement
than now exists for other sorts of fraud schemes involving

non-governmentalvidtims.
C.
z'

The Proposed Bill.

Although, as indicated previously, we do not believe a case

as yet been made for the enactment of specific federal
legislation dealing with child adoption fraud, in the event the
COMmittee determines to process such legislation, we offer here
some comments with regard to the difficulties which 5.2299
presents from a law enforcement viewpoint.,
1.

Section 21 -- the False Pretenses Section

The primary problem. with thIs section

that it fails (we'

assume inadvertently) to provide any federal nexus.

We believe,

from the February 9, 1984 remakks accompanying the introduction
of the bill, 'that its focus is meant to be upon fraudulent
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adoption practices relative to intitate or foreign adoptions.
However, there is nothing in this proposed section which limits
its effect to such activities nor which provides a rationale for
the involvement of. the federal government.

A second problem with this section is that the false acts
or statements made punishable in the 4Arst clause of the first
paragraph are not limited by any requisite of materiality as is
done in the succeeding clause.

Absent such limitation, the

section would punish the knowing use of false, non-material
information as severely ag the concealment of a material fact.
This would be a marked departure from the language in other false
-statement statutes, including 18 U.S.C. 51001, and mould make an
unappealing predication for successful prosecution.
2.

Section 23 -- Transportation of Individuals under Duress --

Since the thrust of this section is the causing of an
individual to travel in interstate or foreign commerce in
connectioh with the placement of a child for adoption, it is
Unclear why the propqsed offense ii limited to causing such
trWVel by means of force or duress, or indeed why the section
punishes only the. causing of an individual, rather than property,
to move in interstate or foreign commerce.

We suggest that

additional consideration be given to the desired scope of this
section.

Moreover, it would seem to us preferable to substitute

the word "threat" for "duress".

Duress is not a term commonly

utilized to describe an offense.

Instead, duress is a common law

defense, and, as such, bas been given a quite narrow
interpretation, which may be insufficient to reach all the
situations intended for coverage under this section.

See, e.g.,

S.Rep.No. 97-307, pp. 109-111 (9.7th Cong., lstSess.) (1981).
3.

Section 104 -- Civil Recovery

Section 104 of 5.2299 creates two causes oe action in
federal court for individuals who have been subject to a
fraudulent adoption practice.

As I stated with respect to the

criminal provisions of the bill, the issues as to whether the
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federal court.is the most appropriate forum, whether the proposal
in section 104 affords the beat remedy and whether there are
currently realistic remedies available must be examined closely.
It should be noted that proposed 45116 of Title 42 requires,
in order to obtain damages from a defendant, that a violation of
the proposed criminal provisions have been committed.

Section

104 leaves,unclear what standard of evidence a civil plaintiff
must show in order to demonstrate that a violation has been
committed, and therefore to obtain damages.

The extent of
fees is also not

pUhitive damages, costs_of suit and attorne
defined in terms of when they are appropriate

d the degree to

whiAthey,should be awarded.
Additionally, both proposed sections 5116 an. 5117 of Title

42,permit the court to impose such other penalties s provided by
state or federal law.

/t-iti unclear what these "pe

Furthermore, in the context of civil litigation betwee

ties" are.

private

parties, which section 104 seems to envision,,damages, not
"penalties' are awarded to the plaintiff.

Penalties afp More

appropriate in the context of enforcement actions undertaken by
the government, not by private litigants seeking personal
redress.

Senator DDLE. Mr. Carmichael?
STATEMENT OF ANDREW J. CARMICHAEL, JR.

Mr. CARMICHAEL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the op-

portunity to appear this morning on behalf of the Immigration
Service and discuss S. 2299...

My prepared statement is submitted for the record, and I will

confine my remarks to a summary of it.
Mr. Chairman, in fiscal year 1983, the Immigration and Naturalization Service completed over 8,000 orphan ,petitions, and I think

we heard from Ms. Swift previously that the State Department
then in turn issued about 7,000 plus visas.

Our trend in recent. years, Mr. Chairman, has been toward the

streamlining and the facilitation' of the process for prospective parents, but I want to emphasize to ydu that in facilitating that proc-

ess we have taken no steps to remove any of the restrictions on

those stem which protect both the interest of the prospectilie
parent, and of course, the child.
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In August of 1979 we permitted, for the fil.st time, advanced
processing of a petition so that tine would be saved, while other
steps in the process were being taken.
In November of 1980 we permitted that advanced processing to

go on even while the required home study was being conducted,
and in February of 1983 we extended our flexibility by providing
that consular officers abroad, in most cases where the prospective

parents and the child were all before the consular officer, and
there was not a convenient Immigration office nearby, the consular
officer, by delegation could act in our behalf, in clearly approvable
cases.

Again, though, I want to emphasize that the investigative steps
are still taken on both ends of this process. Before INS certain
record checks must be made, and of course, a home study is re-

quired to be conducted by the State, or by a State approved agency.
Those give us indicators that the parents themselves are suitable,
and that the home will be a good one for the child.
At the visa issuance end of the line there is investigation relating to the child, to be sure, ,first of all, that the child meets the
definition of an orphan that is found in the law, and that there are
no disabilities, or other features of the case that are unknow to the

prospective parents, and we think all of these serve the parties
well.

,

Mr Chairman, INS is deeply concerned about information that
relates,to the smuggling and fraud and other illegal activities in

the adoption program. As you know, I do not think I have to
remind you that smuggling and fraud are serious threats in the

entire area of Immigration.
I can 'tell you, Mr. Chairman, that INS currently has active investigations underway in several States, and with respect to fraudulent adoption practices, in several countries. As a matter of fact,
within the past few days we have issued special instructions to our
field with respect to steps to be taken in the case of adoptions in
Mexico And those steps will continue until such time as we have
better knowledge of what is going on in that country.

One bright spot, of course, as was mentioned earlier today, in
Other testimony, is the legislation recently enacted in the State of
Utah, which requires, first, that any agent placing a child be licensed by the State, and from the Immigration Service's point of
view, the important requirement that evidence of the lawful admission of the child, in the case of alienage, be established.

I was impresSed by one remark that the attorney general testified to a while ago, and that was when he referred to efforts of the
arranger to advise prospective parents on how they might answer
questions put to them by the Immigration Service.
Our officers, informally, for years, haveitried to act-as advisors to
parents, particularly when it comes to dealing with reputable organizations, and those who have long and successful experience in
the field, and to further that effort, INS plans, by the end of this
fiscal year, to have a publication available to prospective parents,
which will give them that advice formally, and expand upon it.
We believe, in INS, Mr. Chairman, that unscrupulous arrangers
do terrible injustice to prospective parents. We have heard testimony today that children are not received, that sometimes children

t
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may be unhealthy, and that comes as a surprise to parents, and
that is terrible, terrible, indeed. And from our point of view, parents become unwitting parties to fraud or irregular actions, and
this has an adverse impact sometimes in our investigations, when
parents, understandably, are reluctant to cooperate because they
fear that the shield may be taken from them.

We are in support of any efforts that Will improve this, and

eliminate fraudulent practices, Mr. Chairman. I will defer, as Ms.
Swift did, to Mr. Keeney on comments regarding the bill.
Those conclude my comments, and I will be more than happy .to
answer any questions you may have.
Senator DOLE. All right.
[Tgrc following statement was received for the record:]

411
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANDREW

J.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, I
tunity to appear before you today.

CARMICHAEL; JR.
am pleased to have the oppor-

Mr. Keeney is here to testify on the

provisions of S.2299, The Anti - Fraudulent Adoption Practices Act of 1984.

My purpose is to provide some background information
orphan petitions.

on the processing of

As you may know, the Immigration and Naturalization

Service

completed approximately 8,054 orphan petitions during the last fiscal year.
Completion statistics for the prior ten years are as follows:

FY 82 - 6,423
FY 81 - 5,644

FY 80 - 5,456

FY 79 - 5,005
FY 78 - 5,652
FY 77

.

6,854

FY 76 - 7,051

FY 75 - 6,290
FY 74 - 5,446,
FY 73 - 4,323

There has been a general trend over the years towards streamlining the
processing of orphan cases.

The checks of the records of other agencies for

information relating to orphan petitioners, which were once required by the
Service, have been eliminated except for the fingerprint checks.

Delays in

processing petitions were greatly reduced some yearg ago by having the overseas
investigation conducted at the time of visa issuance rather than while the
petition was pending.

The purpose of the overseas investigation is to verify

that the child is an orphan as defined by the statute, and to determine whetter
the child may have a significant affliction or disability

not set forth in the

petition.

On August 23, 1979, a final rule was published in the Federal Register amending
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the regulations to permit advance processing of an orphan petition in any case
where an eligible petitioner requests it prior to actual location of a child
for adoption.

This eliminates unnecessary delays once a child is located.

On November 14, 1980, revised regulations, concerning petitions based on
adoptive relationships, were published in the Federal Register.

The amendments

provide more flexibility in the filing and processing of orphan petitions and
requests for advance processing of these petitions.

For example, one of the

revisions permits the filing of an orphan petition on behalf of a known child

even though the home study required by the statute, or tho documentary evidence
relating to the child, is not yet available.

On February 1, 1983, final regulation? were published which, permitted American
consular officers assigned to countries with no Service offices to approve
clearly approvable orphan petitions when the petitioners and Spouses have
traveled abroad.

This new procedure is a further step towards processing

orphan cases expeditiously and improving service to the public.

For example, a

petitioner who has traveled to India may now f4le his or her orphao petition at
the closest American consulate or embassy instead of at our Hong Kong Service
office.

In spite of the trend to speed up the processing of bona fide orphan cases, the
Service is concerned with the problem of infant snuggling and fraudulent
adoption practices, and has initiated investigations into a number of these
schemes in several states.

As these inquiries are presently being actively

pursued, we cannot disclose their particulars.

We have, however, found that

the potential for children to be stolen from foreign countries and snuggled
into the United States is great, and that there is a lucrative market for
fraudulent documents for children who are the subject of visa petitions at
American consulates abroad or who have already been brought surreptiously into
the United States.

Arrangers entice clients by boasting that their

{

is a "faster, cheaper, easier"
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way to acquire children.

We find that the adoptive couples have frequently

been exploited by paying exorbitant fees and never receiving the children or
receiving unhealthy children, or that
acts or smuggling.

have been made parties to fraudulent

Nonetheless, we have encountered sane difficulty in

'pursuing these investigations because the parents fear that cooperation with
the Service will\qsult in the children being taken from then or will pre judice

eir chances of future foreign adoptions.

On the positive side, state legislation was recently passed in Utah which
makes it a crime for an agent to place foreign-adopted children unless the
agent is licensed by the state, and also requires proof of lawful admission to
the United States prior to a state adoption of a foreign-born child.

I

find that the intent of the proposed legislation is consistent with the
1

Congressional intent of the orphan petition legislation to prevent the improper
transfer of children.

Moreover, it would not have any adverse effect on the

processing of bona fide orphan cases expeditiously in accordance with like

humanitarian intent of this legislation.

I would like to defer to Mr. Keeney,

however, with respect to the actual bill itself.

Service offices have traditionally advised prospective

adoptive parents on an

informal basis to avoid fraudulent adoption practices which only lead to the
heartbreaking situation where we must deny their petitions.

In view of recent

developments in this area, we are also planning to include advice of this
nature in a publication on the jmmigratton of adopted and prospective adoptive
children which we are going to issue this year.

I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Senator Dot. I think what we will do, if I could have D.TH Pittman join the group, and maybe summarize hei statement within 54
minutes, and then we could have some questions for the panel,
I would like to place in the record an introduction, Ms. Pittman,
prepared by Senator Denton. I will ask that be made a part of t
record.
[The following statement was submitted for the record:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR JEREMIAH DENTON

I have the pleasure of introducing a great lady from Alabama, Miss Louise _Fitt
man. Miss Pittman has had an illustrious career in the field of child welfare and if I
were to completely chronicle her career, we'd be bere_all_day I will try to do her
justice b highlighting her involvement in child welfare services niAlilotmla
Miss Pittman is a native of Dadeville, Alabama She received her Bachelor of Sci
ence degree from the University of Montevallo in Alabama, and her Masters of
Social Work degree from the University of Chicago. She is a certified social worker
with the Academy of Social Workers and is a member of the Alabama chapter of
the National Association of Social Workers..
Miss Pittman has been a child welfare case worker and a consultant on child we!
fare. She served as the Supervisor of the Division of Adoption of the Alabama De-'
partment on Pensions and Security. Since 1964, she has been the Director of the
Alabama Bureau of Family and Children Services. It is in the capacity of the direc
for of this Bureau that she offers here expertise today.
In addition, Miss Pittman has served on the State Advisory Committee on Chil
dren and Youth, and chaired the Committee during the two White House confer
ences on the family in 1960 and again in 1970. She is a former member of the Exec
utive Council of the Child Welfare League of America and Regional Council of the
Child Welfare League of America. She has served on the Advisory Committee for
Special Projects of the Urban Institute.
Recently, Miss Pittman _ received a special award for Outstanding Service to
People by the Alabama Conference of Social Work Also, she was made an honorary
member of the Alabama Judicikl-College on March 1 of this year. ./
Mr. Chairman, I do not believe that there is any one in the State of Alabama who
can speak with such authority on the issue before us today, the Anti Fraudulent
Adoption Act, S. 2299.

It is an honor and privilege to have Louise Pittman to testify before this Subcom
mittee.

STATEMENT OF LOUISE PITTMAN

Ms. PrrrmAN. Thank you, Senator Dole.

I am honored to be here, with your offide, and Senator Denton's
office having requested that I come, and I am also honored to be
included as one of the bureaucrats, State bureaucrats, with the
Federal bureaucrats. We left out Health and Human Services, but I
did call them and asked their thinking because I thought this was
.
a good bill.
Also, the American Public Welfare Association has been looking

at the bill in terms of the interstate compact. We rely on them to

give us advice on interstate compact.
Our own compact in Alabama and our own laws are not in conflict with this bill and I would like to respond to the attorney general from Kansas about the interstate compact. I would like to say
a few words about how it is operating and how it can be useful to

States and to citizens. I will give some examples of how it has
brought very unscrupulous practices to our attention in Alabama,
but it does not go far enough.
-I would not. talk about making something a crime, without dis-

cussing this with our assistant attorney generals who represent
welfare in Alabama. They have read this bill very carefully and
t.
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hope that it will be enacted. As a social worker, it just does not go
far enough.
I would like to see consideration given to what happens when a

parent, or persons who are not licensed, assist a parent get in-

volved in placements. We are concerned, in Alabama, with the bar
association and the medical association, in trying to assist licensed
child placing agencies, and other professionals do a better job of interpreting laws we have.
Now, we are not foolish enough to think, as you heard this morn-

ing, that the supply is going to meet the demand. We know that
there are fewer children available for adoption, for various reasons.

It seems to me, as we interpret in the States the importance of

agency placement and assess why there are so few children available for adoption, there would be some difference in the supply and
'demand.

We checked last year on all of the petitions to adopt filed in Alabama, and found that about 59 percent of the children in unrelated
homes were placed by some licensed agency. The remaining 41 per-

cent is a large group of children who are vulnerable. A private

nonagency adoption is not evil or questionable, but many children
in such placements are quite vulnerable.
I would like to speak for improvement in State laws being complimentary to this bill. I would like to speak on behalf of children.
In Alabama we have had a placement program since 1919. We are
seeing many adult adoptees, some were children placed without
any concern for .prior investigation of the home, or their rights and
the rights of the biological parents. Such adoptions can end with
very unhappy adults.
We believe that all children have a right to some kind of investigation of the adopting home. We believe that biological parents
need some help in taking the step to place their child. At least they
do not need to have duress placed on them.
We have, in the last few weeks, investigated a petition where the
adoptive parents told of having gotten the child through another
State. Through working with the two States we learned there was
passage of money, and that the mother did no't even know the child
was in Alabama. The grandmother is said to have sold the child.

We were trying, now through the court, to determine where the
child's custody should be.

We had an adoptive father come to us very distraught, because

he promised to keep paying to the mother, after the child was

placed. These are some things that need to be tightened up in State
laws. In Alabama, just last week, a legislator has introduced a bill

to make it a crime to sell a child. We are concerned that the bill
just makes it a crime for the parents to sell. We hope there will be
amendments to make it a crime for any person to help parents sell
a child.

Through the interstate compact, it is required, and most States
are members, that before a child is brought across the State line
for purppse of adoption, there must be consent by the State agency

who has responsibility for adoption.

We have numbers of situations come to our attention by attorneys and prospective parents ask our help in bringing a child into
Alabama to adopt.' Recently we traced three telephone numbers
36-395 0-64--5
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given by waiting parents of the agency proposing to place a Child.

The attorney and the prsspective parents went to the State, although we all knew that there was a question whether such an

agency existed. They learned there was no child, although they had
been asked to pay $20,000 for the child. Another couple had been
promised the same child.

We know children are not given adequate protection because of
such unthoughtful and unscrupulous practices.
The commission of our department, with our attorneys, believe
that the passage of Senate bill 2299 will send a message to those
who would rtut monetary gains and selfisli motives above the wel. fare of chldren. It seems to me ironical that the Congress has
taken suc a big step for the first time
many years, in the passage of Pu lic, Law 96-272, which mandates the States to protect

children fr m growing up in foster care! without judicial review,
and then we have so little in our Federal appropriations, that will

help States to do a better job in foster carfe and adoption.
Senator DOLE. I am going to have to Isk you to summarize your
_statement, Ms. Pittman.
Ms. Prrrmmv. All right. It is my belief that this bill will serve to
codify in the criminal statute' that which is already a crime against
children in the States and in this country.
The Alabama Department of Pensions and Security supports this
bill and commends its sponsors for taking another very important
step complementary to the Adoption Opportunities Act in protecting children that are powerless to protect themselves.
Thank you.
[The following was submitted for the record:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOUISE PITTMAN
My name is Louise Pittman.

I am Director of the Bureau of

Family and Children's Services, Alabama State Department of Pensions
and Security.

The Department of Pensions and Security Is the state

public welfare agency.

It administers public assistance programs,

the social service block grant and Title IV-E and IV-B programs.

All of these programs Are statk-supervised and locally administered
through,67 county departments.

The Alabama Department of Pensions

and Security is a memberof the Amekican Public Welfare Association
and a charter member of the Child Welfare League of America.

We

have recently joined with seven other states in the southeast in
establishing and supporting the Southeastern Adoption Exchange to
locate adoptive homes for special-needs children.
We are committed to the belief that children need a feeling
of permanency, either in their-foster homes, their natural parents'
homes, or their adoptive parents' home.

We have made gains in

locating homes for large family groups, minority groups, and handicapped children.
in one home.

We have placed as many as five and ten siblings

We co tinuously work with teleyision stations in

'recruiting honors f r special-needs children.

We have recently been

invited by the Dep rtment of Health and Human Services to develop

our final application for a diicretionary grant to join the Center
for Developmental and Learning Disorders, University of Alabama,
in a program to recruit adoptive parents for minority children and
children with handicaps.

I would like to speak in support of 5.2299.

In supporting

this legislation,4I will describe brieflr_the family and children's
services programs administered through the Department of Pensions
and Security and the ways we believe this legislation will help
children and citizens in Alabama and in all 50 states.
The Alabama Department, through thb Bureau of Patily and
Children's Services, has responsibility for developing policies
and programs related to foster care, child abuse and neglect,
adoption, anq preventive and supportive services such as homemaker
services and day care.

We also carry out the state's responsibility

to prescribe standards and to license child care institutions, group
homes, and day care centers not approved or licensed by the Depart-
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rant of Mental Health or the Department of Youth Services.

The

Department of Pension* and Security is a member of the Interstate

Compact

the Placement of Children.

Tho Department'ssresponsibilities in relation to children'are
an outgrowth of those duties prescribed by law for the Alabama Child.
Welfare Department, established in 1919.

Alabama had one of the

,earlier adoption laws in the country requiring ad investigation of
petitions to adopt.

In addition toothe interstate Compact, Alabama's

laws contain a provision requiring that children not be brought into
the state for adoption without the consent and approval of'the
Department,

There is also a provision in Alabama statutes prohib-

iting hospitals from placing children and requiring that reports
be made to the Department of mothers likely to place their children.
One section of the adoption statute prohibits unlicensed persons
from taking part in the placement and/or hdlding out inducements to
parents to part with their children or in any manner becoming a
".y_

party to the separation of a child from his parents.

Alabama's

history of concern-for assuring a proper placement of adoptive
children is long./\bur efforts have been many, but we are not always

successful in preventing inappropriate adoptio.
During the fiscal year 19$I -$3, there were approximately 2,000

adoption petitions filed in Alabama

Six hundred seventy-two of

th;.se concerned children in unrelated homes for whom the Department

had responsibility to make reports to the,court.

Of this number,

approximately 59 percent had been placed by our Department or a
licensed child-placing agency.

Of th4 remaining number., many had

been arranged by soieone Other than the parent.

There is g;owing

concern qn the part of.our Department and licensed child-placing
agencies about placements that give no consideration to the rights
of the child, to a prior investigation-of the home by a licensed
agency, and that provide no counseling to biological parents.

There

is also the danger of undue coarsion being placed on parents to give

uptheir children for adoption and the possibility of black market.
Recently a district attorney contacted thesDepartment concerning an
investigation he was pursuing pertaining to the sale of a child.

Regrettably, such incidents aronot uncommon.*There Is danger in
such situations of the child's not having adequate protection from
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neglect of being uprooted and custody becoming the subject of legal
controversy.

It is not unusual in Alabama to learn, after a child has been

plaoed in a home independently of angency, that prospective Adoptive
couples have paid for hospital and doctor's costs.

One mbther_wAP

told that the person acting es the so-between would pay for the
hospital bill and that th

uple who adopted would continue to

assist with money payments ko her.

The problems and grief such

arrangements can cause for the future are illustrated by an adop-

tive father's statement to us that he had continued throughout they
years to pay the mother of a child in order to prevent disturbance
to the child and his wife.

In Alabama, hospitals are required to report to the Department
if a mother is likely to need help in placement.

Recently, because

of such a report, we were able to intervene when an unlicensed
representative from another state nought to make plans for a child's
placement.

The young parents later decided not to release their

Child.

The Interstate Compact is helpful in bringing to our attention
people who wish to have approval for'a child coming into their
home.

One such proposal came to our attention in which the pro-

spective adoptive mother was having many problems with one of the
children in the home and also had severe psychiatric problems.
-Fortunately, this placement was prevented by our refusal to consent
to the child being brought into Alabama.
Another family came to the Department to request approval for
achilP. to be brought into the State by-an organization that had
advertised infants were available in a particular state.

Because

of the questions raised_in other states about the organization,
information was given to the attorney for the prospective couple.
The couple had agreed to pay the organization $20,000 for the infant.

When the infant was born, the prospective father and his attorney
4

.

went to the state where the organization operated and learned that
another couple was being offered the same child.

More frequently, the Department learns of thesb placements after
the child has gotten into a home, and a. mother wishercto rescind

her consent and recover her child.

Recently, a couple seeking to
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adopt gave information about the baby's mother being in another
state.

In the process of investigation, we learned the mother was

hospitalized, and her mother had made the placement for a sum of
money.

The couple seeking to adopt left the state: and on investi-

gations by law enforcement, drugs and stolen property were found in
their home.

Fortunately, through the two states' cooperation, courts

are now, in the process of determining custody of the child.

We are working with the Alabama Law Institute to reexamine child
welfare laws to determine how they can be clarified and strengthened.,

We are pleased that a bill has beeh introduced in our current legislative session prohibiting the sale of a child.

For some time, we

0

have worked with the Alabama Bar )ssociation and the Alabama Medical
Association to.educate their membership, secure their cooperation,
44

and heighten public awareness of existing laws and procedures.

In

April 1982, the Alabama Bar Association published in the Alabama
Lawyer an article written by our Department's Adoption Supervisor
to encourage physicians, attorneys, and other professionals to utilize licensed child-placing agencies and not to participate in illegally-arranged plans for placement.

I am attaching to this statement

a copy of thi4 article, entitled "Rachel Weeping for her ("Caldron."

We are lAkewise concerned that children placed without the
benefit of an agency have little recourse in Learning the circumstances surrounding their adoption.

increasingly, individuals

who have been adopted are searching for more knowledge of their
biological families.

We in Alabama believe adult-adoptees have

a right to counseling in this area and to more information about
their identities.

It is the belief of the Alabama Deparglitht of Pensions and
Security that 5.2299 would bo a strong deterrent to unlicensed,
individuals and organizations in the arradgement of adoptions,

particularly adoptions involving compensation add other hiVy
questionable practices. We believe the bill would be strengthened
if the provisiqns of Sectio'n 22 were made applicable to parents.

and individuals assisting parents place children for money.

We are pleased to see the amendment to Title 42, which will
require studies and data-gathbring related to adoption and foster
care.
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The Congress of the Unitqd States took a major step in the

passage of P.L. 96-272.'AIt is the Alabama Department's belief
that the.requiremquis for review of foster care cases and move-

ment toward more permanent plans are having a positive impact on
the lives of children.

It is further our Department's position

that the full appropriation for Title TV-Bfunds be authorized
under this Act tPassist the 50 states in providing staff and
_services to enable children to move into appropriate adblAve homes.
Professionals in this country have gained more expertise in
protection of children. ,Unless sufficient funding is 'available

for staff and unless caseloads are reduced, workers will not be
,

able to use that expertise in makin.ecritical decisxpns, which
make a difference in the next generation of adopted edylts.
Passage of 5.2299 will send a message to those who would put

monetary gains or selfish motives above the welfare and best interest of children.

It is my belief, and the belief of the Alabama

Department of Pensions and Security that passage of 5.2299 will be
a strong deterrent to unlicensed individuals or unlicensed organizations soliciting or receiving compensation for arranging adoptions.
It is my belief that tots bill will be a strong deterrent to indivi-

duals and organizations who use questionable practices, including
duress in causing people to place their children for adoption.

The

o

demand for children is great-athe potential for profit is great.

It is my belief that passage of this bill will serve to codify in
this nation's criminal stlXutes that which is already a crime
against the children of this country.
The Alabama Department of Pensions and Security supports 5.2299

and commends the sponsors for taking another important step in
protecting children who are powerless to protect themselves.,
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HEHOAANDUM
July 8, 1982

ras

COUNTY DIRECTORS OF PENSIO

FTN:

Louise Pittman, Director
bureau of Family and Children's Services

SUBJECT:

Adoption Article,

April 198Z

AND

Issue Alabama Lawyer

I am Itttaching a copy of the article written by Emmgene Austin,
which has been published in the Alabama Lawyer. I believe Service staff will
be particularly interested in reviewing this article. We are pleased that the
Alabama Lawyer published this.

T)

ll':fk

Attachment
DISTRIBUTION:

Family & Children's Services - State
Family & Children's Services - County
State & County Regular
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Rachel Weeping for Her Children
By

EMOGENF. AUSTIN

In the Bible there are several references to Rachel's weeping for her

children. She would not be comforted because they "were not." In
Alabama there are Rachels weeping for their children because they "mere

not."
' In August, 1981, the Supreme Court of Alabama ordered an Alabama
couple to return their adopted child to its natural another.) The child had
been in the adoptive parents' home for nearly three years The basis of the
Court's decision was that the adopting parents had not followed the state
law in adopting the child. The opinion stated that noncompliance with
Section 38-7-15, Code of Alabama, 1975, invalidated the adoption pro"A voice was heard in Ramah,
wailing and loud lamentation,
Rachel weeping for her children;
she refused to be consoled,'
because they were no more." .
Matthew 2:18 (RSV)
ceedings. The section of the Code in part reads as follows: "No person or

agency shall bring or send any child into the state of Alabama for the
purpose of placing him or procuring his adoption or placing him in any
child-care facility, as defined herein, without first obtaining the consent of
the defiartment. . ." A physician assisted the family in obtaining the bay.
In another recent situation, an Alabama attorney arranged for a mother to
come to Alabama from another state to have her baby The attorney placed
the child with the adoptive couple, who agreed to pay air fare,'maternity
costs and other expenses of the mother. In less than three months, the
natural mother had filed through her attorney a petition to set aside her
consent to adopt because erroneous information was includecrand request
was*rnatie for return of child to mother.

A social worker "weeps" with an adoptive father as he relates his
experience of securing a child independently and the natural mother's
finding the child and the adoptive father's paying sums of money through
the years to keep the child and the adoptive mother from being disturbed.

Then there is the adult adoptee who returns to the agency seeking
information about her identity. Her parents told her she was placed by a
I Ex Pane &dinar, (Re Sullivan s Miioney). (NIS. Aug 21. 1981).
For summary of case. see 42 Alabama Lawyer 555 (1981)

So 2d.

D.

(A1.1 19s I )'
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doctor whom she located and who refused to give her information which
she needs for medical reasons and which the agency does not have since she

was never in the custody of a child-placing agency.
"Rachels are weeping because their children are not," and physicians,
attorneys and social workers need to examine the elements of legal and
psychological risks in adoptions consummated without the benefit of social
services Many pregnant girls turn to their family physicians or attorneys
instead of agencies; perhaps they do not know that agencies exist that

would help them, Many of the pregnant girls deciding to place their
children need counseling, but they feel under pressure from parents or
intermediaries to relinquish their child and are left with unresolved guilt
feelings and conflicts In their anxiety to receive a child-into their home,
adoptive-parents are susceptible to the risks of harassment when the natural
parents know the child's whereabouts, Adoptive parents are sometimes

paying large sums of money and then may have to face the fact that the
child may be born with a handicap or the mother may change her mind

abokt placing the child. In privately arranged placements there is no
judicial proceeding terminating parental rights and, thus, no guarantees of
the adoptive parents' righls to security in their relationship to their child
The Alabama State Bar recognizes the value of sound adoption placement practice and some years ago adopted the following resolutio:

.

"WHEREAS, the adoption of children into unrelated homes is of con=
tinuing and increasing interest to pros fOective foster parents, to the
public generally, and to the bar of Alabama; and
WHEREAS, Alabama statutes since 1931.hav e established legal procedures for adoption-so as to safeguard the children as well as the natural
and foster parents; and

WHEREAS, when children are placed' for adoption by unauthorized
individuals or when blank consent form q are signed by natural parents or

responsible relatives, difficult problems are created by these departures
from legal procedure and the statutory safeguards are undermined;
therefore be it
-RESOLVED, that the Alabama State Bar Association recommends (1)
that all county bar associations car. efully scrutinize, in relation to Title
49, Sections 62, 67, and 78, and Title 27, Sections 3 and 7, Code of

Alabama 1940, the practice of signing blank consent forms and the
placement or referral of children for adoption by unauthorized individuals or agencies, and (2) that indiv 'dual attorneys use their influence,to

acquaint the public in addition to their client% to whom they provide
professional service with the legal procedures of adoption designed to

protect children, natural parents and foster parents, and be it further
RESOLVED' that a copy of this resolution be mailed to the presidents of
all county bar associations, to the probate judges in the sixty-seven
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counties, and to the Commissioner of the State Department of Public

Welfare."
The Alabama State Bar-ell46repared and issued as a public service a
brochure entitled "How to Adopt a Child in Alabama," which has been
widely distributed to individuals interested in adopting a child, attorneys
and judges.2
Attorneys have an important rule in the adoption process since adoption

of a child is a legal procedure, through court action, by which a child
becomes the child of a new parent or parents other than his biological
parents. The attorney is the professional person who is equipped to perform
a service in adoptioh placement for which neither the social worker nor the
physician is equipped.
Attorneys can be helpful to parents who w ish to place their children for

adt)ption by refemng the parent to a licensed child placing agency for
services. When an attorney becomes a party to the separation of a child
_Isom his parents and participates in the placement of the child in an
adoptive home without the benefit of a social agency and social planning.
heis not acting in his best legal capacity. Non-licensed persons or groups
are barred by the statute from acting as intermediaries liptinding children
fur adoption car inakng placements. The particular section of the Code of
Alabama. 1975, which relates to this practice is Section 26-10-8. Other
citations (amended from those listed in the resolution) which the attorney
will want to scrutinize are
Sections 38-7-1 through 38-7- 1 7
Sections 44-2-20 through 44-2-26

Adoption is an experience involving the emotions of many people. The
goal of all of us should be the protection of the child first, but also of the
biological parents and the adoptive parents The cooperation of socialworkers, physicians,- attorney s and several other protessions is needed. as

lio one person or profession can take the respOnsibility alone to prevent

"Rachel' Weeping for Her Children:'

r

2

So. 12 Alabena 1.4v.ycr 406 ( I966)
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Senator DOLE. Thank you very much, Ms. Pittman.

I..think, so everybody understands what we are trying to do in
this legislation, it does provide Federal criminal sanctions for
anyone committing adoption fraud, it has a maximum sentence of
5 years or $10,000, or both. It does open the Federal courts to civil
suits by anyone defrauded in an adoption scam. It allows for recovery of lost funds5 plus punitive damage and costs of the suit. It does
provide /Federal criminal sancti s for anyone arranging adoption
for p ofit, outside of. ethical a. .ption systems. It has a maximum
sentence of 5 years or $11 I I!
both. It improves the Department
of Health and Heiman "ervices' ability to act as a clearinghouse for

information concerning adoption problems, and I would indicate

that it has been sponsored by nine SenatorsGrassley, Denton,
Jepsen, Hatch, Bentsen, Garn, Domenici, 'Kasten, and Huddleston-Tand. it has ben introduced by Congressmen Jack Brooks and
Pat Roberts on the House side.

Again, maybe in the scheme of thifigs in the country and the
world there' are a lot of other probably more important matters,
but I think this does deserve our attention, so we appreciate very
much the panel's willingness to be here.

I just have a few questions. I may want to submit additional
questions, particularly to Justice, in writing. I would first like to

ask Ms. Swift a question.
In your statement, you comment on the increasing popularity of
Latin America as a source for children. I would be interested to
knoW if problems with international adoptions are increasing generally, or are they limited to the Americas?
Where do you have the most problems?

Ms. SWIFT. Well, we are having the most problems in Latin
America. Our largest area for adoption is East Asia, but it is my
understanding that most adoptions in East Asia are carried out

'through adoption agencies,' and in very legitimate ways, so we have
not had that many complaints.
We have had a few cases of fraud in East Asia, but not very
many. It is mainly coming out of Latin America.
Senator DOLE. If someone were to obtain release papers for a

Mexican child, through deception or coercion, and then present
these papers, which appear legitimate, for a visa to a U.S. Embassy
in order to place the child for adoption in the United States, would

the Embassy grant the visa without investigating the validity of

the papers?
'Ms. SWIFT. Hopefully, we would pick up the fact that they were
fraudulent Especially under our new regulations, INS would do ,a
very thorough prior investigation. If that did not turn up anything,
and if .they come in with what looks to us to be totally valid documents, we would, unfortunately, probably issue the visas. Hopefully, we would pick the fraud up, though.
Senator DOLE. All right. But if you did pick up on it, would there
be a violation of any U.S. laws?
Ms. Swirr. Not thiat know of, but we would not issue the visa.
,

'Senator DOLE. Right.

Mr, Keeney,

guess the thing that concerns meis that Chief

Grubb testified to earlier, that he 'did not have much cooperation
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from the Federal authorities. Maybe that is understandable, if this
is not a priority matter, as apparently it is not.
But according to newspaper reports, the FBI began investigating
'back in 1982. After a year, the paper reports, the investigation was
closed because it did not produce any results.
I guess what we need to find out is -Mr. KEENEY. Let me comment on that, Senator. First of all, it is
now a priority, a high priority of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in the Department.
With respect to the investigation which began in early 1982, and
was closed in November of 1982, the allegations came from 11
would-be adoptive parents, and prosecution was declined, and the
reason was, the factual situatioh is, of the 11, three got babies, four

/

got refunds, sufficient to satisfy themI am sorry, seven got re-

funds sufficient to satisfy them, and. one or the persons was willing
to wait it out.
So the assistant U.S. attorney who declined, concluded that on
those facts, there was insufficient evidence to prove criminal intent
to defraud.
Now, with respect to the current situation, we are going full bore
at the moment, and as I indicated earlier, we have leads out, the
FBI has leads out in 36 States, to more than 200 people, most of
whom are persons who have been trying to adopt babies.
Now, in addition to that, Senator, we got into this full bore, as I
described it, when in December of last yearand I might back up
and say that this is a relatively developing phenomenon, and it is

the situation that has beep described to you today, many of the
names are familiar, we are rally talking about the same group, essentially the same group of people.
Senator DOLE. Are there more than one group? Do ybu have

any- -

Mr. KEENEY. The information we have now is that it is essentially one group that has used a variety of names in its dealings, but it
is essentially one core group. And it is the only core group that we
have substantial information on, right now, that is engaged in this
sort of thing..

Senator DOLE. That would be true in any country, not just

Mexico, but any other area?
Mr. KEENEY. The information that we have right' now is largely
confined to Mexico. And td go on with the history of how the Jus-

tice Department interest resulted in acceleration, in December of
last year, 4 months ago, a Mexican illegal alien came to the FBI
and said that her four children had been kidnaped. The children
had been inveigled away from the mother, with the representation
that they were going to be boarded, and available to her in the
future.

The FBI started out as a kidnaping investigation. From that we
made substantial progress, and I might say, in a very short period
of time. Late in January, we executed a search warrant, and with
the search warrant we got records with respect to people involved,
a number of the victims, and in addition to that we are now going
on to interview the people who turned up in the records, the additional people who turned up in the interviews, aod,we are issuing
subpoenas, to try and get additional records.
a
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So I hope I have conveyed to you, Senator, that we are now treating this as a very serious problem. It is a grave problem. It is a
dastardly situation, and we are moving as .rapidly as we can to try

to do something about it.

I think I have indicated, in the statement, as the people here
today have demonsfrated, they are using interstate facilities, they
are using interstate wires, interstate phones, and they are using
mail in some situations, and in some situations they are coming up
over the jurisdictional $5,000 amount, and I would imagine that as
the investigations proceed, we will be able, to demonstrate that,
from the facts, the Immigration Service was defrauded in attempting to carry out its governmental responsibilities, and that false
statements were submitted in'connection with the visa requests.
Senator DOLE. Obviously the last thing we need to do is to pass
additional laws if they are not needed, but as I understand it no
one yet has been indicte . It may be that you probably have not
reached a point yet in .t e investigation where anyone has been
charged or prosecuted.
Mr %KEENEY. It may be, Senator, when we complete the investi-

gation, that the facts will unfold, and we will see gaps in the law,
that we think should be addressed.
The only gap that I see in the law right now is the one that aISplies to any fraud scheme. In other words, you have got to meet
certain jurisdictional elements, mail, interstate wires, travel interstate with an amount in excess of $5,000 being involved. Here we
have the additional factor of 'possible fraud on the Immigration
Service, which gives us a basis for conspiracy, or gives us a basis
for a false statement charge.
Senator DOLE. You do not think there is any design to keep that
fee below $5,000?

Mr. KEENEY. Well, we were listening as the testimony was given.

I think one of the victims mentioned $4,875. It kind of looked as

though- -

Senator DOLE. $4,999.

Mr KEENEY [continuing). They were trying to keep under $5,000.

Senator DOLE. That may be an area, again, where legislation is
needed. If they are going to stay below $5,000, you can have a problem.

Well, I think the important thing is that it is being treated as a
matter of priority. I am certain that everyone appreciates that.
I would suggest that perhaps before we rush to pass additional
legislation, that we might have an appropriate waiting-time to see
what develops. It may be that Justice will determine, or the FBI,
through their investigation, that there is a loophole.
We did a lot of loophole work in the Finance Committee, and
there may be some loopholes in the criminal statutes. So we would
like to Make certain that, either by this legislation, or some other
that if what you have does not work, then we want to do something
to close the loophole.

I guess the thing that strikes me, off the top of my head, maybe
it is that $5,000 problem. If they keep their tees below that amount,
what can you do?
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Mr. KEENEY. Well, we have to come in through one of the other

avenues. Preliminary indications are that they are using the other
jurisdictional elements, jurisdictional bases, wire and mail.
Senator, we are at your service, when we complete the investigation, we will give you the benefit of whatever views we have with
respect to deficiencits in the law.
Senator DOLE. Do you have any idea when that may be?
Mr. KEENEY. I do not know. They are going awf,ully fast, Senator.

I am hopeful that we are going to do it quickly, but you know,
quickly in the criminal process is not 3 weeks. It usually takes
months to get things wound up, get them into a grand jury, and
proceed in the criminal process.
Senator DOLE. I might just ask Mr. Carmichael a couple of questions.
The Fort Worth Star-Telegram quotes Gary Moore of the El Paso
INS Office as stating the following:
Baby selling is a common thing down here There is so much of it, and we are so
bogged down with other administrative types of oases that tits really is not foremost in our mind right now If we patch it we will du something about it. We really
do not have the time to go out and look for this stuff

Is this the official INS position on international baby selling?
Mr. CARMICHAEL. Mr. Chairman, it most certainly is not.

I

became aware of this newspaper article this morning for the first
time, and I have directed that a copy of it be furnished to me, and
that the officer named in the article be asked to explain what his
remarks were intended to portray, and I sill be more than happy,
Mr. Chairman, to provide you a copy of our report on that, as soon
as we receive it.
Senator DOLE. Right. It could be a misquote.
Mr. CARMICHAEL. It could be, and I would hate to prejudge it for
that reason. But taken on its face, it would not represent the posi-

tion of INS on a matter as tragic and as sensitive as this one is.

[The following response from INS was subsequently recieved for
the record:]
In the Fort Worth Star Telegram series on fraudulent adoption practices, INS offi
cer Gary Moore of El Paso was quoted as saying "Baby-selling happens all the time
We have to many administrative cases to do much about it If we catch it, we'll do
something about it " Would you comment on this.

Gary Moore, an INS investigator in El Paso, was overheard speaking on the
phone tp a reporter from the Fort Worth Star Telegram three or four months ago
He was admonished at. that time. The statement in the December "26, 1983 article
dues nut represent the Service position un fraudulent adoption practices which is
described in the testimony of March 16, 1984
The Service initiates investigations only where there is a clear violation of immi
gratiun law We have no authority to investigate situations involving only violations
of foreign or domestic adoption law. The El Paso office cooperates, however, when

assistance is requested by other federal or state agencies or the Mexican govern
ment in connection with violations of law other than immigration law

Senator DOLE. I

ow INS has a lot of other things to do.

I

ly can be worked out.
assume this matter pr
In your statement you xplain how the process for handling what
you term orphan cases has been expedited over the last several
yeais.
I certainly support all the efforts to do away with needless regulation. However, is streamlining appropriate, given your concern

8t)
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with adoption fraud and child smuggling? You do notlose anything
in this expedited process, do you?
Mr. CARMICHAEL. No, sir, we do not believe we do. We try to.

strike a balance between retaining the protections, and at the same
time facilitapng what is really a humanitarian situation.
Senatbr DOLE. What has been the growthI think you mentoned
what, 8,000 applications.
Mr CARMICHAEL. Again, we had 8,000 completions of these petitions in fiscal 1983.
Senator DOLE. Fiscal 1983?

--

Mr. CARMICHAgL. Fiscal 1983.

Now, in the decade prior to that, the annual completions ranged
between 5,000 and 7,000. It has been fairly steady, but there was a
slight increase in fiscal 1983.
Senatm: DOLE. And that, as I understand, may continue?
Mr CARMICHAEL. I have no reason to believe that it will not continue, Senator.
Senator DOLE. I just suggest to the panel that I think all of you
have indicated, this is a growing and developing problem. Maybe
our efforts will stunt the growth.

I think once the Justice Department and the Federal agencies
become-involved, it may discourage a number of these people. It is

a

encouraging, as I think you indicated, Mr. Keeney, that as far as
you know "any widespread fraud has been limited to this one core
,,

group.
Mr. KEENEY. Insofar as widespread activity, I am sure, Senator,

that there are isolated individual cases, by individuals, but this is
the only core group that we are aware of, or have information with
respect to, now.
.
But going to the type of investigation we have, since it is so wide-

spread, if there is anything else out there in the way of another
group involved in it, we should get leads on it.
C
Senator DOLE. You have heard the same names have been men-

tioned this morning, Tanner, Kelley

Mr. KEENEY. We are talking about the same.
Senator DOLE. The same folks?

Ms. Pittman, are they active in Alabama? Do you have any of

these cases down there?
,_, ..
Ms. PrrrmAN. It is hard to know:I think this is one of the things

that we could see that was so positive in this bill, Senator, that it
'goes a little beyond what we have now. It discourages the participation, in people holding out these inducements, and it gives us a recourse, straight recourse, as agencies, that it is pretty difficult to
meet right now, under the existing laws.
We, too, do not want any more regulation, but we would like to
see the Department of Health and Human Services require that we
report more on adoptions. I think this would give us a better picture.
Senator DOLE. You say require?

1

.

Ms. PrrrmAN. If you have this in the bill, that amends 42, and
they help an awful lot, but we do not want any new mandates, but
I think child welfare adoption is very important, and mandatory
reporting of what we are learning in adoption, just datti, is very im-
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portant, to give the Congress a little better idea of where we stand
on this type of thing.
Senator DOLE. Well, I know we will have additional questions for
the- paneLin the weeks, and hopefully, not too many months ahead.
We would appreciate any information that any of the three agencies have, or receive, and if that could be supplied to odr committee. We are particularly interested in the investigation, if you have
any informAion on that, it would be helpful.
But I think that progress is being made, if we can prevent this
type of activity without additional legislation, obviously, that would
be desirable. If we find that for whatever reason we may need to
make changes in the legislation introducedobviously, legislation

is changed frequently before it passesthen we will be sure to

.make such changes.
Again, we appreciate very much your coming. If there are others
in the audience who would like to file statements for the record, we
will be happy to receive those statements. I assume we may have a

followup hearing, but we have not yet determined when that will
be.

Thank you very much.
We stand in recess.
[Whereupon, at 11.57 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to the call of the Chair.]

,
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APPENDIX
ADDITIONAL SUBMISSIONS IFOR THE RECORD

STATE OF KANSAS
JOMNCARUN

-STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL. AND REHABILITATION SERVICES
ROSCRT

1.010ta Soatm...

January 24, 1984
Mr. Jake Terpitra
Administration for Children,

Youth andiamilies
Children's Bureau
P. 0. Box 1102
Washington, D. C.
Dear Jake:

20013
V

We in Kansas are glad to have this opportunity to discussthe matter of int5a
state and inter-Country adoptions. It has been a matter of some concern to
Barbara Stodgell, our Adoptions Specillist,,and Peggy Baker, our Interstate Compact on Children Deputy hiministrator,.and myself due to the incraesin's numbers
of children placed in Kansas from out-of-state sources. It seems
us the legal
status of some of these children is in question, but there are, at times, no
available means to ascertain this..

-

Let me give you our collective thinking on some possibilities for alleviating this
situation. While
of these recommendations would have to be implemented by

states, the Model Aone Act, if adopted, would provide nationwide standards.
First, we all agree
on the state level pre-adoptive asshimments of adoptive
homes should be required by'the courts. We realize there will be resistance by
attorneys, physicians, and perhaps othe:s who have an interest in the Kinsas law
*remaining as it is; howevmr, ibis would provide cdurts with a means of acquiring
needed iptormationlahout a family prior to placement as well as an opportunity for
pre placement piepantion oft the adoptive-family. There is a venue bill inthe
Kansas legislatCie which provides. "Proceedinssby a person seeking to adopt a
child shall be had in-the county of residence of that person." This provision
would prevent families from circumventing the laws of their own state and provide
protectiod to both the child and the family.
There are rumors of stolen children being sold for adoption. In .those'circumstences
when a petition is filed, if the child's legal identity-cannot be reliably established through usual means, perhaps the FBI or Child Firid Gould sestet by investigating the,child's origin from another *cite.
Ihe federal agency should consider development of omit:lets on the following subject*,
1.
2.

What are your rights as adoptive parents?'
Whist, duestions should I ask"when considering the adoption of a (fpreign1 ctlild?
416
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3.

4.
5.

What legal safeguards should be available (assured) to my adoptive child?
(Include Tatra -state and inter-country adoptions.)
What services.should an agency provide to se as an adoptile parent?
Now can I choose a reliable placement agency?

These could'be made available to the state for distribution as well as through
the usual federal channels.'
We have not mentioned fees; however, this is a crucial area fog regulation.
We
realize there are great difficulties in this, and it seems to ns there is a conflict betaen traditional agency ethics and the business ethics and practices now
being adopted by some for-profit agencies and, in private practice.
One suggestion
is that states determine a reasonable fee for their geographic area and report
this to NNS. Also, require that only application and study fees be paid (wholly
or partly refundable) prior to placement of a child.
Subsequent administrative
fees should be refundable and should be paid only upon the placement of 'a child.
Such administrative fees should be justified by actual agency costs documented
through a proper audit. States might consider requiring affidavitsbe filed with
the adoption relinquishment documents listing expenses and fees. As a society,
we need to open discussion'and make a determination as to what constitutes payment
for "adoption services" fees and what constitutes "child selling ".
"

Traditional agencies do not pay the relinquishing parents' medical bills or ex,Penses as they are concerned this will be considered an inducement to relinquia,
which is illegal. Many attofneys or physicians in Kansas report that when they make
placement directly with a family, the family wilt pay for the medical expenses and
the girl's living expenses throughout her pregnancy.
expenses can begin at
$10,000 and go up. These expenses are not paid if the girl does not relinquish.
.
'Kansas courts have not considered these payments of expenses as "child buying" because the mother has not made
profit.

AN.

We are aware of adoptIons that have been arranged based only on the family's
ability to pay medical and legal fees.
As the placement was originally arranged
through correspondence, using the physician's business office, the adoptive faintly
may never be seen by the physician or attorney.
'

A or ektreme position on fees is to prohibit all fees exceetth&le fOr.application
and fasily,studies. 'pie problem with this is that many imencies have become quail
dependent upon fees for operating revenue.
This woold, haever, prevent "enticement"
of relinquishing parents through offers 6f payment of housing, medical costsj food,
travel, etc. Payment received by relinquishing parents, agencies, individuals,
and groups should be subject to tpxation and regulated by IRS. Profits of tgencies
should also be considered taxable income.
In reference to the problem of international adoptions, the State Depas/pent
and She Immigration and Naturalization Seewice alight be able to assist.-Yhe Stet!
Department, through the Dlploaatic Cotps, could explore the possibility of developing international agencies to legally move children from other countries into the
U.S. for adoption. The Immigration and Naturalization Service might be able to
"beef up" requirements for admitting foreign children for purposes of adoptive
placement by establishing requirements that legal 'orders from a foreign,court be
given, documenting that a child was not relinquished under duress, or,sold, and
that the rights of both the child and the biological parents have been established
and safeguarded.
Prior approval of the state government in the country of origin would be desirabAe.
Also,
requirement that 'consents and relinquishments be signed before a judge or
the,court of record would assist in giving assurance that the persons signing
the relinquishment or consent are the parents and that they have been advised.of the
finalit, of theit act.
Resurrection of the 4riginal Nadel Adoptions Act would
assist this.
Perhaps the Vatican, wi,th whom we have established diplomatic ties, could assist
in developing acceptable safeguards for adoption procedures with Latin Sierican
countries by.establishing adoption agencies inauch Countries?
We think NHS should consider a system of licensing or registration of agencies
engagea In the Naportation of children from foreign sources for purposes of
adoption. Thls would require federal legislation, we assume.
Credibility of
such voups/fhdividuals is often impossibl% to establish (note.the case of Becei
Kelly Aid Debbie Tanner et al), and as state resource peTsons, 'We are handicapped
in advising our agencies if they should avoid dealing with such groups.
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The Holt Adoption Program might be considered a proto-type of a crediblt international adoption agency. Holt has developed an exemplary adoption program with
the Korean government. Such a program with Central and South American
countries would be most helpful to state agency adoption people.
It is worthwhile
to note that Korea, which did not have an adoption tradition in its culture, now
places children with Korean couples as veil as in the United States.
Also, the
pladesent of all children"migrating to another country for the purpose of adoption
most be approved by the Korean government.
-,
Enclosed are recent newspaper articles that have appeared in the local press and
A description of the Holt Adoption Program provided by Margaret HcCorkendale of
Family and Childrer's Services of Kansas City.
I have also enclosed a copy of our
child placing agency regulationglor your review.

,

.

.
.

Please keep in mind that staff reductions in social service agencies necessitated
by recent federal and state budget cuts ha ye resulted in the loss of adoptive home
studies and similar programs. Because theie are not as "essential" as other 'programs,
they are often the first to go. This is the reason Kansas SRS no longer prbyides
non-agency adoption services, or services to families wishing to consider foreign
or intra-state adoptitins.

In conclusion, we sincerely hotie the federal govcomant will become active in
assisting the states in the area of adOptions fof the protection of vukperable
children'and adoptive families. We applaud Senator Dole's interest aelehope to
be helpful in this nationalpeffort.
Please keep us advised of progress in this area and feel fiee
of any help to you.

to ask if we can be

Sincerely,

"IIC.....

(Oman, d).N622vt)
Russell L. Northup
Resource Development Specialist

RLN:nn
4

Enclosures

cc: iobert C. Barnum, Coiomissioner
Richard Bleam
Shirley Norris
Peggy Baker
Barbara Stodgell
Jan!Waide
Ben Coates

P.S.

tf

For yam information we are adding, the name and address of the BOUT ALOPTICN
PROM M, INC:, P.O. Bag 2420,, Eugene, Oregon 97402.

I
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united States Department of State
Irashingson. AC 20520

t

)larch

5,1984

Dear Senator Doles

Thank you for your letter of January 25 regarding the
obstacles that confront American citizens engaged in
international adoptions.
Your inquiry addresses the general problems of Americans
seeking to adopt children from foreign countries and requests a
report on the current situation with regard to international
adoptions. The Department of State's statistics (attached)
reflect that during fiscal year 1983 more U.S.. visas were
processed for children adopted from Asia than any othet part of
the world, The Department, however, receives few complaints
about the Asian adoptions which are handled 'mainly through
ettablishedlegitimate.channels. The number of visas issued
for children adopted from Europe, Oceania and Africa were,too
few to reflect any,patterns, but adoptions in the Americas
have, in'recent yeaWs, posed significant problertsb,
In accordance with ypur request, I have enclosed a study
prepared by the Office of Citizens Consular Services which
details the major difficulties of inter-American adoption.
The study outlines the "gray market" which victimizes adopting
1Pirents and prospective adoptees, and makes specifike
recommendations for changing the manner,in which inter-country
adoptiois are arranged in the United States. While the study
specifically addresses inter-American problems,its general
observations and recommendations can 'be applied world-wide.
The Department of Sthte has recognized the fact that
inter-American adoptions have caused Aneribans great expense
of tide, effort, heartache and money. With a view toward
resolving the problems and cooperating with the community of
the Anericas. the Secretary of-State's Advisory Committee on
Private International Law convened the Study Group on the
/fiternational Adoption of Minors. The attached Inter-American'
Adbption Problem report reflects the work of the Study Group.
In addition to the Inter-American Problem study, r
have enclosed a Latin America country by country analyssis«*a
statistical breakdown of U.S. visas issue' in'fiscal year 1983,
an example of an information flyer prepared for the press and
the public which explains the nature and extant of the adoption
problem, and a copy of a general Department of State flybr on
international adoption.
an rasp enclosing, a variety 6f
reports by other organizations which ;ay be helpful.
,

You also asked about a specific problem regarding adoption's
in Mexico, in particular the activities of an adoption broker
who was defrauding American citizens. The AmeriCan tnbasey in
Mexico has reported that a private Americad intermedia/y in
several potential adoption cases in Mexico has bean indicted by
a grand jury in. the state of rows and by the U.S. District
Court in I6wa and that an injunction has boon issued whereby
the defendant may not represent Iowans in adoption calor. We
further understand that approximately four years ago the
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individual was prohibited.by the state of Colorado from
conducting adoption business. We have been4informed that at
present all adoptions originating in the area in Mexico in
which the intermediary was operatiqg are under investigation
by the United States Immigration and Naturalizatiofi Service
(INS).
Mr. Jose F. 'Salazar is the coordinator of the INS
operation at the American Consulate General in Monterrey.
You may wish'to communicate with him direptly foe additional
information in care of the American Consulate General, at
Avenida Constitucion 411 Poniente, 64000, Monterrey, Nuevo
Leon, Mexico.
I trust that this information will be of assistance to
you. Should you have any further questions, please do not
hesitate to telephone Ms. Monica. A. Gaw in our Office of
Citizens ConsVlar Services at 6,2-3712.
Sincerely,

.

64/. ,5111,A

4

nett, Jr.
Assiatagt Secretary
Legislative and Intergovernmental Affairs
W. Tapley,11

Enclosures:

As stated

'United States Department of State

Washington. D.C.

.

20520

BEWARE OF SHORTCUTS IN FOREIGN ADOPTIONS
by:donica A. Gaw
Citizens Consular Services
41.

American citizens who desire to adopt foreign children
should be aware of the numerous problems and pitfalls which
will beset them iV the natural course of the tedious prOcess
of foreign adoptions. The child .is a national of asforeign
country, even after the adoption is condlied. "Consequently,
adopting parents should be certain that t 6 procedures they
follow in arranging for such an adoption comply with the laws
of the foreign country.
This is usually accomplished by
dealing with a reputable international adoption agency.
While
consultation with a foreign attorney is sometimes useful, the
adopting parents should be wary of anyohe who clam:is to be Ole
to streamline established procedures. Procedural irregularities which sometimes result from an.intermediary:s desire to
'pepd up the process can result in the foreign government's
determination that the adoptiOn is illegal and the refusal of
that govpament to permit the adopting parent to keep the child.
The pragtice of arranging foe: adoptions through informal
ntermediaries has come to be- known as the gray market.
While
ich chanapls do not necessarily involve tfe buying and selling
babies or kidnapping, instencs of such practices have caused
ny foreign authorities to institute a policy of investi-
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gating adoption of their nationals uy foreigners.
Recent
developmentsan Colombia and Brazil illustrate the consequences of adoption through intermediaries.
As a result of an o"
investigation which revealed a multi-millidn dollar baby
selling market in Colombia, authorities in that country cracked
down on all adoptions, rendering it virtuallyeimpossible for a
foreigner to adopt a Colombian child. Similarly, the Brazilian
government has instituted a procedure whereby ghl passport
applications for Brazilian children adopted by foreigners' will
be forwarded to the Federal Police in Boasina for approval.
Before a passport can be issued, such cases must be Apferred to
the cities where the adoptions took place for a locdf investigation into the legality of the adoptions. Such investigations
can take months to conclude, while cases of procedural
irregularity can take a year or more to resolve in the
Brazilian courts. The sensitivity of foreign authorities to
gray market adoptions demonstrates the importance of enlisting
the services of a codEstent international adoption agency.
One agency which provides assistance to Americans who wish sto adopt foreign children is the InterAational SocialService,
American Branch, 291 aroadway, New York, Ne4York. The ISS' is
a no'h profit, non sectarian, .apoliticil organization which is s
-member of a network of social service agencies around the world
that provide assistance to individuals and families whose
probleds cross international boundaries. Hatched adoptions in
Hong Kong can be arranged by the ISS American Branch provided
the adopting parents are of Chinese descent and in Tokyo if one
parent is of Japanese descent. The ISS 4merican Branch can
I
Also arrange fortmatched adoptions in Hong Kong by parents who
are not of Chinese descent in some instances where the child is
over the age of seven or suffers from minor correctable medical
problems. In other cases, if an American adopting parent knows
of a child who will be available for adoptiOn, the ISS American
Branch can be of ialistance in making arrangements for the
immigration of tKe child into the United States. When the
child is being. adopted through a forei,gq adoption
the
ISS; as a U.S., licensed agency, can approve the ho
study
prescribed by the Iminigration and Naturalization Service.
In
addition, the ISS IS in the process of completing a research
project focusing on adoption problams in Latin America in
general and in Colombia in particular.
The Department of State and its empassiee and consulates
abroad do not become directly invo.tved in the adoption process,
except as it relates to the issuance of visas. Generally, a
couple adopting a foreign child must obtarn a release for the
child in accordance with the law of the place where the child
resides.
This may involve a full-scale adoption or it Ray pe
as simple as obtaining a signed consent from the parents.' Once'
the foreign procedures are Completed; theadopting parents
should petiti9n the Immigration and Naturalization Service for
*a visa for the child.
Information about.petitions for,visas
may be obtained by contacfing'the local office of the
Immigratign and NaturaliaationService or the Visa Officewof
the Departmet of State.
If no formal adoption was concluded in
the foreign country, it will oe neciftsary to adopt the child
unddr the laws of the...state in which tne adopting parents
reside.
Even if the child was adopted abroad, it may be
deu.rable to re-adopt the child in the United States in order
to avoid future difficulties: Information regirding the laws "1
of a particular state regarding adoption can be obtained from
the attorney general of that state. The Revised Uniform
4
Adoption Act of 1972 is currently in effect only in Montana and
$0klahoma.

.

4
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A child who is adopted by American parents does not
automatically acquire American citizenship,: United States

4
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citizenship can be acquired either by birth or by
naturalization. The Yaws governing acquisition of U.S.
'Citizenship are set forth to the Immigration and Nationality
Act of 1952. In order for a child born outside the United
States tg acquire U.S. citizenship at birth, that child must a
'related by blodd to the U.S. citizen pdrent upon whose citizenship the-child's claim is based.
U.S. law does notqprovide for
acquisition of citizenship by ati alien child adopted by U.s.citiZen.parents. However, Section,322 of the Immigration and
Nationalitl, Act provides for the expeditious naturalization of
children under the age of 18 adoptid by'a United Statescitizen
while under the age of 16., provided that child resides in the
United States in the custody of the adoptive parents, pursuant
to a lawful admission ft)/ permanent residence.
To find out
more about naturalization of an adopted child, the adopting*
parent should contact the nearest American embassy: or conUirlate
while residing abroad or the local office of the Immigration
and Naturalization Service while in the United states.

.

If adopting parents follow established pro cedures for'
foreign adoption they day be tempocartly frustrated by the
vagderies of transnational bureaucracies, but in the long run
they will find.that avoiding so-called shortcuts'will
ultimately save time, effort and heartache. Any problems
experienced by American citizens. in dealing with foreign
attorneys or adoption agencies regarding,compstanct gray
market activities or illegal practices should he i ported to
thetAraerican embasSytor consulate.or to the Off ici of Citizens
Coniulax Services'of the Department of State.

,

,

International Adoptions:

The Inter-American Problem

3

Background

r-\\
°

American citizens began to adopt foreign children on a'
large scale followingWorld War II.
These children mere
generally refugees from European countries. Following the
Korean War, the pool of available children shifted to the Par
East.
Similarly, after the Vietnan War, children bedew.
available in South East Asia. However, during the 1970s the
number of children available for adoption in Asia decreased due
in pait to polict
Implemented by the new government in
Vietnam and, to the aggressive birth control campaign waged in
many Asian Countries, notably,Rorea, to lower their birth
rates. At this Diner:Mr° U.S. citizens, .Canadians and Europeans
seeking children tadopt turned to the Americas. 'since large
scale inter-country adoption is a relat voly new phtnonenon for
-Laten merica, few countries have siiect ic laws and policies
which a dress the issue.
'

The ma rity of inter - country adoptions involving Latin
American,children are, no doubt, successful, providing the
deprived child with a home and fabil,i.o However, as in any
market with excessive demand, the international adoption field
offers an open Invitation to unscrupulous opportunists grilling
to profit from the holies and misfortunes of others. The
practece.cif arrangihg for adoptions through informal
intermediaries has cony to be known as the "gray naiket".
While such Channels deT not.necessartly involve the buying and
selling of babies or 16:1napping, instancestof such practices
have caused many foreign countries to instituter s policy of
invostigatiing adoption of their nationals by foreigners.
Recent devolopments in tho Anericas illustrate
the consequences of adoption throGgh intermediaries.

4
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II. Department of State Role
A.

if

Guidance and Visas

The Department of State and its exibassies 'and consulates
abroad do not become directly involved in the adoption process,
except as tt rela,tes to the issuance of visas. Generally, a
i U.S. resident couple adopting a foreign child must obtain a
'release for the child in accordance with the lawrof -the place
where the child reel idea. This may involve a full-scale
adoption or it nay be as simple as obtaining a signed consent
from thd natural parent. Once the foreign procedures are
completed, the child should be able.te accompany the adopting
parents to the United States, provided they have succestfully 4.
petitioned the Immigration and tiatiFalization Service for a
visa for the child, If no formal adoption was.concluded inithe
foreign countKy,. it will ba necessary to adopt the child under
the law of the state in which the adopting parents reside.
.

$

er

'
.0.1.
Even if theNchild
was adopted abroad. it may*.besdelfirable
to

t.

se -adopt the child in the Q.S. in order to avoid possible

futUre-difficultios"

.

.

.,.

'1'
If the adopting parent's
follow established procedures for
foreign adoption they may be temporarily frustratdd by the
w,agaries of transnational bureaucracies, but in the long run
theywill find that avoiding so-011ed short cuts will .
ultimately save time, effoat and hetartacho.
-b
s
NY problems experienced by Aliericsic citizens rn dealing i*Lth
reign attor eye or adoption ages5iei regarding competence,
4.grNiy market
tivitieS or illegal practices should be fkorted
. to the Baser can embassy or cbilsulate or to the Bureau of
'
Consylar Affairs, Qff ice. of Citilens Consular Services .
%

(CA/OCS/CCS) of the. Depal.trient of State.
.
S,''

.

it

..at
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WhOn thq, Department of State leaths that American citizens
are encountering problems adopting children from a particular
country, Citizen" Consular Services ma
sued a travel
advisory warning"the public that tt may
wise to avoid
adoption in that country. In addition CCS nay contact ' .. '
international adoptions agencies, the immigration and
lia,tiotal ization Service, and the press. This publicity can
save ottresfarailies from suffering sinner experiences.
. Ftecognizind that Inter-American adoptions wore becoming a najor
problem, the Secrotazy of State's Advisory Connittee on Private
Internet tonal Law's Study Group on the International Adoption
of Minors was convened with a view toward educating) and
enlightening. the adoption community and exploring
other avenues
..
of resolving the problem..
B.

0
*

problems n Adopt ions

Citizens Consular Services (CCS) is responsible for
providing assistance to U.S. citizens encountering problems
abroa* CCS's interests in the problems of international,
adoption are varied. One particular area of concern is the
high instance of Report of Birth fraud in mat Inter-Aner !can
countries, whore the adopting pecents, unable or unwilling to

arrange for the legal entry of the alien child into the United
States, a'ttempt to represent the child as their natural
off-spriaig. Those U.S. cittzen adopting parents who are
discovered by the consular officer in their efforts to
fraudulently docunent'
child'and are unable or unwilling to
obtain a U.S. visa, frequently attenpt to illegally exit the
host country with the child. This practice has several
negative consequences, First,. the U.S. citizen is exposed to
the risk of arrest and imprisonment in the host country for

a
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kidnapping and °emigration violations. Second. once the
adopting parent reaches a U.S. port of entry, he must request
humanitarian parole from the Immigration and naturalization

Service in order for the child to enter ,the United States.
Legally such a child should be tuibed back at the U.S. border
and returned to the host country. Practically,this is rarely
done. Finally. the legality of the adoption itself is
questionable. The U.S. citizen would be beet advised to
re-adopt the child in the United Stales. This process is nob
always easy as the release of the natural mother's parental,
rights. must be verified by the court in the United States when
no formal adoption proceeding took place in the foreign country.
The problozas of,Adopting parents, as reflected in CCS
casework, extend far beyond Report of Birth fraud. -Many U.S.
citizens advance large sums of money. well in excess of
10.000. to agents to foreign countries in the hopes that the
adoption of a child can Se arranged"quicicly. Although the
"adoption" 'protess is expedited, the adoption may not bo ,
legal. While, the U.S. citizen may have phyn,ical custody of
the child in the foreign country, there is little chance the
child will be permitted-to leave the country without long
delays of more than a year during which time the foreign
authorities will invest igate the adopt ion. Often U.S. citizens
will discover that, after a frustrating expense of tine and
money, tho child will never be released by the foreign court.
Consequently, CCS receives many complaints from U.S. citizens
about fraud perpetrated against then by loCat agents and about
requests for assistance to streamline local procedures. when
problems become very serious, the Department of State can issue
a travel advisory such as the one which was issued in February
1982 regarding adoptions in Brazil, a copy of which is attached.
Another aspect of the inter-country adoption problem
evinced in CCS is the phenomenon of U.S. citizen parents
"dumping" adopted children. back in the foreign country several
years after the adoption has taken place and after sone of
these children have been naturalized as .U.S. citizens. This
Abandonment of U.S. citizen children in foreign countries duo
to the failure of an adoption can in some respect be attributed
to inadequate home studies and gray market adoption techniques
(ditch do not take into account the best interests of the
6hildren and the natural and adopting parents.
II.

U.S. Concerns About Inter-American Adoptions

(This information was developed with the cooperatiOn
of the Inteinational SScial Service (ISS). American Branch,
a nonprofit. nonpolitical agency 3,hich is Part of an
international network of steels' service agencies that assist
individuals and families whose problems cross national
bounder ies. )

The major problems with present Latin American/U.S.
adoptions are

-- Inadequate preparation, of the potential adoptive
families by qualified agencies with intetcountry adoption
exper &once.

0

4f the families bad been helped to think through the
realities of adopting a child from a different cultural.
Itngutitic, and`racial background with undetermined medical
problem. fewer adopting parents who Chose to go ahead would
be likely to eyreptence bad surer ices Later.
--. A lack of correct information-sharing between the
I
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adoptive families and agencies in both countries regarding thb
laws, policies, procedures, practices and risks as well tis the
child's background; Most parents get their information through
parents' groups and the rest is "catch as catch can".
Uo -follow up after.the placement of. the child in

his/her new lomv and country, to ensurecultural adjustments
and the legal status of they adoption in the U.S:
including
readoption In the state of residence and acquisition of U.S..

citizenship. "
'IIo procedure's or protections for the child or family in
care the adoption fails.
At this point, there is no agency
with responsibility or other system in place to determine
whether the child should bo returned to his/her country df
origin and no funds to'cover-costs.

State governments will not provide sckvices or cover costs
for these Children if they arc not citizens or their adoption
is not locally reCognized.Information regarding patterns of activity of adoption
brokers and document facilitators ts only maintained when a
problem develops.
IV.

Recommendations forjaprovements in the Latin American
`Adoption Programs
#
,

A

.

(Trite information was developed withthe cooperation of
the Internat(ional Social Service (ISS), American Branch; A
4.
nonprofit, aonpolitical agency, wilt h is part of an
international network of social se ice agencies that assist
individualsAand families whose'pr
lens cross national
boundaries.)
T,

U. law should require a
that prtvaie agents not only do the ho

'-

agency or insist
study but take
responsibility after the placement for, ollow-up and for the
child in caseobf failure.
--

--.The U.S. legal definition of what children can qualify
for the orphan visa should be reevaluated and/or clarified to
the other countries involved. .Currently many children Whose
biological parents abandon or surrender them aro being considered for adoption in their country but can not get.U:S.
visas. Also, relative adoptions need to bo assessed as more
There are often
Latin Americans gain legal status in the U.S.
.srgnificant complications involved ,for relatives in adopting
nieces, nephews and other extended family members.
.

i

.The laws should require that the adoption must be
finalized in the U.S., le the adoptive parents' state of
residence and that application for U.S. citizenship should he
filed almost simultaneously: as is the law in most European
that
countries. %Fete should help avoid the legal
currently is ."a risk.for the child.
- The establiahment of a centra0 official clearinghouse
.in the U.S. on adoptions is being exilmined by the Secretary of
Stato-'s Study.Group.on ewe Adoption 5'f Minors.
This issue
should be pursued, as up to date, accurate information on
international adoptions would prove invaluable for U.S.
agencies and parents as well as agencies and governments
This is currently thepractice in countries such as
abroad.
Canada and Sweden and could either be in a government agency or
contracted to a private organiiation.
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V.

Formal Efforts to Resolve the Inter-American Adoption
'Problem

Tho Inter-American Children's Institute conducted an
interdisciplinary meeting in quito, Ecuador on March 7-11, 1983
to study the adoption problem Ito foster development and
inplemeneation of domestic legislation concerning the adoption of minors in accordance with modern trends and philosophy, and
to formulate the bases for an international convention .related
to adopt tons.
The meeting of experts reported, in pait, that
the present number of abandoned and ne4lected' children in Latin
America is estimated at 25 -'30 million, but the number of
young, healthy children available for adoption is negligible.
,4
A draft Convention on,the adoption of minors 'was prepared
duringlie course of the Quito meeting.
The Convention, a copy
of whAc is annexed, addresses,primarily questions as to which
country's law is to apply to particular aspects of the process
of international adoption of minors. The Convention thus has a '
rathe} limited fdcus and does not seek to addreis all aspects
of such adoptions or even most of the problems encountered in
connection with adoptions in this country of children from
Latin America.

'16 draft CohvAtion represents an initial effort to deal
with those questions that the exports at Quito thought could be
reasonably resolved at theighird Inter-Americap Specialized
Conference on Private Interhational Law in April at La Paz,
Bolivia.
It is likelyt that additional problems will Ile raised
for possible resolution at the Conference, and the U.S.
delegation will probably make some proposals.
However, a
number of our proposals and those from other delegations that
are not accepted for resolution at La Paz may be suitable for
study and resolution before the next conference four years from
On January 6, a meeting was convened of thp Study Group on
International Adoption of Minors of the Secretary of State's
Advisory.Commtttee on Private International Law.
Tho members
of that study grbu
re enumerated in the annexed roster. The
tstudy group concl
d that the Convention in its present form
does not address
e, majority of questions extant about
International adoption and felt that the study group's concerns
bo conveyed by the U.S. delegation to.the Conference with a
view toward the eventual drafting of an additional prdtocol
whretr could bo adopted at a later date.
Sr

VI. 'Statistics

There

is annexed a breakdown...of IR-3 and IR-4 adoptions

worldwide to FY 1983 by nationalft of"the adoptee.*
Giand totals aro 867 1R-3 petitions ihp 6,483 IR-4
petitions.
VII.

Country by Country Analysis

There is annexed a country-by-country 'analysis of
Inter-American adoption problems, drawn chiefly from U.S.
Embassy reports.
VIII.

.

Conclusion

y

American citizen& who desire to adopt foreign children
should be aware of the numerous problems and pitfalls Whichtwill beset them in the course of the tedious prdcass of foreign
adoptions. Tho child is a national of a foreign country, .even.
after the adoption' is concluded, and understandably remains of
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concern :77that country. Consequently, adopting parents should
be certain that the procedures they follow in arranging for
such an adoption comply with the laws of the ,foreign country.
This is usually accomplished by dealing with 4 reputable
international adoption agency. While consultation with a
foreign attorney is sometimes useful, the adopting parents
should be wary of anyone who claims to be able to streamline
established procedures. Procedural irregularities which
sometimes result from an intermediary's desire to speed up the
process can result,in the foreign government's determination
that the adoption is illegal and the refusal og that gpvernnent
to permit the adopting parents to leave with or keep the
Recent developments in many inter-American countries
child.
illustrate the consequences of adoption through
:ntorpodlaryos. Thewarumis-of foreign huthg.rlties'with
fogaia to gray.market adoptions makes it all the more desirable
to enlist the services of a competent international adoption
agency.

,

The draft Inter-American convention on the adoption of
minors represents an important first step tow rd understanding
and resolving the problems of intercountry g option. However,
the Convention will not solve all such diffi ulties and will
not enter into force for somo-time. While anticipating
international efforts to police transnational adoptions, there
are steps which should be considered in the United States
toward monitoring the adoption process. The Department of
Statethrough its Adoptions_ Study Group, has initiated an
education process which will hopefully enlighten the interested
community in the matter pf cross-cultural problems'and gray
market'adoptions.
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IR-3 and IR-4 Visas Issued Fiscal Year 1983
IR-3: Orphan adopted abroad by U.S. citizen and spouse
IR-4: Orphan to be adopted in U.S. by q.S.,citizen and spouse
u.

Foreign State

IR-3

IR-4

(North "America)

/

Antigua and Barbuda
Bahamas
Barbados
Belize
Costa Rica

1

1
1
1

89

94

7

4 /
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Foreign State

446

IR-3

Cuba

Dominica
Dominican Republic

El Salvador

26

Grenada
Guatemala

Haiti

19

Honduras

88

2

83

8

4

8

9

Mexico

80

Panama

8

Nicaragua

St. Christopher
and Nevis
St. Lucia
St. Vincent and

Trinidad .lied Tobago

18

248

Jamaica

the Grcladines

.IR-4

1

51
10

2
.

2'
1

(South America)
Argent ina

, Olivia
Brazil
Chile

Co lomb is

Ecuador
rluyana

Paraguay
Peru
Suriname

.1

1
2

5

27
47

27

179
585

4
1

7
6
6
9

4

10

Urughay

Venezuela

4

(Africa)
Cape Verde

Ethiopia
Kenya
Mauritius
South Africa
Z imbabwe

1
1

1
1
1

1

2

(Asia)

China (mainland
born)

China (Taiwan
born)

Indonesia
Iran

81

1

i

26
20

2

25

378

6

Israel

Japan
Jordan

Korea
Lebanon

Malaysia

Pakistan
Philippines
Sri Lankd
Thailand
Viet Nam

4

16

15

1

1

127

4,418

6

10

117

8
1611

2

12

1

4

-

1

.95
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Foreign State

IR-3

IR-4

(Europe)

Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czechoslovakia

1

-

-

1

2

-

Guigii13887

-

1

Federal Republic of Germany
U.K

6

4

(Hong Kong)

Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Malta
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Spain
Turkey
Yugoslavia

1

6

2

30

6
3

-

2

-

3

2
-

1

25

3

6

16

-

3

1

2
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NITER-AMERICAN ADOPTION
COUNTRY BY COUNTRYANALYSIS*
BRAZIL

Adoption of Brazilians by Americans poses problems shared by
other countries as well as those unique to Brazil.
In the past
few years adoption has become even more complicated, prompting
the Department to issue a travel advisory. Concurrently, the
American Embassy and consulates in Brazil have .not iced a drop
in American citizen inquiries regarding adoption. The travel
advisory, issued by the Citizens Emergency Center, Overseas
Citizens Services, Bureau of Consular Affairs, Department of
State on 2/9/82 reads:
QUOTE: Travel Advisory - Bra '14 lian Adoptions

In recant months, several cases aye come to the attention of
vtho Departnent of State which.demonstrate the considerable
problems confront!'
American citizens travelling to Brazil to
adopt Brazilian C
Presently, it is not clear whether
dron.
persons who aro n : permanent residents of Brazil aro eligible
to adopt children under Brazilian raw. Therefore, the
Dopartmeht of State recommends that Anerican.citizens who.are
not permanently residing in Brazil not attempt to adopt
Brazilian childrdn during temporary visits to that country.
Any American citizen who begins the processing of such an
adoption at this time is likely experience lengthy and to
costly delays involving Brazilian Zourt procedures and the
distinct possibility that the adoption will ultimately be
declared invalid under Brazilian law.
UNQUOTE.

P

.0

t

ilie Department of State's understanding of adoptions in Brazil
is' as font:hat

1-600 petition filed with INS;
B. Homo study performed by a state licensed public or
private agency;

A.

*These analyses are drawn chiefly from U.S. Embassy reports.
All sources are noted at the end of each section.
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C. Child identified as available for adoption in Brazil
via adoption,agency or private Source:
D. Adoptial finalized in short Brazilian proced44e;
E? Application made for Brazilian passport in Brasilia;
F. Investigation of adoption ordered,in place where short
procedure took place;
G. Review of adoption by Brazilian court as to pkocedural
irreguli64ierAnd contradiction between civil code and
minors code:
H. Adoption approved or disapproved by the court;
I. Brazilian passport issued;
0
J. Visa approved and issued;
K. Child permitted to leave Brazil;

'

Delays of a year'or more can occur in such cases with no
guarantee that the:child will ever be permitted to depart.
kericans wishing to adopt Brazilian children are first
ormed of the complicated nature of the process. The
adoption must, comply with Brazilian legal requirements;
therpfore, the advice and retention of a competent Brazilian
attorney in always recommended. 'rite nost frustrating adoption
Cases either involve no BrAzilian attorney or ah attorney
brought late ,into the process after difficulties have been
encountered.

Brazilian law allows for adoption by foreigners not resident in
Brazil, although recently public opinion in favor of Uniting
Because of this sensitivity the
such adoptions has arisen.
consulates in Brazil avoid active participation in actually
locating children for,adoption or in the adoption process
Fot assistance, Americans are directed to appropriate
itself.
international private or church organizations with offices in
the U.S.

There are two types of adoption in Brazil: "Full Adoption"
available to Brazilian citizens and resident foreigners and
"Simple" adoption available to non-resident foreigners.. Full
adoption requires a supervised trial period of At leapt 8ne
year: at the discretion of the court, the trial period may be
nodified for simple adoptions'or waived conpletcly for childyn
under one year of age. The Enbassy is concerned that the
discretion'of the court not be usqd to unnecessarily delay or
One Judge recently
bar an otherwise approvable adoption.
required the physical presence of an American couple in Brazil
for a trial period of two months, which was not possible'for
personal and financial reasons,
(Source,: American Embassy Report; 1/84)

CHILE

Adoption o ( Chilean children by forigners aro now being
carefully investigated by local authorities due to procedural
Court
irregularities and possible black narket operations.
orders are now being required for all adoptions and there is no
Petitions
for
guardianship
evidence of substantial problems.
of the children are processed by the Court of Minors of the
city where the children reside. Such petitions have been filed
by private attorneys, brthe Institute Chileno de Colonies y
Campanentos and by HuestraSenora de la Paz, a home for. ninors,.
(Source:

American Enbassy 4/83)

COLOMBIA

4
ti

The Colombian Panily Welfare Institute (Institute Colonbiano
de Blenestar Fanilar) (BIEHESTAR) is continuing to tighten up

.

36-395 0-84---7
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adoption procedures thrOughout Colombia in light of adoption
irregularities such as falsifying birth records and the
practice of paying poor mothers to abandon their babies.
It is
particularly risky to make ado ion arrangements' through
private attorneys.
Adoptions re processed by private agencies
licensed by BIENESTAR, which 1
insisting on more stringent
screening of applications to ado t and moving to centralize
adoptions from around tolombia
BIEUESTAR in Bogota.

Once an adoption agency has been contacted, the agencies
request that the adopting couple submit a detailed
questionnaire about themselves and send various documents such
as the couple's birth and marriage certificates attesting to
their health, a numbeir of personal references and evidence of
their firianeial ability to support the child. The couple must
also submit a hone -study from an agency licensed by their state
of residence to conduct such studies, although onelparticular
adoption agency (La Casa de la Madre y 111no) withholds del
final approval of the adoption until after the couple comes to
Colombia for an interview. Almost all of the American civil
documents must be translated into Spanish and authenticated by
the Colombian consul in the U.S.
If the couple is accepted by an agency, they are sent a report
concerning the child that is to be adopted, describing the
child's health and whatever is known of his/her background.
The agency also advises the couple about the documentation
needed for the Colombian adoption court.

The adopting couple.must ezlbute an 1-600 orphan petition with
the U.S. Inmigraticn and Uaturalization Service well before
they come to Colombia.
After the couple arrives in Colombia, a
lawyer associated wlith the agency offering the child for
adoption is assignOd to their case, and their petition to adopt
the child IQ presented to a Colombian adoption court.
Initially the court grants Itgal custody of the child to the
adoptive parents. Thereupon BIEUESTAR issued a permit to take
the child out of Colombia, 'hryd a Coldnbian passport 15 issued
for the child. The process kakes several months,
sometimes up
to six months, to reach this stage.
The collaple is then free, to

leave Colombia with the child as long as the Immigration and
Uaturalazation Service has approved the I -600 petitio and the
U.S. visa is otAained. In the event the adopting coAple
cannot
go to Colombia to formalize the adoption and take the child
home, they can send a power of attorney to the lawyer for him
to represent/the adoptive parents in thp Colombian courts, and
the child can lie escorted to the U.S., usually by an agency
employee at the adopting parents' expense. The final adoption
decree is usually granted in approximately six to nine months
aftbr the granting of custody; the couple need not return to
Colombia to obtain the final decree.

The great majority of adoptions in Colombia are processed in
Bogota with the result that the adoption courts have an
extremely heavy workload, often resulting in d delay in the
issuance of the final decree.
It is strongly recommended that adopting parents advise the
American Embassy or the Department of State if fees for
COlombia adoptions arc significantly higher than $2,00042,500.
which is the usual range for adoption costs, including legal
fees.

(Source:

American Embassy Report, 5/82; International Social
Service Report, Intercountry Adoptions Between the United
States and Colombia, 3/82.)
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COSTA RICA

The Apropriate civil court in Costa Rica approves the adoption
and refers the case to Patronato National de la Infancka
(Uational Child Welfare Board) for review. Patronato may
approve the adoption or file an objection with the court.
Patronato'S central office in San Jose is determined to object
to every adoption case in which they have the slightest doubt
as to the manner in which the natural mother gave tip the child
for adoption. According to the American Embassy in San Jose,
there is no basis for allegations of a black narket in children
in Costa Rica. The courts have the final say in adoption
natters and as long as they defer to the Patronato for
"studies" or "Investigations" the adoptions will be held 4 for
an indefinite period of tine with no guarantee that they will
ever be approved. When Patronato approves a case the natter is
referred to the supreme court for final decision.

.

All adoptions in Costa Rica are norotored by the Patronato
,11acional de la Infancia (national quid welfare board), which
nustprove all adoptions. The courts are empowered to
overrule the Patronato's ob3ections, but this occurs
infrequently. A child may not leave Costa Rica until the
adoption is final, except In the rarest of cases involving
nedical emergencies. Only three children have been permitted
to immigrate to the U.S. in the past three years before
adoption procedures were completed.
Children nay be adopted directly from patronato orphanages or
through arrangements made directly with a private individual,
usually an expectant mother. The Patronato takes a din view of
the "private adoption' route, and withinothe past year has
begun to intervene in these cases by objecting during each step
of the, adoption process, resulting in lengthy delays. The
average adoption takes from 3 to 6 months to complete; with
adverse intervention by the patronato: the process can last
During that time, the child usually resides
nOre than a year.
in an orphanage and misses many months of individual care and
The
Patronato
would like to cut out private adoptions
nurture.
altogether, but as they are permitted under the law, the
patronato has decided to discourage them bureaucratically.
The policy of the Patronato is to restrict adoption by
foreigners to children over the ago of four, unless the
They
adopting parents arc willing to take a sibling group.
.believe that local adopting parents should be given priority
-ftrr the "nore desirable" infants.
a
In spite of the Patronato's shortcomings, its interest In
adoptions has saved Costa Rica the scandals which plague
inter-country adoptions elsewhere. The Patronato is always
vigilant' and determined in its efforts to avoid black-narketing'
of children, erring, if at all, on the side of over-zealousness.
(Source; Anerican Embassy Report 6/83)

D

ICAll REPUBLIC

The Dominican Attorney General has imposed restrictions on the
emigration of children adopted by foreigners, naking the
adoption/visa process more complicated for adoptive parents
U.S. citizens whose adoptive children are affected by ongoing
police investigations into baby selling allegations are
experiencing delays in the processing of their cases.
.

On May 3, 1983. the Procurado General (Attorney General).tssned
an order to Dominicaninnigration authorities barring the
departure of children adopted by foreign parents, unless both
the Attorney General and Secretary of Public Health had given
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their authorisation.
Since the adoption process ordinarily
requite* routine approval of the Attorney General and Public
Health:4iigistry, it is unclear whetheoPleb Hay 3 order inplics
that a'Second, separate, approval must be obtained rn each
case, or whether a child may depart If the adoption plocess has
met normal legal requisites.
Since the Oiminican taop'tion process imposes qualifications
that rolatiVely few adoptive parents can satisfy, most
adoptive American parents havg pursued the simpler IR-4 route,
which in the pest required an affidavit (waiver) from the
natural mother for the issuance of a Dominican passport and
travel authorization'for the Child., The Attorney General's
order does not explicitly deal with this category of child, but
the Embassy .expects theskchildren will not be permitted to
travel.

In several past instances adoptive parents have arrived in
Santo Domingo to pick up their children before the embassy has
received an approved 1-600 or before necessary local paperwork
(issuance of t, Dominican passport or birth certificate) has
been completed. Anxious adoptive parents will now face further
delays in the process, made necejary by evident anomalies in
documents prepared locally, andAty possible crininal acts in
the Dominican Republic on the part of placement agents and
attorneys.
(Source:

American Embassy, 5/83)
*

*
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The following information As provided by the American Embassy
to United States citizens who wish to consider the adoption of
children born in the Dominican Republic.
Since adoption in the Dominican Republic is a judicial
proceeding, persons interested in adopting a child should hire
a local attorney to deal with the,*luirements of the Dominican
law.

si.
.0*

The U.S. Embassy maintains acurt*ii list of Dominican
attorneys. Although it cannot reCamend any of the attorneys
on the list or vouch for their professional ability or
integrity, listed attorneys are considered (reputable.
A copy
Of the attorneys list can be obtained froolthe Citizens
Services Unit of the Consular Section of the U.S. Enbassy or
from the Office of Citizens CoMsular'Services of the Depirtment
of Stato, Room 4817, Washington, D.C. 20520.
Adoption Procedures in the Dominican Republic
Persons' adopting a child in the Dominican Will:ate must first
obtain a release of the child in accordance with DOninican
law.
Once Dominiian legal procedures for adoption are
conpleted, the adoptive parents should petition the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization Service for the appropriate- visa
for the child. If there was no adoption in the Dominican
Republic, it will be necessary to adopt the child under the
laws of the state in which the prospective parents reside.

A4 entire adoption proceeding in the'Dominican Republic, from
the original release of the child for adoption to the final
adoption decree, can take from two and one half months to three
months.
A Dominican attorney can appear for the adopting
parents throughout the entire process, if he hag a power of
attorney to act on their behalf.

1 0, 0
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Adoption in the Dominican Republic is covered in Chapter III,
Title VII of the Civil Code of the Dominican Republic. The
basic procedufes and requiremeats of the Code are set forth 4
below.

4

General Background
The Dominican governmental authority in charge of adoptions is
the Secretaria de Salud Publics y Asistencia Social, located in
Ensanche La Pe, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic.
Art. 344 - A person must be 40 years of age to adopt a
periled
Dominican child. However, two persons who have been
for more than 20 years and have not had a child.of the
marriage, nay adopt a child if one or the spouses is more th&
The adopting parents cannot have any
35 years of age.
legitimate descen,dants on the day,of the adoption.
Consent

Art. 347 - The consent of .the natural parents is required to
If one of the parents is deceased or is
adopt a minor child.
Incapable of expressing his or her will, the consent of the
If the parents are separated or
other parent is sufficient.
divorced, the consent of the parent having custody is
If
the
parent
not
having custody has not given his
sufficient.
Three
consent, he must be Atified of the act of adoption.
months must elapse after such notification before the act of
adoption can be prodounced.

Arts. 348; 35a given in the adt
notary, before a
or before a U.S.

The consent-of the natural parent(s) can be
of adoption or in a separate act before a
Peace Justice of the domicile of the child,
consular officer.

Art. 349 - If both parents of the minor child are deceased or
if they areoincapable of expressing their will, the consent can
be given by"the legal representative of the child. - Phan the
child's parents are unknown, the content is given by a tutor as
hoc assitned by the,Secretariat of Health and Welfare.
Judicial Proceeding
Arts. 361, 364 - An adoptiop,proceeding takes place in a court
be
of law. The court issues the act of adoption which must
pronounced at a public audience. An extract of the sane is
published in the Official Gazette ("Gaceta Oficial"), as, well
Within three
as in a newspaper of wide natiopal circulation.
months of the public pronouncement of the,decree,.the act of
adoption is entered at the civil registry wberj the child was
Civil
born. The act of adoption must then be entered in the
Registry in Santo Domingo, at the Board of Elections ("Junta
Central Electoral").
Visa Requirement

AS71a must be.obtained for the entry of an alien child into
the U.S., whether the child has already bhen adopted in the
Dominictin Republic or is going to be adopted in the U.S. A
petitioner residing in the U.S. should send the completed
petition and supporting documents to the District Director of
the immigration and Naturalization Service having jurisdiction
over his place of residence.
U.S. Embassy Flyer:
Republic, 9/82.)
(Source:

Adoption in the Dominican
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ECUADOR

In order for uadortan children to be adopted abroad by
foreigners, Ecuadorian law requires that they first be adopted
In Ecuador and that the local adoption conform with all
applicable laws and regulations.
There have been problems In Ecuador involving black market baby
operations in recent years. Several ouch children were found
to have been physically abused by the adopting parents.
In September of 1981 the Government of Ecuador passed a new
adoption law and has become extremely cautious about any
children leaving the country unaccompanied by parents or
relatives even under the strictest safeguards. Approval for
adoption by foreigners will be extremely difficult if not
impossible to obtain. The American Embassy has recommended
that U.S.'ettlzens be advised against attempts to adopt
children in Ecuador.

The Ecuadorean adoption law states that a foreign national who
wishes to adopt an Ecuadorean aainor shall personally file a
request with the court of minors in Ecuador. There is no
waiver or exception to this law. Prospective parents are
required to be physically present so that the Court of Minors
officials can )udge the moral character of the parents. It is
not possible to say how long the prospective parents will be
required to remain in Ecuador for various personal interviews..
When the new adoption law wis enacted in 1981. implementing
regulations were not writtch into its provisions. This
circunstance created procedural problems in the adoption
process.
Only after a lengthy review of,the adoption file by
officials of the Ministry of Social Welfare. mating in
committee, with the Director of Adoptions,` will an adoption be
authorized by the Minister of Social Welfare. For that reason.
the American Embassy advises that thP.waiting period is a long
one and there is no assurance that adoption approvals will
ultimately be granted.
Any U.S. citizen who tries to process
an adoption at this time scene likely to experience years of
delay involving complex but undefined legal proceduies and with
the distinct possibility that the adoption will ultimately be
denied.
(Sodrce:

American Embassy Report. 8/82) ,

EL SALVADOR

The Anerican Embassy does not consider that there are large
numbers of orphans available for adoption in El Salvador. The
Governtent of El Salvador takes groat pains to verify that
children have indeed-been abandoned or have lost their parents
and are not simply temporarily separated from their families as
a result of the hostilities.
There is, consequently, a long
waiting list or Americans and other nationalities interested
In adopting Salvadoran children.
In addition. allegations of a black market baby operation in El
Salvador in which improperly documented children were given op
for adoption to Anerican couples have pronpted investigation
Into such adoptions by local authorities.
These fraud
investigations by both the El Salvador authorities and the
Amerioan Embassy have caused further delays in processing
adoption cases.
For American couples wishing to adopt Salvadorab children, the
Embassy reconnends that they contact the Secceon de Adoption,
Frocuraduria General de Pobzes, Centro de Gobierno,iSan
Salvador for detailed information on procedures and require.

vents.

42.
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Experience has shown that obtaining documentsiboth in th$ U.S.
and in El Salvador can be tine consuming and frustrating and it
is there Gore difficult to state accurately how long it takes to
The Embassy has 1141 cases which were processed
adopt, a child.
in three months and others that took more than a year.
The Public Ministry's' District Attorney's Office (Ministry of
Justice) is the department responsible for the placement of
orphaned children for adoption. It investigates. approves
potential parents and administers various orphanages in el
Salvador. The Public Ministry District Attorney's Office of
the Poor arranges for adoptions through adoption agencies and
through local legal representatives. It does notNplace orphan
The Salvadorans do not
directly with families in the U.S.
require that U.S. families have to come to El Salvador in
connection with the adoption although some courts recommend
If
that one parent visit with the child prior to the adoption.
the parents do not cone to see the child in El Salvador prior
to the adoption the must readopt the child in the U.S.
adoption must be finalized in El Salvador prior to the
departure of the child to the U.S. This entails that the court
declares that either the parents are unable to care for the
child, that the parents have declared to thoe court that they
wish to give up the child for adoption, and that both parents'
whereabouts have been accounted for to the satisfaction of the

l

court.

American couples mtght'wtsh to utilize the services of an
International Adoption Agency rather than a private agent in
order to avqttl tine-COnsurang and costly difficulties in
locating a child to adopt and arranging for the exit of the
child from El Salvador.
(Source:

American Embassy Report. 3/83)

.

GUATEMALA
There is no requirement that the adoptive parents establish
legal residence in Guatemala to complete an_adoptton.
(Source:

American Embassy, 5/83)

Working through a private attorney, a U.S. citizen can adopt a
child in Guatemala from a local orphanage, such as the hogar
Elisa Martinez Orphanage. The adoption is finalized when the
Mtnisterto Publico (Ministry-of Social Affairs) approves the
adoption and that approval is signed by the head of the
Upon signature the document will be registered with
orphanage:
the civil registry as confirmation of the final adoption 0
Once the document is translated into English and
Gpatenala.
authenticated at the Embassy, the documents are mailed to the
After the Mtnt'Sterto Publteo apprgveri the
adopting parrents.
adoption, the remaining paperwork takes approximately fifteen
days.

Guatenalan adoption procedures now to effect.
- Guatemalan international adoptions can be either
conpleted in Guatenala through a "Notarial deed of adoption"
before the child travels, or they can be six -month provisional
adoptions. ror the later, the adoption is conpleted in
Guatenala after a (U.S.)* social worker certifies the
satisfactory adjdatnent during and after the child lives %ix'
nonths with the adoptive parents in their residence (in the
Provisional adoption is the Invariable
United States).
arrangement for three roputable adoption organizations in
Guatemala, including the government child welfare bureau

i.
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(iocretarta de bienestar social) and two private adoption
Three other private, government
recognized agencies/orphanages always complete the adoptions in
Guatemala first, with the notarial final deed. So-called
"Private" adoptions, in which an attorney locates a child and
completes the legal work to a final adoption in Guatemala, are
always concluded` with this same notarial deed.
These two
procedures, whether provisional or notarially completed, are
the only correct bases at present for the issuance of a
Guatemalan passport to a child at the application of a person
other than the child's own parent(s).
agencies /orphanages.

- The documentWry foundation for the final notarial deed should
be relatively reljable, but intrinsic weakness in the civil
registtation of births may vitiate the validity of the most
basic document of the series: the child's original birth
certificate. The documentary chain begins with that birth
certificate: next is the sole parent's or both parents'
irrevocable release document. At that point an attorney or
agency asks a family court for a "social study" by A
court-assigned social worker of the biological mother or family
circumstances and of the child. The social worker also
analyzes the home study done on the adoptive parents.
If the
resulting recommendation is favorable, the attorney/agency then
submits the case to the Hinisterio Publico, toughly equivalent
to the attorney general's office, for review
If they approve,
the lawyer then draws up the final notarial deed, With which he
obtain? a new birth certificate in the adopting parents' names
(the old is sbpposod to be suppressed but rural civil
registrars often don't know that) and the Guatemalan passport
in the adoptive surname.
- the weakness in civil registration of births is that it is
quite possible, and, often happens, for a woman not the mother
to present herself to the civil registry with a child to
register the birth as her child.
Hospital birth certificates
are not always required and midwife certificates are far fron
reliable. Hence, one's nephew, or grandchild or a baby found
on the street can be passed off as one's own, with little
problem: it is of course against Guatemala law thus to falsify
a birth registration, but it is done all the tine. Footprints,
fingerprints, and bloodtests are not part of the process. The
opportunities for unscrupulous "Adoption kings" are quite
obvious. The convergence of present Guatemalan adoption
procedures with U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
requirements is sufficiently satisfactory as not to present any
serious obstacles to U.S. citizens seeking to a4pt from
Guatemala, or any particular clashes between the two bodies of
legal practice. The American Embassy issued 105 orphan visas
in FY 1982 and 106 in FY 1983.
Guatemalan law on international adoption is scattered through
several sections of the legal code. A comprehensive law
tightening up current practice was proposed by a distinguished
study committee in February 1982. Local attorneys objected
\
because they foresaw they, would have fewer clients under the
proposed law, which would make all adoptions provisional and
would require that adopting parents be approved beforehand by
any one of several authorized Guatemalan adoption agencies.
The proposed law does not really indicate a diminution of
lawyers' activity, and it remains to be seen whether the
requirement of agency approval of intending adopting parents
would end the greatest problem in adoptions fron Guatemala:
the gray legal area that permits caretakers to turn themselves
into baby-traf4ickers, and in which the term "child search fee"
becomes a euphemism for the price of buying a baby.

\
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This gray area derives from the lack of eplacific regulation of
caretaker status. A kind-hearted woman could'theoretically
take in an indefinite number of children found abandoned or
neglected or handed over by indigent mothers, and effect their
In
adoption quite legally through lawyers of integrity.
practice, the opportunity for a very profitable business
$12,000
-- the
(estimated profits per child range from $800 to
latter probably an exaggeration) has been taken up by an
unknown number of entrepreneurs. They Would not be breaking
any law unless they falsified birth registrations by, for
example, having one of their servants present herself as a
child's mother; unless the kidnapped children or refused to
return a child to a natural parent if the parent changed his
mind; or bought children; or sold children; or conmittee crimes
such as murder to protect their business -- in which case they
might be raided by Guatemalan police and detained, as happened
in May and June 1983 to two "adoption rings. Cray becones
even grayer when buying/selling children is euphemized as
"paying the mother's hospital. costs, paying childcare, giving a
little gift to the family, etc.' Such a bus,iness requires a
collaborating lawyer or lawyers to complete the chain of legal
work; and though lawyers have been sought and detained by
Guatemalan police, they usually extricate themselves
successfully by denying knowledge of illegalities. The Embassy
has found no sure way to avoid being fooled by apparently good,
documentation; but by broadening and deepening relations with '
legitimate agencies, by requiring a copy of the court social
worker's report, by investigating any suspect intermediary and
by requiring personglibinterview of the natural mother in
certain cases, Embassy appears to have established a reputation
as not being an easy mark for the gray market.
(Source: American Embassy Report, 1/84

In Haiti there pre a number of restrictions imposed on
Persons who are already parents of
potential adopting parents.
legitimate or acknowledged children art not allowed to adopt
It may be
children. This prohibition is not absolute.
overcome by a waiver obtained from the President of Haiti.
having
other adept6d
Uor does the prohibition apply to persons
children. These persons may adopt additional children - no
wavier is required.
In general, the law does not allow an adoption by, one single
Two persons may adopt a child if they Prove to be
individual.
a married'couple who have been married for at least 10 years
(Please note, that
and have no offspring from their marriage.
despite all of these restrictions, some type of waiver, is
always possible.)

If a couple is considering adopting a Haitian child, the
Embassy strongly recommends that they arrange for adoption of
the- child in the United States ((IR-4) child to be adopted in
the U.S.) as opposed to adopting in Haiti ((IR-3) child adopted
abroad.) Legal procedures for ad6pttng a child in Haiti take.,
at least nine months and can be fairly expensive. The adoption
fee ray range anywhere from $300.00 to $500.00, or possibly
higher, depending on the circumstances in each endividual
case. This fee includes the price of a Haitian passport and
the lawyer's fee for processing the case.
(Source: American Embassy Report, 1/84

HOUDURAS
All adoptions' in Honduras must pass through the Junta Nacional
de Dtenestar Social for completion of an official home study
before adoption decrees can be issued.
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American citizens attempting to adopt children in Honduras
should beware of unscrupulous lawyers ( charging high fees for
routine legal work. The Embassy has hoard of fees from $800
for the adoption and $600 to acquire Honduras residency (a
Honduras legal prerequisite for foreigners to adopt a Honduran
child) to $1500 for the adoption and $1500 for the restdency
Information from other sources indicates that the normal price
for a residency in Honduras is around $2d0 to $300 and can be
acquired from the Honduran consulate in the U.S. for as tittle
as $130.

In addition, American cktizens should be aware that an
abandoned child with twdl.living natural parents who has been
recognized by the natural father, regardless of whether the
child 16 legitimate or not is not considered to be an orphan by
US IUS.and is therefore not eligible for a visa. However, sone*
U.S. citizens have finalized adoptions for such children, been
qinabte to bring them to the U.S. and unable to leave the
children in Honduras.
(Source:

American Embassy Report, 5/83)

The Embassy was informed ,by a social worker of the Junta
Uacional be Bienestar Social that priority in adoptions will be
given 4o married couples. Although single parents may still
adopt in Honduras they must plan to spend at least two months
there.
This results from bad experiences with several single
women who have come to Honduras in the past year to adopt.
Local attorneys have been told by authorities not to encourage
single parents to adopt in Honduras.

Adoptions by United States citizens (and others as well) have
greatly increased in Honduras. Under Honduran law adoptions
must be completed here before the adoptee is allowed to tcave.
This involves a complex legal process and makes the services of
a competent attorney essential.
It also involves both parties,
if married, to be present in Honduras at least. part of the
tine.
The American Embassy finds authorities in Honduras to be
consistent in their application of the law and cooperative.

Problems are when adopting parents do not select a competent
attorney and when they are not prepared to spend sufficient
time in the legal process here. Honduran law is specific and
authorities in general conscientious, but several papers must
be drawn up, signed, and notarized. This can take from 4 to 8
weeks.
In tge past sone attorneys hav6 not taken care to
assure that.papers are in order, and, at the last minute,
problems arise which pay cause heartache and delay.
Another area of concern is that a child, although legally
adopted in Honduras, will not qualify as an orphan under states
law or in some other way be found ineligible for residency.
The adopting parents then find thenselves in the difficult
position of having a child, legally theirs under local law,
yhich they cannot take to the United States. This can be
avoided again by selecting an experienced attorney,
knowledgable in the laws of both countries, by checking.with
United States officials here, and by insisting on a complete
medical exam for the child as soon as possible and
before-repeat before-the adoption process is conpletcd. The
exam should include x rays if tuberculosis is at all'suspected.
The consular section has available a list of competent
attorneys as wadi as an adoption pamphlet. The Embassy,
encourages adopting parents to discuss procedures with its
consular officers as early as possible and repeat necessity for
working with competent,'experienced lawyer.
(Source:

American Embassy Report, 1/84)
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JAMAICA
.

.

All adoptiOns arc handled by the Adoptionlioard located at 26
Beechwood Avenue, Kingston, 5 Tel: (809) 1,26-6930. The
following steps have to be taken:
1. The child is placed for adoption by the Board.
2. One or more persons arc appointed to keep the child updeF
close supervision.
3. After three months from the date on which the child is
delivered into the care and Possession of the prospective
adOpters, the adopters may apply to the Court for an Adoption
Order, provided this is done within three months from,the
expirationof the three month trial period.
4. Before the Order is granted, the Board investigates the
applicants and the child. The case of each child is considered
by a Committee 9a (case committee) comprised of not less than
three :umbers of the Adoption Board, to ensure the suitability
of the child and adopter, respectively, and to report on the
health of the child and the adopter. The adopter must bo
interviewed by the case committee and the premises in th6
island in which the adopter to the Court and the adoption is
determined.

There are certain pre-requisites which must be complied with
before the order can be made:
1.

The applicant must bo (a) at least 25, or (b) at least 21
and a relative of the child: and (c) the mother or father
of the child.

The consent of the parent or guardian of the child or any
person who is liable by virtue of any order of agreement
to contribute to the maintenance of the child must be
obtained.
There arc, however, certain cases where this consent may be
dispensed with. For example, when the child has been
The whole
abandoned, neglected or persistently ill-treated.
process should under normal circumstances take between throe to
(for
example,
six months, provided there are no complications
regarding oonsent to adoption by the parents or guardian). The
final document is entitled an Adoption Order which is made by
the Resident Magistrate for the particular parish and involves
the exercise of a judicial discretion.
2.

Adoptions in Jamaica
1. Jamaican adoption law and procedures are already 'in
accordance wits the proposed convention Outlined in roftol.
Although US citizens are practically prevented from adopting in
Jamaica (IR-3 cases); numerous provisions aid in the adoption
of Jamaican children in the U.S.

2. The Adoption of Children Act of 1958 provides a
comprehensive treatment of adoption procedures in Jamaica.
A court approved adoption accords full-blood relative status,
'
to the adopted child, and completely digsolves an legal
relationship between the adopted child and his-natural
Unlike in some U.S. jurisdictions, the adopted child
parents.
natural parents upon reaching
may not condUct a search for ht
More relevant is the requirement that any
the age of 18.
adopter in Jamaica must be domiciled and resident in Jamaica
'(although he need not be a Jamaican citizen): the act states
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s.

that an adopter must,be living tn Jamatca permanently, wtth the
Intent to remain in Jamaica permanently.

'

3. Section 24 of the act spectfies that in cases of Jamaican
children to be adopted ovetseas, the Jamaican adoption board
(JAB) must ensure that a home-study is completed in the
jurisdiction of adoption. In such cases, family courts may
'issue a "Licence" to allow a child to depart for one of the
specified countries (all commonwealth countries, the US, and
Sweden) for the purpose of adoption. JAB tridtcates that they
have long cooperated with prorate and public adoption agencies
in New York, Florida, Kentucky, Wisconsin, and elsewhere, to
ensure compliance with Scott= 24.
Of course, since Jamaican
immigration authorities will undoubtedly prevent an IR-4
immigrant from departing without a "Licence", the apparatus is
In place to provtde for a home study tn thb case of any chtld
traveling abroad for adoption.(Source: American Embassy
American Citizens Information Booklet, 5/83)
4. Despite the rigorous treatment of adoption by the act, the
Embassy has found considerable deviation from the law in
practice; Jamaican citizens clearly domiciled and resident in
the US frequently obtain custody of Jamaican children through
adoption, despite the explicit prohibition of this in the
act.
US citizens, however, would Apparently experience no
extraordinary difficulty in adopting through the mechanisms
embodied in the IR-4 category; the JAB'seems anxious and able
to assist any qualified adopters.
(Source: American Embassy Report, 1/84)
MEXICO

According to the Mexican Ctvil,Code, Any person of good morals,
21 years old and over can adopt granted that he/she has the
meanm to care for the physical and educttonal needs of the
adoptee.
The' office of the INS Director in Mexico City has commented
that the regulatory requirement of a home study has, in some
cases, unnecessarily delayed approval of orphan petitions.
A
suggested change in regulations would be to allow a home study
performed.tn a foreign country by a recognize(' agency to bo
accepted by the overseas INS office when the petitioners reside
abroad. This would bo in lteu of home study performed in the
United States. Present regulations require that ttio study must
be performed by a ltcensed agent or agency id the USA, a very
expensive and cumbersome procedure for adopting U.S. citizens
who reside in a foretgn country.

Americans who wtsh to adopt a Mexican chtld must do so in
Mexico in accordance with Mexican law. The legal structures
for adoption in Mexico are, in general, similar to those in the
United States.:

;mere are two important requirements to keep in mind:
(a) The chtld to be adopted MUST bo an orphan. Ho must b:
either an abandoned child or have only one surviving
parAnt.
(b) At least one of the adopting parents must bo a U.S.
citizen. The U.S. citizen must file the petition
for the child.
Under H.S. Immigration Law, two
resident aliens in the U.S. may not adopt a child abroad.
In order to adopt in Mexican court, you Mist comply with the
following requtrements:
,1. Obtatn a certified copy of the child's,birth certiftcate;
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24 Obtain a release from the natural urrents. This release
must be issued before a judge or a notary public:
3. Present your original mairtage.certificate or a certified
copy;

4. Present.a mddical certificate establish ng excellent physical
and mental health of the adopting pare s;

S. Present a statement froethe adopting f ther's employer
indicating that the employment is full time and stating
his salary. A certified copy of the at income tax return
is also recommended;
6. Present two letters of recommendAtion:
7. Have two witnesses;

All foreign documents must be legalized by the corresponding
Mexican Consulate in the United States and by the Foreign
Ministry. In addition, all these documents must be translated
into Spanish by an pfficial translator.
The adoption procedure includes a 6 month trial period, during
which the child lives with tho- adopting parents to make certain
that a permanent arrangement will be beneficial to both
the judge's
Parties. This trial period nay be waived, at
discretion, for foreign adopting parents. There is, however,
no guarantee that it will, in fact, be waived in any particular
case.

Because the adoption is not final during the trial period,
documentation cannot ba obtained for the child to travel either
It is, therefore,
Out of Mexico of into the United States.
extremely important that the adopting parents attempt, through
their attorney or adoption agency, to have the trial period
4;
obliged to remain in Mexico to
waived; otherwise they
take care of thetchild during the trial period.
If the adopting phrents do not already have a specific child in.
mind, they may obtain information about available orphans by
writing to the institutions listed below:

Asti° de la Paz
Hermanas del Sacrado Corazon
Esq. Calle Zamora y Juan de la Darrera
Mexico 11, D.F., MEXICO
Institute Mexican° de Asistencia a la ninez
Calzada Tlalpan 1677,
Mexico 21, D.F. MEXICO
An alien child must have an immigrant visa in order to be
admitted into the United States to reside permanently with the
Immigration
adopting parents. Make contact with the regional
and naturalization office well in advance of any step toward
adopting a child so that you will be aware of all pre-adoption
It is not sufficient for the
and adoption requirements.
adopting parents to present merely the written consent of the
natural parent or parents indicating that they forego all legal
custody over the child in question. The Mexican passport,
t issue a passport'to a Mexican child undergoing
1
office
of the judge's final
adoptio
parents legal custody
decree of adoptio
,of the child.

(Source: American Enbassy..aaport. 1/84)
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NICARAGUA
The Nioaraguan Adoption Law, as modified in Novenber 1981
provides that.the adoptermust be of one of two categories:
CA) Nicaraguan Citizens or
(B) Foreign Residents of Nicaragua
who intend to stay 111 Nicaragua until the child reaches 18.
(Source:

American Embassy 12/83)

VENEZUELA

Venezuelan law on adoption does not prohibit an adoption there
by a non-resident alien person or couple: as far as the Embassy
can tell, it simply,does not address the possibility, and
some
of the law's provisions would make such
adoption difficult
or impossible.
Article 22 of the 1983
option law and the
corresponding article of the previous law gives )urisdiction in
adoption cases to the court in the place of domicile of the
adoter. Article 20 requires that the child to be adopted
spen1lat least three,months in the home of the prospective
adoptive palents before a final decree may be issued.
The home
sub3ect to inspection by a representative of the Vational
Institute for Minors. The adoption process is a lengthy one,
with specified delays between each step.
'

Adoption even by a resident alien is not easy. An officer of
the Embassy manned to adopt a Venezuelan child this year. He
began looking for a child in February, but received no
cooperation from the Venezuelan National Institute for Minors
until April. Thereafter the process took seven months an0
involved an enormous amount of paperwork, sone of which (birth
certificates, marriage certificate, etc.) had to originate in
the United States and be certified by the appropriate
Venezuelan consul there.
It also involved numerous visits by
the officer to the National Insttute for Minors. The
officer's home was visited by a representative of the Institute
once prior to the time he was given the child and once
afterward. All dealings with the court and the Institute, oral
and written, had to be-eonducted,in Spanish.
Fraudulent. adoptions, which
to no nore than the handing
overof a baby and permittingamount
the "adoptive parents" to
register the child as their own, are not unconnon,
The Enbassy
has had a number of cases where non-resident American
Citizens
have cone to Venezuela to obtain a child in Ghts nanner
and
then have tried to docunent the child as an American
citizen,
i.e., representing the child as their natural child.

(Source: American Embassy Report.

1/84)
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STATE OF KANSAS
JOHN CAAIH G...cwo

STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND REHABILITATION SERVICES
ROBERT C .M.CER

.....

March 9, 1984

Honorable Senator Dole
Hart Building - Ho. 141
Washington, D.C. 20510

RE: Senate Bill2299
Dear Senator Dole:
My staff and I applaud your efforts, ass tlemonstl.ated by Senate Bill 2299,

to provide certain safeguards from fraudulent activities to adqptive families
We in Kansas are very much aware of the need for
and relinquishing parents.
such legislation and will wholeheartedly support the passage of this bill.
In addition to the stipulations of your bill, we would like to suggest as a
means of strengthening the Interstate Compact on Children that all adoptions
made across state lines be finalized in the state of residence of the family.
This would assure to the court granting the adoption accurate and complete
information on the adoptive family and assure that the laws of the state were
not circumvented.
My staff stand ready to provide you with any information you might need which
would serve to support this piece of legislation.

Robert C. Barnum
Commissioner

RCB:11
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CONCERNED UNITED BIRTHPARENTS.

INC.
March 13, 1984
k

B

Scott E. Morgan
Senator Bob Dole Office
U.S. Senate
Washington, D. C.
20510

RE:

S.

2299

Dear Mr. Morgan:

I an writing on behalf of Concerned Unites Birthparents, Inc. (CUB),
a national organization providing support to families separated by
adoption, supporting passage of Senate Bill 2299.
We believe that it is most decidely in the beat Interest of all
parties for fraud to be prevented in any adoption proceedings. The
administration of an adoption through proper channels does provide
a safe-guard for both the child and the parents... both adoptive and
birthparents.
We would also like to see included that each child
be checked through the federal registry of sassing children.
Our
only concern is that this bill also ptotect the right,of the adoptive
parents and birthparents to arrange a legal indtpendent adoption. We
feel that this is a decision that should be available to birthparents
and should be protected at all coats.
Our view is based upon experiences recounted in correspondence we have
received since the beginning of our work in 1976.
Since that tine we
have heard from over 38,000 .people -- 19,000 of Khoo were birthparents.
We feel that Senate Bill 2299 is certainly a jositive step in
the process of making adoption a more humane process. We are hopeful
that this,bili will be passed into law and offer our support in this
important work.
If we can be of assistance to you please do not hesitate
to advise.
111

'Sincerely yours,
...

Sus

L. Fog ea
porta

7000 Jackson.
Kansas City, MO,. 64132

1Ve
..4.-----
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Nadonallleadquartem 595 Central Ave, 'Dover; N.H. 03820
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The Honorable Jeremiah Denton
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Denton:

Thank you for your letter regarding fraudulent adoption
practices.
We realize that there are problems with the
regulation of independent adoptions and the Department will
continue to assist the States in strengthening their adoption
laws.
As you stated in your letter, the.Department is authOrized
under the Adoption Opportunities Act (Title,II of P.L. 95-266)
to give techpical assistance to the States for the improvement
of their adoption laws. Section 204 of the Adoption Opportunities Act required a study of unlicensed adoption placements.
This study, conducted by the Child Welfare League of America,
was transmitted to the Congress as feqvired'in June 1979 and has
bein widely disseminated. The findings and recommendations of
the study include suggested legal and agency changes to reduce
the problems surrounding independentadoptions.
A copy of
Adoptions Hithout A encies, A Study of Independent Adoptions
and a summary are enclose
.

We also continue to work closely with the Association of
Administrators of the Interstate Compact for,the Placement of
-Children (ICPC) and have provided funds to the American Public
Welfare Association continuously since 1972 to support and
maintain the operation of the Interstate Compact. The ICPC, a
multilateral law enacted by nearly all States, grants States the
requisite jurisdiction to resolve a number of specific problems
encountered in interstate placement. In addition, we funded the
development of the adoption guidelines for the ICPC. Copies of
the Intercountry Adoption Guidelines and National Directory
of Intercountry Adoption Service Resources, which were - published
.and widely dissemigated in 190, are enclosed.
The 4riminal prosecution of Individuals who operate illegal
adoption rings is a matter mi State law. Technical assistance
in law enforcement matters is under the purview of the
Department of Justice; however, upon a request by the Justice
Department, we would certainly cooperate fully.

We will be pleased to continue discussiogs with you on how
we can bestwork with the States to assist them with the issue
of adoption placements.

\

Sincerely,.

11

M.. Heckler
Harg
Secre ary
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ASSOCIATIPN OF ADMI ISTRATORS
OF TH INTERSTATE I.QMPACT
ON THE YLACEMENT OF CHILDREN
ASsOC,AT.C.4

1125 FIFTEENTH STREET N W WASHINGTON, D C 20005

Suite 300
TelePt,o,* (202)293 7550

March 23, 1984
Senator Robert J. Dole
Chairman
Subcommittee on Courts
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Senate Hart Office Building 327
Washington, -D.C.

20510

Dear Chairman:
As legal consultant to the Association of Administrators of the
Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children, I would like
to congratulate you for your leadership in both introducing
S. 2299 (The Anti-Fraudulent Adoption Practices Act of 1984),
and holding hearings on fraudulent adoption practices.
I
appreciate the opportunity to comment on what I believe to be
the most recent Discussion Draft of S. 2299 (which was obtained
from Mr..Scott Morgan when I met with him on March 8th) and
request that my comments be made a part of the hearing record
of March 16, 1984.
The Problem
Adoption and placement of children for the purposes of adoption
are provided for and regulated by state law. This is obviously
the case for adoptive placements originating and completed
within the United States; it is also true for international
placements into this country. Admission to the United States
is governed by the procedures of the Immigration and Naturalization Service pursuant to federal law, but that provides only
for entry and not for child placement or adoption.

Of course, many of the children available for adoption are
placed locally.
In consequoce, the entire process is iurPsdictionally within the control of a single state. Neverthilless,
it is chronically the case that the number of adults seeking
children for adoption exceeds the supply. This is especially
true for healthy infants. As a result, interstate and intercountry adoptions are numerous.
Adoption serves two complementary but quite different needs:
the desire of adult men and women for children, and the need of
children who for a variety of reasons do not or will not have
the care and protection of their natural parents. To safeguard the interests of both children and prospective adoptive
parents, the process of preadoptive child search and placement
should be a responsible and proper one. In most instances it
is, but there are abuses.

1
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A difficulty which the states often encounter in attempting to
deal with adoptive placements is that their jurisdiction is
territorially limited.
This has led the states to adopt a
variety of mechanisms.
States require licensure for agencies
which perform child care and placement services. Failure to
conduct their adtivities in a responsible way.subjects such
agencies to the possibility of suspension or revocation of their
licenses.
Nonagency or " independent" placements generally are
less regulated than the ones made by agencies, in those states
where both are allowed. However, in some States, independent
placements are unlawful.
While the details of the laws in the states vary widely, it is
generally.true that engaging in fraud or misrepresentation is
a ground for,calling a license into question. It also may be
a ground for exposing the perpetrator to criminal penalty or
civil action. However, a state prosecutorial agency or a
private aggrieved party within the state will often encounter
practical difficulties in trying to reach prospective defendant
who is beyond the jurisdiction.
Many of.the incidents which
come, to light from time to time involve persons who make their
offers of child placement services from afar and who purposely
avoid physical presence or the maintenance of assets within the
states where their victims are situated.
The Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children is law in
46 states.
It is a means of assuring that home studies and
other safeguarding procedures are employed for interstate placements before they are allowed lawfully to be made. In the
process, many ,state child welfare agencies and others concerned
in the making of responsible placements have leqrned much about
the reputation and conduct of particular placerd who operate
from other jurisdictions. However, in many instances, it continues to be true that protection for the victims of fraudulent
operations conducted from other jurisdictions is mere difficult
to obtain than for purely local transgressions.
Usually, the
greatest motivations for redress of fraud or for penalizing
persods who have exacted unwarranted payments for the procuring
of children comes from the locales where the victims live.
The bill seeks to preserve existing state regulatory and remeIn addition, it would provide for the possibility
dial laws.
of federal prosecutions and cavil suits in instances where the
state courts may presently be hampered by the limitations on
their territorial.. jurisdiction,

Suggestions for Specific Provisions
I have been privileged to see successive drafts of this bill as
the legislation wds being developed. In an effort to refine the
provisions, some concepts have been once or twice in and out of
On the whole, the progress with the drafting has
the bill.
resulted in successive improvement of the product. AWrertheless,
I believe that several specific suggestions are still in order.
1.
On line 15 of Section 21 (a) the language ending with the
words "document that is known" would be bItter in the active
voice and should road 'document that he or she knows." The
unlawful conduct being described is knowledge by a specific
person. The concept of "is known" suggests more general or widespread knowledge on the part of persons who may or may not be
clearly identified by the present language.

The problem in Section 22 (c) is to exempt payments for
services which are legitimate, especially in those states which
recognize independent adoptions as a proper means of bringing
children in .need of adoptive homes and prospective adoptive
parents together. The use of the concept of "Bona fide" and of
2.
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the phrase "findir's fee" are helpful in establishing this
exception but limitbeg it to appropriate coMpensacion for
genuine services while providing some means of making interstate
baby selling an actionable offense.
3.
The offense describe in Section 23 (a) could, in some fact
situations, also constit lk e kidnapping. Whether juries would be
inclined to convict of th t much more serious crime is an open
question that might depend on the precise facts of a particular
case.
However, it is not uncommon to have a set of facts which
can support a prosecution under two or more separate provisions
of the Criminal Code and where a U. S. Attorney has a choice as
to whet kind of an indictment to seek. Further, and perhaps of
greatest importance, this provision could get at many abuses
tik,
which should be grounds of prosecution but which would not
support a prosecution for kidnapping.

The definition of "State" contained in Section 24 (2) covers
part of an important problem.
Persons in the armed forces and
civilians on military bases abroad do seek to adopt children.
They are vulnerable to victimization by unscrupulous individuals
or agencies offering adoption services.
When ,these persons are
foreign nationals and do not come onto the American base, there
may be nothing that federallaw can do to reach them.
However,
Amerie-an agencies and individuals operating from the United
States or on the installations are sometimes'involved. , By
defining "State" to include military installations abroad, this
bill can be helpful.
However, the definition would do even more
good if it were broadened to include military installations
within the United States and Indian Reservations.
In some
instances, neither the criminal laws nor the family laws 4.4f the
state apply to such enclaves.
Fraud in connection with the
making available of Indian children for adoption by non Indians
off the reservations is a significant problem.
Also, protection
of military personnel apd civilians stationed on military installations within the United States is desirable. To achieve
this broader coverage, I suggest that the definition of "State"
include "any area within or outside the United States over which
the United States has exclusive or concurrent legislative
jurisdiction."
4.

An earlier draft of the bill included both other state laws
It is preferable to return to this
and interstate compacts.
earlier version of the Section. It is desirable to make cl,ear
that nothing in this bill limits the applicability'of state
licensing or other regulatory laws relating to child placement
or adoption, nor is it the intent to diminish the applicability
of any penalties available under state law to deal with subjects
covered by the bill, including state remedies for fraud. The
bill seeks to add federal remedies for certain transgressions.
S.

Thank you again, Mr. .Chairman, for the opportunity to offer
comments on the legislation and to assist in making the final
product as useful as possible in helping the states to cope with
inter - jurisdictional aspects of abuses connected with adoptionand preadoptive placements.
Very truly yours,

1)(4(14(11
Mitchell Wendell,
L.L.B. Ph.D.
Legal Consultant
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR ADOPTION
MI IT v 3Ve

N.K.
13441 CONNECtlei T
WAYIIINOTON. 1). C. 80036
202 - 4e3-755 0

March 23, 1984

Office of Sen. Robert Dole (R-KS)
Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C.
Dear Senator:

On behalf of the National Committee For Adoption, I an pleased to endorse
the legislation introduced by you and Sen. Bentsen. It would go a long way
toward stopping fraudulent practices in adoption and thereby strengthening
the institution of adoption in our society.
We realize that you have received a substantial amount of data in the
course of your investigations and hearings and we hope that you will
make that information, especially the series that appeared in the Ft. Worth
Star-Telegram, part of the hearing record.
In addition, we would like to suggest that you include in the record the
attached information, a series of investigative reports by Margaret N.
O'Shea which appeared in the Columbia, S.C., newspaper, The State. We
believe this should be part of the hearing record because of South
Carolina's role in interstate adoption traffic. Your legislation aims
at stopping fraud in international adoptions and the Star-Telegram
stories vividly portray what can happen. So als0", your bill would help
stop fraud in interstate adoptions, and the series in The State points
up these problems and concerns:
a ratio of private placements 300 ", higher than most states;'

women being shipped to South Carolina to deliver babies for
"clients who live outside South Carolina;
the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children is being
widely ignored;
"unknown" fathers are handled in ways that are more "reascnable"
than having them waive their rights id writing;
women are counseled to hide from biological fathers--a dangerous recommendation that ended in an "unknown" father getting
custody of his child in 1982;

non-returnable "application" fees of $1,500;
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networks involving agencies with licenses under suspension or
investigation in at least six states;
home studies are routinely waived, so that couples' competence
to parent an adopted child is not objectively assessed;
hospital bills for babies with handicapping conditions are not
hilly paid;
adopting couples are charged more for the room and board of
pregnant women if they have more financial resources;
women from other states (and even from Mexico) are being housed
in what are essentially unlicensed maternity homes;
women are induced to travel with the promise, not always kept,
that all their expenses will be-promptly paid;
adoptive parents and lawyers pressure women to move to other
jurisdictions or States where Judges are "friendlier";
couples are being defrauded by people attempting to "sell" the
same baby to more than one couple simultaneously;
women are promised sums as large as 53,000, above expenses, if
they have and place a healthy baby;
in some state7;\"selling a baby" is only a misdemeanor;
in South Carolina, there's no provision in current law making
a consent to adoption under fraudulent circumstances illegal;
8

changes made in So4th Carolina's laws in 1963, following the
last exposure of lAkck market baby-selling, have proved ineffective.

These eighteen problems, and more, are discussed in the series which
was published by The State.
Your legislation will help focus attention
on and address these problems and concerns.
Thank you for your leadership on this issue.
Sincerely,

//

/

''

v

r

William L. Pierce, Ph.D.
President

I
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INIERHATIONAL ADOPTION DATA

Country or Region
'of Birth

Fiscal 1976
Abroad* Here*

Fiscal

1977

fiscal

1978

broad

Here

broad

Here

5,143 1 1,525

4,968

1,326

3,989

1,19S

3,669

997

4,142

939

3,929

3,384#

5b4

3,294

432

2,613

7302

2,104

263.

2,420

210

2,234

43

532

31

568

22

604

21

626

38

590

142

17

£14

23

296

15

299

19

126

fiscal 197
Abroad Here

fiscal 1980
Here

ribroad

fiscal 1981
Abroad Here

------------All Countries

Korea

Colombia

India

1,409

475

35

519

3

19

1

4

81

112

15

1

138

18

1

O
Mexico

X
133

Percentage of adoptions abroad

13

124

106'

10

Total adoptions, 1976 - 1981

Mexico -- 89 percent

Mexico -- 834

Colombia --

Colombia -- 3,635

5 percent

20

India -- 17.5 percent

India -- 1,120

Korea -- 12 percent

Korea -- 18,295
total, All Countries -- 33,231

Abrad--Children adopted abroad and

Percentage from four major
countries -- 72 pjrcent

then brought into the U.S.
"Here--Children admitted to the U.S.
for purposes of adoption here
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Source; Immigration and Naturalization Service, Statistical Analysis Branch,
"Inmiigrant Orphans Admitted to the United States lily Country or Region of Birth."
For more information, contact William L Pierce, 202-463-7559
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NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

[From the Stato(Columbia. SC). Feb 26, 1984)

SOUTH CAROLINA IS THE NATION'S BABY-BUYING SUPERMARKET

(By Margaret N O'Shea)

This five-part series of articles will examine South Carolina's role in interstate

adoption traffic, the sale of children, the fate of "defective merchandise," the competition fur babies, abuses uf the system, and highly varied views of public versus pri
v ate adoption Research included examination uf more than 50,000 court records in
34 vuunties and interviews with more than 120 persons involved in adoption.)

After the baby was born, his mother lay panting on the delivery table, her feet
still in the birthing stirrups and her body bathed in sweat. That was when the

doctor leaned over and offered to take the child off her hands
The obstetrician said she knew "a delightful couple" with no children who would
love to adopt your baby," and she knew a lawyer who could "handle everything."
The unwed mother refused the offer, and she recounted t later in horror to social
workers she had come to know during weeks of counseling at the South Carolina
Children's Bureau. The young woman was appalled to think she had been expected
to give her child to someone she had never met before in her life.
The obstetriclan who sulivited her baby had been summoned to the delivery room
only because her own doctor could not come.
But the delivery room incldent at McLeod Regional Medical Center in Florence
did not end the competition for thatdie woman's baby.
Hume from the hospital, the youn7, mother received several anonymous telephone

calls suliviting the baby she had already relinquished to the Children's Bureau

Across town, the baby's father received valls urging him to withhold his consent to a
bureau placement so the child could be privately adopted.
Meanwhile, the baby was already living with an adoptive family. Their joy was
dampened, however, by telephone calls frum persons who said they knew the final
papers had not been signed, and they wanted the baby.
Files at the Children s Bureau and county Departments of Social Services are full

uf similar stories that illustrate the mad scramble for healthy white babies in an

open adoption market, where demand is greater than supply
The Dillon County DSS receives an apolugetiv telephone call from the mother ora

client, whu has been planning to release a baby for adoption through DSS. The
woman says her daughter has had a miscarriage

Knowing miscarriages du not occur at full term, the suspicious social worker

probes and learns that the client bore twins She gave them to the ubstetriclark to be
adopted privately so she could get her medical bills paid.
A nurse at Richland Memorial follows a discharged maternity patient out to the
parking lot, where she says it a mistake to keep the baby She offers to put the
mother in touch with "a good lawyer who'll be happy to place the child."
A young woman is wheeled frum the recovery area to her room on the maternity
ward at Lexington County Hospital The bedside telephone is already ringing Some
body wants to adopt her baby.
The rare ambivalent patientor the one who has waited too lung to seek an abor
tiun at the Greenville Women's Clinicwill be referred to one of several local law
yers, The clink is one of the few in North or South Carolina that has an open policy
for adoption referrals
Such scenarios are not uncommon in South Carolina The state has become a na

tional clearinghouse for babiesone uf the last hopes for childless couples from

states with long waiting lists or more stringent adoption laws.
Under South Carolina law it is legally possible for an out-of state couple to fly
intu this state one morning and leave that afternoon with a baby and a final adoption decree, even if they have openly bought the child.
State law requires waiting periods and home studies, but they can be waived by a
family vourt judge. Finanual disclosures are nut required, and there are no specific.
guidelines to what a couple can pay.
Such loopholes in state adoption laws have envouraged interstate baby traffic, frequently involving the transportation of pregnant women from other states to South
Carolina to give birth. Their babies are adopted here by out-of state couples, who
can pay as much as $22;000 to obtain a child.
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In most parts of the state, court records show adoptions are fairly evenly spread
among local lawyers, although the range of legal fees is vastanywhere from $300
to $12,000 before peripheral costs, proper or padded, are added in.

Adoptions have been traditionally divided into three categoriesagency adoptions, the "gray market" and the "black market"based largel, on cost.
At the lower end of the spectrum are state agencies, which charge adoptive parents little or nothing for their services beyond a local legal fee that is usually $500
or less.

"Gray market" adoptions are private placements that may cost over $1,000, and
include the payment of medical expenses for the birth mother.
"Black market" adoptions are generally considered to be those that carry exorbitant legal fees$5,000, $10,000 and $12,000 are frequently quoted pricesas well as

a long list of expenses that imply the use of financial incentives, if not outright
child-puying, to obtain children.
Those distinctions are blurred in South Carolina, because under the state's lenient

laws, almost anything goesincluding child buying. And adoption agencies are no
longer confined to state, charitable or religious organizations They now include
some which charge over $10,000.

Despite its cost, the private adoption market is thriving Public agencies, meanwhile, have long waiting lists because of the dwindling supply of babies given to
them to place Abortion, contraceptives and greater acceptance of single parenting
have affected the baby supply The shortage also is complicated by demographics
the adopting pool is glutted with postwar baby-boom adults.
But money is often the deciding factor. Funds are readily available in the private

market to cover a wide array of pregnancy related expensesincluding free vacations after giving birthwhile budget cutbacks in the public sector mean most agencies can't foot even essential bills.
There is a sharp contrast between the two systems' criteria for making adoptive

placements, however In the private markets, the ability to pay comes first, and

every other qualification for parenthood is left to the courts to determine.
Social workers in agency adoptions have a longer list of criteria for parenthood,
and the only financial consideration is whether the family can support a child.
Agencies also provide counseling before they will accept birth parents' consent to
adoption, and they allow mothers whu want to see their babies to do so before they
decide to keep them or let go
Whether either system is good is bad is a matter of widely divergent opinion, but.

private adoptions clearly have the statistical upper hand in South Carolina For

every baby adopted through a agency here, six are adopted through lawyers
Some of the nation's top adoption lawyers are sending clients to South Carolina
for babies, and a least twoStanley Michaelman of New York and David K. Lea
vitt of Beverly Hills, Calif.are sending pregnant womenhere to deliver.
A third, Seymour Kurtz of Chicago and Atlanta, is expected to spend $25,000 or
more this year un Yellow Page advertising alone to recruit South Carolinians for his
adoption agency. The advertising, although directed to pregnant women, also serves
to attract potential adoptive parents.
Evidence suggests that scores of other out-of state lawyers are channeling clients
into South Carolina.
Humanitarians as well as profiteers are involved in private adoption, which can

be lucrative. Its proliferation has contributed to heavy competition for healthy,
white infants Unwed mothers are solicited in abortion clinics, doctors' offices,
health departments, hospitals, flea markets, maternity shops, parking lots and gro-

cery checkout lines.
Some South Carolina newspapers publish advertisements for babies to be adopted,
and occasionally for toddlers and older children.
The demand for children so far exceeds the number available that excessive adoption charges ale sometimes cullected, either 4)y lawyers in other states whu channel
babies and adoptive couples into South Carolina, or by lawyers who handle the legal

work in South Carolina courts. In some cases, women have been paid for their
babies, but state laws does not prohibit the sale of a child.

The secrecy surrounding adoptions sometimes masks abuses of law "quickie"
adoptions are available, it is possible to adopt a child without ever undergoing a
home study, birth mothers are frequently asked to sign illegal and coercive adoption
consents for unborn children, fathers' legal rights are sometimes ignored, and the

state Children's Bureau is seldom inforrned, although state law requires such a
notice for any child under six months old.

4
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Most intirstate adoptions accomplished here are potentially illegal not hecause
any state laws were violated, but because the Interstate Compact on Children was
ignored when the children were taken across state lines.
(From the State tColumbia. SC), Feb 26, 1984)

How To

ADOPT

AGENCY

Step One Adoptive parents apply to a state or charitable agency, and are placed

on a waiting list.
Step Two. Potential parents attend training courses on adoption.
Step Three After an extensive selection process, a couple is assigned and receives
a child.
Elapsed Time: 4 to 6 Years
<

Step Four. The initial adoption petition is filed in court, and'a legal guardian is
selected to represent the child's interests
Step Five. Parents receive an interlocutory decree In court that gives them legal
custody of the child.
Step Six Several weeks later, there is a post placement home, study to see how
the child and parents are adjusting Additional counseling is available when needed.

Step Seven Parents go back to court with the child and are interviewed by the

judge, who then issues the final adoption decree.
Elapsed Time. 9 Months to 1 Year
Minimum Total Elapsed Time: 4 Years and 9 months.
PRIVATE ADOPTION

Step One Adoptive parents contact an attorney who agrees to handle an adoption

if a child is located. The parents then set out to locate a child, usually through
newspaper advertisements or word of mouth.
Step Two. A pregnant mother tentatively agrees to let the adoptive parents have
her baby Through the attorney, the parents pay the birth mother s expenses
Step Three: The parents receive the baby.
Elapsed Time 3 Weeks to 3 Months.

Step Four. An adoption petition is filed and an interlocutory decree is granted
Step Five A guardian may or may not be appointed, a home study may or may

not be made
Step Six: A judge issues a final adoption decree.
Elapsed Time: 1 Day to 1 Year.
Minimum Total Time Elapsed. 3 Weeks and 1 Day.

(From the State (Columbia, SC% Feb 26, 1984)

SOUTH CAROLINA'S BOOMING BABY BUSINESS

SOUTH CAROLINA'S LENIENT LAWS HAVE MADE IT THE "BIRTHINL CAPITAL" FOR THE
NATION'S QUICKIE ADOPTION SERVICES

By Margaret N O'Shea)

Other girls in the Asheville senior class were envioustheir graduation gifts

paled beside an extended trip to France
They didn't know "France was just 70 miles away, across the South Carolina line
in Spartanburg, and the trip was carefully timed to keep secret the birth of, an alegitimate child

It also sidestepped a residency requirement in North Carolina law that would

have prulabited the adoption of the baby_ by the California couple the mother. and
her family had chosen from a set of genera! descriptions.
On this occasion, South Carolina law also provided another "escape valve" not
often needed by Beverly Hills adoption lawyer David Keene Leavitt, who says most
of his 200 -300 adoptions per year can be handled in California But the 1981, loci
dent opened a channel for "problem father" cases, and Leavitt has used it, several
times since then
-
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Leavitt sends women to gii;e birth in South Carolinausually in Spartanburg and
occasionally in Columbiawhen it's inconvenient or distastefuNo name the father
of the child. California courts are "pretty sticky" about father's rights, and it's hard
to get by with saying a father is unknown, Leavitt say's even if the father doeln't
know there is a child, and even if the mother doesn't care to tell him.
In South Carolina, birth mothers seldom go to court in an adoption proceeding,
and if a lawyer produces a signed statement that the father of the child is unknown,

it's usually accepted.
"There's nothing magical about state'lines+Snuth Carolina is & special State only
because it takes a reasonable attitude toward the biological father," Leavitt said. If
you name him, he has to be served notice of the adoption petition, but if you don't
name him, he can be served by publication."
That means a notice of the pending adoption can be published in the legal advertisements of newspaperin these cases, preferably one the child's father will never
sec
It does not mean that ''you don't have to name the father.in !kith Carolina," as
Leavitt says, or that a father's consentsto adoption is not required here, as some outof-state lawyers contendonly that the requirement is easily avoided t
The procedure can backfire, as it did in one of Leavitt's cases in Spartanburg in
1982, when the "unknown" father showed up and demanded custody of the baby
surrendered for adoption by his common law wife. He won his case in the circuit
court.
Technically, his parental rights could have been terminated under South Carolina

law because he had not supported the mother during her pregnancy, but Family

.

1Court Judge Clyde Laney questioned how he could have, since she left him in Florida, then purposely hid from him in Spartanburg on Leavitt's advice.
The case brought to light some details about interstate adoption arrangements in

areas like Spartanburgthe prospective adoptive parents were pledged to pay, had
the adoption gone through, close to $10,000 for legal fees in two states and also expenses for the birth mother They included her transportation to Spartanburg from
California, her rent and other living expenses in Spartanburg, her medical expenses
and other incidentals.
Among the incidentals, a Spartanburg woman who has recently changed her fee
to a flat $200 per casewas paid $5 an hour for various services to pregnant women

involved in adoption proceedings.
The same general financial arrangements occur throughout South Carolina, with
various touches of local style. Women brought to Charleston to give birth may stay
in apartments or. private humes where owners receive monthly compensation based
on the financial capacity of the potential adoptive parents.
Women brought to Sumter to give birth usually stay at two local motels, according to reports filed with the Department of Social Services and South'Carolina Children's Bureau The motel addresses are given at Tuomey Hospital when the women
give birth there.

Runaways and other teenagers who yive b.rth in Myrtle Beach can wind up in
quarters that run the gamut of -everything the Grand Strand has to offer. One
lawyem in Myrtle Beach owns apartments sometimes used for transient mothers
Some lawyers cover expenses from a flat rate, and others keep a precise record,

although state law does not require an accounting of adoption costs Nor do most
judges ask for one, even in cases where there is probable cause to suspect large
sums have been paid, or when it is obvious that both in state and out-of-state legal
firms are involved
The conduits frbm other states have multiplied in recent years with the tightening of adoption laws Nationally known adoption lawyers like Leavitt, Stanley Michaelman of New York and Seymour Kurtz of Cluiago and Atlanta, have all devel-

oped ties in South Carolina So have scores of other lawyers around the country.
Some of them send clients here to adopt babies, and others funnel all the principal partirs to adoption into the state, where their mutual concerns can be met more
simply than at home.
The secrecy surrounding adoptions in South Carolina makes it hard to trace interstate patterns Leavitt assouations appear most often in Spartanburg where several
lawyers have handled the legal work locally. Michaelman adoptions have occurred
in at least a dozen South Carolina counties, channeled through a single Charleston
lawyer.

Kurtz, who runs an Atlanta based agency, has placed babies in several South

Carolina counties, but he says he prefers to have them born in Georgia, where they
await delivery in private homes.

...
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Major feeds into Sumter appear to come from Florida and New York, 4,1111e those
into Myrtle Beach, Columbia, and several other cities appear to come from New
York, Maryland, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, 'Irginia and Michigan
Although Leavitt has zeroed in un South Carolina courts' lemenq toward fathers'
rights, what appealg to most out-of state lawyers is that nuniresident adopti.ons are
simply and easily accomplished here While state law provides that extraordinary
circumstances must be present, it is unusual for any adoption petition to be denied.
a survey of court records shows.
At leak 14 states prohibit non resident adoption, and at least 18 states either pro-

hibit non-ag ncy adoption or place restrictions un private placements In those
states, pew' who are rejected by agencies ur placed un lung waiting lists may look
'toward stat like South Carolina for relief
Most law ers who handle private adoptions agree that once a trickle is estabis likely to come, because the demand fbr babies is.so great nationlished, a fl
wide

The flood has struck South Carolina Nobody know how many babies leave the
state every year in the arms of adoptive parents Vita ecurds at the state Depart
ment of Health and Environmental Control keeps stat tics un nun resident Moption, but not broken into categories that show the chi dren's ages, whether they
were placed by agencies ur by private entities, and whether they have been adopted
by relatives or strangers lStep-parents' adopting children from a spouse's prior mar
riage account for a large percentage of adoptions.)
DHEC keeps tallies in all those categories, too, but without applying the residency
variable

Without knowing how all the variables interact, it's hard to say what DHEC's
numbers really mean What they do say with resounding clarity, however, is that
adoption is a highly popular way to have children, especially healthy, white children

In 1982, the last year for which DHEC statistics were available, 1,826 children
were adopted in South Carolina, 259 of them were under a year old when the adoptions were finalized, and another 473 were between one and four That year 430
youngsters were white.
children were adopted by nun-residents, and 391
Public and private agencies placed only 390 of t1 os!1,826 children

Leavitt's experience in South Carolina provides some insights into how the

demand for children balloons private adoption statistics
In the process of using South Carolina as a birthing state, Leavitt has picked up
some new adoptive parents as clients as well When he routed the young Asheville
girl to Spartanburg, he needed a local attorney to handle legalities in South Carol,
na, and he chose a Spartanburg woman who was listed in the family law section of
the American Bar Association directory.
Since then, a partner in her firm had adopted twins through Leavitt

Several South Carolina families have adopted California babies in California
through the cross-country channel, and Leavitt has handled adoptions of South
Carolina babies One, burn in Beaufort, is being adopted by a California based tennis
pro who mentioned at a Hilton Head tournament that he and his wife were interest
ed in adopting a baby By tournament's end they had been introduced to the unwed
mother who would agree to them having her child, Leavitt said.
Leavitt charges a flat $2,000 for an adoption, no matter how easy or how compli
cated, he said, and he resents any implication that he's involved in a black market
for Infants"There is no auction or commerciartransaction going on here," he said
"(From the State (Columbia, SO, Feb 26. 19841

'

MEET SEYMUUR KURTZ, HE'LL FIND You A BABY IN THE NAME OF GOD AND $14,000

(By Margaret N. O'Shea)

The clerical work involved in adoption can be some pretty expensive bookkeepingGod's chosen families pay $14,000 to Friends of Children to adopt a child, and
God does not choose families who don't have the cash.

The $14,000 is just what the agency collects It dues not include additional costs
that must be borne by the adoptive family lawyers' fees in their home states. the
costs of home studies in states like South Carolina that do not accept those donAly
Friends of Children, and any other costs associated with meeting legal requirements
to bring an adopted child home from Georgia, where Friends of Children has offices
in Atlanta and Columbia.
a
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The agency's proximity to South Carolina has made ,,Friends of Children a power
to be reckoned with in the field of adoptidn. Families in Columbia, Charleston and
Beaufort have adopted babies through the Georgia agency, and at least five from
Hilton Head Island alone are beginning the process.
They pay a $1,500 application fee, which guarantees nothing and is usually not
returnable The remaining $12,500 is due when they receive a child
The impact of such costs is relative According to literature from Friends of Children, annual incomes of the 24 families who applied for babies in September 1983
ranged from $17,000 to $500,000 Agency fees and other costs would mean a full
year's income to the family at the bottom of the scale but only a slight inconvenience, if that, to the five families on the list with incomes above $100,000.
' Kurtz says Friends of Children and his Chicago agency, Easter House, together
placed more than '200 children in 1983a volume that translates to more than $2.8
million gross income from adoptions As late as 1980, Kurtz also held controlling
interest in Casa del Sur, a Mexican adoption agency, Stichting Susu, a mall-drop
referral service in the Netherlands, Suku, a for-profit paperwork processing corporation in Delaware, and Tzyril, another referral entity in Chicago.
Applications to Easter House would be routed through Stichting Susu, which was
described as an organization with affiliates around the world for the location of
adoptable babies Stichting Susu connected some adoptive families with Casa del
Sur for Mexican adoptions The papers, including translations and negotiations with
immigration offices, would be handled by Suku Corp , and the adoptive home study
would be handled for a fee by Easter House. The function of Tzyfil was to refer applicants to Stichting Susu or Casa del Sur.
The complicated mix of profit and non-profit corporations, with their loans, referrals and transfers of money, created a confusing financial web.
Kurtz says today those other corporations are not operational, and he is concentrating his energies on Easter House and Friends of Children
The babies come primarily from unwed motherslittle heroines Kurtz calls
them, who have the dignity and courage to go through with a pregnancy, then
assure "the best" for their babies.
Told about a South Carolina judge who considers those same mothers "a bunch of
welfare bimhos7 who get more consideration for their rights than they deserve,
Kurtz remarked, "It's a good thing he wasn't a judge 2,000 years ago when Joseph
led the burro to Bethlehem ")
For an unwed mother anywhere in South Carolina, the initial link with Friends
of Children is only as far away as a telephone. The agency pays for call-forwarding
service from most South Carolina cities, which allows callers to dial a local number
without cost Advertisements in the Yellow Pages alert pregnant women to services
available through Friends of Children:
Beginning "Dear Mother-in-Need," the large ad in new directories in Columbia is
a letter from Mary Ann Zahner, assistant executive director of Friends of Children.
It says, "I am a caseworker who works with girls who have similar problems as
yours Believe me, I understand the hurt and pain you must be going through. I
want.you to know that you are not alone. I would like td help you let your baby live
and grow into a happy, healthy, secure child. Before.you consider abortion, think
about placing your child in a home with long-waiting couples who pan give him love,
security and a good future..
"I will help you find a doctor and hospital. If you have no place to stay, I can help
you find a home with nice, family-type people. I will take you to your doctor's appointments, and if your funds are limited, we will pay for your prescriptions, medical and hospital fees, as well as your housing expenses. Also I will take you to the
hospital, and even go into the delivery room with youif you like.
"I will help you make the right decisionif you will let me. . . I know that you
already have a bond of love for the child you carry. I would like to help you give
your child a start in life. . . ."
Part of the money the adoptive family pays handles the cost of such advertising
and services, although unwed mothers who happen to have maternity benefits are
encouraged to use their own medical insurance, and some spend only the last days
of their pregnancy in Georgia.
On the other hand, some mothers decide not to place their babies for adoption
either, and the financial trade-offs even out, according to Seymour J. Kurtz, executive director of Friends of Children, who claims he has lost money on adoptions, and
is involved in them only becituse he's a sucker for making people happy.
Kurtz's assessment of himself varies widely from his national reputation, as does
his estimate of the financial rewards in adoption.
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Kurtz was reared an 'Orthodox Jew and educated by Jesuits at Loyola Both the
Jewish and the Catholic traditions hold that it is a moral obligation not only to preserve life but also to reproduce it And Friends of Children advertising stresses
adoption, "so that her child may bee
But Kurtz's position is. It is not so much that we are opposed to abortion We are
against a pregnant woman being forced to abort her expected child only because she
has no decent place to live, no adequate clothing, food, counseling, medical, laboratory and hospital facilities and, yes, care and concern

And, he says, "There are several kinds of faith One is the kind you wear on your

sleeve and use to sell insurance to other members of your congregation

He views himself as a victim of malicious media and jealous state agencies, of

hatchet jobs and conspiracies

Kurtz is one of the few nationally recognized adoption moguls who operates
through an agency frameworkthe others are lawyers who specialize in expensive
adoptions, and their charges run aboUt even with Friends of Children In some circles there is an air of respectability attached to agencies. contrasted with an air of
furtiveness about other types of private adoptions
But the agency approach requires licenses for -held placement in most states, and
Kurtz has run into extensive difficulties getting licensed That means some families
have problems getting their final adoption decrees in their home states. and in some
cases are not allowed to bring babies home from Georgia. a difficulty that adds
foster-care charges to the cost of adoption
Despite heavy criticism from other quarters, most people who know Kurtz person-

ally describe him as a charming man of deep principle and conviction And most
couples who have adopted through his agencies do not complain They have babies
[From the State CoIumbta. SC' Feb 26 19x1

SOUTH CAROLINA'S BOOMING BABY BUSINESS
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE FRIENDS OF CHILDREN AND THE SOUTH CAROLINA CHIL,DREN'S BUREAU' IS FAR FROM FRIENDLYTHE TWO MAKE. THEIR CASE IN A STORM OF
CORRESPONDENCE AND IN PENDING LEGAL PROCEEDINGS

By Margaret N O'Shea)
When 1984 telephone directories were issued in Columbia, the head of the South
Carolina Children's Bureau saw red in the Yellow Pagesan advertisement 30
inches square for El-Aids of Children. an Atlanta-based adoption agency that has
been sparring with the bureau for the past two years
The black-bordered ad, which costs an estimated $9,000 a year for the Columbia
directories alone, is only one of many Friends of Children advertises in the Yellow
Pages in several states as well as in the international edition of the Chicago Tribune, which circulates primarily in Europe
The ad that angered Children'sBureau Director Frank Lewis is in the form of an
open letter to 'mothers-in-need," and is supplemented ,by a smaller one-column advertisement above in the regular Yellow Page listings.offering "adoption of children
to families in Georiga and throughout the U S A
Lewis said he was perturbed not only by the contrast between his state agency's

one-line listing and the attention-grabbing ad, but also by the notation at the
bottom of the, advertisement. "Friends of Children, Inc (Licensed Adoption

Agency)" His reaction was to report the ad to the state Consumer Affairs Commission, which includes investigation of fraud among its services
Friends of Children is licensed in' Georgia, but not in South Carolina Georgia authorities refused to renew the agency's license there in 1981, but state courts have
ruled that such licenses remain in effect until revoked Since licensure regulations
are undergoing revision, revocation has not been attempted
Meanwhile, in South Carolina, licensure proceedings are dragging along, and last
November Stanley Kohn, legal counsel for the state Department of Social Services,
notified Friends of Children,
"I have been receiving copies of your correspondence with Mr Francis E Lewis
regarding your agency I do not find your agency to be licensed as a child-placing
agency according to the laws and regulations of this state Thus, it follows that all
of those things you have done and that are proposed to be done with regard to placing a child for adoption with a family in this state are, in fact, unlawful
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DSS and the Children's Bureau have enforced strict compliance with all their regulations in this case because Friends of Children is operated by lawyer Seymour
Kurtz of Chicago and Atlanta Kurtz is nationally known for his adoption practice,
and hig fees are high enough to cause critics to say he sells children

Kurtz has had difficulty with Illinois licensure for Easter House. his Chicago
agency, in the wake of adverse publicity that began in 1976 when the Chicago SunTimes published an investigative series, "Babies for Sale
,Those articleswhich said Kurtz Jacked up costs of adoption through an intricate
system of related international corporations he controlledwere followed by Kurtz's
inclusion in two books "Baby Selling" by free-lance jourpalist Nancy Baker, and
"The Baby Brokers" by New York reporter Lynne Mc Taggart
The Illinois Department of Children and Family Services has been trying tor two
years to revoke the Easter House license in Chicago, and Kurtz is fighting the revocation His Easter House operations also face lawsuits in New Jersey. Michigan, Indiana and Illinois for improper placement of children and the state of Florida has
attempted unsuccessfully to prevent Friends of Children from placing babies in Florida
According to an in-house memorandum at the Florida Children, Youth ancl.Fami-

lies Program Office in the Department of Health and Rehabilitation Services,

Friends of Children has applied for licenses in all the Southeastern states and in
several Midwest states, all of whom have concern regarding the ethical practices of
his agency

"However.- the meniorandUm states. "none of the states have been able to prove
that Friends of Children has violated the law If Florida is able to prove Friends of
Children is operating illegally in our state, it will provide a basis on which many

other states can deny this agency a license to operate "
Such communiques are evidence in Kurtz's opinion that he is the victim of a vast
interstate public-agency conspiracy to clamp down on private adoptions, particularly
his The biggest difference between Kurtz's adoption business and those handled on
a large scale by other lawyers around the country is that he operates out of agencies, not Just a law office
The allegation that Kurtz sells babies has been based largely_w his adoption fees,
which have risen at Friends of Children to $14,000, triple the Falter House charges
criticized by the Chicago newspapers as excessive in 1976, and double the charges
questioned by the Illinois Department of Children and Family Services in 1981 The
$1-1,000 does not include legal fees and any other expenses to meet individual state
requirements for an adoption,
Kurtz first sought Sojlth Carolina licensure around .1976, when, he began organiz-

ing the Adoption Foundation of the Americas in Greenville with the assistance of
local lawyer Lehman Moseley Moseley says he and Kurtz were introduced about 25
years ago by Circuit Judge Frank Eppes, when Eppes was in the Legislature, Eppes
met the Chicago lawyer at a legal convention
The Adoption Foundation of the Americas never materialized, partly because
Kurtz was heavily involved in Internal Revenue Service audits of his adoption enterprises, including operations in the Netherlands and Mexico. He was also tussling
with the Illinois license authorities
"Several Greenville-area citizens, who initially agreed to serve on the foundation's
board of directors, also changed their minds after they were contacted by a retired
social worker who had heard of Kurtz
The latest licensure effort in South Carolina is tied to Friends of Children, which
Kurtz said he hopes will eventually be licensed in all 50 states It was an established
agency in Georgia when Kurtz assumed con troKf
The biggest problem Friends of Children has encountered with other states is alleged violations of the Interstate Compact on Children,
The Children's Bureau administers the Compact in South Carolina, and director
Lewis said personnel at Friends of Children have been "difficult, to say the least,
when we have tried to enforce the compact with regard to babies they have placed
with families in South Carolina These families are all being led to believe that we
are the 'big, bad agency' that is holding up their adoption proceedings, when the
truth is the type of' cooperation we are able to obtain from Friends of Children is
the real problem "
Lewis is convinced that Friends of Children has made unwilling pawns out of
adoptive families in its strategy to obtain a license to place children in South Cara

Iina

Several South Carolina families have had problems getting final adoption papers

andin some casesgetting the babies they were promised they could adopt because of differences of opinion about the legal requirements involved
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The biggest argument involves who will do home studies op South Carolina famihes v/ho adopt Georgia-born babies through Friends of Children
(From the State (Columbia. SC). Feb 26. 1984)

LETTERS: LEWIS AND "FRIENDS"

Seymour Kurtz told The State" that Friends of Children has "had from time to
time misunderstandings" with the Children's Bureau, but "I do not think they have

escalated to the point of conflict " Frank Lewis disagrees,
Differences over the conduct of a home study for one South Carolina couple, who
are adopting a baby boy through Friends of Children, led to a long and testy spate
of correspondence between Lewis and Mary Ann Zahner, assistant executive director of Friends of Children in Atlanta.
It began in September, when Lewis wrote Ms Zahner:

"This is to notify you that I will not approve any placements made by your
agency with South Carolina families unless the home study presented to me has
been conducted by an agency licensed by the South Carolina Department of Social
Services as a childplacing agency or otherwise authorized by South Carolina law for
that purpose The same stipulation applies to the agency, designated to provide postplacement supervision."

Ms. Zahner asked in a return letter whether Lewis meant he would "not permit
our Georgia infant to enter the state of South Carolina with his or her adopting
mother or father, after the child has been lawfully placed with them under Georgia
law, unless those parents also secure a home study from an agency licensed inSouth Carolina."
Lewis' reply was terse. "In reply to your letter of 10-18-83 you are correct "
In an Oct. 28 letter, Ms. Zahner said:
"Now, Mr Lewis, we do not want to, and will not, violate the laws of South Carolina. We appreciate your willingness to guide us as to your laws and regulations
"Since you are telling us, under color of the law of South Carolina what we may
or may not do, please examine the following which represents what we want to do
in South Carolina and tell us if we may or may not do these things under the law or
regulations of South Carolina. . ."
'a. We want to send one of our professional employees, a citizen and a resident of
the state of Georgia, out of Georgia and into the state of South Carolina Now, she
will most likely drive, though it's possible that she might fly to go from Georgia into
South Carolina. Because the professional who attempted to visit the M family is
named Sue,' we will henceforth, for the purpose of these questions, call such professional Sue.'
"Now, Mr -Lewis, I am sure you would not suggest that Sue would violate,any of
the laws or regulations of South Carolina at this point, would you''
"b. Now let me add some details, that might or might not cause you to refuse her
presence in South Carolina or cause you to abide her presence in your state She
would be carrying with her a pencil and paper for purposes of writing and she
would also be carrying legal papers (a copy of the consent of the biological parent of
Baby Boy X identifying Friends of Children as the adoption agency to whom such
pareht entrusted her child and a copy of legal documents necessary, under laws of
the state of South Carolina, to be presented to the courts of your state regarding the
care and custody of such child).
"Would you, at this point, suggest that Sue would have broken the laws or violated the regulations, of your state?
"c. Assuming that you do not, yet, view Sue's conduct as crinlirial, let me add
more detail of what Sue would do, if you would tolerate her presence and activity in
your state. She would visit with the M. family and Baby Boy X, she would visually
seem them; she would speak to all three of them (expecting verbal responses only
from the Ms). She would give them or their attorney the above described papers of
legal significance.
"So far, we are legal? Before you answer that., I think it only fair that you should
_be advised as to the type of dialogue that Sue would probably perpetrate' Sue would
probably say 'hello,' identify herself, look at the beautiful baby, ask about the baby's

health and adjustment and the impact of foster parenthood of the M family, ask
them if they have any questions, ask them about the medical care extended the
child under the circumstances of this case, ask them how their friends and family
have interrelated with them and the baby.
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"Sue would also be available to respond to some of the usual questions that might

be asked of her Would Sue break the laws of your state if she were to do those

things in South Carolina?"
Ms. Zahner went on to ask which specific statutes or regulations would be broken
under the circumstances described, indicating Friends of Children had placed the
child and felt responsible for him.
"Would you respect us if we abandoned our involvement Just because you are also
involved^ You know, a child does not suffer by having two sets pf grandparents
Why is it not possible that both of us, who care for our child participate in the con
cern for that child? Once we have provided one of your citizens with the custody of
a baby, are we to be no longer respected, tolerated, considered?

"If what we propose to do is illegal, tell us so and why. If not, let my people

come."

Lewis responded, We have not meant to imply Out the specifics of what your,
caseworker would do are wrong, but that the very fact that you continue to practice
as an agency in South Carolina without a license is wrong.
'We are concerned that you have asked families to travel some distance to see a
caseworker at a place other than the child's home. We are also concerned that the
families were asked, in the alternative, to meet your caseworker at an airport. . .
One additional comment. the Children's Bureau is a professionally staffed and
standards kased adoption agency We are not grandparents. Your clients and ours
have the rikht to expect that the professionals involved in facilitating their adoption
will not unnecessarily intrude into their lives.
"Since the Children's Bureau, as the agency responsible for supervising, is doing
that and reporting to you, It seems that the visits of your staff not only are contrary
to South Carolina statute, but also are superfluous because the service is being provided."
Ms. Zahner thanked Lewis for "exonerating" the caseworker from Friends of Children, whose home study would proceed as planned.
Lewis responded-

Your letter is disturbing. It takes comments and information that I provided by
way of correction and presents them as sanction. I am not and have not at any time
sanctioned the practice of your agency in South Carolina. If A comes to my atten
Wm that you continue to practice in South Carolina without a license, I will report
that activity to the local solicitor and request that action be brought under the penalty section of our licensing statute.
To be very specific, as interstate Compact Administrator, I will not grant approv
al of placements made by your agency W families who reside in South Carolina in
instances where there is information that reveals that a person employed by your

agency conducted a home study or any part of a home study within the state of
...South Carolina.
"I will not approve placements into this state unless you make arrangements with
an.agency authorized by South Carolina law to provide post placement supervision
IFrom the State (Columbia. SC). Feb 27, 1984J

ADOPTION UMBILICAL
A NEW YORK LAWYER FEEDS OFF SOUTH CAROLINA'S EASY ADOPTION POLICIES WITH THE
HELP OF HIS FAVORITE CONNECTION, CHARLESTON LAWYER THOMAS P LOWNDES

(Second in a series)

(By Margaret N. O'Shea)

The floodgates were opened to a national adoption market in South Carolina in
1981, when a pregnant teenager got homesick in New York while waiting for her
thild to'be born.
Her tearful insistence on coming home led to a profitable association between
New York lawyer Stanley Michaelman and Charleston lawyer Thomas Pinckney
Lowndes Jr.an association that has bolstered the state's national reputation as an
easy place to get a child.
Theirs is-not the only liaison that feeds white adoption trade into South Carolina
from other states, but A is obviously the strongest. In the past three years, statistics
at South Carolina's Department of Vital Records show, a fourth of all infant adop

'
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trans in the state hat, occurred in Charlestun*Cuunty, as hate a fifth of all adoptions of children of all ages.
Statistics fur calendar 1983 hate not yet been released, but increased adoptions in
the Charleston County Eurply courts indicate those percentages may hate climbed
et en higher
Low ndes is not solely responsible for those figures. but he has d dehmite impact on
t hem

Other interstate links to lawyers here don't touch the tulume handled by
Low ndes and Mithaelman, despite the fact that their Lumbmed legal fees total
$C,501) to S6.700 before any of the other extensive costs are added in

In the most expensite of their cases, those Lusts include transportation to South
Carolina for an out-of-state mother. whose hying. maternity clothing add medical
expenses will hate to be Lutered while she is here and for the six weeks after she
delivers
If the mother is a minor. still in sthuol. Lusts may include homebound education
unless she attends public schuul as lung as her doctor will let her If she has other
children who art nut being placed for adoption. the costs may include their care as
well
Add hospital expense's fur mother and child, various court costs, and the adoptive
parents awn transportation and lodging when they receive the baby and w hen they

return fu South Carolina fur a final adoption decree, and the costs for Lowndes,
Michaelman adoption exceed $10.000 and sometimes $15.000

The Lust is no deterrent to the flourishing association between the two lawyers.
nur does it necessarily mean that they are intuited in child- selling There is no evidence that any of the big money associated with Lowndes, Michaelman adoptions is
passed un to mothers in direct payment for a child, although such black-market
adoptions are not illegal in South Carolina anyway
The type of adoptions Lowndes handles for Michaelman are generally considered
gray-market" adoptionsprivately handled and expensive. but legal
Low ndes nuw handles nearly 100 adoptions a year, more than half of them fur
Michaelman's clients, and Michaelman now routes pregnant women from other

states to South Carolina to give birtha practice that allows their babies to be
adopted through lenient South Carolina courts The attorney in those cases is
Ltiwndes, who is grossing close to $200.000 a year on adoptions alone.

That estimate is based on Lowndes' report that he charges $1,500 for adoptions
done in Charleston County and $1,700 when he has to drive elsewhere In a statistiLai check of approximately 50,000 Family Court docket sheets in 3-1 covnties, The
State counted 89 Low ndes adoptions completed and in progress during 1983
In the fall of 1983. Lowndes firm had at least 42 adoptions pending court action
in Charleston County. counting one filed by his law partner, Thomas P. Lesesne
III, who has site resigned from the South Carolina Bar, the in Dorchester County,
four in Anderson County. twins in Florence County. and the rest scattered in Orangeburg. Sumter. Beaufort. florry, Richland and Lexington counties.
During the year, Lowndes had also filed any? completed 10 additional adoptions in
Charleston County and completed the last of 3G filed the year before in four coun
ties Ile had lust one" in Greenville, when the mother refused consent, and he had
been approached by lawyers in New Jersey. Connecticut and California to handle
cases intSouth Carolina for them
Court tetufds show that last year was Lowndes' busiest since he began handling
adoptions 17 years ago, and his tulume reflected a practice that has at leasf nuadrupled since his association with Stanley Michaelman began
Lowndes' acquaintances say the brisk business has not changed him He still

wears penny loafers and Khaki pants, and he doesn't style or spray his unruly
brown hair But Lowndes is aware that his extensite adoption practice and his tie to
Mithaelman, who i nationally known as a "baby broker, affect his reputation, and
he is quick to assure inquirers,
am not a werewolf I don't grow fangs and howl at
the moon at night The comment is delivered with a wry impishness
He 16 a municipal judge in Mount Pleasant as well as one of the busiest lawyers
in the state. and his children are proudest that he's a volunteer firefighter. The only
baby pii,ture in the third fluor, walk up office is one of his youngest son, the begin
rang of a new family in a second marriage
Lowndes owns the office building on 'endue Range. whith is a block from the
mean The decor ranges from crowded and seedy un the lower floor to modestly
tasteful in Lutsndes' quarters above what one potential client described later as
"early unpretentious,'
But the Lowndei4seen in hospitals and courtrooms around the state has a differ
ent image A visiting Judge in Charleston Country noted with awe that Lowndes
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"walksqn with fistfuls uf out-uf state adoptions and affidavits that say the home
studies ought to be waived."
That assessment appears to be borne out by court records Of 39 Lowndes,Lesene
adoptions completed in the Charleston County Family Court in 1982, no home stud

les were listed for 32 None of their 24 home-county adoptions in 1981 borne any
indication of home studies. An incomplete tally by fall 1983 showed the same trend
Records at the South Carolina Children's Bureau also show that most of Lowndes''
nun resident adoptions illegally circumvent the Interstate Compact on Children.
At the Medical University of South Carolina Hospital, Lowndes is sometimes
called the Saturday afternoon hustler," because his out-of state clients tend to
arrive in Charleston on long weekends to pick up babies from the hospital
Lowndes' face is less familiar in other hospitals in co ti where private adoptions.are usually handled by local lawyers The staff at Ande*n Memorial Hospital became concerned when Lciwndes showed up last year with court orders for the
removal of four babies within a few weeks' time.
And Spartanburg General Hospittil has held a long and fruitless correspondence
with Lowndes over a bill he declined to pay when the child slated for adoption died

soon after birth. Lowndes has referred the inquiries tu an insurance carrier, which
won't pay either.
Perceptions of Lowndes as a brusque man have to do with the sheer physical demands of his far-flung adoption business, which involves juggling court dates in
more than a dozen counties at once.
Until his 1981 link with Michaelman, Lowndes' adoptions involved primarily
babies born to South Carolina women, mostly unweAnothers Most of his adoptive
clients were South Carolina couples, who came tu Lowndes through a loose referral
network based mainly un word uf mouth. The mothers were mainly unwed girls sent
to Lowndes by doctors, or flushed out of the woodwork by "friends of friends of
friends" of coules who wanted a child
The first adoption Lowndes ever handled occurred because uf his friendship with
Charleston obstetrician, gynecologist Dr Bert Pruitt, who handles one of the state's
largest private adoption matching services and who is still one of Lowndes best
referral sources. ,
One of Pruitt's pregnant and unwed patients, he and,Lowndes both agreed, was a

'dead ringer" for a mutual friend of theirs wtiu happened tu be childless. Together
they worked out the details and a business was born.
.

i

/

Lowndes said he had to have some help on that first case, and he got it from
obert R Mallard, who had an office in the same building as Lowndes then. Mal
rd is now the chief judge in the 9th Circuit Family Court. Then he was a lawyer,
hose practice included "a fair amount" of private adoptions, for which he allowed
adoptive parents to pay a few dollars a week until they hit $3,000, according to reports filed with the South Carolina Children's Bureau.
As Lowndes began to handle more adoptions, a few birth mothers even stayed at
his home in the final weeks of their pregnancies, his first wife told acquaintances.
Today's mothers are mure likely to find apartments, which prospective parents of
their babies finance, ur Cu live with an Isle of Palms couple who are paid for housing
them.
A Sumter teenager who stayed at the Isle of Palms in 1982 got $80 a week allow

ance, and the family who later adopted her baby paid $400 a month for her room
and board A Michigan girl who was there at the same time got more, and her room
and board was charged at a higher rate, because her family"the adoptive par
entshad more money to spend, the girls were told
Because the Sumter girl was originally scheduled to enter the Florence Crittenton
home and to release her child to an agency, her change of mindprompted by a
Sumter obstetrician prompted an investigation of the Isle of Palms house by the
Department of Social Services. DSS notified the ownersDouglas and Carol
Brownthat they appeared tu be operating an unlicensed maternity home, and pro
vided the criteria the Browns would have to meet to get a license.
DSS workers who visited the house said they found four pregnant girls from three
states and Mexico staying there The investigation was dropped, however, on the
basis of a brief letter from Low ndes, as attorney fur the Browns, who said they were
not operating an unlicensed maternity home A copy is in the licensure file
The need tu find housing for pregnant girls is but one change that has occurred
over the years.
%
If you came to me back then and asked about adoption, I'd expect,you to find the
baby. Lowndes said 'I'd advise you to tell everybody you knew that you Wanted to
adopt a baby friends, relatives, neighbors, doctors, ministers, the guidance counsel
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ors at schools Maybe 'once every three or four years somebody would walk in and
say, 'I'm pregnant. It just didn't happen. Still doesn't.
"I'd tell-you all the rocks to look under that I could think of, but I never thought
of advertising For many years it never occurred to me that somebody pregnant and
worried to death about it would even look at a newspaper."
Before the Charleston News and Courier and the Evening Post began publishing
in 081 classified advertisements for white infants to be adopted by childless couples, Low ndes was handling about a dozen adoptions a year In 1981, he handled 24
in Charleston County alone, and the local figures jumped to 34 in 1982 and 54 in
1983, Family Cciurt records show.

Most of the couples placing those ads were clients of Michaelman in New York
The turnabout for Lowndes began when a pregnant teenager in Charleston dialed
a telephone number listed in a Charleston newspaper ad placed by a couple looking
for a baby They referred her to Stanley Michaelman, who assured her all her medical bills and living expenses would be paid if she came to New York to have her
baby and agreed to surrender the child for adoption there
"She went, but she couldn't stand New York," Low ndes said. She told Michaelman she was going to have her baby at home in Charleston Period. He had to have
a lawyer in South Carolina handle that adoption or lose it, sv he asked around and
ended up calling me."
Michaelman remembers that young lady, tou.
He says he picked Lowndes to handle that case because the girl had heard of him.
He stayed with Lowndes for all his South Carolina work because he did a "good,
clear job" and was easy to work wi.th. South Carolina, he admits, was a godsend,
because so many other states were clamping down on private and non-resident adoption.
New York was among them, its crackdown prompted at least partly by Michaelman himself In 1978 he was indicted but not convicted on 192 counts of perjufy,

interfering with a government investigation, accepting under-the-table cash for

adoptions, conspiracy and unlawful child placements.
In 1980 Michaelman was the primary subject of an investigative journalist's book,
The Baby Brokers", and by 1981, he was up to his ears in clients but hampered by

a reputatioas a baby-seller.

"One reason I liked Tom was he never looked to circumvent the law," Michaelman said, "Those' indictments and that book all came from a particular point of
viewnot entirely accurate, in my opinion.
"I guess people will always think of me as a baby seller because of that. But you

can't look at Tom Lowndes and see anything but what he isa hard-working,
straight-shooting lawyers."

Lowndes says he talked with Michaelman before accepting that first case from
him, and if I had thought there was baby-selling involved, I wouldn't have taken it.
I wouldn't take any now if I thought there was baby selling involved Of course, a
lot of people think you've bought a baby if you pay legitimate expenses, but that's
just agency talk. Agencies would like to have all the business"
Michaelman says he has no idea how many adoptions he handles a year and how
many of them involve South Carolina.
"I don't know because I'm phasing out my adoption practice," he said recently.
"I've been in it 13 years, and that's long enough."

If Michaelman does quitand his detractors doubt that he willit's not likely

that the volume of interstate adoptions involving South Carolina would decrease as
a result Evidence suggests increasing numbers of lawyers from other states are dis.
covering South Carolina.
From the State 1Golumbla, SG), Feb 27, 1984)

ROSEMARY CARNEY DIDN'T WANT HER BABY, BUT THERE WERE PLENTY OF PEOPLE
WHO DID As SHE WAITED IN SOUTH CAROLINA To DELIVER, SHE WAS PRESSURED,
FRIGHTENED AND ALONE

(By Margaret N. O'Shea)
Rosemary Carney closed her eyes and stabbed at a colored map in an encyclopedia to decide where in South Carolina her baby would be born.
FIbr finger skidded and stopped on Greenville It sounded like the edge of nowherejust the right place to disappear and, with a little luck, forget after the baby
was born; After the baby belonged to somebody else.
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Today her memories are bitter. "Those were the worst five months of my life,"
Rosemary said when the ordeal was over "Everybody wanted my baby but me, and
nobody cared if I rotted in jail, as long as I handed over the baby first."
The nightmare began in Kansas, when Rosemary was raped Nov. 5, 1982.--She
nursed her bruises and wounded pride alone, trying to pretend nothing had happened. She did nut repo
he rape, fearing her ex-husband would use it against her
in a custody battle over t eir 3year-old daughter.

Next, Rosemary tried to pretend she wasn't pregnant, either. By the time she

forced herself to see a doctor, the deadline for a legal abortion was only three days
away.

"I gust sat on It for a couple of weeks, trying to figure out what to do," she said
later And every Sunday I noticed all the ads for adoption in The Kansas City Star
like crazy I final d y got up the courage to pick one of the numbers and call
The telepho number belonged to a Connecticut couple, who referred Rosemary
to their attorney, Stanley Michaelman, in New York.
Michaelman told Rosemary not ,,eeZrry. The Connecticut couple wanted to adopt
her baby They would pay her 11 ng expenses for the remaining five months of her
pregnancy, cover her medical bills and six weeks of aftercare, then provide her a
plane ticket "anywhere you want to go if the adoption goes through."
Rosemary said her little girl would be with her.
"No problem," she was assured.
In rind March, Michaelman's office called and asked where Rosemary would like'
to have her baby Arkansas, Texas or South Carolina They told me the, adoptive
(Lundy was from Connecticut, and those would be the onlys,three states they could
adopt from.

----...

,

My ex husband and I both had relatives in Arkansas and Texas, and I didn't
want to go there," Rosemary said "I guess I'd heard of South Carolina, but I certainly never gave it a lot of thought It sounded far away, and I liked that. I picked
South Carolina."
gut she was stumped when told to pick a city. "I honestly didn't khow the names

of any South Carolina cities," she said. "I had to look it up in the encyclopedia."
Airline tickets and $150 arrived in the mail, and by March 24 Rosemary and her
daughter were in Greenville with instructions to find an apartment and call New
York They spent five days in a motel waiting for more money.

The next step was finding a doctor and getting estimates of medical costs to
report to Michaelman. Rosemary did, and she made preliminary arrangements to
deliver her baby at Greenville Memorial Hospital Her allowance was set at $50 a
week, then raised to $60.
Everything was going fine until Rosemary discovered there were no arrangements

yet to pay her hospital bill In a frantic call to New York, she was told not to
worry the bill would be taken care of by Tom Lowndes, "a lawyer in Charleston
Mr Michaelman said all the money had to go through Mr. Lowndes because. Mr

Lowndes did all his legal work in South Carolina."
Lowndes, who has handled adoptions in at least 13 counties, had never done one,
in Greenville, however, and there was apparently confusion over the hospital esti
mate. Until It was resolved, Greenville Memorial had no intention of releasing the
baby to Lowndes or anybody else for adoption.
The social worker, Sandi Claytor, told me, 'They're not going to get your baby if
they don't pay the bill right away,"' Rosemary said. "She said maybe I should con

seder looking for another lawyer to handle the adoption, and she referred me to
Stuart Anderson."
. Ms. Claytornow Sandi Bellwouldn't discuss the Carney case, but she said hoe

petal policy does not permit referrals to'specific attorneys

We hand them the

'
Yellow Pages," she said.
Anderson, who frequently handles private adoptions, also declined to discuss the

Carney case, except to say that warning bells rang when he heard Michaelman's
name.

Anderson said he`had once handled the South Molina end of a Michaelman
adoption where a distraught mother hiid to carry the baby out of the hospital her
self and hand him over to the adoptive parents
Only after talking with Anderson did Rosemary learn a court hearing would be
required. She began to.wonder if it was legal to accept money from Michaelman and
whether she would have to pay it back if the adoption did not go through.
Anderson thought the family court should be briefed, and Rosemary s fears inten
sifted when Judge Lan? Patterson remarked, This is an illegal transaction. Its a
black-market adoption'
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Patterson also would nut discuss the use or his views of private adoptions involv-

ing large payments of expenses and fees Nor would he say why he may have

thought the Carney baby's adoption would be illegalSouth Carolina has no specific
law against selling a child outright
By then, Rosemary felt damned if she did and damned if she didn't go through
with the adoption She told her pastor, who called the Connecticut couple and told
them their plans were Illegal
Rosemary didn't yet know it, but her pastor had a family in mind for the baby,
and Anderson had another.
'Telephone lines singed The frantic would-be mother in Connecticut called New
York Michaelman called Lowndes Both lawyers called Rosemary That was on a
Friday

On Saturday, the Connecticut woman tried to persuade Rosemary to have the

baby in Charleston, where judges were friendlier
"I told her I couldn't leave Greenville because of the court I was afraid I'd be in
all kinds of trouble, but she really tried to tall,
into moving to Charleston."
Sunday night the woman called again, urgi Rosemary to relocate to Arkansas

"I told her, 'I don't want to relocate anywhere My baby is due in two weeks In
Greenville we've made friends at church, and they're going to take care of my little
girl while I'm in the hospital '"
Then Lenore MichaelmanMichaelman's wifecalled
"6he said if I needed a babysitter in Charleston, they'd find me one. I said no.
They could use my daughter to force me to disobey the court or do something illegal I made up my mind right then and there that they would never get their hands
on IN, little girl I was getting so scared I even thought they'd sell her to somebody,
and I d never see her again.'
Rosemary began to wish she had kept a copy of the Kansas City newspaper article
about Michaelman that had appeared right before she left She had sent the clipping to Michaelman, who had laughed, it will just bring me more business That s

what always happens It's just another witchhunt like 1978, but I was cleared of
that one"
6

The 1978, reference escaped Rosemary, who had never read The Baby Brokers, a
1980 book about adoption practic.es The author, investigative reporter Lynn McTaggart, described the Michaelman "witchhunt," a New York investigation that result-

ed in 192 charges-75 felonies and 117 misdemeanorsamong them perjury, ob-

struction of a government investigation, illegal acceptance of undisclosed cash payments for adoptions, conspiracy, unlawful placements and related offenses stemming from the adoption of 24 infants to 23 couples (One got twins.)
McTaggart said the trial didn't prove much beyond $4,000 under-the-table cash for
each placement The prosecutor did not recluire the birth motherswho came from

seven statesto testify for "humanitarian, reasons If they knew Michaelman was
accused of illegalities, they might try to get their babies back.

Recalling the newspaper article about Michaelman frightened Rosemary even
more She was convinced she would go to jail if she let Michaelman place her baby.

But there were practical matters to be considered, tooher due date was by then

less than two weeks away
"I knew what .1 was going to
she said. "Tell them all to take a flying leap.
But I had to buy some time first."
The pressure continued Lowndes called If CtIacleston was out, and Arkansas was
out, how about Dallas? She refused
The Connecticut woman called, pleading with R:semary to go to Dallas before the
baby came "I'm sorry you have a vendetta against Mr Michaelman," she said, "but
we're out a lot of money, and we still have an empty cradle

Rosemary bristled "I told her not to lay a guilt trip on meI feel bad enough not
doing what I said I would do, but it would all come back to me. I'm not doing anything illegal for anybody.
"I always figured they had a backup anyway I wasn't the only person who an-

swered that ad, and that wasn't the only ad, either Michaelman probably had a

dozen babies ready to pop any minute, maybe more, apd those people could get one
of them.
l really thought maybe they were just a screening couple anyway, and the real
people who were supposed to get my baby didn't know me, and I didn't know them.
Besides, if there was a problem in South Carolina, there could be a problem in Arkansas, and there could be a problem in Texas
"No thanks."
The phone was silent for four days before Michaelman called "How fast can you
pacic and get ready for Dallas9"
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Rosemary unplugged the telephone for several days

When I thought they'd given up on me, I plugged it back The minute I did, it
rangthe woman ih Connecticut "Lord knows how many times she had dialed my
number," Rosemary said. She really gave it to me She told me I shouldn't have
listened to the hospital or the judge or Stuart Anderson, and she kept saying they
were out a lot of money.

"I was fed up I told her it wasn't my fault if they were going to roll over and let
Michaelman take their money "

That was the last phone call Rosemary entered the hospital the following day

and gave birth to a baby boy
She has planned to let Anderson I. house a family for the baby, but the moment
he was born, I knew I couldn't do it All those months I thought I didn't want him,
but I did. I thought it mattered how he started, but It didn't
At the 6nd of 1983, Rosemary Carney was still in.Greenville un welfare, looking
for a job and a lawyer willing to sue Stanley Michaelman She wasn't having firma
luck with either.
(From the State (Columbia. SO. Feb V, 19a4)

WE ARE A HAPPILY MARRIED COUPLE," THE ADVERTISEMENTS READ,

WITH EVERY

BLESSING BUT ONEWE HAVE No CHILDHELP US, PLEASE! CALL THIS NUMBER"

(By Margaret N. O'Shea)

It is a risky business, spawned by desperation, but hundreds of childless cuuples
are turning to classified advertising in South Carolina and,other states in a last
ditch effort to find babies or young children they can adopt
For most of them, it is simply a matter of time before the investments pay off
But for a few, it leads to a last, bitter frustration.

The former now have children The latter say they paid hundredssometimes
thousandsof dollars for the are of unwed mothers who decided after delivery to
keep their babies after all. Or their ads attracted only crank calls, or women who
demanded up to $10,000 Lash for a child, automobiles, extensive travel allotments or
other financial incentives in return for a baby

A few say they received calls from people who offered them children of all 'ges
for cash payments, and some said they were contacted by women who admitted t
were not pregnant but who offered to gel that way for money.
The emotional advertisements for children are fraught with potential for f ud
Two Dorchester County women and a male accomplice are serving time in jai for
defrauding couples here and in California of money all of them paid last spring in
anticipation of adopting the same baby.
The deception was discovered in California when two couples, who had never met

before were introduced and discussed their mutual interestthe pending arrival of
a baby in South Carolina. Comparing notes un their expenemes, they discuvered
that each couple was subsidizing the same woman and expecting to adopt the same
child.

Back in South Carolina, Walterboro attorney Cranwell Buensch heard news of the

Dorchester County arrests on his car radio and nearly hit a ditch He realized that
he, too, had given prenatal expense money to one of the arrested women for a Went
who also expected to adopt the child.
Other potential risks of advertising for babies include losing muney un a change

of heart, financing a fraudulent pregnancy, paying unreLoupable expenses for a
sttllborn child or "unadoptable" baby with birth defects, and being traced later

through the telephone listing by a mother who wants her baby back.
Such risks may mean little to couples who have tired of sperm counts and basal

temperatures charts in their futile efforts to conceive, and who have been given

little hope of adopting a child anytime soon through conventional agencies
More than 40 couples interviewed by The State said they weighed the risks before
placing their ads and were prepared to gamble.
From New York cityWe are a happily married couple with every blessing but une Our family can give
a child a loving home and all the best things in life Help us to help you Give your
Ex
self, your baby and us a happier future Call collect evenings or weekends.
penses paid
From New York State,
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For your babya happy, loving, completely secure home For you expenses paid,
strict confidentiality, peace of mind We are a young. sappily married. educated
white couple, but we are childless If we Adopt Your Baby we will give it everything
you would ever want for it That's a Promise'' Call collect
From California
California couple anxious to adopt white newborn ur baby to share love & securi
ty, totally legal Call Fran collect
From Connecticut
Wanted to adopt healthy white girl to 5 years for warm, childless Christian
couple Will pay all reasonable expenses Call collect
And Happily married couple wish ni...adupt white newborn and, or toddler up to
years

Occasional adoptions have appeared in the Richland Northeast newspaper and
Thj Gamecock at the University of South Carolina The ads also have been carried
at one time ur another by newspapers in Charleston. Beaufort. Sumter, Anderson
and Laurens
These listed examples Lame from a six-month sample of classified advertisements
in Charleston from October 19K..! through March 1983 They were sandwiched between notices for erotic telegrams and admonitions for prayers to St Jude. "patron
of hopeless cases" Adoption ads now appear under a separate heading
During the sample period. 90 couples advertised for children in the Charleston
classifieds, riri of them for white infants and two for older children The ads under
scored the widespread yearning for babies and thL scope of South Carolina's reputes
tion as an easy place to get them
The N' telephone numbers were in Canada. both Carolinas. Florida, Tennessee,
Iowa, Colorado, Virginia, California. Pennsylvania, Massachusetts Rhode
Maryland. Connecticut, New Jersey, New York and Washington, DC Two of the
advertisers listed addresses, not phone nurribers, and me hapless couple urged read
ers to call collect but forgot to list a number to call
Twenty-two of the telephones listed were never answered during repeated at
tempts last summer Another .111 numbers had been disconnected or reassignedan
indication that the advertisers either gut what they wanted or gave up. Most adoption lawyers who advise advertising suggest a temporary number for the life of the
ad to avoid being traced later, or to provide a line open for nothing hut adoption
calls

All but seven of the remaining advertisers had received babies, and a random
check of additional ads placed in other newspapers yielded the same apparent stit
cess rate

Some of the advertisers said they had received only throe or four responses to
their ads, while others had 20 ur more calls, which they referred to their, lawyersa
system that could theoretically mean satisfaction for several clients at thte., actual
expense of only one

Most of the couples who advertised in South Carolina also placed ads in other
states as well, among them Arkansas, Kentucky, Texas. Kansas, New York. and'the
District of Cblumbia
A Greenwich, Conn, woman who advertised for a white infant first banked on a

South Carolina baby and gave $1,500 to the mother in Coluinbia for various ex
penses, but that mother decided not to surrender the baby for adoption after deli%
ery

Already out $5,000 to a New York attorney and $1,500 for the.South Carolina
mother whu fell through, the Connecticut family decided a baby would be too expen
sive They adopted instead two toddlers from Fort Smith, Ark, whose mother d,ecid
ed to release them for adoption through a\ private lawyer rather than lose them to
the state for abuse and neglect The children had the same mother but different fa
thers
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BLAME IT ON MOTHER M-AYFIELD
MARGARET MAYFIELD FOUNDED ASSOCIATED CHARITIES AND CAIMDEN'S RED CROSS AND

WAS A TIRELESS WORKER FOR THE POORSHE ALSO SOLD BARI'S

(Third in a series)
(By Margaret N. O'Shea)
South Carolina has become a national clearinghouse for babies only recently, but
As reputation as an easy place to get a child is old, thanks largely to one woman
whose crusade to find homes for children blossomed into big business.
The late Margaret C. Mayfield of Camden was personally responsible for the'adop
Lion of almost 600 children, and she probably saved many of them from lives of pov
erty or abuse. But there is overwhelming evidence today that she sold the children,

scattering them throughout South Carolina and several other states, in Saudi
Arabia and in the Philippines.
"Mother Mayfield," as she liked to be called, was a diminutive society matron
given to large diamonds, delicate scents and flowered hats. He public image was
impeccable.

At the peak of her adoption business in the 1950s, however, she approached preg
nant women on the streets of Camden to solicit their babies, she siphoned off babies
Whose mothers intended them to be placed through state agencies, she badgered
consents for adoption from the poor and ignorant, and she gave top priority to pa
trons who gave the largest and most frequent "donations."
Her own records and abstracts in the Kershaw County Courthouse also show that

she split families of children of all ages, and she defied directives to curtail her
practices until the governing board of her non-profit children's home divorced her
from its operations, fearing scandal.
Bradford Huie, a longtime member of the Associated Charities board, said Mrs
Mayfield ignored repeated pleas to let agencies handle adoptions of children from
the Mayfield Home. While the board was no ware of any irregularities in Mrs
Mayfield's adoptions, its members feared potrritial backlash from the exposure of
black market adoptions handled by D.N "Tiny" Rivers of Ridge land, Huie said
Rivers, a former speaker pro tempore of the state House of Representatives, was
disbarred in 1965, two years after the revelatiomp/iyat he had forged a judgets name

on fraudulent adoption papers for an interstate black market adoption ring A
Jasper -County grand jury refused to indict Rivers, but the board in Camden, 143
miles away, knew there could be other repercussions affecting private adoption
across the state.

They sought to protect the name,of Associated Charities andfor her sakethat

of -Margaret Mayfield.

She had been best-known for charity work. She had founded the Red Cross in
Camden during World War I, and after the war, Associated Charities, which functioned as a county welfare organization from 1919 until the state Department of
Public Welfare was born in 1937.
For many years, Margaret Mayfield had been the conscience of Kershaw County,
and some local poor might not have survived the Great Depression without her of
forts, which included annual fund-raising drives to feed and clothe the needy and to
warm their homes.
Even today, most Camden gentility refuse to speak ill of Mrs Mayfield, although
some older residdnts concede suspicions, if not actual knowledge, that she sold
babies.

"It was no sacret," said one, "that the more you 'donated,' the quicker you got a
child, and if you were really generous, you got a baby, and not one of the obi& one's

"Don't put my name to it, but people used to say that anybody who sat on the

steps of the Mayfield Home long enough could get a baby passed out the door, and it

might have been true. Back during the '30s and up through the '50s, you couldn't
pass along Fair Street without seeing an out-of-state car parked in front of the
home.

"That might be a bit of an exaggeration, but there were a lot of folks in and out
of there, and it wasn't to read stories to the children."
Several Camden 'residents were at the Post Office once when one of them, who
.still bristles at the memory, inquired about adoption. Mrs. Mayfield's answer was so
sharp that it tufned heads. "You can't afford one of my babies!"
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Still other longtime residents, including some lawyers who handled adoptions for
Mrs Mayfield, say everybody knew she took money from adoptive families, but only
to finance the home.

Community attitudes were largely shaped by who Margaret Mayfield was Her
father, Henry G Carrison, had been mayor of Camden and founded the local bank.
The Carrisons had money, measured in the public view by their purchase of the
town's first bathtub The family was socially prominent and their home today remains one of Camden's most impressive and stately houses.
The daughter, Margaret, was a young widow when she married a wealthy cotton
broker and took his nameMayfield. She devoted her energies to charity, and in
1930 the Camden Chronicle said her good deeds among the
r were so numerous
"until she might be said to be 'The Charities' herself."
That year the Children's Home of the Associated Chant, was opened, although
It was commonly called the Mayfield Home, in some court abstracts it is the Kershaw County Children's Home.
Gradually, over the next decade, Mrs Mayfield conducted-fewer charities, and by
1940 her activities"had become almost secretive There were no more widely publi-

cized fund drives, even in 1942, when fire destroyed the original home and a new
one was purchased
Some pieces of the Mayfield jigsaw have been kicked from dark corners in recent
sears, largely through the registration of adult adoptees and birth mothers with
search organizations,
According to scores of persons who have registered with TRIADan organization
that promotes reunions between consenting birth mothers and the grown children
they surrendered for adoption as babiesmost of the women who signed adoption
consents at the old Door of Hope maternity home in Columbia were told their
babies would be placed by a state agency
Instead, up to 200 of them were channeled through the Mayfield Home, records
indicate
Women who sought information about their adopted children through the S C.
Childrens Bureauonly to find their files were not therediscovered what had hap-

.

pened only when a stack of Mrs Mayfield's personal records was discovered.
Those mystery babies, born at the nowdefanct Door of Hope, had been placed
through the Kershaw County Children's Home The consents, which most mothers
thought released their babies to the Children's Bureau, were frequently witnessed
by the late Bessie Reed, longtime matron at the Door of Hope, or by Lois Scott iParamore), who managed the children's home for Mrs. Mayfield.
Some of the original consents were signed before the babies were born, a form of
adoption consent' that wasn'tlegal then and isn't now.

Several adoptive families have told TRIAD they paid substantial amounts of
money"donations"over long periods of time to Margaret Mayfield. One TRIAD

member found a stack of canceled checks in her deceased parents' effects. The earliest were payable to the Mayfield Home, but the rest were personal checks to Margaret Mayfield and bore her endorsement, the adult adoptee said.
After her ouster from the children's home, Mrs. Mayfield complained to several
people that she was no longer able to receive "important mail" there.
In the late 1930s, more than 190 famijies who had adopted children through the
Mayfield Home were solicited for donations toward a portrait of Mrs. Mayfield The
painting hung until 1982 in the home, which was then in its last days as an emergency shelter and temporary foster care facility.
When it closed, the portrait was offered first to the Red Cross, then to the last
surviving Carrison of Mrs Mayfield's generation Neither wanted it, and until recently it rested in the basement of the Camden Archives, which chose not to display
It The family now has the painting
Then there was a letter, found among Mrs Mayfield's records after her death. It
had been written in pencil 40 ears earlier by an anguished Camden man who said
he was "still looking for work in Washington, DC.: so he could support his three
little girls, who had been left at the Mayfield Home.,
By the time the letter was written, however, two of the children had already been
adopted, and the writer begged Mrs Mayfield not to "sell" the third, whose name
was Mildred. The child was about six years old.

The distraught father said he had learned that Mildred was to be sold when a
stranger brought him consent forms to sign in Washington The stranger allhedly
claimed that he had already paid Mrs Mayfield for Mildred. Mayfield records indicate Mildred was adopted.

In 1946, the pregnant wife of a teacher at the Camden Military Academy grew
weary while shopping downtown and sat down to ret. She recalls today that her
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fingers and feet were swollen, and she had removed her wedding ring and wore old
shoes

-

A gray-haired womanwearing furs despite the beat approached, briefly studied
her bare ring finger, and asked, "Do you need any help, honey" I can help you if
you aren't able to keep your baby."
Describing the encounter later, she learned that she had met Margaret Mayfield
The frequency of such encounters began to blur Mrs Mayfield's image, although
no one had doubted her altruistic motives when she first opened the thildren's
home. There was a need for such a haven in 1930 Kershaw County 1,,,a.s struggliAg
through depression. The cotton crop had failed three years in a row, and many families could no longer feed and clothe their children
The original purpose of the Mayfield Home was to care for youngsters until they
could be returned to their families
In 1931, Mrs. Mayfield told the local paper it was hard iy find families for children who needed them. But by the end of 1932, she repo d 20 adoptions a year
and 30 in 1938. The newspaper said in 1942 that more th 200 little souls" had
been adopted through the Mayfield Home
Local historians attribute the widespread success of the adoption program to sev
eral factors Families of Camden's wealthy "winter colony"including some who
adopted children there told childless friends in Northern states about the Mayfield
Home

Winter residents from New York, New Jersey and Connecticut served on the governing board.
In 1931 the Southern Aviation School was established at Camden in preparation

for World War II, and the military grapevine added new families to the Mayfield
adoption lists DuPont arrived in 1950, and executive transfers in and out of
Camden created still another conduit for spreading the word
By then, Mrs. Mayfield was competing with the Children's Bureau and Depart
ment of Public Welfare for adoptable babies and toddlersthe ages in demand
That demand apparently led to her liaison with the Door of Hope, and when that
maternity home was closed in 1953 for sanitary and other reasons, Mrs. Mayfield
announced she would establish her own home for unwed mothers
Critics today _contend that the splitting of brothers and sisters in two or more
adoptive families may be the largest single challenge to claims of altruism at the
Mayfield Home. The implication is that mole families meant more Money .,
Courthouse and private records show several such instances when children from

the same family were split among several in adoption, possibly never to see each
other again. In one Lase, handled by Murchison and Westthe Camden law firm of
John C. West before he was elected governorfive sisters from the May-field Home
were placed in a single day with five separate families.
West, now practicing law at Hilton Head, says he doesn't recall the case and
doubts-Oat his firm was involved But the five consecutive entries in the Kershaw
County judgment roll, all filed Aug. 25, 1964, all list Murchison and West, as firm of
record.

Former South Carolina Congressman Ken Holland; who was associated with

West's firm in 1964, said he handled the five cases at West's direction, but was told

the girls father had lined up the five adoptive homes The children's ages ranged
from five to the teens
By 1964, Mrs Mayfield wlis no longer publicly; associated with the home, end she
was under strict orders from its board not to continue private adoptions of children
from the facility. Kershaw County court records indicate she did, however
The home itself was no longer listed, but the same attorneys who has previously
handled Mayfield adoptions maintained essentially the same volume throughout the
'60s, including placements of children from the Mayfield home

There is no indication that local lawyers knew of financial gain from some of
those adoptions Those who knew of the "donations" assumed the money kept the
home afloat

ii

Mrs Mayfield was assumed to be independently wealthy and therefore able to
plow all her energies into charities without pay
Probate records show she did inherit about $60,000 in securities from her father
in 1937, along with $4,999 cash, a town lot valued at $600 and a gold cross that had
been her mother's Her long marriage to Mayfield was apparently more arduous
than ardent, however He left her out of his will except to say she could continue to
occupy their Broad Street houseminus various ,furnishings he willed to others
Mrs Mayfield filed a claim against the estate for $150,000 on account of the fail
ure by him to carry out his agreement to make adequate provision in his will for
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her, and for services" The heirs persuaded her to settle for $25,000, provided she
moved out of the house
Mrs Mayfield lived another 25 years with no acknowledged Income beyond her

1937 inheritance and the 1950 settlement.
When she died in 1976 at age 94, probate records listed her assets at $131,752.08.
Among other bequests, she left $5,000 to the Mayfield Horde

Mrs Mayfield's death 15 years after her "retirement" left some legacies that
don't show up in the probate recordshistorical gaps that may
never be filled. One

concern about the Mayfield adoptions expressed by the Associated Charities board
was her sloppy records..
Mrs Mayfield apparently had a habit of stuffing sheafs of consent forms Into odd
places, and on one occasion visitors to the home were horrified to find children playing with a set they found stored in the garage.
Over the years, the county welfare department and state Children's I3ureau frequently asked Mrs Mayfield about her records, and both offered to store hers with
theirs as rrsecurity measure. She declined the offers
The few records that have been found are almost worthleiS, according to those
who have seen them At least once, Mrs. Mayfield, then well over 60, recorded herself as the mother of a baby,
One person who would like to have found the Mayfield files is TRIAD founder
Mildred Szakacsi, who says, "I can't count all the adult adoptees placed through the
Mayfield Home who are desperate for any information about themselves. And I see
so many birth mothers who had confidence all these years that their babies were
properly and legally placed by a legitimate state 'agency who now know that the
children went through the Mayfield Home.

"They are worriedand I think they have a right to bethat somebody who

would take babies by trickery would not take any special care in placing them, even
though we have had reports of some fine families who adopted from the Mayfield
Home.

-

"Maybe some of, these concerns could have been resolved if more people had
known what was going on before she died, but a lot of secrets-were buried in the
Quaker Cemetery with Mrs. Mayfield "

Ironically, then-state Attorney General Daniel R McLeod received in 1963 a_
report that Mrs Mayfield was planning to bring "either a trainload or a planeload
of babies into Camden and they could be headed for black market adoptions."

"I never had a chance to look into it," McLeod said recently, "and I really

couldn't say if it was true My office got Involved in the Tiny Rivers thing, trying to
locate the parents of those babies and make sure their adoptions were legalized."
(From the State (Columbia, SC). Feb 28, 19831

VICKIE ARNETTE SOLD HER 6-YEAR-OLD DAUGHTER FOR $2,200ILLEGAL? NOT NECESSARILY CHILDREN CAN BE DEEDED AS REAL PROPERTY BUT THE GRANDPARENTS
WANT THE PROPERTY RETURNED

(By Margaret N. O'Shea)

She was taking Quaaludes then, and the room was bathed in a mellow haze that
day in 1981 when Vickie Arnette signed a paper that would allow her six-year-old
girl, Terrace, to be adopted by a couple she'd met 'ma restaurant.
Those memories are still hazy Mrs Arnette says now she doesn't remember signing anything, and doesn't recall appearing in Lexington County Family Court to
affirm that she had voluntarily relinquished her parental rights
One thing she does claim to remember is the money. The envelope that allegedly
changed hands that day was supposed to contain $5,000, but it didn't. Mrs Arnette
says that she and her husband were givtn $2,200 for their child.
Child-selling is just one issue in the state Supreme Court appeal that challenges
Terrace's adoption.

And even if a cash transaction did occuran allegation firmly deniedSouth

Carolina law does not specifically prohibit the sale of a child, and an old statute
allowing children to be deeded as real property is still on the books
When the Lexington County Sheriff's Department was initially asked to investigate the disappearance of Terrace Amette, based on a rumor that she had been sold
for $5,000 and possibly taken to Cuba as a child prostitute, the officer who handled
the case was appalled to discover there was nothing he could do under the law.
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Investigating officer Dalton B White received the initial report from relatives of
Terrace Arnette's father They said he claimed to have sold the little girl, and she
was on her way to Cuba White said the reference to child prostitution was more
likely a fear than a reality
But once he got his teeth into the investigation, White reluctantly notified the
Wyatts and the relative who had filed the report that the case was closed
The records on Terrace's adoption are sealed by law, and while White was looking

for a pissing child, neither he nor the child's maternal grandparentsHelen and

Dennis Wyatthad any Idea at all that Terrace was the subject of a case then pending in the family court
Nor did Judge A Frank Lever Jr appear to know that the adoption case before
him was anything other than routine On July 22, 1981, be issued an interlocutory
decree of adoption. which gave Donald and Esther Cook custody of Terrace and the
right to take her home with them to Guantanamo Bay, where Cook is a civilian employee of the U S Navy.

The Wyatts have never claimed the Cook; are unfit parents for Terrace. They

don't know and have never met the Cooks
In all honesty, we really don't know anything at all about them or about what is
happening with Terrace," Mrs Wyatt said before she was advised by a lawyer not to
talk about the case "We don't know if she is dead or alive "
The Wyatts last saw their grand-daugther July 7, 1981 Terrace had spent several
days with them, as she often did, and the Wyatts had decided then they would seek
to adopt her They suspected, but didn't know for sure, that Terrace's parents were
using drugs They knew that Terrace did not seem to be well cared-for at home.
Those suspicions were bolstered when their daughter, Terrace's mother, left her

with them that last time "I want to see how I do without her," Vickie had said

"The way things are going, maybe she would be better off hying with you

But the Wyatts walked gingerly on the issue, not knowing that somebody else
wanted to adopt Terrace, too Unknown to the Wyatts, the Cooks' petition for adoption was filed on July 8

About a week after Terrace left, the Wyatts visited the Arnette home and the

child wasn't there They accepted the story that she was away with her other grandparents.
Not until July 18 did the Wyatts begin to suspect that Terrace was missing Other

relatives reported they hadn't seen her either, and one called to ask if they had

heard about Terrace being sold The Wyatts were frantic, and their fetio,,heightened
when Terrace's parents moved without telling anyone in the familyThe'Wyatts contacted the Richland a?id Lexington County sheriffs departments,
the State Law Enforcement Division, the FBI and solicitors Donnie Myers for the
11th circuit and James C Anders for the fifth
They hired a private detective They went to the state Department of Social Services and to the Children's Bureau on the off-chance that either agency would know
something about their grandchild.
The Wyatts eventually contracted The State, which located Terrace's parents and
determined that adoption proceedings for Terrace were under way The grandparents attempted to block those proceedings but'could not
In their efforts to find Terrace, the Wyatts were repeatedly told grandparents had
few ur no rights in South Carolina, and law enforcement agencies could not intervene without evidence that a crime had been committed.
Psychic Mary Green told the Wyatts that Terrace was safe and well "somewhere
near water She also told them relatives of several other missing children, about
Terrace's age, had come to her, convinced like the Wyatts that their youngsters had
been sold
The Wyatts were never able to prove that money greased the adoption consents
for Terrace, but they were not surprised when their daughter tearfully claimed that
it had The admission came after Vickie moved back home and underwent psychiatric treatment and drug therapy
t
Mrs Arnette is officially listed as the appellant to the Supreme Court, but what is
under appeal Is an order by Judge Lever dismissing her parents' petition to vacate
the earlier adoption and to allow the grandparents to adopt Terrace, or at the very
least, to be given visitation rights The same order dismissed Mrs Arnette's claim
that her consent to the adoption was obtained under coercion and duress.
Legally, what did ur didn't happen is not important An appeal must be based on

judicial error Lawyers for Mrs Arnette and the Wyatts have claimed that Lever
made seVeral errors when he ordered their claims "dismissed with prejudice

Some of these claims hinge on technical issues Others involve grandparents'
rights, speedy adoption decrees and whether the best interests of this minor child
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demanded that these grandparents be heard, particularly where serious allegations,
including child-selling had been made."
In a list claiming 22 separate judicial errors were made, the Wyatts further dean
that they were, as a*practical matter, Terrace's parents because they did more for
her and with her than her biological parents dia.
Progress in the case, filed in the Supreme Court last May, has been slowed by the

death of the Wyatts' attorney Court employees said no hearing date will be set
until all the attorneyswhoever they turn out to beagree what will be in the file
Although the Wyatts don't have an attorney right now, the one who died had ad

vised them not to discuss the case any further "I can't say anything right now
except we still hope and pray that Terrace will comehome," Mrs. Wyatt said

When we decorated the Christmas treenot this Christmas past but the one

beforewe just couldn't take it down until we had Christmas for Terrace. Her presents are still there under the tree, and this last Christmas we added some more We
tried to send presents to Cuba for her last year, but they were returned This Christmas we didn't even try. We just sent a card, and it was returned, too."
While the Wyatts have waited on the courts, Terrace has grown older She has
lived in her adoptive home for a year and a half, increasing the likelihood that the
courts will ultimately rule her best interests are served by remaining where she is.
She is eight years old now.

Although most childless couples seek to adopt newborn infants, there is also a
'mark9t fur healthy, white older children, and statistics from the state Depart
ment of Vital Records show that more than two-thirds of all adoptions over the pest
10 years have involved children over the age of four
SMALL CHILDREN PLACEMENT-1972-82
Prnatt

Army,

Percent

arICy

atoms

pnyate

264

2

99

Under 6 mos

1329

67

96

Under 1 yr

1,953

86

Through age 4

6,264

339
2,006

Newborn

75

Step-parents adopting children from a spouse's prior marriage account for a sig
nificant portion of the adoptions of older children, and some of them are covered by
stepped-up agency efforts to find homes for older children who have spent years in
foster care or who have been removed,from their birth families because of abuse or
neglect. Vital Records does not cross-relate those types of adoptions to age, so it is
impossible to tell how many older children are privately adopted by non relatives
[From the State [Columbia, SC,. Feb 28. 1984)

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THE ?MERCHANDISE" Is DEFECTIVE? USUALLY, REJECTION AND
A BUSTED ADOPTION DEALSOMETIMES, A HAPPY ENDING

(By Margaret N. O'Shea)
Baby Linda was expected to cost $15,000 and perhaps as much as $22,500stand
and rates for.some private adoptions in the Sumter area in 1982.
But when Bab.). Linda was born at the Tuomey Hospital, her value in the private
adoption market plummeted. Born deaf, with minor deformities of the ears, and
with "squared eyes," the outward signs of TreecherCollins Syndrome, the infant
was defective merchandise.
That status was underscored at the hospital when the New York couple who had
planned to adopt the child looked at her through the viewing window, than turned
around and bluntly announced, "No deal."
Baby Linda's motherwho had been promised $3,000 once the legal consenta were
signedwas kicky to get a plane ticket home.
The drama that attende0 Baby Linda's birth provided the first hints of Sumter's
role in an interstate adoption traffic pattern with South Carolina as the hub

Sumter is one of several cities here where women from other states and from
other parts of South Carolina are diverted shortly before their babies are born in
order to place them for adoption through Palmetto State courts
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Women who have come to Sumter solely to have babies there have come from sev-

eral states and Mexico The families who adopted their children tame primaitily
from a handful of Northeastern states
Baby Linda's mother was living in Florida when she discovered her pregnancy

She had one child already and didn't feel financially able to handle another one
alone. She went to a Miami Beach abortion clinic, where she was talked out of
having an abortion.

Instead, the counselor urged her to call a New York attorney she knew only as

"Jay promised to pay all her medical and living expenses until the baby was
born, then $3,000 afterwards, if she would agree to let her child be adopted But, he
said, Florida law wouldn't allow him to help her out. She would have to have the
baby elsewhere
Actually, what Florida law would not allow was the sale of the baby or an adoption by non-residents
About three months before the baby was due, the mother was flown to Sumter,
where she lived in the Holiday Inn awaiting the onset of labor
Her needs were attended in Sumter by a lawyer she knew only as ''Tony." She
said later it was "Tony" who paid her expenses in Sumter and who told her to get
out of town as soon ,as possible after the adoption of her baby fell through. And it
was "Tony" who informed her that she would not be paid $3,000 after all because
"the deal is off"
Tony was Anthony Hoefer of the Levi and Whittenberg law firm Hoefer declined
to discuss Baby Linda or private adoption in general without a pledge that neither
his name nor the name of his firm would be publicly named
"I would be gravely concerned that any of our clients would feel that their confidentiality had been violated in any way," Hoefer said.
"Jay" in New York had told the young mother that her contact in Sumter would
be from a different firm, one headed by Rusty Weinberg When the time approached
for her transportation to Sumter, she said, someone from Weinberg's firm contacted
her in Florida to make the arrangements But when she got to Sumter, all her contacts were with associates of Levi and Whittenberg.
Fancily court records in Sumter County indicate that several lawyers from the
Weinberg firm and from Levi and Whittenberg have handled private adoptions over
the past several years
Sumter also appears to be one of the few areas in South Carolina where some
birth mothers have their own attorneys. Adoptive parents pay all the legal fees.
'When the private adoption of Baby Linda fell through, it was suddenly up to the
Tuomey Hospital social worker to figure out what to do with her. Sumter County
Department of Social Services was notified first on the assumption that DSS should
either put the infant in foster care or -find a family willing to adopt a handicapped
baby Sources close to the county DSS said the agency "wasn't crazy about the idea.
of cleaning up the lawyers' mess. '

The South Carolina Children's 'Bureau, which is the state agent for interstate

adoptions anyway, accepted responsibility for baby Linda, who is thriving today in a
South Carolina adoptive home The couple who adopted Baby Linda had indicated

when they applied for an infant that they would be able to accept a handicapped
child, and they had expressly mentioned that a hearing loss would be a problem
they could cope with.

Baby Linda, who was a. reject on the private market, spent only three weeks in
foster care before she was placea in her adoptive homethe time it took to,get a
follow-upinedic all report on her ailment.
The Children's Bureau, DSS and Catholic Charities have all placed handicapped
babies who would otherwise have been subjects of private adoption.
Several county DSS workers have also counseled with young mothers who decided
to keep their babies after potential adoptive parents turned them down because of
birth defects or apparent bi-racial heritage
Charleston lawyer Thomas P Lowndes, who handles up to 100 private adoptiuDs-a

yearmore than half of them through referrals from New York attorney Stnley
llichaelman told The State that birth defects or medical problems are rare in his
field.

Lowndes has been dunned by Spartanburg General Hospital for a maternity bill
he refused to pay after the child was born dead "That's about as unadoptable as
you can get," Lowndes said But he denies that's why he didn't pay the bill over a
year ago.

That's one of the risks involved in private adoption Somebody has to pay the
bill, even if the mother changes her mind or the child dies," he said. "I tell all my
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clients that. In this particular case, there was insurance that was supposed to cover
the hospitkl costs/and as far as I'm concerned, if insurance will pay when a child is
boi'n alive And healthy, it should pay when a child is born dead "
The-out-of-state family did accept thiachild's body for burial.
Its not always true that the child is 'defective merchandise' if it's not perfect,"
Lowndes said.

One Lowndes clienta New York womanmoved to South Carolina when the

baby she was to adopt was born three months early. The woman camped out at the
neonatal unit for weeks, he said, waiting for the baby to grow enough to take home.
[From the State (Columbia. SC), Feb 28. 1984)

TINY RIVERS WAS DISGRACED FOR HIS PART IN A BLACK-MARKET RING

(By Margaret N. O'Shea)
r
It waa a foolproof scheme to evade stringent adoption laws in other states by prot
essing black market babies through comparatively lax courts in Soutfi Carolina, but
designers of the plan didn't count on one thingTiny Rivers had a conscience.
The former state legislator confessed in 1963 that he had forged adoption decrees
and other documents for an interstate ring.
The adoption scheme involved New York and Florida couples, who paid $3,400 to
a Miami lawyer, Joel Lee, who was supposed to provide them babies. Most of the

Couples assumed their children were born in Florida, but Florida law prohibited
Child-selling and required home studiesbefore adoptions could occur.

Lee arranged for the babies to be born in Georgia, then returned to Florida,

where he handed them over to adoptive couples at the Jacksonville airport
Fraudulent adoption papers were then processed in Jasper County, SC., by D N

Rivers, a Ridgeland lawyer who had once been speaker pro tempore of the S.C.
, House of Representatives.
South Carolina law did not require a home study or waiting period, and an adop-

tion could be effected in one day even by out-of-state couples adopting an outof
state child.

Consequently, the adoptions processed by Rivers would have been legal had he not

forged Circuit Judge John Grimball's name on 12 of the adoption decrees Rivers
also forged the name of 14th Circuit Solicitor Randolph Murdaugh on six "referee's
reports," and.the names of the adoptive parents on the adoption petitions.
He chose as his confessor then Attorney General Daniel R. McLeod, who notified
the state Law Enforcement Division, the FBI and Solicitor Murdaugh, who took the
matter to a Jasper County grand Jury. McLeod also launched a search for the New
York and Florida families so their adoptions could be legalized.
Rivers was not indicted, but he was disbarred, and he died disgraced.
He never disclosed how he got involved in the adoption ringeven to McLeod or
to his attorney, Sen. L. Marion Gressette, D-Calhoun. Some of Rivers contemporar
ies speculate that he was solicited for his role by owners of the "Green ' Gator," a
local house of prostitution that was said to be part of an East Coast chain. Rivers
had done some other legal work for "Green' Gator" principals, Who were also ac
quainted with Joel Lee.
Jasper County court records do not list attorneys of record as most county abstracts do, but Rivers had a unique way of logging-his cases, and' a check of those
similarly logged indicates he was probably not involved in more than 15 adoptions
between 1959 and 1963. No Rivers adoptions were recorded for those years in neigh
boring Hampton County.
Joel Lee, who was disbarred in Florida for his role in the adoption ring, was paid
more than $40,000 for the 12 disputed cases- less expenses, which he kept minimal

by boarding the pregnant mothers only briefly in a fleabag motel and arranging
nonhospital deliveries.
Tiny Rivers received $4,200 for the dozen cases that ended lklegal career
A
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(From the State (Columbia. SC), Feb 29, 1984]

LEGAL GAPS AND LAPSES
WHAT ADOPTION LAWS SOUTH CAROLINA DOES HAVE UN ITS BOOKS, OFTEN ARE IuNORED
OR CAN BE LEGALLY CIRCUMVENTED

(Fourth in a series)
(By Margaret N. O'Shea)
South Carolina's adoption laws are full of loopholes large enough to wheel a baby
carriage through.

Greenville court officals stumbled onto one in January, when a Simpsonville
woman told police she's changed her mind about selling her child, but the couple
who'd bought the toddler wouldn't give her back.
Mary Elizabeth Andrews said a Simpsonville couple, Bill and Betty Griggs, had
offered her $3,500 for her 22 month-old daughter in December, and they'd paid her
$1,000 of the money. The Griggses said the $1,000 was a loan, which Ms. Andrews
asked for after she had signed an adoption consent They _denied ever promising
money to her or making arrangements to pay in installments the remaining $U00
she said was due.

As a result of the police report, the little girl is in the custody of the Greenville
welfare department, pending a court hearing on her future.
Simpsonville Police Chief William "Ray" Brown initially thought he had a _child
selling case on his hands, but he couldn't find a law prohibiting.the sale of a child.
Brown notified 13th Circuit Solicitor William B. Traxler Jr., who also couldn't de
termine whether anything illegal had occurred. .,
Traxler had asked the state attorney general's office whether child-selling is a
criminal violation under state law. That opinion had not been issued. While the law
yers assigned to research the case have not found a specific law against selling a
child, they are looking for any related statute or commoh law that might apply.
Mark Dillard, a spokesman for the attorney general's office, said the opinion will
be issued only after all the potentially applicable laws have been studied.
Meanwhile, Rep. David H. Wilkins, R Greenville, intrqduced a bill in the General
Assembly last week that will prevent outright child-setting, without precluding, the
payment of medical and other maternity related bills by potential adoptive parents.
Child-selling in Georgia and Tennessee is a felony, punishable by up to 10 years in
prison. In those state( and in North 'Carolina, it is illegal for any person or group
other than a state or Lensed child placing agency to profit financially from placing
a child.

In North Carolina, the first offense As only a misdemeanor, however A second or
subsequent offense is a felony, punishable by up Co three years in jail and a $10,000
fine.

In Illinois, only -an official agency can receive a fee for placing a child, and in

_..."
Florida any fee over $500 must be approved by the courts.
Colorado allows only the payment of legal fees in an adoption. Maryland permits
payment of only legal and hospital costs pursuant to an adoption, Pennsylvania and
Florida require an accounting of fees, and Kentucky allows only licensed agencies to
accept adoption fees.
All of those laws are efforts to preclude the sale of a child or the charging of exor
bitant legal fees, which can Smack of childselling.
None of those precautions appears.in any form in South Carolina law.
Some precautions that do appear are diluted by waiver provisions. A family court

judge can waive the legally required home study that is supposed to determine

whether an adoptive applicant is suited to parenthood.
Judges also can waive the legally required six month waiting period before a final
adoption decree_ is issueda time period designed to determine whether a proposed
adoption is going to work out.
The law provides that an interlocutory decreewhich amounts to physical custo
dy during the waiting periodalso can be waived.

In each case, waivers are permitted at the discretion of the family court judge
"for a good cause" or "in the best interests of the child
The effect of the waiver provision can be to allow hasty adoptions into homes that
have never been determined suitable by1anyone.
South Carolina law implies that hum studies should perferably be handled by the
state Children's Bureau or a licensed "private or public welfare organization having
as one of its main, purposes the care and placement of children."
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But it also allows the ltr6rt to designate someone else, and there are no guidelines
to what type of expertise that individual should have.
A study by The State of nearly 50,000 Family Court docket sheets in 34 counties,
inoluding adoptions finalized over a two- to five-year period in each county, showed
home studies are more frequently ordered in step-parent adoptions of children from
a spouse's earlier marriage then they are in infant adoptions.
The irony is that family stability is implied in the new family unit's desire to be
legally one, and the likelihood of such a home being declared unfit for the children
to live in is remote.
When the home studies are not waived, they are frequently handled by persons
with no connection to the Children's Bureau, Department of Social Services or any
other organization of the kind outlined in the law.
In some cases, the studies are done by persons paid (or the service by the adoptive
parents whose home Is under scrutiny, and the Childken's Bureau has received re_ ports

of home studies by lawyers' wives or secretaries and other, parties with a

vested financial interest in an adoption's going through.
South Carolina law also provides that judges appoint a guardian ad litem to protect the interests of children in an adoption proceeding. The law does not specify
any qualification for the guardian, and while most docket sheets do not indicate
who was named to handle that task, most of those that do name a local lawyer.

Several lawyers who have handled that assignment told The State it involves

signing a statement that adoption is in the best interests of the child.
In most Family Court proceedings, a minor child is required to have a guardian
ad litem The requirement does not apply when a minor child gives birth to a baby
who is then placed for adoption, however. State law permits a birth mother of any
age-to sign an adoption consent.
That means the courtwhich normally has no physical contact with birth mothershas no clue to the conditions under which a consent to adoption was signed.
Some mothers claim later that they were forced or coerced into signing a form
they really didn't mean to sign, that they signed under the influence of drugs, that
they were led, to believe they would have repay money spent on them during the
pregnancy if they did not sign, or that they mistakenly thought their prenatal con
sent was legally binding.
South Carolina law does not outline any conditions under which an adoption con
sent might be considered invalid, however, so any effort to revoke a consent would
apparently be subject to judicial discretion alone.
As a matter of practice, a few adoption lawyers advise birth mothers to get their
own attorney, but most are the only attorney of record in an adoption case, which
legally is an adversary proceeding between adoptive parents and birth .parents or
custodial agent.
The adoptive parents are the paying client. The birth parents normally are not.
Critics of private adoptions handled in this manner contend that the birth mother
has little or no hope of adequate legal advice or unbiased counsel regarding her
rights and interests.

Lack of attention in state law to the status of birth parentsparticularly the

mothers, who often don't name fathers to avoid obtaining their consentcan con

tribute to undetected sale of children and to questionable consents.
The waiver of waiting periods and home studies also can lead to hasty adoptions
that preclude a birth mother from exercising her legal right to petition the court for
a revocation of any consent that she believes was deceitfully or wrongly obtained.
Under South Carolina law, consents are irrevocable once..an interlocutory or final
decree of adoption has been entered.
Anyone who wants to try revoking an adoption consent may have another hurdle
that is only partly addressed in state law.

An adoption petition must be filed in the county where the adoptive parents or
the child reside Some lawyers try to build in an added layer of confidentiality by

applying for a change of venue or transferring records with permission of the
court a maneuver that can effectively prevent a mother from determining what
county to appeal to if she feels wronged in the adoption proceedings.
In some cases, the names of the parties have been falsified with a judge's permia
sion to hide those cases.
One reason South Carolina has become a mecca for adoptive couples from other
states is its loose and indefinite provision for out-of state adoptions. State law says

outof state parties may adopt a child here "under unusual or exceptional circum,
P stances," but it dues nut provide any guidelines for determining what is unusual or
exceptional.
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Some states do not permit adoption by non-residents, and some have severely restrictive requirements even for residents.
All are affected by the dwindling supply of adoptable babies through agenciesa
phenomenon that is partly attributable to abortion, contraceptives and a lessened
stigma in premarital pregnancy.
Demographics are a factor, too according to California adoption lawyer David K.
Leavitt. The postwar baby boom after Wbrld War II produced a plentiful supply of
babies, but niiiv those babies are grown and they are in the generation now seeking
to adopt. As a result, the pool of people seeking to adopt is now bigger than the pool
of adoptable children.
In states like South Carolina, where adoptive parents can pay for a mother's shopping list of expenses and agencies cannot, there is also more incentive to release a
child for adoption privately than through an agency.
Those factors combined create ideal conditions for interstate adoption traffic.
The one law that could affect the validity of hundreds of adoptions every year is
technically not a state law, but a federal compact that includes South Carolina and
45 other states among its members.

The states which are not members of the Interstate Compact on Children are

Hawaii, Michigan, Nevada and New Jersey.
The compact generally applies to the movement of children across state lines. In
South Carolina the compact is administered by DSS when the movement pertains to
foster care or non adoptive placements with a child's relatives in another state. The
Children's Bureau administers the compact for interstate Adoptions.

When a child in one state is being adopter by parents from another state, the.
"sending" statethe child's residencemust be notified of the pending adoption

and provided the names of the biological mother and the prospective adoptive par
ents. The reason for the interstate adoption must be stated.
Provided.both states are members of the compact, certain steps must be taken for
the protection of the child. The "sending" state must notify the "receiving" state
that an adoption has been proposed, and it will involve the transportation of the
child to that state The receiving state must approve the transfer, and the adoptive
home must be approved in a home study.
Only then can the out-of-state parents have custody of the child and take him
home.

Statistics from the South Carolina Department of Vital Records indicate that
most interstate adoptions ignore the compact, however. It's hard to pinpoint the
exact number though, because the Vital Records figures are based on a calendar
year, while'the compact figures are based on a fiscal year.
In calendar year 1980, Vital Records recorded 400 out-ofstate adoptions, and in

calendar 1981, another 445. But in 1980-81, the first year South Carolina was a
member of the Interstate Compact, the Children's Bureau approved only 38 refer
rals for out-of-state adoptive placements.
In calendar 1982, Vital Records recorded 450 out-of-state adoptions. In 1981-82 the
Children's Bureau approved only 154 referrals and denied 31.

Katherine Queen, the deputy who administers the compact for the Children's

Bureau, says many lawyers who handle private adoptions appear to fear their place
ments would be Jeopardized if submitted to compact scrutiny, but the purpose is
not to stop independent placements. They are legal. If they were not, it would be a
different story.
But one purpose of the compact is to protect the child as if he were being placed
by an agency. We attempt to ascertain how the placement came about and whether
the birth parents gave full and informed consent. We compile and preserve as much
background and medical information as possible, as if the child were protected by
agency placemen't.

We also try to assure that state laws are complied with, and the home is a suite
ble home for the child."

These things take time, however, and it sometimes happens that when the com
pact office is notified, it's while the mother is in labor or after the child has been
burn, and the out-of-state parents are in the South Carolina to get him out of the
hospital and take him home.

In some cases, they already have the child in a motel room, and any delays are
then perceived as the fault of the bureaucratic state, Mrs. Queen said
At least one South Carolina lawyer claims that the bureau has refused to begin
any paperwork on a private adoption until the child is born, but the bureau says the
further in advance they are notified, the better the process works, and "the placement can proceed without a hitch."
"We aren't putting up the obstacles," Mrs. Queen said.
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The biggest problem with the Interstate Compact is its total unenforceability It
depends un lawyers tu notify the state. Some appear to be firmware of the compact's

existence, although it is written into state statutes. Otheis contend that it doesn't
apply if the South Carolina courts grant an interlocutory decree before the child is
taken across state lines.
The compact provides that penalties fur violation be determined by the individual
states, and violators are subject tu penalties in two jurisdictionsthe two states M
volved in the illegal placement.
South Carolina law doesn't specify any penalties, although adoptions that don't
comply with the law are technically invalid and subject to challenge.
Since 1980, several states have challenged placements that did not conform to the
Interstate Compact, and most of those children were ordered returned to their home
states.

In South Carolina, the Interstate Compact aside, It is a misdemeanor to remove a
child under six months old from his mother without notifying the Children's Bureau
of the names and addresses of the persons with whom the child is placed. That stat
ute is routinely Ignored, as evidenced by the numbers of adoptions recorded by Vital
Statistics versus the Far lower number filed with the Children's Bureau.

It is also a misdemeanor to bring a child into the state for adoptive placement
without ratifying the bureau, although it is unlikely that the interstate transporta
tion of children within the womb is covered by that law.
S.C. STATE ADOPTION LAWS

Until modern times, South Carolina adoption laws were designed for children who
least needed to be adopted. Here is a summary of South Carohna's adoption laws
1892-1896

The first general state adoption law applied only to legitimate white children.
That law, passed in 1892, was worded to preclude the adoption of children living in

orphanagesan oversight that was corrected in 1896, provided their parentage
could be proved.

The law still excluded black children, since there were no black orphanages in the
State, and it excluded foundlings of unknown parentage.
1900

An amendment in 1900 removed the restriction'on the adoption of illegitimate
children, provided their parents could have been married under South Carolina law
That change ruled uut children bUrn of adulterous relationships and racially mixed
unions, as well as the issue of all or most rapes.
lNo man could be married to two .women, and state law prohibited interracial
marriages until 1967.)
1907

In 1907 the General Assembly added a provision requiring a wife's consent before
her husband could adopt a child.
1911

In 1911 the Legislature removed the requirement that an orphan's parentage
must be proved before adoption could occur
1952-1963

There were no further changes in adoption law until 1952, when the statute was
written much as It stands today. Revisions were made in 1963 after a black market'
baby scandal. The major changes were to require a home study and a waiting period
before an adoption could take place, but a provision that either or both tould be
waived rendered them effectively nil.
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(From the State (Columba, SC), Mar 1, 1984)

CASE MR PRIVATE ADOPTIONS .

.

(Last in a series)
(By Margaret N. O'Shea)Charleston lawyer Thomas P Lowndes Jr. who handles more adoptions than any

other lawyer in South Carolina, has heard every horror tale in the book about

buying and selling babies, but he has a story he likes to tell better.
'A family court judge once said to me, "If somebody came into my office and told
me they'd just given a woman $50,000 for a baby, rd be really really impressed with
their financial state and with their desire to be parents. Then I'd check their suitability to be parents. Other than that, I don't think I'd care."
His anecdote summarizes a prevalent attitude about private adoptions, including
those that cost more than most Sbuth Carolina families earn in a year. &The 1980
census figured the median South Carolina annual income at $16,978,4md more. han
half the state's families earn less than $22,000 a year, the highest-known adoption
cost here.) Most family court judges, who issue adoption decrees, are apparently
impressed when wealthy families want children enough to pay that kindyf money to
get them. A few judges are highly vocal about it.
One is Mendel Rivers, son of the late South Carolina Congress n L. Mendel

Rivers and a family court judge in Lowndes' home county. "I didn't know there
were so many New York Jewish CPAs till Tom Lowndes started parading 'em in
here, but I'll tell you ope thing I don't see anything wrong with letting them have
these little unwanted babies These babies will never want for a single thing.
"Their mothers are the scum of the earth, the dregs of society, and if they kept

the children, they'd raise them over in the Franklin Trailer Park on welfare and
give them no father figure, or only a fleeting father figure with all their boyfriends

in and out.
"Those little babies would have no stability in their lives, getting dumped on their
welfare mama's welfare mama or welfare grandmama, and sooner or later we'd see

them here in family court with cigarette burns where their ears used to be and

marks where's she's beat them with an electric cord...
"'One good thing about adoption is letting people who deserve to have children
have children."
Rivers says he prefers private adoptions to "bureaucratic" agency adoptions
where "babies stay in foster care instead of going directly into a family and "they
-spend weeks counseling the birth mother instead of doing what's best for the child,
when they know and everybody else knows, the last thing these women need or
want is a baby."
Another family court judge who prefers private adoptions to agency adoptions because of their speed is B J. Warshauer of Sumter. He says the families that adopt
privately "are not all that wealthy they average maybe $50,000 to $60,000 a year,"
but their ability to provide for a child is important.
Both judges agreed the private adoption system singles out families with money,
and it may prevent less well to-do families from adopting babies. But they both also
asked, "What's wrong with. that ?"

Some family court judges in the Piedmont and Pee Dee have started taking a

closer look at uutof state couples who adopt in their court, demanding home studies
and waiting periods, although both can be waived. And Spartanburg County brings
birth parents into court to verify they were not intimidated or coerced_into giving
up their babies.
A Greenville County judge has said. he won't approve any adoptions involving
both interstate traffic and big money transactions because, in his opinion, they are

But The State found no evidence that judges anywhere are routinely questioning
the upper-bracket financial status of adopting parents.
The main reasons lawyers and judges cite for preferring private adoption are.
Agencies have long waiting lists and they turn perfectly worthy people down for
no reason at all."
Agencies can get more money from the government for keeping children in foster
care than for putting them into adoption,

Agencies say they are looking out for the best interests of children, but they
really are more concerned about their on interests and want all the adoption bust
ness just to perpetuate the bureaucracy.
Agencies harass birth mothers, who 'just want to du it and forget it," by insisting
on counseling they don't need and don't want
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Agencies are impersonal
Birth mothers don't have any way of knowing that agencies will give their babies
to good families In private adoption, they "choose" the families themselves

In private adoptions, babies gu straight from the hospital into homes, and they
have the advantage of early bonding with their adoptive parents
Agencies insist on a lot of red tape.
Agency personnel deny most of those allegations, but they acknowledge that they
can't compete with the private adoption market
Beverly Hills attorney David K Leavitt, who channels some of his massive aduptwn business to South Carolina, says advocates of agenty adoption "would like to
have everyone believe it's because of money user and under the table, but its not
because anybody is buying anybody else's baby There are three areas where ageb
cies just can't or won't'compete.

They don't let a mother choose or know where her baby is going They put

'

babies in foster tare instead of sending them home from the hospital with itcluptite
parents And a tery distant third is their lack of ability to pay for private medical
care

Columbia lawyer Harvey Gulden, who is helping to draft a uniform adoption law
for the American Bar Assotiation, says that document will attempt to distourage
excessive legal fees and payments that smack of child-selling

He agrees with Leavitt, that some parties who partitipate in private adoptions
ought to be stopped lawyers who pit hopeful touples against each other to get the
highest biddtr, hospitals and clinics that participate in tompention for babies ur
harass unwed mothers, and doctors or others who solicit babies fur "finders' fees
"People who really are baby brokers, although I don't think there are that many
of them, make it diffitult fur legitimate private Adoption to 4.1.1 n tin ue, Leavitt says

"That's une reason interstate adoptions wt. ur When one state goes overboard because of abuses, it fortes couples who.tan't hate children and,who can't adopt did
dren to find a place where they can"
Golden says attempts to outlaw private adoption simply because abuses have ut.
curred would be a mistake "Agencies won't admit it, but historically and statistical
ly it is ulatious that they hate made it diffitult, if nut impossible, in some states fur
Catholics and Jewish couples to adopt a child

"I just don't happen to believe that babies are Catholic ur Jewish when they are
born, but when Cathulits are restricted to adopting through Cathuli Charities and

Jewish tuuples are restricted to adopting through the Jewish agencies, and the
agencies are handling only 'Catholic' and 'Jewish' babies, you're got a dear and

compelling reason to keep private adoption alive"
Lowndes says he shudders to think of changes in state adoption law that would
luck out non residents. "Anybody who is truly concerned about black-market adup
Iron would have a reason to be concerned then
One reason birth mothers prefer surrendering their babies to lawyers rather than
agencies 1J J.-manual The pregnant woman who seeks tunfidentiality from the time
she begins to "show- and who can't afford to disappear without financial assistance.
has an awentite to release her bob
adoption- to someone who does have the
money and who is willing .,to part wit it
The same holds true for medics ills and other expenses related to pregnancy
and delivery Even without direct
h payments for a baby, private adoption has
built-in financial Incentives like th b
Some birth mothers like to below
believ. they are choosing a family for their child, at
though they seldom really know wh e their babies are or with whom
adtotates of private adopt
have reasons that have little to du with the
babies and fat-tulles involved

One of them is Barbara K Chappell, director of the Children's Foster Care

Review Board System, which monitors the status of South Carolina children in insti
tutions and foster homes
. In addition to assuring for babies families that not only love them, but who can

also give them every material thing that they need, the system has had a positite

...

effect for children who otherwise would never have been adopted at all
"Some of the most avid proponents of private adoption are families who have re

tinted thildren, often oultkly and easily, through lawyersand family court judges
ion ur there is nothing happier than an adoption on the day the final decree is
Issued

We have the families conic back to South Carolina ur back into court from wher
ever they lite, and it's a beautiful, emotional experience fur everybody," Rivers said.

"They've taken pictures every three minutes of the child's life, and they've gut
snicks of albums and home movies to show
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"Here are these little babies, fat and healthy and happy, and little Jewish grandmamas whose faces light up every time they look at the kid. Here's,the guardian ad
litem all set to swear they must be good candidates for adoptionthey've got blood
in their veinsand everybody's happy.
.
"I cry. They cry. The lawyer cries.
"You can't tell me it's better to turn everything over to power-hungry bureaucrats who want to control people's lives. Agencies are like ink stains on paperthey
spread. They take over.
"I am one of those people who just happens to beliete that if these families want
to spend some money to defeat the bureaucrats, then it doesn't bother me at all. I'm
proud to help them do it "
.

.

AND AGAINST THEM

(By Margaret N. O'Shea)
The distraught Georgia woman begged an Upstate South Carolina obstetrician to
find her one more baby. Her own three hifd all died mysterious crib deaths and she
was unable to bear more chilren.
,
Jr,
Touched by the woman's grief, the doctor did find a baby the child of an unwed

mother coincidentally referred to him by the pediatricians who had treated the

three dead babies while they were alive,
Two Weeks later the fourth baby was also dead, and the woman confessed she had

smothered him against her breast, as she had the other three, while her husband
was at work She was committed to a mental institution and no criminal charges
were filed.

It happened 12 years ago, and the ped&atricians who described that incident to
The State called it "a horrible, tragic thing that should never have happened at

all.'
"

..

"The only real reason for finding a baby for that woman was to replace the ones
she had lost, and the obstetrician sincerely and genuinely thought that if anybody
ever needed a baby, she did," one of the doctors said.."The way it turned out, if
anybody ever needed a baby, she didn't."
As a result of that experience, doctors in that pediatric group no longer participate in private adoption placements but they are in a minority. Doctors and lawkers together arrange most of the private adoptions that occur in South Carolina,
more than 1,400A year.
It is practice ?dundly criticized by social work professionals, who contend that it
takes special expertise to recognize the right home for a child.
Francis E Lewis, executive director of the South Carolina Children's_Bure-au the
state's, oldest adoption agency is one of the most vocal critics of pnvate adoptions
arranged by doctors and lawyers:
"Doctors create new diseases all the time, and lawyers can find 50 new ways a
day to create a. need for ,their services, but when social workers start talking about
all these principles we've known for years, we are accused of just trying to justify
our own existence.

"There isa lot more to it than that Our agency is the one that has to step in and
clean up the messes made by people who didn't know what they were doing. Our
agency is the one left to place the haddicapped babies and the premature babies
with health problems that aren't good enough for these wonderful people who love
and want babies so much they are willing to buy one."
Lewis has asked the legislative committee that handles children's affairs to con
Bider' some sweeping changes in South Carolina adoption law that would virtually
eliminate a significant chunk of the private adoption business. Lewis wants all
adoptions by nonresidents to be handled by licensed agencies, like his own, and pref
erenee given to South Carolina couples who are waiting for babies
Those adoptions now are almost exclusively the province of private lawyers, most
of whom do not notify the Children's Bureau, as required by law, or meet the legal

provisions of the Interstate Compact on Children when babies are placed' across
state lines.

Lewis would really like all South Carolina adoptions to be monitored by agencies,
but he knows such a proposal stands little chance of passage.
Several South Carolina judges and legislators have adopted children through pri
at lawyers including one senator who mentioned in passing during a political
campaign that he'd like to have another child but was out of the baby making busi
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ness " The week after election day, a candidate for another office suggested he adopt
a baby she knew about.
A partial list of public officials who handled at least some private, nun-relative
adoptions during their legal careers includes one former governor, one former congressman and three family court judges

In addition, eight state senators and 10 representatives have handled private

adoptions through their law offices
Wendell E McCrackin, a Myrtle Beach lawyer who has handled several adoptions
a year for two decades, was a member of the General Assembly in 1963 when South
Carolina ad6ption law was last revised
His arguments were largely responsible for the much-abused provision that home
studies and waiting periods can be waived, although evidence suggests that
McCracken is careful about vetting home studies done

He does not do "quickie adoptions, pay any maternity expenses, get prenatal

adoption consents, ur handle adoptions for cut -of -state couples unless they have relatives or close friends in Horry County
The director of the Children's Bureau when McCrackin was in the House was Jo.

sephine A Cannon of Columbia Like her predecessor, the late Elizabeth Muuzun,
Mrs Cannon tried to get the Legislature to confine all adoptions to the Children's
Bureau, excluding even the state welfare department
As recently as 1981, officials in the division of Children and Family Services at
DSS tried to get the welfare agency's governing board to sponsor legislation that
would require all adoptions to be monitorednot performedby state agencies.
The request was made at two consecutive board meetings, and both times two
lawyer membersChairman John C Williams Jr of Spartanburg and Jerry Fedder
of Seneca, who has since left the boardrefused to allow the measure to come to a
vote.

Williams and Fedder both said the mere suggestion of monitoring private adoptions maligned lawyers and family court judges, who could be trusted to handle
them properly Neither Williams nor Fedder has ever been involved in more than a

handful of private adoptions in legal practice.
But present Children's Bureau Director Lewis and other critics of private adop-

tion contend lawyers and judges can't all be trusted, and they're convinced that
some in South Carolina would be considered black-market baby brokers in a state
where child selling is illegal because of the high legal fees they charge, and the lung
list of financial incentives they offer birth mothers.
Those lawyers, Lewis says, almost invariably wink at the rights of birth parents
and ignore legal protections for babies. -

"It's hard to say that babies are being bought and sold," Lewis says. We are
aware of very few outright cash payments for children. But we are aware of many

women who planned to release their babies to us ur to DSS, but changed their

minds.when offered money for rent, clothes, transportation, medical expenses and
$1,000 cash to start life over after the baby was born
Is that buying the baby? And when couples pay thousands of dollars in exorbitant legal fees, are they buying preference over couples who, have less money to
compete for a child?

"Those are all thin lines"
Dr Diane Thompson,, who is in charge of adoptions at DSS, says some private
adoption is "child snatching" because those babies are stolen from the agencies
that have the legal authorization and the social work expertise to place them properly."

Agencies handle only 15 percent of all infants placed for adoption, and their long
waiting lists mean it will be four to six years before an applicant can expect to have

a childif then DSS has a waiting list of 400 names lung, and the South Carolina
Children's Bu'reau has ZOO families waiting.

DSS is no longer accepting new applications for infant adoptions, and while the
bureau and religious;charitable agencies take new applications, they don't guarantee anything will come of them
Many families who turn to doctors and lawyers to help them find a baby du it in
frustration at the wait, or because they fear they will be 'too old" by the time their
name gets to the top The agencies contend that the prii,ate adoption system has
helped to create those long waiting lists and only makes them longer by siphoning
off healthy, white infants.
"It's a vicious cycle," says Lewis, executive director of the Children's Bureau.
When all the babies go to the private adoption market, it gets harder and harder
to adopt one through the agencies Then doctors and lawyers point to the agencies
and say, 'They can't get you a baby, but we can.' "
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Search organizations for adult aduptees also object to private adoption, They say
the medical information end genetic histories adult aduptees want are seldom collected and kept by lawyers, although they are routine in agency files
William fierce of the National Committee for Adoption in Washington, D.0 was
among the first to realize that South Carolina was becoming a national marketplace
for babies about three years ago, when-reports began filtering in from his member
agencies.

Pierce says there is just tuu much room for abuse in private adoption One reason
is that lawyers are paid by adoptive parents
Those are the clients who have to be satisfiednot the mothers of the babies and
not the babies," Pierce says 'There is nothing to keep a pervert from coming up
with a mother w ho is willing to give up her child, and there is nothing to keep an
unscrupulous lawyer from holding out for the higihest dollar
In that kind of system, potentially wonderful parents can be locked out of adopt-

ing children if they don't have ready cash That's not fair to them or to the children, who deserve a shot at the best possible parents, hot just the wealthiest
Critics of private adoption say its advocates misrepresent the truth about mothers
and babies 'These are not poor, helpless, unwanted babies being given up by hard
and callous loose women,' Lewis says. "One reason agencies believe in counseling
is that we know -from experience how hard it is to surrender a baby for adoption.
The women involved are almost all from 'nice,' middle-class families, and most of
them care very deeply about their babies They grieve. They send letters and pictures to go in the babies' files in case they ever want to know why they were given

up They want their children to be well provided for, but they want most for their
children to be loved
(From the Suitt (Columbia,

Nbirch 1, 19*-1)

INACCURACIES CITED IN ADOPTION ARTICLE

Representatives of two Sumter lav, firms told The State ednesday that an article in this adoption series was unfair and inaccurate i re erences to their firms
Every adoptioin that this firm has handled has been done pursuant to established
law and under the scrutiny and with approval of courts of competent jurisdiction
whose prime consideration was the benefit of the child," said Philip Wittenberg,
senior partner in the firm of Levi, Wittenberg, Harritt, Hoefer and Davis
The article was in Tuesday's newspaper and it was about a birth mother whose
child had a birth defect. The prospective adoptive couple declined to accept the
child In statements to a social worker, and printed in The State, the birth mother
claimed she was denied $3,000 promised her

Wittenberg's firm was to have handled the adoption, and he said no one in his
firm arranged such a payment or had any knowledge whatsoever of any such promise.

It was inaccurately reported that arrangements for the adoption were handled by
attorney Anthony Hoefer, a partner in the Wittenberg firm, He did not handle the
arrangements and there is no basis for actions attributed to Hoefer iff connection
with the case

Another partner in the firm, William L Harritt Jr., handled this adoption procedure. tie was not mentioned in the article and there is no information to suggest
any improper representation on his partor any other member of the firm
Sources told The State's Margaret O'Shea that a Sumter firm headed by M M
"Rusty" Weinberg was to be the initial contact for the Florida, woman and that
someone from Weinberg's firm had contacted the woman before she came to Sumter

for the birth
Weinberg said this was totally inaccurate, and there are no records in the South
Carolina Children's Bureau which assumed responsibility for the child) that would
indicate any involvement by Weinberg or a member of his firm Weinberg said he
had not been involved in an adoption case since 1967.

Wittenberg denied claims by the birth mother, a Floridian, that she was routed to
Sumter by a New York lawyer named "Jay " He said the Sumter law firm had no
knowledge whatsoever of any lawyer by that name or of any promises of cash to the
birth mother had their clients adopted the baby.
Hoefer and Wittenberg also said any implications that their firm abandoned re-

sponsibility for the baby after its defects here discovered were wrongthat efforts
were made to find another adoption outlet for the baby, including contacts with
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Catholic Charities and the Sumter County Department of Social Services. He also
said clients paid the principal hospital and medical costs for mother nd'child.
While the'birth mother s report indicated the potential adopts
arents, whom
she thought were from New York, decided against the adoptio
ter geeing the
baby, Wittenberg said the couple did not travel to Sumter and did not see the Child.
Their decision was made after a pediatrician examined the baby and reported his
findings to them'by telephone, Wittenberg said.

LAW FIRIN'SSTATEMENT

(The following is the compete statement presented to "The State" for publication
by the law firm of Levi, Wittenberg, Harritt, Hoefer and Davis.)
We are writing in hopes that your paper will exercise its journalistic responsibility to allow our firm a forum to respond to the recent article "What happens when
the 'merchandise' is defective'" written by Margaret N. O'Shea as part of a series of
articles dealing with private adoptions in South Carolina. This particular article is

an example of "red journalism" in its most virulent form in that your re
after being advised that an attorney could not discuss the particulars of a s
is
adoption because of the absolute requirement of confidentiality Imposed by the
Canons of Ethics, as set forth in the Code of Professional Responsibility, printed fla-

grant hearsay statements and made no effort to corroborate these statements by
any means, especially and most particularly by not consulting the attorneys involved While the attorney could not have commented on specific details, an attempt
to corroborate would have revealed the following falsehoods presented in the article.
1 The prospectiVe adoptive parents were not from New York;
2 The prospectiVe adoptive parents never came to South Carolina or Tuomey Hospital, never saw the infant and thus never made the statement upon seeing the
child "no deal", The article insinuates that all responsibility for the child was abandoned, when in fact the prospective adoptive parents paid the principal hospital and
medical costs;
3 While our firm represented the prospective adoptive parents, Anthony Hoefer
was not handling the case at the time of the birth nor did he have any conversation
whatsoever with Baby Linda's mother subsequent to the birth of the child He had

no contact with anyone at the Department of Social Services, or at any other

agency Your reporter was specifically told by Mr. Hoefer that he had not handled
the case, but that another member of the firm had, but even so, none of the statements attributed to Mr. Hoefer were made by any member of the firm,
4 Although the article does not state that anyone from our firm offered to pay
Baby Linda s mother $3,000 00, the implication of our knowledge of such payment
was overwhelming in the article. Such an implication is patently without substance
and is untrue:
5 The Sumter firm headed by Rusty Weinberg has had no involvement with Levi,
Wittenberg, Harritt, Hoefer & Davis in this case nor have the firms been associated
in any other private adoption together in almost 20 years.
The story portrayed by your reporter bears little resemblance to the actual facts
of this case The falsehoods contained therein c.unstituted wrongful aspersions cast
upon our firm as well as the parties who were not involved.
Every adoption that this firm has handled has been dune pursuant to established
law and under the scrutiny and with approval of Courts of competent jurisdiction
whose prime consideration was the benefit of the child. While we could point out
the numberless benefits of the private adoption process to the children involved,
their welfare the major concern, such as providing them with homes and parents
who will provide theta not only love and attention, but also many luxuries of life
beyond mere necessities, educational, social and other opportunities which they
might not have otherwise enjoyed, the purpose of this letter is not to debate private
vs agency adoption, but to point out the danger and harm of printing uncorroborated stones, in hopes that others are not defamed by this unprbfessional brand of
journalism, as we have been.
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(From Fort Worth Star Telegram, Ott 10 1983)

BIG MONEY, EXPLOITATION PART OF ADOPTION GAME

By Stan Jones and Carolyn Poirot)

not just lawyers are involved
Sometimes they're good-hearted baby brokers
whether
in the gray areas, but doctors are doing it and members of the cloth
the motives are unquestionably charitable or whether the motives are unscrupulous
or to exploit the desperation of couples that Want to adopt "Bill Pierce, president
of the National Committee for Adoption I
Desperation is an emotion often experienced by players in the adoption game
Infertile couples who want to adopt children outnumber available infants by more
than 30 to 1, and the disparity grows each year Nationwide, it is estimated that 2

million couples are waiting in adoption agency linesall without any guarantee

they will ever get a child
Tens of thousands of couples seek alternatives They strike out on their own, contacting doctors, lawyers, ministers and friendsanyone who might know of someone
with a baby to adopt
e
The anxiety of wanting a child so badly and not being able to physically have
one builds greatly," said John Doolittle Jr of Houston, who adopted a baby after he
and his wife tried to conceive one for six years.
In an estimated 2,000 cases "ear nationally, couples tur to baby brokersprofessionals who wheel and deal in a gray market for babies un er the guise of inflated legal and medical charges Baby brokers are often doctors nd lawyers who know
where the babies are and what they're worth to adoptive parents They put the two

togetherfor a fee
Private adoptionsthose handled by individuals and not agenciesare legal in
Texas But a gray market exists in some private adoption's in the state In such

cases, the emotions of both the mother and the couple trying to adopt can be exploited to turn a profit, details are neglected for the sake of expediency, and professionals may overstep legal barriers
Seven months ago, on the day a 23-year-old unmarried Longview woman learned
from her doctor that she was pregnant, the doctor's nurse confronted her about arranging an adoptionan alternative the pregnant woman had not considered That
same night an attorney she did not know called her at home to discuss giving her
child up for adoption
Last year in Louisiana, an unmarried, pregnant teen ager walked out of an abor
tion clinic after deciding to keep her child Less than an hour after she arrived
home, an attorney called and asked if he could arrange an adoption for her She
refused and came to the Edna Gladney Home in Forth Worth, the nation's largest
private c1-41 placement agency."
At John ter Smith Hospital in Forth Worth, a young unmarried woman gave
birth to a chi d and announced that she wanted the infant adopted She had made
no plans for the child By the time the social worker contacted by the hospital arrived to see the woman, a Dallas attorney she had never seen before was in her
.,
hospital room with paperwork to terminate her parental rights
Many women planning to give their children up for adoption have come to expect
compensation, said Margie Peterson, Maternity home coordinator for Catholic Char
sties in Fort Worth

"I have one client that was in a maternity home, and a private attorney was

going to set her up with an apartment with her money for the child," Peterson said
''It fell through and she went to another attorney and he was going to do the same
thing and it fell through
Expectant mothers residing at the Edna Gladney Home tell stories of receiving
outside offers of new cars, cash and even college educations for their babies
It s not by coincidence that attorneys arrive at the doorsteps of pregnant women

within hours after the women vist a doctor's office of abortion clinic They are
tipped off, by someone within the medical community in violation of both ethical
standards and, possibly, child- placement laws, said officials with the Texas Depart
ment of Human Resources; which investigates charges of illegal placements The
lawyers who contact the women also are violating the law if they offer to help place

the children or otherwise act as intermediaries, investigators for the department
said

' Let's face it, it appears you basically have doctors and lawyers who are broker
I
mg babies," said 189th State District Judge Lynn N Hughes ofilouston
don't think there's a lot, but the potential it has for tainting the whole process of
adoption is serious"
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The number of babies is available for adoption has decreased dramatically in 20
years The legalization of abortions in 1973, the sexual revolution. easly obtained
birth control, the mainstreaming of pregnant women in schools and the acceptance
of single parenting have all contributed to the decrease The number of adoptions in
the United States peaked in 1970 at 175,000 Last year, an estimated 60,000 children
were adopted.
The majority of doctors and lawyers who deal with expectant women and adoptive
parents work within the law, official say.
Mary Pinella, licensing supervisor for the Texas Department of Human Re-

sources, which investigates complaints of illegal child placements said that even
those professionals who violate state child-placement lames normally step over the
line out of ignorance rather than greed.
"Three factors exist in Texas which make for a lot of gray areas," said Bill Pierce,
president of the National Committee for Adoption in Washington, D.C. "Advertisement and recruitment devices are legal in Texas, private adoptions are legal and
there are confidentialty safeguards involved."
Sean O'Reilly, a Fort Worth attorney who is legal counsel for Catholic Charities,
said she gets a call at least every six or eight weeks from young attorneys who are
unfamiliar with the Texas Family Code, which governs adoptions.
"They are usually about to get involved somehow with a 'baby selling' deal and

want to know what they can do legally and how to go about it," O'Reilly said. "I
say, 'Don't get involved.' If it doesn't violate the actual letter of the law, it certainly
violates the intent
"When I came here in 1978, the word at the courthouse was that every attorney is
entitled to at least one (gray area) adoption," she said.
In its extreme, baby brokering is a multimillion-dollar business that extends
beyond state and national borders In a 1982 investigation by the TDHR, a Dallas
lawyer acknowledged a limited role in a nationwide adoption placement network operated by California attorney David Leavitt
The Star-Telegram obtained TDHR investigatory documents in which the Dallas
attorney, Stephen Shaw, was quoted as saying that Leavitt spearheaded hundreds of
adoptions a year in states throughout the nation at fees of between $5,000 and

$10,000 per baby

"Mr Shaw stated that, by his calculation, Mr. Leavitt is engaging in hundreds,
perhaps even a thousand adoption placements per year and is doing this in many...
many states within the United States," the July 1982 Human Resources Department report stated.
Leavitt, who is not required to be licensed to place children in California, said he
handles hundreds of adoptions annually, including a small number from Texas, but
he emphatically denied any improper conduct.
Shaw told the TDHR that he stopped working with Leavitt in November 1981
after helping with the out-of-state adoptions of at least 12 Texas-born children.
Shaw, who said he no longer deals with adoptions, said his estimate of fees that Leavitt received were "strictly speculation."
Leavitt said his rates are published and include a $2,000 attorney's fee, plus additional charges for medical costs and any legal complications.
Pinella said TDHR's investigation of Leavitt did not result in any criminal prosecution because he was not violating California laws by playing children. Shaw did'

not violate the law in Texas, Pinella said, because his function was strictly to

handle the legal paperwork involved
Leavitt Claimed that the TIM-IR is on a campaign to "harass and oppress" attorneys who engage in independent adoptions, even though the adoptions are legal in
Texas
Jim Marquart, administrator of interstate adoptions for TDHR, said 319 Texasborn children were adopted by out-uf-state parents during 1982, while 89 children
born in another state were adopted by Texas parents. Twenty-five of the the out-ofstate placements were private adoptions
"There are some (adoptions) in particular where we think there's something illegal going on," Marquart said "Generally, the illegal ones we won't see. There s not
a great deal we can do."

On the International level, baby brokers appear to co-exist withand sometimes
infringe onthe black market In El Paso, State District Judge Enrique 11. Pena
1

said it is not unusual for adoptive parents to file for adoption in the United States
after buying a baby in Mexico
"We run across a lot of cases where prospective adoptive parents get discouraged
with public and private agencies and they gu across the river and unfortunately,
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there's unscrupulous persons and, or agencies that actually sell babies to these

people," Pena said
Within the last year, a baby who was taken across the Rio Grande on her uncle's

back and sold in Fort Worth three years ago was finally returned to her mother in
Mexico

More often than not, baby brokering involves individuals who simply do nut understand the law, officials say Information obtained from TDHR files and fium
interviews with adoptive parents, pregnant women and adoption officials indicates
that although Texas adoption laws are violated with some regularity, the bulk of
the violators are one-time offenders.
Any individual involved in a private adoption who locates babies fur adoptive cou-

ples without a license violates the law in Texas The law states that women who
want to give up their children for adoption must locate the adoptive parents them-

selves or let a licensed agency handle it
The law was designed to prevent baby brokering However, not everyone shares
TDHR'S interpretation of the law Many lawyers contend that the attorney-client
relationship protects their riAts as intermediaries in adoptions. Fort Worth lawyer
Jearl Walker, who was recently accused of violating the child placement law by the
TDHR doubted that such an accusation would stand up if tested in court.
"I don't think there's any violation of the law when a lawyer handles an adoption,
Walker said Its a matter of interpretation, and there's no court that has intrpreted it as the department has."
Texas is one of 45 states that allows independent adoptions in which the mother
places the baby In 1982,2: percent of the state's adoptions were handled through
licensed agencies and 25 percent were independent The other half were adoptions
by.stepparents
The TDHR does not recommend independent adoptions because there is no cog,
seling available to adoptive parents or pregnant women and, officials say, there is a
great potential for abusefor baby brokering
"There's nothing offensive about professional people acting responsibly," O'Reilly
said ''but it throws the whole burden of protecting the child's best interests on good
intentions. There's no accountability."
John Doolittle Jr , and his wife had written to 54 adoption agencies nationwide in
a search to adoptonly to find that many of them no longer existed
"We naively went out into the world, calling friends and people we have known."
Doolittle said, A lawyer they knew agreed to help them fincha child independently
Another lawyer, representing a pregnant woman, became involved
Through an arrangement between the two attorneys; the Doulittles began paying

the pregnant woman's doctor bills and part of her apartment rent. They began to
buy baby furniture and prepare a nursery. But in the ninth month of the mother's
pregnancy, the woman began pressing for more money and suggesting that she
might keep the child
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"We suspected all she wanted was someone to pay her expenses." Doolittle said.
The couple backed out before the baby was born and were able to adopt a child a
few months later through the Methodist Mission Home in Houston. That was six
years ago.

Lynn N Hughes, who acted as the Doolittles' attorney, is now a judge in the

189th State District Court in Houston He said his experience with the couple's efforts and with other adoptions gave him the impression that doctors and lawyers
are brokering babies
"It appears they were in the business of selling the children for the parents and
that gave rise to considerable opportunismthe potential for blackmail, or I should
say extortion," Hughes said.
Hughes said pregnant women and professionals such as doctors and lawyers can
take advantage of the emotional anguish facing adoptive parents, who often seek to
adopt as a last resort after years of trying to have children of their own.
"There's the opportunity for the lawyer to tantalize them," Hughes said, "He'll
say "I've almost got the baby for you but things are a lot more complicated so it'll
be another $1,200 -" What makes the problem there is the intense desire on the pareof the potential parents."
In some cases, attorneys who practice family law keep lists of couples wanting to
adopt and are extremely open about their activities.
"We have the names of several attorneys that do private adoptions," said Bill
Read, who along with his wife, Mary, directs the Dallas chapter of RESOLVE, a nationwide infertility organization "Typically what most attorneys do is have doctors
that they have good contacts with who see young girls that are pregnant that are
wanting or thinking about adoption and they'll refer them to attorneys.
"A couple can be on the waiting list with an attorney and the attorney will tell
them I've got a girl whose going to deliver in SIX weeks and this will be your child
and this is what it's going to cost," Read said. He said attorneys on their lists do not
charge any more than adoption agencies do.

Pierce said "There's a tremendous amount of area for abuse. We know that
human nature is such that if an attorney has one client willing to pay a fee of
$2,000 and another client willing to pay $10,000, it's tempting to take the higher
paying client when no one is the wiser."
O'Reilly said most attorneys practicing family law in Forth Worth charge in the
range of $70 to $12.5 per hour, and simple, uncontested adoptions shouldn't take
more than four hours work.
"But, hardly any of them are done for less than $500, and the range is generally
$500 to $1,200 That's a lot of discretion," she said. "Even if a lawyer only charges
for the time involved, the issues can get gray pretty fast."
Since 1975 when the state law regulating child placement was stiffened, only one

case has resulted in court action. A Hidalgo County man was convicted in state
court in 1981 of planning child placements without a license and sentenced to six

months in jail, the maximum penalty allowed. He was later charged in federal court
with offering to sell Mexican babies in the United States.
In the vast majority of TDHR investigations, however, Pinella said no legal action
is considered necessary 'Violators are usually clergymen, doctors, lawyers and

friends of adoptive couples or expectant mothers who broke the law innocently
while trying to help an adoption along In those cases, the TDHR issues a warning
that -further violations will result in referral to the state attorney general's office.
One warning is usually enough, she said.
The TDHR investigated 141 complaints in 1982_ Since 1980, only six investigations
have been referred to the- attorney general's office, and none of those resulted in

further legal action In the Fort Worth Dallas area, only nine investigations since
1981 resulted in a determination that the child licensing laws were violated, records

show

"We're following up on every referral that we get, and I just don't know whether
there's more out there than we're getting," Pinella said "I suspect that there is, but
we don't quite know how to get to it "
Monday evening women who decide to put their child up for adoption.ln the gray
market face lung and emotionally draining battles to keep them if they change their
minds
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ONE CASE THAT BENT THE RULES
PRIVATE ADOPTION BARRED BY JUDGE

(By Stan Jones)

Earlier this year. the Texas Department of Human Resources began investigating

a private adoption involving a Tarrant County teen-ager, her doctor and a Fort

Worth lawyer The TDHR concluded that the parties involved had bruken the rules
of the adoption game

The lawyer maintained the adoption was legal and charged that the TDHR is

prejudiced against private adoptions because it cannot control them.
The private adoption would have been one of the estimated 2,000 "gray market"

adoptions arranged each year in the nation by individual intermediaries rather

than licensed placement agencies if a state judge hadn't halted It
The gray market has become the last resort for many couples who desperately
want a child but can't have one of their own. The couples turn to baby brokers who
operate in a gray market in which they bring couples seeking to adopt babies and

those wishing to give up their babies together, usually for a fee Often in gray

market adoptions, the emotions of the mother and the aduyting couple are ,exploited
by the baby brokers
Although some details of the adoption made it highly unusual, it raises a question
common to many private adoptions Is the adoption serving the best interests of the
child'
Jane Johnson was young, unmarried and unsure of what to do when she told her
obstetrician that she might not want to keep the child she was carrying.

Her doctor, she said. was understanding. He gave her the name of an attorney,

Jearl Walker, who could place her child for adoption from a list of couples desperate
to_have children Johnson, not her real name, said she called Walker, who echoed
the doctor's recommendation and told her she could choose her child's parents from
the list Johnson said she hoped the "private" adoption would be quiet and uncomplicated.

"What I had wanted to do in the first place was just let him the attorney) take
care of it " Johnson said "I wanted to just have him suggest people for me and I
would pick from those people
"I thought by the word private it would go smooth," she said.

But she never saw a list On the day after she gave birth, she was visited in her
hospital room by her doctor He told her he was going tu adopt the child himself
Johnson said she at first approved of the plan, but that she later changed her
mind.

She eventually backed out of the adoption with the help of 325th State District
Judge Robert Wright of Fort Worth and is bringing up the child herself.
"It seems like it was a pretty shady deal," she said, "I was relying on my lawyer
to tell me everything that was to go on. It seemed like it Was a conflict of interest
on both the attorney's and the doctor's part ,(The lawyer) wanted him to have the
baby .
I was never given any other choices besides (the doctor) "
Wright nullified the adoption plans, in part, on the basis of an investigation by
social worker Helen Smith, who conducted studies of pregnant mothers and prospective adoptive parents under contract with the DHR or on a judge's order.
Smith said everything about the adoption was wrong.
Johnson had been counseled to put the child up for adoption by the very person

who wanted the infant for his ownthe doctor, Smith said The mother wasn't lot

in on the arrangement until after the baby was born, Smith said she was told.
The day after Johnson learned of the doctur's intentions, whileshe was still in the

hospital, she signed a form giving temporary control of her child to the lawyer,
pending approval of a judge Johnson said she signed the form at the time because
she approved of the doctor's plan to adopt her child, despite the secrecy involved
But there were other concerns, Smith said, Johnson had depended un Walker to
find adoptive parents. Under the TDHR's interpretation of Texas law concerning
private adoptions, intermediaries such as the lawyer are not allowed tu find adoptive parents for pregnant mothers The mothers must do that themeselves before a
lawyer can become involved The law is designed to prevent middlemen from acting
as "baby brokers"wholesaling children to the highest bidder.
(11!*

Smith reported the case fo the TDHR for investigation. It was discovered that
Walker had been the subject of an earlier probe, involving another doctor, in which
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the TDHR determined that a child was illegally placed, said Mary Pinella, supervi-

sor of TDHR's licensing division.
When Johnson's child was still less than 24 hours old, Smith began a social study
of the doctor and his family More complications arose.
The doctor's wife told Smith she didn't know her husband wanted to adopt a child

until a few weeks before the baby was born. No preparations had been made in the
doctor's home for a baby The doctor and his wife were both in their 50s, older than
normal for adoptive parents. Their main reason fur wanting a new child, the doctor's wife told Smith, was to have a playmate for a previously adopted daughter.

"That mother was not prepared to be a mother for a new baby at that time,"
Smith said "There were nababy things purchased at all. They didn't know where
the baby would sleep. There webs just no place in the home for that baby."
Smith recommended that the adoption not be approved. But by signing the termination papers, Johnson had put the child "up for grabs," she said.
"tThe mother) had been told that the doctor and his family would adopt that baby
if she signed that paper," Smith said But the doctor's name appeared on nothing.
The doctor's family had never been approved That baby would have been up for
grabs and she did riot understand that she would have no say m the matter."
Wright appointed Fort Worth attorney Catherine Adamski to represent the baby's
Interests before ruling on the adoption Adamski, who said she believed Johnson's
original lawyer was ''probably overstepping" legal boundaries by acting as an intermediary in the adoption, recommended that the adoption not be granted
'Adamski said she believed the doctor's motives were also improper.
"He was helping her with the decision of whether to abort or keep the baby," she

said "There was a clear conflict of interest It's not the fact that he examined her.
it's the fact that he advised her.
"I don't think he was as concerned about the child's best interests or the mother's
best interests, but his own," she said. "You don't want me counseling you about
things where I have a chance to gain."

The doctor, who was not formally accused by the TDHR of violating child placing
laws, denied any improper conduct His name was not published because of the sensitive nature of right to-privacy laws regarding individuals in adoption cases.
"I didn't do anything unethical," the doctor said "There wasn't anything unprofessional in this matter."
Walker charged that "meddling" by the TDHR was what condemned Johnson's
plans for adoption.
"The department meddled into it," Walker said "I don't think there's any gray
area
I don't think there's any violation of the law when a lawyer handles an
adoption I think it is perfectly legal because it is the court itself that ultimately
decides whether the couple are qualified or not."
Walker said that TDHR has such a strict interpretation concerning intermediar-

ies in Texas adoptions only because "the department wants to control all adoptions," he said "It's a matter ,of interpretation and there's no court that has interpreted ices the department has."
Walker said he has been helping couples find childen to adopt for more than
three decades "and I can show you through 34 years of adoption on my part an

awful lot of happiness by the mothers and the adopting parents."
In Johnson's case, Walker said, all the negotiations for the mother's baby were
between Johnson and the doctor "I still had not picked any couple and wasn't going
to pick any couple I never talked with her but one time and at that time I told her
that I could not place the.baby.":
Even so, Walker defended the practice of independent adoptions and the lawyer's

placeor the doctor'sin the middle.

"The lawyer doesn't place the childhe may get the two together and the natural
mother has the right to choose or turn down that couple. The doctor is certainly not
doing-any placement of a child." Walker said.
"Every time they (the TDHR) find an independent adoption, they viciously attack
not only the lawyer but the obstetrician," he said. "They never will file charges because it's just as legal as it can be. Independent adoptions are going on all over this
state."
Walker acknowledged that he received a letter from the TDHR citing him with a
violation of the Human Resources Code on his handling of Johnson's adoption.

"I told them there wasn't any violation and if they felt they wanted to file

charges, fine This would have been an ideal ttesti case to file in court," Walker
said.
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The conclusion of TDHR investigators was that by agreeing to find an adupto.e
parent for Johnson's child, Walker had in effect gone into the business of placing
child without a license, something Walker denies
The Human Resources Code defines a child-placing agency as anyone other than
the parent or, guardian who "plans for the placement of ur places a child in an inst,
tution, agency home or adoptive home The code require., that any such agent)"
must have a license
In a letter to Walker, the TDHR warned the attorney to refrain from handling

other adoptions in the same manner A source within the TDIIR confirmed that

Walker had been cited in 1982 for the same violation The Lase invoking Johnson is
expected to be referred to the attorney general's office for review, the source said

Marina Henderson, an attorney in the licensing section of the TDHR's Austin
office, said first offenders under the code are normally warned by letter a, Walker
was

It is extremely rare, she said, for enough evidence to surface for a criminal Lase
"Technically it's illegal Practically, it's hard as
to prove she said
Next The Edna Gladney Home in Fort Worth has been called the largest and
best known maternity home and adoption agency in the ndt tun The main thing
they do right is to treat the women who come there very, very, respectfully," says a
national expert on adoptions Tuesday afternoon editions of the Star Telegram will
look at the Edna Gladney Home and how it works
From Fort Worth Star Telegram!

GLADNEY HOME "WITHOUT PEER"

By Carolyn Poirot)

It came as no surprise to U S adoption expert William Pierce that Texas set a
record for adoptions in the 1982-1983 fiscal year

"Texas happens to have the largest and best-known maternity home in the total
try," Pierce, president of the National Committee for Adoption in Washington. D C
said

"Edna Gladney is the agency that is most out of the ordinary," Pierce said

The main thing they do right
"There is none comparable in this country today
is to treat the women who come there very, very respectfully

Despite legalized abortion, new and better birth control methods and growing
social acceptance of unwed mothers keeping their babies, the Edna Gladney Hume
in Fort Worth is serving more unwed - mothers and handling more adoptions than
ever before
The shrinking supply and growing demand for adoptable babies has led many Lou

pies seeking to adopt to turn to the "gray market"a market in which intermediar
les rather than licensed placement agencies bring those seeking to adopt and those
with babies available for adoption together, usually for a fee

Doctors, lawyers and others operating as baby brokers in the gray market are
sometimes willing to cut legal and ethical corners to facilitate adoptions Often, the
emotions of mothers with children mailable for adoption and couples seeking to
adopt are exploited in the process

At the Edna Gladney Hume no corners are cut Staff members are strung ado
sates of adoption, but they insist that all options be fully explored su that the birth
mother is able to fnake a decision that is good for her and good for her baby Farm
hes wanting to adopt through the home are fully investigated
During the last 12 yearswhile many maternity homes in the nation were going
out of businessthe Edna Gladney Hume was breaking ground for new buildings.
including uric currently under construction that will bring the total campus to I
structures, covering a full square block of well landscaped grounds at 2300 Hemphill
St

"We've had,more girls since abortions became legal than we did before ,august
and September we were chuck full," said Ruby Lee nester, who as execrative di
rector of the Gladney Hume for ,13 years before retiring last year to assume respun
sibilities for long-range planning "Generally we work with about GOO girls a year
The girl is where we like to focus When you protect the girls, you protect the
others involved the babies and the adopting parents," Biester said
She is the first to admit her prejudice against private adoptions They offer no
protection for anyone involved, she contends
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"Adoption doesn't begin and end when a couple walk out the door with a baby,"
Piester said
"Wheresdoes the birth mother go if she starts feeling lonely or guilty or starts to
doubt that she made the right decision Where du the adopting parents go fortinfor-

mutton on the birth parents') Lawyers hardly ever take the time to find out any
medical or social history on the birth parents, particularly'on the father

And what about the adopted baby" We have people visit us just su they can
better understand why their mothers gave them up We get calls from people who
were adopted and know nothing about themselves ur their birth parents. she said
At Gladney the birth mothers receive a lot of counseling and education as well as
room and board
'
"Things have changed a lot over the years You can't expect these girls to Just go

somewhere and sit fur four ur five months," Piester said "Confidentiality is one of
the most important things we have offered all these years, but much more openness
has evolved

We try to help the girls with self-esteem and planning their futures We want
them to make good decisions that they will not regret," said Eleanor Tuck, now executive director, echoing her predecessor
She related a recent visit from a woman who had had a baby boy at Gladney 16
years ago
She just dropped by last Friday and wanted to look around and talk She finally
said. 'Yesterday was his birthday, and I jUst wanted to come back here They can
always come back and visit if they get started feeling lonely or guilty, and we will
give them a progress report un their babies and answer any questions they have"
Piester said the Edna Gladney Home, founded in 1897 and chartered as Texas
Home and Aid Society in 1904. has changed a lot through the years to meet the
needs of a changing society
"A lot of agencies have kind of folded up," she said They didn't develop into
comprehensive programs The girls were isolated and didn't get any education We
have changed a lot Nut only can the girls take their regular high school classes, but
we also have collegelevel extension courses and career classes in computer pro-

gramming 04 girls raise their grades by an average of one full letter while they
are here
"These kids are blight They need to be challenged They need to prepare for the
future When they are doing that they are happy," Piester said
"Texas is the only state that has kept up with the times There is no other state
in this country with the diVerse number of agencies involved in adoptions that

Texas has," said Pierce, whose organization acts as the nation's first full-time lobby
and clearinghouse for adoption issues
In fiscal 1983, which ended Aug 31, some 13,771 adoptions were completed in
Texas, according to the Texas Department of Health statistics, up almost 1,000 from
1970, when the number peaked nationwide.
In 1970, there were 175,000 adoptions in this country, according to the National
Center for Health Statistics By 1974, the year the National Center for Social Statistics went out of business, the number had dropped to 149,000.
"Unfortunately we know absolutely nothing from 1975 forward The national reporting system fell apart.- said Chris Bachrach, statistician for the National Survey
of Family Growth
We know that from 1957 until 1970, the number of nun relative adoptions ranged
from 51 to 54 percent of all adoptions, and that by 1974 unrelated adoptions represented only 36 percent of the total," Bachrach said.
Pierce said that using figures from many of the states, his organization estimates
that adoptions were down to 60.000 in 1983, 70 percent of them unrelated.
"Natiunally it is estimated that about 30 percent of the adoptions are by relatives,
and 70 percent are unrelated," he said:,
At Gladney about 100 young women stayed through until the birth of their babies
last year Only 26 of them decided to keep the babies
"Must who stay place their babies, but they all have full counseling on their op-

tion, and the upportunityto see and hold their babies before they make the final
decision," Piester said "We've gotten some criticism for that People say the girls
might change their minds and decide to keep their babies if they see the babies, but
we would rather them change theirminds than regret it later
"We don't allow them to sign any relinquishment papers until four days after the

baby is burn and they bav e had a good visit with the baby, unless they don't want to
See it. but most of them do We want them to be recovered well enough to make a
good decision for themselves and the baby We don't want them to end up feeling
like they have made a mistake," she said
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A good percentage of the girls, even those from out of state, come back to Gladney
for their six-week checkups and to get anonymous progress reports on their babies
We are honest with the girls. We are an adoption agency, and when we know
definitely that they have made a decision to keep the baby, we try to get them back
into the community support system where they will be living and prepared for par
en ting, which we don't do here. But we do not try to talk them out of keeping their
babies if that's what they want to do," Tuck said
We just feel it is better for them to be somewhere else where they can develop
the happy feelings that go along with motherhood if they plan to keep the baby"
Even with its steady supply of babies, Gladney cannot meet its demand
We probably have for each infant baby eight to 10 couples studied They've got
the nursery and they've got the diapers They are just waiting for that magic phone
call," Tuck said
When we invite a couple in fur beginning group orientation, we are saying that
we can reach them within one year, but they may have already waited one to three
years before we complete the social study and invite them to orientation," she said
Tuck admits the agency Cannot serve all the couples who want a baby
"I would say every good couple is not going to be able to adopt There are just not
enough babies But if you want a baby, you should try to get on a waiting list at a
reputable agency," Tuck said
While there are some basic standards, there is also some flexibility in ,criteria for
adopting a Gladney baby, Piester said.
We are not as interested in family income as we are in how well the family man
alters money,- she said "We want to see a good stable marriage where the couple
are prepared for the baby If the mother works, there should be a definite plan for
child care The couple should know where they are going to put the baby and be
sure that both of them want adoption equally and they're not just trying to please
each other
We have lengthy applications that ask some soul searching questions to make ab
solutely certain the couple really wants a baby for good reasons A lot of people
screen themselves out," Piester said.
Age is another factor considered Generally, couples over 40 are not eligible to
adopt a newborn baby, but Piester said Gladney places some older children for the
Department of Human Resources, including 88 last year
"If we have a couple over age 40 and it is their first child, we will probably work

with them to get an older child, but it would be very unusual for them to get a
newborn," Piester admitted

"If we have a couple that already has several children, but they are willing to

take a child with special needs, we will work with them also
Current cost to adopt a baby through Edna Gladney is about $5,500
''A recent study showed that it cost us an average of $7,600 for mother and baby
care, high school and career development, delivery and other medical costs and the
complete social studies we do on each family that wants to adept," Tuck said
Our board considered raising the price on adoptions, but they don't want them to
get so high that they are out of reach for anyone who isn't rich Our girls pay some
of their own costs on a sliding scale, according to their ability to pay, and we have

to raise about $650,000 a year ithrough donations and fund raisers) to cover our

budget," she said
2.11
The home that included only one large dorm and iithospital 25 years ago now has
13 buildings with ground broken this summer for another appartment complex to
house 45 older girls
- ' We lost some of the older girls right after abortion was legalized, but they've
slowly came back, Piester said "We probably have as many now as we ever did "
{From Fort Worth Star Telegram/

MEXICAN BABY PIPELINE INVESTIGATED

(By Stan Jones)

An international network that has funneled at least 100 Mexican children into

the United States for adoptions has become the focus of investigations in both coun
tries, the Star-Telegram has learned
At the U S end of the pipeline, dozens of couples claim that have been defrauded
out of thousands of dollars for Mexican children they never received
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From Mexico have come allegations that in those cases where children were delivered to the United States, some were obtained under questionable cricumstances.
One Mexican mother claims she was deceived by key members of the adoption network into giving up her children She said she thought the children would be placed
in a school in the United States, not farmed out ler adoption.
Irregularities in Mexican adoption papers also have surfaced, and the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service is trying to determine if Mexican mothers may
have been paid to give up their children for adoption, sources said.
The Star Telegram has learned that the owner of a topless bar to El Paso and an
Arizona homemaker are being investigated for their roles as intermediaries in the

adoption pipelineand for their involvement in perhaps one-third of the entire
Mexican baby adoption market over the past three to five years

The two are Bryan Martin Hall of El Paso and Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz.
Neither is licensed anywhere in' the United States to place children for adoption,
say welfare officials in their home states Nonetheless, officials at US. consulates in
Juarez and Monterey, Mexico, have confirmed that Hall has been involved in most
of the adoptions that have passed through their offlues for approval during the last
several years Tanner, meanwhile, acknowledged that she has been involved in 200
to 400 adoptions of Mexican babies by U.S couples.
Neither the U S Embassy in Mexico City nor the 1,1_,S. State Department in Wash-

ington could provide figures on adoptions involving Hall or Tanner, although a
State Department source said they are tied to at least 100.
Tanner and Hall, who have not been charged with any criminal wrongdoing, say
all of their activities are legal, both in the United States and Mexico
In .15" states, private adoptions through individuals rather than licensed agencies,

are legal State laws vary, allowing intermediaries to function in different capacities In Texas private adoptions air legal but must be arranged directly by the

birth mother or legal guardian intermediaries are not allowed to participate in
actual placement decisions in Texas.

Tanner said she is an adoption intermediary a liasion in those states where
child placement licensing is not required Tanner said she is paid by Mexican lawyers to provide names of U S couples interested in adoption Hall told consumer
fraud investigators in Iowa and child placement officials in Texas that his role in
the network invoked little more than translating adoption papers for attorneys in
Mexico
But in many interviews with adoptive couples, licensed child placement agencies,

law enforcement investigators and others throughout the United States, Hall and
Tanner emerge as key figures in the adoption network Those interviewed allege
that the adoption network has paid thousands of dollars to "baby finders" to recruit
adoptive children from inside Mexico, deceived adoptive couples in the United
States and harbored and transported illegal aliens across state lines
A State. Department spokesman, who asked not to be named, said the adoption
network is being investigated by the US Embassy in Mexico City and by the Mexican government
Hall, Tanner and Becci Kelley of New Market, loWa are being investigated by the
Iowa attorney general's office, which filed a lawsuit against them in ,June alleging
that adoptive couples were cheated out of thousands of dollars for Mexican children
they never received A temporary injunction was issued against the three in Octqbe r

As a result of the Iowa suit, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which investigated Hall, Tanner and Kelley in 1982 but found no criminal wrongdoing, has reopt ned its inquiry, sources said The U S Immigration and Naturalization Service
and consumer fraud and child licensing agencies in at least four states, including
Texas, are looking into the activities of the three.
Inquires by the Star-Telegram reveal that
With El Paso as its hub, the adoption pipeline extends from the Mexican borders
into at least 10 states including Iowa, Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Massathusetts
California. Indiana, Missouri and New Hampshireand has ties with many licensed
adoption cigcncies In Mexico, it involves several lawyers and doctors and individuals
described as contacts in that nation's interior. The contacts seek out Mexican children for adoption
Tanner, whose home in Arizona is 77 miles from the Mexican border, is the key
S link in the network She finds couples in the United States interested in adopting Mexican children and refers them to Hall or attorneys in Mexico
Hall, w hi) ow ns the Latin Lover Lunge In El Paso, works with contacts in Mexico
to find children Much of the money that couples pay for a Mexican childranging
from '55,000 to $6,000 per coupleis funneled through him,
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A source with thekl S, State Department said the majority of the recent Mexican

adoptions associated with Tanner or Hall have been funneled through a single

Mexican judge in the city of Agua Pneta, on the Arizona-Mexico border Most of the
children were from Juarez and Td neon, the capital of the Mexican state of Duran
go, about 250 milesisouth of Juarez.
Juarez attorney, Sorge de la Madrid Peraza apparently has been handling the
paperwork filed in Agua Prieta, the source said, although the name of another
Juarez attorney, Lorenzo Prospero, has appeared on some of the papers
The source said the paperwork "appears to be pretty legal."
At least 50 U.S. Couples seeking Mexican childern were referred to Tanner or
Kelly by licensed U.S, adoption agencies even though neither Tanner nor Kelly is
licensed to handle child placement in any state.
Couples were told by Tanner and Kelly to use the name tt a fictitous Mexican
lawyer as their intermediary when applying for adoption, documents obtained by
the StarTelegram show.
An investigation by the INS office in Omaha, Neb., is focusing on whether some of
the Mexican childern adopted by U.S. couples were orphans when they were put up
for adoption. An immigration offical, who asked not to be identified, said irregular
Ales in some adoption documents prepared in Mexico prompted the investigation
Those documents surfaced in connection with the Iowa lawsuit
As this thing unfolds, I am very interested to see if the documentation .was
fraudulent," the official said
The Texas Department of Human Resources unknowingly came across Hall in
April 1981, when an Indiana adoption agency asked the TDHR to research a Juarez
lawyer gamed 'Sr. Lopez." The name was the same as the fictitious one given couples by Tannerlind Kelly. A Juarez post Office box was rented in that name by Hall,

stud Dick Johnion, a TDHR official. Hall since has admitted that the attorney

.
doesn't exist.
The TDHR reopened its investigation thiAsummer to determine whether Hall has
violated state child placement laws, JohnsOrNaid.
Hall ,was deported from Mexico in 1980 and told never to return, according to a

state prosecutor in the Mexican state of Chihuahua and an official with the US
Embassy in Mexico City

The deportation came after Juarez police arrested Hall in June, 1980 and found
$7,000 cash in his briefcase. Hall said he was taking the money to Torreon to pay a
"finder's Tee" to a source who had located three children for adoption The money
had corn*, through Tanner from couples in the United States, Hall said
Charges of depriving orphans of their freedom, brought by Juarez police within
days of Hall's arrest, were dropped for lack of evidence, according to the secretary
of the Chihuahua court where the case was filed But Mexican immigration officials
fined Hall 10,000 pesos and deported him fur handling adoptions without authority,
Hall said.
In several documented cases, including one involving a Bedford couple who paid
over $6,000 to Kelly, couples never received the babies they were promised Records
obtained by the Iowa attorney general indicate that Kelly sent most of the money to
Hail The Bedford couple did receive a birth certificate of an infant Mexican,nation
al in March 1983 but never got the baby. The money was never returned
A California attorney who handled several adoptions of Mexicans through Tanner
is under investigation by the California State Bar, sources said The nature of the
investigation is unknown.
In Albuquerque, N.M., an illegal alien who is the mother of four children says
Hall and Mexican attorney Prospero duped her into giving up her children for adoption through a promise to bring her into the United States
"I think frankly that if Ore go deeply into this, we've going to find, a lot of people
like my client," said Josephine Rohr, the woman's lawyer Rohr says that although
her client, Ermilia Hernandez, did sign papers terminating her parentill rights to
her children the documents were in English and she didn t know what they said
Both Hall and Prospero, who admit they kept, the women in their hopes on both
sides of the border during 1980, say 'Hernandez willingl*ave up her ch ern
In an interview at his El Paso home, about 200 yards from the Mexican border,

'

Hall at first said he was a translator for several attorneys in Mexico He later ac
knowledged a much larger rule in Mexican adoptions but denied any wrong doing
"We have not intentionally or in any way tried to defraud people' Hall, 37, said
Tanner, 34, who described the adoptions in which she has been involved as
parent-initiated, private foreign adoptions," said she helped develop the adoption
system and acknowledged she was 13 main source of U S couples for lawyers in
Mexico.
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The various investigations, she said, will turn up nothing improper "I know its
not improper." she said "There's no way you could do )Mexican adoptions) improperly "
She said the allegations of fraud in Iowa were designed to stop Kelley's activities,
not hers or Hall's She said an attorney with the Iowa attorney general's office told

her_±.we_haleou- -because right now Its--tKellersiword against---the

Mexican attorneys
The attorney general's office denied that such statements were ever made
Tanner,said she made no money from adoption referrals until last year. when she
began charging the attorneys in Mexico $300 a month In years past, she said the
attorneys paid her telephone bills.
Prospero, described by both Tanner and Hall as he main lawyer in the pipeline,
sal% his only responsibility was to process adopt*
papers through the courts. He
said the adoption network is operated by Tanner a d Hall.
Prospero said he no longer works with Hall or Tanner because they have given
me too much problems
Filis'Casey, director of Alliance for Children, a Massachusetts adoption agency,

said her impression was that "Hall was finding the children apd that Prospero did
the (legal) work In Mexico, it would be very unusual for a lawyer to make those
contacts"
Casey said Alliance for Children stopped using the adoption network because we
just felt the communication was too difficult We weren't working with the kinds of
" professionals we wanted to)---and we just didn't want to subject our couples to
that "
Hall and Tanner said they also are getting out of the business Hall said he still
has at least 22 adoptions to be completed before he devotes all his time to his El
Paso lounge

Until their network began tapering off, Hall said he and Tanner were able to find
hundreds of adoptable children in a country that has approved only 533 such adop-

tions into the United States since 1978 Hall said that when he began handling
Mexican adoptions in 1980, he "literally started beating the, streets" in search of
adoptable children

"Unbeknownst to me, I was breaking the law Hall said, by recruiting children
for adoption without authority
Hall said he does not know if his contacts may have been violating Mexican law
in their child recruiting efforts
He acknowledged, however, that the bulk of the money North American couples
pay for a Mexican baby goes to pay a "finder's fee" He said it is not unusual for a
Mexican doctor to receive between $2,000 and $2,800 for referring Mexican children
for adoption
Part of the finder's fee goes to pay in;.) certain medical costs and room and board

for the mother, Hall said
"My basic impression was tfrtit they were able to find children," said Casey, whose
agency helped three or four couples adopt Mexican children "I got the idea that
there were large numbers
Hall said most of the children are obtained from prostitutes in Torreon
"These are children that are coming from the bottom of the barrel," Hall said. He
said that Viola Anthony, a North American living in Durango, helps locate many of
the children for adoption She could not be reached for comment
Hernandez said it was Anthony who introduced her to Hall and helped talk her
into signing the papers relinquishing her four children,
Adoptions between the _United States and Mexico require extensive paperwork
and must be approved by the Mexican government and one of the US consulates in
Mexico

Officials at consulates in Juarez and Monterey, which grant adoption visas to
Mexican children, said Hall appears as an intermediary in the majority of the cases
they process and the paperwork has always been in order
Most of the iadoptionsi we get come through him (Hall)," said Nancy A. Mcgee,
chief of the visa section at the consulate in Juarez She said the number of adoptions involving Hall has raised questions but nut enough to initiate an investigatiori,"
State Department officials in Mexico City and 14 Washington, DC , could not provide the number of adoptions. of Mexican nationals in which Hall or Tanner were
involved
S State Department officials and INS agents in Mexico are responsible for verifying the adoption papers of Mexican children before granting them visas
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INS officials concede that the adoption papers are almost impossible to verify at
the embassy level. The agencies must depend on Mexican government officials who
process the initial paperwork to ensure that the children meet the requirements for
adoption.

Monday morning .A lack of coordination hinders investigations by goveenmental
agencies, the promise of a Mexican baby turned from prospective joy into a nightmare for a MidCities couple desperate to adopt
{From Fort Worth StarTelegram. Dec 15. 19831

ADOPTION SERVICE UNDER 2-PART INQUIRY

(By Stan Jones)

Although there are a variety of investigations under way into the activities of a
network that brings Mexican children into the United States for adoption, most
focus on two seemingly contradictory facets of the operation.
On one hand, state and federal cifficials in the United States are looking into alle-

gations that the international adoption network in which Bryan Martin Hall of El

Paso, Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz., and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, were
involved took thousands of dollars from U.S. couples and failed to deliver children of
adoption.

Orkthe other hand, Ha and Tanner are being investigated by the U.S. Immigration, and Naturalization Service, the U.S. State Department and Mexican govern
ment officials because their adoption operation has obtained su many Mexican chil
dren that questions have been raised about how the babies are obtained
The state of Iowa has claimed that at least 28 couples in seven statesFlorida,
Iowa, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, New Hampshire and Pennsylvania
sent between $5,000 and $6,000 each to either Kelley or Tanner for Mexican children they never received and were never refunded the money.
The couples said they were referred to the women either by World Adoption Sery
ices in Newton, Mass., Alliance for Children in Mead, Mass., Sun Coast International Adoption agency in Be Imre, Fla, or by word of mouth Kelley. who, without state
licensing, has used the names Becci Kelley Adoption Service and First Choice Adoption Service in Iowa, also placed ads in newspapers in at least three states seeking
adoptive parents.
Jane Pearce, director of Sun Coast International, said Kelley was recommended to
her by a very reputable adoption agency," which she refused to name She said she

assumed that both Kelley and Tanner were licensed to place children in the states
where they lived.

Kelld said she was the East Coast representative of the Mexican adoption network and said Tanner handled West Coast operations. Tanner and Hall also had
extensive connections in Mexico, Kelley said
Records obtained from Kelley by the Iowa Attorney General's office show that the

couples paid their money to either Kelley or Tanner and most of it was *yarded to
Hall in El Paso.
Information packets sent to the adoptive couples promised only a three-to six
month wait for a Mexican child
A Pennsylvania social worker who recommended several couples to Kelley and
Tanner called the network a "scam The woman, who asked not be identified, said
she had heard in April 1980 that Kelley could find Mexican children for adoption.
She referred one couple to Kelley "to see how it went: The couple received a child
within three weeks, the social worker said.

"So I referred rive more couples over the next two to three months," said the

social worker, who Independently adopted a Mexican child eight years ago. "None of
those babies came through. I was in touch with Tanner on a daily basis for a period

of six or eight months .

.

within about three months I was quite sure this was a

rip off
'I urged my couples to ask.for their money back but adoptive parents, once they

think there's a baby, they attach to that kid," she said. The social worker said she
eventually hired a Mexican lawyer who was able to get the money returned to the
couples

I think you're really dealing more

N

ith a SUM* a really organi

scam to get an

amount of cash and use it and not ref rn it," the social worker ifl. "They have
hurt people who are so darned vulnerable."
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The Iowa attorney generaCs office charged that in many cases, the Mexican children that were promised to American couples did not even exist
The defendants' persistent course of conduct
were intentionally designed to
play on deeprooted and understandable human emotions of childless couples desperately desiring and seeking to adopt infants and small children," says a suit filed in
June 1983 by the Iowa Attorney General's office. \
Hall acknowledged in a recent interview with the Star-Telegram that in many of
the cases being examined by the Iowa Attoiney General, the children may not have
existed Hall said that without his knowledge, Kelley frequently premised specific
children to couples.
"(Kelley ) is not dealing honestly with the people," Hall said. "I have had several
couples say, 'What happened to my child that was born six months ago,' and all I
-could say was I don't know what you're talking about . . Kelley was absolutely
running her own show."
Hall, however, did admit participatmg in a fabricated segment of the adoption oFtj
eration He said that he and Tanner made up the name of an attorney used on documents Kelley and Tanner sent U S couples. The couples were told the attorney, "Sr
Lopez," was acting on their behalf in Mexico.
Hall said he and Tanner invented the name because the real attorneys who.handled the adoption paperwork did not want to be bothered by impatient couples.
"Lopez doesn't exist," Hall said "My dealings were with contacts in Mexicothat

was my part of the work Debbie's part of the job was to get the people (couples

wanting children),.. Lopez came in to play because these people wanted a name
.
so the name was just made up."
When the Iowa allegations surfaced, Hall responded to the charges with several
letters supposedly written by attorney Lorenzo Prospero in Juarez and translated by
Hall. The attorney .denied ever seeing the letters
Prospero said he handled about 20 adoptions for Hall and Tanner. Prospero said
.

his function was strictly as an attorney and "it makes me mad that they have In-

volved me in this He said he, too, doubts some of the babies promised ever existed.
"(Hall and Tanner) have a lot of contacts here in Mexico and they say they have

the babies," Prospero said "I don't think so, where"
"1 knew there was something wrung because there was only one or two babies per
month (for adoption), but I saw that Tanner had 20 people on her list ito get babies)
and I would ask myself where would they get the kids,' Prospero said

Hall said he and Tanner use at least six other attorneys besides Prospero to

handle adoptions
"All over Mexico and in fact right now, there are still six other attorneys besides

Prospero that are doing adoptions for people that are coming through me or
Debbie," Hall said.

Hall said he has disassociated himself with Kelley and blames,her for the allegations raised in the Iowa lawsuit.
Kelley, contacted by telephone in Iowa, claimed that she was only a small part of
the Tanner Hall operation and that "if my adoptive couples were defrauded, then
definitely I was defrauded "
#
Kelley said that of the money collected from the couples, she kept only $700 each
as her fee. The rest went to Hall in El Paso.
"The first few went very smoothly," she said. "Why would I have any reason to
believe they were not on the up and up . . . as time went on, it became, more difficult to get the babies promised.

"If you want to know what really happened with the Mexican babies," Kelley
said, "ask Debbie Tanner. She worked with the Mexican attorneys providing the
babies. She was the direct contact, the liaison for the Mexicans."
The network's methods of obtaining children for adoption has become the primary
thrust of an investigation by U.S. Immigration and Naturalization officials in Nebraska, sources close to the investigation sig.
.

Agents are trying to trace birth certificates and other documents in an effort to
locate the biological mothers of Mexican children the network has delivered for
adoption

The Stat Telegram obtained birth certificates and parental termination papers on
two Mexican children that were handled through Hall and Tanner. On one certificate, the date and place of birth differed from the information provided on the parental termination forms.
Hall said discrepancies occur because biological mothers don't want anyoge to
know where they actually live because of the stigma of being an unwed mother
Mexico So, they lie on the documents, he said.
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"I have some problems with the paperwork," Hall said We have had problems
when mothers would go to register their child She may have lived in Lerdo but
gave birth in Torreon. Doctors don't register the child, the mothers do
Hall said he suspected that most of the addresses listed by unwed mothers are
fictitious.
"These little gals, they can return tto their hometowns) without that child and be
accepted. Are they going to put down their real addrest," Hall said.
Hall denied that unwed mothers are paid to give up their children. He said that
in 1982, allegations of buying Mexican children were leveled against Prospero by an
American angered over the slow pace of an adoption
Hall said Mexican federal agents "went to court and pulled out every adoption
that Prospero had done
"We came out clean on every one of them," Hall said
Hall acknowledged, however, that the investigation worried him because he could
not be sure about the methods employed by his contacts in Mexico.
"We were a little concerned," he said. "We were thinking, hopefully, one of these
contacts didn't go out and buy a child because we'd all be in trouble."
Prospero denied that he was ever arrested or investigated for his role in Mexican
adoptions.
From Fort Worth StarTelegramj

EVERYONE BLAMING OTHERS IN ADOPTION NETWORK Finsco

(By Stan Jones)

Telling the story of their involvement in an international adoption network,
Bryan Martin HA Debbie Tanner,' Becci Kelley and Lorenzo Prospero agree on
only one thingmatters got out of hand.
None, however, agrees cm how or whyeach frequently blaming the other for creating problems that have made them the subjects of numerous investigations.
Debbie Tanner, 34, who now lives in Arizona With her husband and six children,
said the adoption network she helped establish to channel Mexican children to prospective parents in the United States, grew from personal frustration.
For two and a' half years she struggled with red tape and anguish to adopt two
Mexican children, Tanner said. That was eight years ago.
In 1977, she got them, but only after establishing Mexican contacts that she says
have benefited hundreds of other American couples since.
"I knew there were unwanted children down there" and scores of American cou
pies wanting to adopt, she said. What was missal in 1977 was a system to bring the
two together, she said.

Tanner contacted several Mexican attorneys she had worked with on her own
adoptions and asked them to develop,information packets for couples in the United
States, she said.
The attorneys had contacts with doctors, midwives and nurses in Mexico who kept
them aware of available babies, she said.
As word of her Mexican contacts filtered into the national adoption circuit, she
was besieged with telephone calls at. her former home in Cortez, Colo., Tanner said
At first, ghe referred callers directly to the Mexican lawyers, she said. But the
lawyers "really don't like to speak with the couples" and she soon found herself
working as a legal intermediary, Tanner said.
Bryan Martin Hall, originally a logger from northern Arizona, said he entered the
adoption picture in February 1980 when he went to El Paso, and with his command
of the Spanish language he became a translator for Mexican attorneys and helped
locate adoptable children for Tanner.
Hall said he worked with Tanner's Mexican contacts who located the children and
with the Mexican attorneys who processed the paperwork in court.
But the stories of Hall, Tanner and the others become contradictory from that
point on.
Lorenzo Prospero, a Juarez attorney who has handled several adoptions in which
Hall and Tanner were involved, said Hall and Tanner didn't really work for Mexi
can lawyers Prospero said it was the other way around.
When I was working with Debbie4I'anner and Martin Hall, they had the eon
tacts," Prospero said. "I didn't have any cor..att I was only the lawyer.
"She (Tanner) found the babies and she found the lawyers," he said.
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Prospero, who said he began processing adoptions through the Mexican courts for
Tanner and Hall in mid-1981, said Hall paid him for his services

Tanner said she made no money for referring couples to Mexican lawyers until
this year, when she began charging $300 a month Hall, however, said Tanne,r had
been making a $500 referral fee for each adoption she handled.
Hall acknowledged that the money $5,000 to $6,000 eachfurnished by U.S. couples to process adoptions passed through his hands.
Hall said about $2,500 was for a "finder's fee," and included medical expenses for
the delivery of the child. Between $500 and $1,000 went to the attorney, $500 to him
and $500 to Tanner or Kelley, Hall said The rest went for travel expenses and care
of the child after birth.
Tanner denied handling the cash flow from adoptive couples into Mexico
Kelley said she worked through Tanner to provide Mexican children for couples
in the United States Several U S couples claimed Kelley promised them children
that were never delivered and cheated them out of between $3,000 and $6,000.
Kelley blamed the problems on Tanner
Tanner said she became caught in the middle of a "mess" that Kelley created
From Fort Worth Star-Telegram, Dec 2.
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ONE MOTHER'S DESPERATE SEARCH

(By Frank Trejo)
ALBUQUERQUE, N M Ermilia Hernandez is a desperate woman who crossed theborder illegally from Mexico on a mission to regain custody of the four daughters
who she says were taken from her through trickery and farmed out for adoption in
the United States.
Only if she succeeds will she be able to win back her self-respect, said the 32-yearold undocumented Mexican national, who admits she is frightened, ashamed and
embarrassed by what happened to her

Because of the shame that grips her, it is a situation that Hernandez has been

unable to discuss even with her closest family members.
It has been very difficult for me to tell them, for me to tell anyone," Hernandez

said amidst a constant stream of tears "I feel they would not understand. People
have such different thoughts. I didn't want anybody to judge."
Hers is a story of frustration and determination.

Earliea this year, Hernandez entered the office of Albuquerque attorney Josephine Rohr and placed a savings account book un the lawyers desk The book, Rohr
said, showed that the woman had a $2,000 bank account.,
"It the money) had been accumulated over a two-year period, in deposits of $30,
$40, or $50 every two or three weeks," Rohr said That seemed to bear out what
she had told me, that she saves half of what she makes, to find her children."
"The search for my children is really the only, thing that keeps me alive," Hernandez said "I'm at work I'm at home and nothing means anything to me. Not
fo
work, money, nothing My daughters are all I can think about."
ernandez blames herself for trusting persons she knew only slightly. Among
them are Bryan Hall of El Paso-and Debbie Tanner, whose last address was Willcox,
Ariz Hernandez claims that Hall, Tanner and others played on her lack of educa-

tion and her inability to understand English to trick her into giving up her four
daughters for adoption
Hall 'and Tanner are under investigation by the Iowa attorney general's office as

part of a consumer fraud suit against an adoption service they operated. At this

time that Investigation doesn't involve the Hernandez case
Although they acknowledge having had dealings with the woman, Tanner said
she only tried to help Hernandez, and Hall denies that he tricked ur forced her into
giving up her children
"She was asked on many occasions, 'Do you know what you are doing?' Hall said
"She was not forced, coerced or lied to in any way."
"I don't rememberler ever wanting her children back," said Tanner
Hernandez's story begins in November 1980

6he' was pregnant with her fourth illegitimate child and working at a.chicken

farm outside Saltillo, in the Mexican state of Coahuila She fed 1. hii.ken, made sure
they had water and collected eggs
When it got close to her due date, she had to quit work
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Hernandez said that after leaving the farm, she was befriended in Saltillo by a
North American woman, Viola Anthony Anthony, Hernandez said, told her she
could move into her home and work as a housekeeper
Anthony could not be reached for comment
"After my baby was born tDec 30, 19801, she Anthony) started talking to me.
asking me how I was going to be able to support these children and saying that she
could help me find a way to help the children." Hernandez said
Hernandez said that, by early 1981, men she identified as Martin Hall and Lor
enzu Prospero, came to Anthony's house and talked with her The men, Hernandez
said, told her they would be able to help her get her children across the border into
t

a US school
They said it was a school where the children would have to stay, but that I
would be able to visit them on weekends.: she said
Eventually. Hernandez agreed, believing it would mean a better life fur her chil
dren She said she went to Ciudad Juarez, Mexico. across the border from El Paso,
where she was asked to sign papers written in English
Sometimes they told me to go with them to a judge to sign some papers, but they
told me not to say anything, that they would take care of everything, Hernandez
said

In mid-March 1981, she said, her children crossed the border into El Paso She.
followed a few days later The children, she said, left El Paso with some North
Alnericans who were to act as their parents in case they were stopped by INS officials.

That was the last time Hernandez saw her four daughters, ages 9, h, and 2 years

old, and a :3- month -old infant

Hernandez said that eventually Hall sent her to the Cortez, Colo, home of Debbie
Tanner, where she stayed for 20 days. working as a housekeeper.

It was there where I came to realize that my children were not in school and
that they were not going to let me see them, that my children had been taken,"
Hernandez said "I became very upset and would not work because I spent all my
time crying. I did nothing but cry for many days I felt so alone "
Hall said Hernandez worked as a maid for another family in Colorado, not Tan

ner's and that Tanner finally took her into her home because the women did not

want to work
Tanner said Hernandez never stayed with Htr
Hernandez said Tanner eventually placed her on a bus back to El Paso, where she

learned, after talking to Hall and Propero, that the children had been given up for
adoption and that Viola Anthony had been paid $4,000
Hall said Anthony wanted to be compensated for the time Hernandez and her
children spent with her

When I heard that I wanted to go back ito Saltilloi, find Viola and kill her,

really kill her, I felt such anger," Hernandez said.
"I'm very confused, because I don't know if it is my fault or what," she said One
thing that I know from my heart is that 1 did not give up my child e "
e Albuquerque
Rohr blames her client's problems on a lack of education
lawyer said Hernandez does not read or write English Although s does read and
write in Spanish, she only has a third-grade education, Hernandez said
Hall contends Hernandez dues know how to read well in Spanish She spent most
of her time reading Spanish novellas while she was at his home, Hall said

Hall said Hernandez sometimes was unsure of herselfshe backed out of the

adoption deal twicebut finally agreed to give up her children
Hall said that when the adoption papers were prepared for signatures, a Mexican
notary public questioned Hernandez extensively
Hall said Viola Anthony originally had contacted him and Prospero because Her
naadez had said she wanted to give up her newborn baby Later, ArRhOny told hirh
that Hernandez began talking about giving up her other children, too. Hall said
Hernandez said she returned to Albuquerque and worked as a housekeeper for a
woman she met at an El Paso bus station She said she was paid $20 a week for nine
months. She now works part-time as a waitress at an Albuquerque Mexican restau
rant and sells cosmetics to her neighbors
. Hernandez said that while she has five brothers and seven sisters in Saltillo only
one sister knows of her plight
'My brothers and I did not get along because I left the man who was the father of
imy iyoungesti daughters," she said They felt I should have stayed with him so he
could support me As far as the rest of my family believes, everything is fine They
believe I am here with my girls and that we are living a much better life than we
used to
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"I haven't told them because I know they would suffer. They would suffer because
they cannot help me," Hernandez said.
Hernandez vowed to continue her fight,,
Rohr said the Iowa attorney general'Ooffice has asked Hernandez to submit an
affidavit as part of the investigation in that state. Ruhr expects to file the affidavit
before the end of the month.

Hernandez looked at the new carpet on the floor of Rohr's office recently and

shook her head. She clenched her fists.
"Before this happened, I guess I thought of myself, as a very simple, good, even
noble person. I never thought bad of anyone" Hernandez said. But now, every, thing has become evil for me I have such hate and rancor that I cannot contain it. I
have a thirst for vengeance that I never thought I would have."
(From Fort Worth Star-Telegram, Dec 26. 196.31

ADOPTION PRACTICES Go UNINVESTIGATED

(By Stan Jones)

a

Although these are thousands of U.S couples willing to pay large sums to adopt
healthy babies, governmental agencies have shown little interest in coordinating miestigative efforts focusing on irregularities in a network that has been delivering
Mexican children for adoption in this country.
An agent with the U S Immigration and Naturalization Service in El Paso said
baby selling and other questionable international adoption market practices are so
prevelant that many possible irregularities go uninvestigated
That is why the existence of an adoption network involving an El Paso businessman, an Arizona homemaker, an Iowa woman and several Mexican lawyers appar-

ently went unnoticed for years even though complaints regarding it surfaced in
early 1981.

The U S Mexico adoption network, which has worked with private adoption services in a number of states, is operated by, Bryan Martin Hall of El Paso, Debbie
Tanner of Willcox, Ariz , and Beca Kelley of New Market, Iowa, procuring childrenfor fees ranging as high as $7,000for couples in the United States. In April 1981, the Texas Department of Human Resources was asked to Investigate a Juarez, Mexico, attorney, known only as "Sr. Lopez" regarding the planned
adoption of a Mexican child by an Indiana couple.
The TDHR wrote to the Juarez attorney's El Paso post office box. In August 1981,
the department received a letter, signed "Lopez" no first name givens, claiming no
knowledge of adoptions.

The TDHR dropped its investigation. It was not until much later that it was

'warned that "Lopez was a fictitious lawyer invented by the operators of the adoption network
In February 1982, the FBI began investigating complain4 that U.S. couples attempting to adopt Mexican orphans through the Hall-Tanner-Kelley network were
being cheated out of thousands of dollars.
A yearlong investigation failed to produce results.

Also in 1982, INS agents received tips that mothers in Mexico's interior were
being paid cash to give up their children for adoption in the United States The
babies, agents were toldwere being funneled through an El'Pasu adoption service.
The allegations, made by informants in Mexico, were never investigated.
On June 7, 1982, the Iowa attorney general's office began investigating similar
claims of fraud involying Hall, Tanner and Kelley.
That investigation culminated in June in the filing of a consumer fraud suit in
Iowa state court allegong that the three were cheating couples seeking tA# adopt 1,1111
dren The couples, the suit alleged, each paid between $5,000 and $6,000 to the three
but neves( received children or refunds.

In October an Iowa judge issued a temporary injunction prohibiting the three
from operating in the manner alleged by the suit. A hearing on the permanent injunction sought in the suit has not been scheduled.
The Iowa injunction, however, carries no weight outside that state.
To4clate, none of the investigations has resulted in criminal prosecution or allege
Lions that the participants broke the law
Hall, Tanner and Kelley insist they have done nothing wrong by acting as inter
mediaries in the adoptions of children from Mexico
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Adoptions between the United States and Mexico require extensive paperwork on
both the adoptive parents, and the child and must be approved for adoption by the
Mexican government and one of the U.S. consulates in Mexico.

Nancy A McKee, chief of the visa section at the U.S. Consulate in Juarez, said
that while most of the adoptions her consulate had granted have involved Hall, she

had no reason to alert the State Department because the paperwork always ap,

peered to be in order
A woman in the visa section of the U S Consulate in Monterrey, who refused to
be identified, acknowledged that Hall's name appears on must of the adoptions prat
essed through that office.
State Department officials in Mexico City and in Washington, D.0 , were unable
to give an accurate accounting of the number of Mexican adoptions in which Hall or
Tanner were involved The FBI investigation, conducted between February 1982 and
February 1983, was to determine if Hall, Tanner or Kelley violated federal mail fraud
statutes through their adoption practices.
Ronald A. Hoverson, agent in charge of the El Paso FBI office, said the investigation turned up nothing. It focused on "in excess of 10" adoptive Couples who were
trying to get Mexican babies through Hall, Tanner and Kelley.

The bottom line is the U.S attorney's office in El Paso looked at it and said

there's no violation of federal law, so we closed our case," Hoverson said
An FBI source close to the investigation said the case was closed after several coupleswho had complained of being defrauded of about $3,000 each for children they

never receivedhired a lawyer and won refunds.
Hoverson acknowledged that the investigation did not examine involvement of
Hall, Tanner or Kelley in hundreds of other Mexican adoptions
"I'm not aware that we had that information," the FBI source said.
An investigator for the U S immigration office in El Paso said he received tips
from informants that people in the interior of Mexico were paying unwed mothers
to give up their children for adoption. The investigator, who asked not to be identi
fled, said the tipsters named Hall.
They had told me in essence that the children were purchased from unwed
mothers," the investigator said He said, however, that the leads got cold" before
he could investigate.
Gary Moore, an investigator for the El Paso INS office, said that "baby selling is a

common thing down here. There's so much of it, and we're so bogged down with
.pther administrative types'of cases that this really is not foremost in our minds
right Nvv.:If we catch it, we'll do something about it, but we really don t have the

time to go-out and look for this stuff," Moore said.
Despite its 1981 attempt to locate attorney ''Lopez" in Juarez, the TDHR did not
learn until this year that the post office box rented in that name actually belonged
to Hall, said Dick Johnson, a TDHR licensing supervisor in Austin Hall has since
admitted that the attorney never existed.
"Bryan Hall's name was never associated with that (investigatioro," Johnson said

At that time, he said, the TDIIR had no reason to believe that the ficticious attorney was not legitimate
The TDHR has since reopened its investigation to determine whether Hall may
have violated state child placement laws through his rule in the Mexican adoption
program.
Juhnsun said that in general, if a Texas resident Likes an active role in adoptions,
even on an international scale, a child placement license is required.
If someone were planning for adoptive placements and they were Texas,,, that
could be seen as violating child placement laws," Johnson said The problem is es
tablishing that that's what the person is doing."
A source familiar, with the -TDHR investigation said Hall clairried he has been
acting as a translator of Mexican adoption papers and has not taken an active rule
in them.
[From Fort Worth Star - Telegram. Dec 26. 19831

HEARTACHECOUPLE'S WAIT To GET BABY PROVFS BOTH FRUITLESS, COSTLY

(By Carolyn Poirot)

The promise of a Mexican baby turned from prospective joy into a njghtmare for
aMidCities couple desperate to adopt
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They decorated their nursery all in rainbows for the baby boy whom they were
told in June 1982 that they would soon receive
Later, when the boy never came, the couple celebrated with a baby shower for the
tiny, dark haired girl they were told would be in their home by Father's Day 1983.
She also, never arrived.

The second disappointment was perhaps worse than the first. The couple, then
living in New Hampshire, were not only assigned the baby girl, whom they named
"Julie," but the husband saw her On a visit to Juarez, he held her, fed her a bottle,
took several dozen color snapshots and made a video tape of the infant dressed in
the pink jumpsuit and ruffled bib he had brought With him.
After almost two years of delays and excuses, scores of long- distance telephone
calls and payments totaling $7,700, the couple withdrew from the Mexican adoption
program, which they said caused them too much heartache and anger.
"What a nightmare," said Kaye Jones "The whole thing is so sad. I've never felt
so much hatred as I did for those people who would tell you anything to get your
hopes up."
"You stop thinking rationally and start doing everything on feelings," Don Jones

said "If you believe there's an outside chance that maybe this time you might
really get your baby, you'll do anything At the time we sent the last $1,000, we
knew that people were losing them money, but we just wanted her so badly."
The Joneses, who asked that their real names not be used, recently moved to the
Mid Cities from New Hampshire, where for almost two years they were involved
with World Adoptions, one of only two licensed adoption agencies in that state.
Despite the headaches, heartbreaks and frustrations, the Joneses admit that they

were so desperate for a child that they did not give up on World Adoptions until
Kaye Jones became pregnant after minor corrective surgery and gave birth to a
healthy baby girl earlier this month.
At least 19 other couples involved in the same program through several different
adoption agencies lost an average of $3,000 each and did not receive a baby according to affidavits filed with a lawsuit brought by the Iowa attorney general's office in

June

Through World Adoptions the Mid-Cities couple came into contact with Becci
Kelley, Bryan Martin Hall and Debbie Tanner, who were acting as intermediaries
in arranging adoptions out of Mexico for World Adoptions and other agencies.
While spokesmen for World Adoptions could not be reached for comment, Fills
Casey, executive director of Alliance for Children, a Massachusetts agency involved

with Mexican adoptions, said she stopped working with Kelley more than a year

ago.

"There were questions about what the people (Kelley, Hall and Tanner) were
like " Casey said "There were a lot of promises made that weren't kept As far as
we were concerned there was a lot of misrepresentation.
"But, there were some children thit their papers did come through and they were

through the courts and went through the consulate in Juarez and they were approved on both of those levels," Casey said "There were some that worked."
Hall, who Don Jones said insisted that he was only an interpreter Tor the Mexican
lawyer involved in the program, told the Star Telegram that the Joneses' adoption

was final July 16, and he prbduced the adoption papers to prove it. 'He said the
family would have gotten the baby girl had they not been so impatient and withdrawn from the adoption process.
The Joneses, however, say that is not so

"I talked to him (Hall) July 21, the day our phone was installed herb and he

didn't have any papers," Kaye Jones said ''He was still giving us the same old story
that it would be twu or three more weeks. If he had the papers then, w hiv did he say
it would be a couple of more weeks before the paperwork was complete?'
In late July, when they withdrew from the program, Kaye Jones was five months
pregnant and a social worker from World Adoptions had Just called to tell them
that because of legal difficulties, their Mexican program was changing lawyers, she
said
"She read me a letter frum Bryan Hall (he later told them that the letter did not
apply to them) that said they were having problems and, in effect, having to start
all over, and it would be four to six months before we could get our baby," Kaye
Jones said
"Kate (the couple's biological baby, who was burn eerier this month) was coming,
and all our hupes dud emotions were tied up with Julie It didn't seem fair to either
of them
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We have a closet full of pretty little ruffled dresses and play-suits that were all
bought or given to us for Julie," she said. "My friends had a baby shower for me,
and we sent copies of Julie's picture to family and friends all around the country.
They must have thought we were crazy. First we told everyone about the baby
boy we were getting, then we told them we were getting a little girl and even sent
them pictures of her. We were doing everything to get ready fur her when we found
out there was another delay and we might have Kate before we got Julie or they
might both get here at the same time."
When they asked for their money to be returnedincluding a $500 application
fee, $5,200 for the adoption, including medical and legal expenses, and $1,000 for
foster care in addition to the $1,000 they paid for the initial home study the couple
was told that most of it had gone to cover work already completed. However, they
were tqld that they might get back the portion covering medical expenses, since
whoever ended up with Julie would be expected to pay that, the Joneses said
"Hall said we would hear from (Juarez) attorney (Lorenzo) Prospeo on that, but of
course, we never have," Kaye Jones said
The Joneses said their relationship with the international adoption network oper
ftted by Hall, Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz., and Becci Kelley of New Market,
Iowa, was a continual saga of problems.

On June 20, 1982, the agency called and said they d wonderful news," Kaye
Jones said They had a little boy for us. He was born at week, and they said it
shouldn't be more than four months before we had him h e."
Their application fee of $500 had already been sent to Kelley, and they sent her
the $5,200 the day they were told of the baby boy, Kaye Jones said
The Joneses, who first contacted World Adoption in October 1981 and applied for

a baby in February 1982, were told not to contact Kelley directly, but to work

through the agency.
it was kind of strange because we were told not to call her, but to send her the
$5,200 and then she called us to say that she was going to Mexico and maybe could
get us a baby even quicker through something she called a 'government adoption,'
Kaye Junes said. She asked if we were set on getting the little boy we had already

heard about, and we said it didn't matter if it were a boy or a girl, Just whatever

baby we could get the quickest "
The Joneses didn't hear from Kelley again until they contacted her in September

1982 At the time Kelley told them that she had been unable to obtain the govern
ment adoption baby, but there was hope for another soon and she promised to keep
them informed, the Joneses said.
She said then that Bryan Hall and Debbie Tanner wanted us to have the young
est baby possible and it should be within six weeks," Kaye Jones said.
Because it was also getting close to the time when the originally promised boy
was to be ready for delivery, the Joneses went out and bought a crib, a changing
table, diapers and lots of baby things, they said.
"We got our nursery all fixed up,," Kaye Junes said. We papered the room all in
rainbows. Then we sat and waited.
Finally, in December, they received registered letter from the agency.
"I Just knew it was the baby," Kaye Jones said. "I was so excited, but I wouldn't
let myself open it until my .husband got home
."Then the bombshell hit '
The letter was to announce a meeting Dec 14, 1982r.
At that meeting the Juneses and 13 other couples awaiting children from Mexico
were told that World Adoption had no idea if there even were any Mexican babies
or if they would get any of their money back.
At last count, only three of 15 couples who have worked through World Adoptions
have received Mexican babies
When the social worker from World Adoptions told us about the Mexican babies,
the first couple had Just gotten theirs very quickly and everyone was real excited
," Kaye Jones said
a
She said they were getting babies out of Mexico in three to four months. Then
must a year later, right before Christmas, they tell us they don't know if any more
babies even exist
The couples were told that they could continue with the Mexican adoption program and wait until more youngsters became available.

In the meantime, Kelley called several times to tell the Juneses about babies
available through her domestic adoption program blond, blue-eyed babies that
might cost them $10,000.

I told her we didn't have that much money and that I didn't think that even

sounded legal," Kaye Jones said
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"Then, in late March, the agency called and said we had been assigned a baby
girl. I was pregnant, but we decided we wanted to adopt her anyway, and we started
calling the little girl Julie After her husband went to Mexico to determine if the
little girl really existed, and after he held and fed her, we were all excited, and the
same thing started happening again," Kaye Jones said.

"People put us off and wouldn't return our phone calls and kept telling us it

would be a few more weeks and then a few more weeks," she said "It's really too
bad I know there are good people out there trying to herp couples like us find a
baby, but our whole experience with adoption was terrible.

No one will talk about it because they are afraid they will lose their child or

never get qne

"Look at her," Kaye Jones said as the nursed her on newborn. No one could
eve take her away frotn us I ,lust feel sci sorry for all those others who are still
trying to adopt through people like Kelley

"As long as there is one little thread of hope that a baby might still becoming,
you don't want anyone else to get hurt It is so easy to prey on the emotions of
people who desperately want a baby."

From Fort Worth Star-Telegram Jan 8, 19441

LAWYER'S CHECKS TIE Him To ADOPTION BROKERS

(By Stan Jones)
A California attorney has funneled thousands of dollars into a bank account con-

trolled by a principle figure in an international adoption network under investigation in connection with defrauding American couples.
Los Angeles lawyer Duran Cook denies any financial ties to the network.
Cook used the name of a fictitious Mexican attorney as the benefactor of checks
bound for an El Paso bank when dealing with clients seeking to adopt Mexitan children. the Star Telegram has learned,
Copies of several canceled checks, obtained by the Star-Telegram, show that the
money was deposited under an account controlled by Bryan Martin Hall of El Pasu.
The same bank account has been used by Hall, Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz,
and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, fur deposits of hundreds of thousands of dollars from American couples trying to adopt Mexican children, according to a consumer fraud lawsuit filed in June by the Iowa attorney general's office
At least one check mailed by Cook ended up at a Colorado bank and was cashed
by Tanner, records show.

Tanner and Hall, who claim a role in the adoptions by Americans of as many as
400 Mexican children since 1978. are the focus of fraud investigatjons by the FBI,
the.US Immigration and Naturalization Sery ice, and consumer protection offices in
at least six states At least 60 couples in more than 16 states say they were defrauded of between $3,000 and $7,000 each for children they never received.
Informed Sources say Cook is being investigated by the California State Bar for
his legal work in adoptions involving Mexican children.
i
Cook denied any business relationship with either Tanner or Hall

At no time did we ever retain, pay to or in any way reimburse anything ltol

Debbie Tanner and.Bryan Hall," Cook said
The lawypr said that any money linking him with the pair was the result of Hall
or Tanner diverting" it from its intended destination attorneys in Mexico

"Those checks that you mentioned, if in fact they are real, they were no doubt
diverted by either Hall or Tanner," Cook said in a telephone interview Saturday
Cook said he sent funds to Mexican attorneys through an El Paso post office box,
and Hall had been given authority by the attorneys to take the mail back and forth
across the border Hall was "the attorneys' runner," Cook said.
Cook said Hall and Tanner had no authority" to divert checks or co-sign them
for Mexican attorneys
Neither Tanner or Hall could be reached for comment.
Cook, who said he has been heavily involv in ternational adoptions for 14
years, said he began working with Mexican adop
about two and half years ago,
through Mexican attorneys referred to him by Tan efr
"My working in Mexican adoptions originally came about as d result of being con
tatted by Tanner," Cook said during a telephone interview Thursday ".
Tanner
W Lib retiring and didn't want the whole system of working with American couples to
be lust It turned out after about four months that she in fact decided not to retire
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Cook said that through Tanner's contacts in Mexico, he began his own across-theborder adoption network But the lawyer said his operation is "completely different" from the one headed by Tanner and Hall.
"I have some real strong feelings about what Debbie Tanner has done, and they're
not very positive," Cook said. "I don't feel good about the fact that (American cou-

ples) are not being dealt with openly and honestly."
But an Altadena, Calif, woman, whu said she paid $4,000 to Cook for a Mexican
baby she never received, said "It was very clear' that Cook was "working through
(Tanner)."
"When I met Cook, he was representing Tanner and Hall," said Jacquie Richman,

the director of a California job corps center "The money he took was for them."
Richman, who filed a complaint against Cook with the California State Bar more
than a year and a half ago, said she deposited $3,200 in the client trust account of
Cook in August 1981 and an additional $800 in February 1982 She said she later
received a letter from Cook indicating that all but $500, which amounted to half of
Cook's $1,000 referral fee, had been mailed to a "Senor Lopez" of Juarez, Mexico.
Attached to the letters were copies of the canceled checks Cook had mailed The
copies showed that two checks, for $1,500 each, had been deposited in an El Paso
National Bank account registered to Hall and Hall Translation and Intermediary
from Dec 17, 1981, to Jan 20, 1982. On the back of both checks, the name "Lopez
was written, along with the endorsing signature "Bryan Hall." Hall, who also manages a topless bar in El Paso, has said he translates adoption documents into English for several lawyers in Mexico
An additional check, dated Dec 15, 1981, was also made out to "Senor Lopez" but
ended up in a Colorado bank. The check had been cashed and endorsed by Tanner.
The name Lopez was also used by Tanner, Kelley and Hall to represent a Mexican lawyer involved in dozens of other adoption proceedings Buth Tanner and Hall
said in December, however, that-Lopez didn't exist and the, name was fabricated because the real Mexican attorneys didn't want to be bothered with telephone calls
from anxious couples
In April 1981, the Texas Department of Human Resources was asked to investi
gate an attorney named Lopez with an El Paso post office box. The agency learned
last year that the post office box was registered to Hall.

Hall and Tanner said they stopped using the name Lopez after they were told

that it was improper
Cook said he stopped using the name Lopez after he was told that the attorney
had retired and moved to Mexico City.

"I was told Lopez was the senior attorney," Cook said "He had moved from

Juarez to Mexico City. . . I had about three ur four cases that supposedly were
Senor Lopez cases."
Cook said he began using the name of another Juarez attorney, Lorenzo Prospero.
Hall and Tanner said in interviews that Prospero was their, main Mexican attor
ney for adoptions between Mexican children and American couples. Prospero said
he stopped dealing with the pair in April 1983 because "they have-given me too
much problems"
California couples who paid money to either Cook or Tanner for children they
never received said it appeared that Cook had stepped into an adoption network al
ready set up by Tanner. It appeared, they said, that Cook had simply added his fees
to an already expensive adoption process.
."(Coolu gave me the same instructions I already had from Mexican attorneys,"
Richman said. "He said he was an intermediary and the Mexican attorneys were
my representatives."
Leslie Hanover, 41, of Orange County, Calif., said she paid $1,000 to Cook$500

for Cook and $500 for "Lopez but later backed out of the process after learning
that it would cost her $9,000 to $10,000 to adopt a Mexican child

"I went directly with Duran Cook, who told me about Debbie Tanner," Hanover
said. "He said all the paperwork was supposed to go to Tanner."
Another California woman, from Lakewood near Long Beach, said she attended
an adoption seminar in September 1981 at which she said Cook and Tanner met for
the first time She said Cook later that year had a seminar in his office in Los Ange
les and "our understanding was he was going to be doing what Debbie and Bryan
were doing, only for couples in California."

"Duran had some pictures of Bryan Hall and Debbie and childAn down in

Mexico" at the later meeting she said.
The woman, who attended 'both seminars but chose not to use Cook's services, said
she used Tanner instead, spending $5,200 from September 1981 until February 1983
for a Mexican baby she never received.
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She sent the money to a Senor Lopez through Hall's El Paso bank account, she
said She sent all her adoption documents. to Senor Lopez at an El Paso post office
box registered to Hall
She never received a child, although she was told by Tanner in 1981 that the
adoption was expected to be completed within six months And she said she has
failed to get a penny of her money back
Cook said Tanner and HO have asked him to take over their adoption operations,
but the lawyer said he refused

"I have talked to them about their particular plight and predicament that they
seem to be in now.- Cook said "I told them no way based on the way they did adoption work that we could really assist them."
Cook said Tanner and Hall have been unable to document what has happened to

all of the money that adoptive couples have sent them, and "I did tell them if they
would fully inform their clients on the status of their paperwork and funds and the
clients wanted to contact us, we would du what we could through our own system to
assist them in obtaining a child
[From Fort Worth Star Telegram Jan I

19841

GOUPLE SAYS MOTHER FREELY GAVE UP GIRLS

03y Frank Trejoi
DENVER

Colorado couple who adopted two Mexican girls three years ago have

rejected claims of the girls' natural mother that the children were taken from her
through trickery
Joe and Madalyn Sutherland of Mantissa. Colo, said Thursday that they met with
the girls' mother. Ermilla Hernandez, in January and March 1981 in Ciudad Juarez,
Mexico, and that Hernandez was MAI-informed about the adoption procedure
In fact, Joe Sutherland said, during the March meeting, Ermilla took both of the
girls' hands and placed them in the hands of my wife and said, 'Here are your new
mother and father
Hernandez, :3'2, an illegal alien living in Albuquerque, N M , says that because of
her lack of education and inability to understand English, she was tricked by Debbie

Tanner of Willcox, triz , Bryan Hall of El Paso and others into giving up her four
daughters for adoption

No of the girls, Paula, S. and Maria, 10, were adopted by the Sutherlands. The
whereabouts of the other two, ages 3 and 5, are unknown.

Authorities in at least six states are investigating complaints that Hall, Tanner
and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, took money from couples wanting to adopt
babies and failed to provide thf children In Texas, the Department of Human Resources in investigating Hall to determine if he violated child placement statutes by
acting as an intermediary in an adoption without a license
FBI agents in at least tfiret, states and agents for the U.S Immigration and Naturalization Service also are investigating Hall, Tanner and Kelley
During an interview in the office of their attorney in Denver, the Sutherlands,
accompanied by the two girls, said it is because of the investigations that their adoption has become involved in a controversy
Madalyn Sutherland said she believes that Hernandez has changed her mind
about giving up the children and that since Hall and Tanner were involved in the
adoption, she has gained national attention with her claims
I feel sorry for Ernulla for whatever made her want the children back," Madalyn
Sutherland said, but I feel sorry for what she's done to my children If she really
believed something was wrung, she could have dune it some other way If she really
ti loving mother, there are other avenues she could have pursued without turning
this into a three-ring circus."
Residents of Mantissa, a town of 800 in far south Colorado, confirmed that Hernandez and a television news crew arrived in town Wednesday afternoon in an
effort to bee the girls However, the Sutherlands have been staying in Denver since
early in the week to avoid reporters and a confrontation with Hernandez
The Sutherlands scud they learned of Hernandez's claims last week after a report
was aired un CBS news An officer for the Conejus County sheriffs department said
he went to the Sutherland home after the television report and examined documents on the adoption
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They were more than willing to show me all the &papers they had They've got
nothing to hide," said sheriff's Sgt Mike gendon. "My finding was that,there was
no problem "

.

.

Joe Sutherland said his primary concern during the past week has been for fhe
welfare'of the girls and to protect them from "ii tot of harassmenand stress
Duping the interview, the girls appeared a bit ehibarrassed about all the attention
they were getting. Paula spent most of the time on her adoptive mother's lap.
Both girls appeared to understand when the Sutherlands spoke to them in Eng- .
lish Maria is in the fourth grade, and Paula is in the third.
When asked if they want to remain with their adoptive parents both said shyly,
"Yes"
V
[From the Fort Worth Star-Telegranl, Jan 13. 19$4)

RECORDS SEIZED IN TRASH.
I

FBI SAYS

' tBy Dave Montgomery and Stan 1vones)
Records seized by FBI agents from the Arizona office of Debbie Tan r, including
a list of adoptive couples who hadspaal money to Tanner for children,..had to be dug
from an office trash can, an FBI affidavit says.
The FBI began a search .6f Tanner's Willcox, Ariz, office Monday in connecttdn
with allegations that at least 60 American couples were defrauded out of thousands
of dollars for Mexican children whom they were promised but never received.

Tanner, Bryan Hall of El Paw, and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, have

become the focus of the investigation involving the FBI, the.U.S. Immigration and
Aturalization Service and consumer fraud departments in six states
A listing of the documents seized during the search was filed wifb the U.S. dis-I
trict clerk's office in Tucson on Wednesday The actual doCumeng were. not re-

leased.

-

The FBI listing showed that papers, bank checks, and other documents were
found in a wastebasket at Casas Aritiguas Builders, an office in Willcox where
Tanner apparently conducted her adoption work One of the. discarded documents
was a "case history alphabetical list of potential adopting parents," the FBI listing

said

Also found in the wastebasket were photographs of children. Other photographs
were found behind a filing cabinet and in Tanner's purse, the reportpsajd The trash
can also yielded torn bank checks and the names and phone numbers of families in
the United States. .4
On Thursday, US Sen Robert Dole said he is considering the introduction of legislation to prohibit international adoption networks that he said are operating in 20
states.
i
Dole's measure, the proposed Anti-Fraudulent Adoption Agency Act, of 1984,
would impose a maximum five-year prison sentence and a $10,000 fine against
anyone who deceptively obtains children and transports them across state lines for
adoption

The measure was drafted by Dole's office after the Kansas senator received reports that 14 couples in his home state havikr defrauded of between $5,000 and
$ 10,000 each through an international netw
t
that
brings babies into the United.

States from Mexico.

-

The network's operations have been detailed in a series of articles by the Star-

Telegram beginning in December

.3

, Dole asked. US Treasury Secretary riot'lld
Regan on Wednesday to launch a
4,
"sornprehensive" federal investigation. .; .
.

.X._

IlliWe've gotten reports of 20 states that the FBI is looking at" in its nivestigation
of questionable adoption practices, Dole said Thursday
He said he will introduce his bill. if he determines that existing laws go not cover
al
the adoption cases Congress returns from the year-end recess Jan. 23,
"It's something that I'm going to keep looking at, and we have a responsibility to
see it through," he said. "I don't normally let things drop "
Media attention, he said, will bring more cases to light
"It's a really emotional thing," Dole, said.
Sen Roger W Jepsen, R Iowa, also has received reports of questionable 'adoption
practices in his state and has assigned staff members to work with Dole's office in
exploring legislative remedies.
.
$en Lloyd Bentsen of Texas said he has asked for a stag briefing on the problem
f

0
.
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Tanner, an intermediary in Mexican adoptions, operates an unlicensed adoptio
agency in Willcox called Cases Para Los Ninos She Maintains that she has don
nothing wrong

Other documents confiscated from Tanner's office included case histories on ai
least 11 families believed to have paid Tanner to help them adopt a child
A bank check ledger under the account.of Casa Para Los Nips was found on the

desk of an individual named Tony Benavides, whose connection to the adoption
agency is not known

'
From the FA Worth Star-Telegram. Jan 15. 19841

FLESH AU BLOOD: LOVE'S TRAGIC TUG OF WAR

(By Frank Trejo)
ALBUQUERQUE,

NM.When the Smiling faces of two little girlsMaria and

Paulawere flashed on nationwide television last week, the heartache began
For Joe and Madelyn Sutherland, the peaceful existence they had sought in Colorado's isolated San Luis Valley was shattered.
In Albuquerque, NM, Ermine Hernandez hoped that the desperate search she
began almost three 'years ago soon might end, but in her heart she knows it may
just be beginning
Both the Sutherlands and Hernandez, who are on opposite sidei of this story,
have the same fear. Tears come quickly to their eyes as they describe their love for
shy-little girls with the easy smiles.
Hernandez, who is the girls' natural mother, says the girls were taken from her
through trickery in 1981 The Sutherlands say they adopted the girls legally and
that Herandez had full knowledge of the adpption proceedings
"There's nu way I could love these girls anymore, even if they were my own flesh
and blobd, because as far as I'm concerned, they are my own flesh and blood," Joe
$ffitherland said.

"Hernandez, a Mexican national who entered the United States illegally in 1981 to
search for her four daughters, said she is relieved to learn that two of them have
been well cared foc by the ,Sutherlands But, she said, there is no way she,
ever give-them up permanently. "I would never have gone through all this, for three years, trying to find my girls

di had given them up,' Hernandez said. "I want my daughters .because they are
my daughters."
Whatever the outcome of the dispute, the heartache is sure to continue.

Hernandet, 32, says that because of her lack of educationshe says she has a

third-grade education-and her inability to understand English. she was tricked by
Debbie Tanner of. Willcox, Ariz , Bryan Hall of El Paso and others to give up her
four daughters for adoption.

is

The two oldest girls, Maria and Paula, were adopted by the Sutherlands. The
whereabouti d the other two, aged3 and 5, are unknqwn.
Tanner, Hall and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, have become the focus of an
investigation involving the FBI, the U.S Immigration and Naturalization Service
and consumer fraud agencies in six states The primary goal of thp investigation is
to determine whether the adoption operation in which Tanner, Call and Kelley
were involved defrauded American couples of thousands of dollars for adoptable
Mexicanchi)dren whom they were promised but never received.
Beginning with a series of articles in October, the Star-Telegram has exposed the
problems with Mexican adoptions handled by Tanner, Hall and Kelley
The articles have detailed the plight of U S couples who are sti desperate], seek
mg to adopt children that they have paid' thOusands A dollars on the mere promise
of a child One of the complaints comes from a Bedford couple Who said they paid
more than $3,000 to Tanner, Hall and Kelley for a baby. Like the other, couples in
at least 16 states, they never received one.
Dne of the articles included Hernandez's contention that she was tricked into
giving up her children.
Josephine Rohr, en Albuquerque lawyer hired by Hernandez to help locate the
girls, on Saturday said,the recent' developments have made her "more convinced
than ever" that Hernandez atelling the truth.
In additiop, Rohr said, her case is strengthened by comments from Kelley
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Kelley told the Star-Telegram Saturday that as ilTsult of convesations she had
with Tanner during 1981, she can confirm that "the wom41 (Hernandez) was
tricked."
Kelley declined to go into details, but she also confirmed that she has offered to

talk to FBI investigators in exchange for immunity from prosecution. So far, she

said, the FBI has declined her offer.
The Sutherlands believe that Hernandez simply changed her mind after the adoptions became final. They became involved in the controversy, Madelyn Sutherland
said, because Hernandez named persons who already were under investigation

Its like comparing apples and oranges," Madelyn Sutherland said "But some

how it's gotten all mixed up and now we re right in the middle of it "
On Thursday, just a few days after their world turned upside down, the Suther
lands spoke with the Star-Telegram,in the suburban Denver office of their lawyer

It was five years ago that the Sutherlands, who are' members of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latterday Seats iMormonsi, decided they wanted to adopt ehildren
The couple had what Madelyn Sutherland calls "a his-and-hers family." She had
three children from a previous marriage and he had five childmin from a previous
marriage,'But they'd had no children together.
Madelyn Sutherland gently corrected a reporter's assessment of the importance of
family life to a Mormon. No, she said, the family is not an important aspect of the
Mormon religion. The family,,she said, is the basis of her religion.
So in 1979, the Sutherlands began their efforts to start a new familyan adopted

one. The Sutherlands said the4 had problems in dying to find children in the

United States because they already had children and because of their ages He is 49
and she is 50. Madelyn Sutherland said she began kesearching procedures for adopt
ing children from Latin America. From a book she checked out from a library, she
addresses of agencies that handled adoptions in countries
obtained the names
d Ecuador, She wrote to these agencies
such as Brazil, C
said, were almost always the same. There were no babies availThe answers,
able Then she eard bout h woman named Debbie Tanner, who lived in Colorado
and could locate ado ble babies in Mexico. Madelyn Sutherland said she visited
Tanner, who was living ear Cortez, Colo, at the time and asked her to find a child
for her
ng and almost constant telephone contact with Tanner,
After two years of w
Tanner called them one January evening in 1981 to say that there were two adoptable girls in Ciudad Juarez Mexico.
''The next morning, at 4 (*lock, we were on our way to El Paso," Joe Sutherland
said. We went to the Holiday Inn in El Paso and that's where we met Bryan Hall

He took us over to Juarez and we got to meet Ermilla And the four little girls"

Joe Sutherland said be wEs told that the twci oldest girls were supposed to have
been adopted by another couple who later backed out of the deal The Sutherlands
said they were concbrned that the girls were a little older than they had expected
and that they knew no English. The Sutherlands don't speak Spanish.
"We're the kind of family who relies quite a bit on slaking our Heavenly Father
for help," Joe Sutherland said. "We went back to the hotel and prayed The next
morning, we decided to adopt them."
The paperwork was .begun and in March of t hat-year, the Sutherlands said, they
returned to 'Juarez to pick up the girls. It was:at that time, Joe Sutherland said,
that Ermilla Hernandez took the girls hands and placed them in the hands of his
wife and told the girls that these were their new parents.
Hernandez confirms that she met with the Sutherlands but denies ever telling the
girls that the Sutherlands,were their new mother and father
What went on between my daughters and me was done in private, not in front of
the Sutherlands," Hernandez said. "I took the girls aside and told them that they
were going to go with these people, but that I,would go for them in a few days and
. that we would be together again.
Hernandez, who speaks little English, maintains that the agreement she .reached
with Hall and Lorenzo Prospero, a Mexican lawyir, was that the girls would be
taken into the home of a U.S couple temporarily so they could go to school, while
she looked for a job in the'United States. She said she was promised that she could
shift the girls every weekend and that after about a year, she would be able to go
with the girls to an INS office and arrange for permanent legal status for herself in
the United States.
But March 1982 was the last time she has seen the girls in person Last week, she
saw her daughters being interviewed jn t6levision Both of therri said they wanted to
remain with their mother and fatherthe Stitherlands

-
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'I wa sappy when I saw them because I could see they were well,' Hernandez

said "I as not surprised by what they said because they have been away from me

1,

for so long Who knows what they have been told ur believe about me The last time
I saw them I told them I would see them in a couple of clays and th6n they never
saw me again I would not be surprised if they believe that I abandoned them
That. she said, is why she went to the Sutherlapds' hometown of Manassa, Ciloo
on Wednesday Hernandez said she wanted to reassure the girls that she still loved
them and that she had not purktsely abandoned them She did not get to see them
because the Sutherlands had left town early in the week to avoid such a meeting
Residents of Manassa were infuriated that during her visit Hernandez was accompanied by television news crews. People in the town say they have come to love
Maria and Paula as much as they love the Sutherlands
'I'm not saying I don't feel sorry for the girls' mother (Hernandez)," said Vickie
Ross, a neighbor of the Sutherlands "But when those people showed up yesterday
Wednesday' stopping our children on the school ground, showing them pictures of
Paula and Maria and asking them questions, everybody just thought it was terrible
They ere wainpg at the school buses looking for the girls Don't these people
realize whit it would have done to Paula and Maria to have confronted the mother

like that,"

oss said

Aren't they thinking about Paula and Marta" I think that

is

one of the cruelest. most barbaric things I have ever heard
Rohr said she believes that the Sutherlands are Victims of the adoption operation
ilk much as Hernandez is
.
Hernandez acknowledges that if the children are returned to her, she would not
be able to provide as many material benefits al the Sutherlands can
.
"I know I could never give them as much lintury as they have now, but I-would be
able to give them, as I had before, the necessities and my love," Hernandezsaid:
Madalyn Sutherland speaks of the joy that thegirl have brO-ught into her" home
and says she cannot understand why anyone would want to take her children
Had we not met the mother and had she not placed the children's hands in our
hands there might be some question," Joe Sutherland said. But we never questioned it the adoption)
c.
,f
.
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LAW Ti. RNING AN VAH TO THCRIES AND WHISPERS

By Stan Jones)

Vuring the last three weeks, law enforcement agencies and government officials
have at last heard the emotional tries of American couples who say they have paid
thousands of dollars to adopt Mexican babies they have never received
Some of the families had waited more than three years And now the international system they had trusted with their money, hopes and dreams is the focus of a
witiening investigation by federal and state authorities
Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz. Bryan Martin Hall of ElPaso and Becal Kelley of
New Market. Iowa, have become, the key subjects of federal and state investigators
fiNthear roles as intermediariorin adoptions between the United States and Mexico
The three' played key roles in an adoption network that links adoption' agencies
throughout the United States with attorneys in Mexico who specialize in adoptions
BY lat. December, more than 30 families in 12 states had complained that they
each had paid between $3.000 and $7,000 in adoption fees to -Hall. Tanner and
Kelley for children they never received By last week, the number of couples cornphnning to state. and federal authorities passed 60, and four more states began their
own investigations of the trio And more complaints are expected
As the cupe of the prpblem grew. law enforcement agencies finally began to act
FBI agents in Arizona last week obtained a search warrant and confiscated adoption records from Tanner's office in Willcox, Ara.
Official~ of the U S Immigration and Naturalization Service in Utah, Nebraska,
Colorado and Nev. Mexico and F131 agents in New Mexico. Utah and Texas *finned that investigations of Tanner, trail and Kelley were under way
Cansurner fraud agencies in AriZona, California, Kansas, Utah and New Mexico
have acknowledged that investigations of the trio have begun And :officials of the
Texas Department of Human Resources say they are Investigating,Hall
Last week. Sen Robert Dole. R Kan , called on Treasury Secrethry Donald Regan
to include the Int. rnal Revenue Senicv in a "comprehensive," nationwide investigation of the Inablerri Dole also said he may introduce federal legislation making de-
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ceptive practices in international adoptions a violation of federal law.`The action
comeilkin the wake of a series of articles. published in the Star-Telegram since Octo-

ber, exposing problems with Mexican adoptions handled try Hall, Tanner .and
Kelley.

The articles have detailed the plight of U.S. couples whu are so desperately seek
ing to adopt children that they have paid thousands of dollars cm they mere promise
of a child. Included among those is a Bedford couple who said they paid more than
$5,000 to Tanner and Kelley for a baby. Like other couples in at least 16 states, they
never, received a baby.
The Bedford couple is among the estimate 2 million couples nationally who are
waiting to adopt children In 1983 an estimated 60,000 children were adopted na
tiopally-13,771 in Texas,
It Is estimated that the number of infertile couples in the nation seeking to adopt
children outnumbers the available infants by more than 30 to 1.
Officials of licensed adoption agencies such as the Edna Gladney Home in Fort

Worth, which places children born to women wha seek care and shelter at the
home, say it is not unusual for couples,to wait five or six years to adopt a child. The

.

Gladney Home is the largest maternity home and adoption agency in the nation
The number of couples seeking to adopt is so great and the number of infants
available for adoption is so quail that many turn to baby brokersprofessionals
whu wheel and deal in a gray market for babies under the guise of infInted legal
and medical charges Baby brokers are often doctors and lawyers who know where
the babies are and what they're worth- to adoptive parents. They put two together
for a fee.
But there are also baby brokers who promise babies to couples, take their money

and never delrver the children. This problem is only now coming to light and authorities are just beginning their 'investigations.
Investigators are trying to determine if Hall, Tanner and Kelley and other mein
bers of the international,aduption network have broken any laws The allegations of',
fraud being investigated come from couples whu paid money to Tannet, Hall and
Kelley as long as three years ago to adopt babies but received nothing in return
Many of the couples said they were led to believe they would receive a child from,
Mexico within four to six months.

In determining ofhethbr fraud was involved in the international adoption net
work, authorities are attempting to determine if the tno collected money from cou
pies and never intended to provide a child.
Hall, Tanner and Kelley have repeatedly said they have broken no laws
Tanner and Kelley say they are merely liaisons between the United States and
Mexico and are not required to be licensed in thlir home states as child placement
intermediaries. Hall describes himself as a translator for Mexican attorneys who
specialize in adoptions
..Quettions also remain about whether 'hall and Tanner have played pivotal roles,
as they daim, in the completed legal adoptions of as many as 400 Mexican Childten

by Americans, or whether the network is a fraud, as the Iowa attorney general
claims, collecting money for undelivered goods The Iowa attorney general's con
sumer fraud division is suing Kelley, Hall andl'anner to prohibit them from operat
ing in that state A state judge issued a temporary injunction prohibiting the trio
from operating in Iowa. A trial un the permanent injunction is scheduled for later
this year.
Answers remain elusive. No one knows how many adoptions Hall, Tanner and'
Kelley may have heited arrange Although dozens of documents are required in an
international adoption,,they are filtered through several unrelated agencie4 that
don't communicate with each other and are difficult to collect.
And because Tanner d lalley use licensed and unlicensed adoption agencies
tilroughout the country their names rarely appear on the documents
Couples who have ceived Mexican children through the network are reluctant
to come forWard fur fe r of being drawn into ,the widening investigation and possi
bly losin g the children they so desperately want to keel), investigators with the INS
and the Iowa attorney general's office say
In Colorado, whet' Tanner lived until 1981, state officials accused her of placing
children without a icense in January 1979 and warned that "you must cease any
until such time as you have
activity of arran, ng for placement of a child
made applicatio for a license as a child-placement agency."
Adoptive cou es in Colorado who dealt with Tanner said she continued taact as
an intermediary in that state long after 1979 Dave Ashmore, directoi- of Colorado
Family and Chi ren Services, said the agency did not follow up on Tanner's adop
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tion activities and "to the best of ou'r knowledge, (Tanner) did cease" operating in
the state in 1979.
The Texas Department of Human Resources is trying to determine if Hall violated child-placement laws by acting as fn unlicensed intermediary. A violation of
Texas child placement laws is a relatively minor offenseat worst, a misdemeanor
conviction or a,civil penalty and fine.
In an interview with an Arizona newspaper this week, Tanner insistea that-her
role in the adoption network violates no law.
"We were attempting to bring the two countries the United States and MexicV
together," Tanner said "I feel that I foUnd a way to do it all legally and in an
easier way."
From Fort Worth StarTclegrtm, Jan 17, 1984)
COUPLES LISTED FOR ATTORNEY

People working in several states to link prospective parent.% with adoptable Mexican babies are compiling their own list of couples still waiting for promised babies

and plan to hire an attorney to represent all of them, Becci Kelley said Monday.
The New Market, Iowa, adoption broker estimates that there are more than 100

couples who have paid for adoption services and never received a baby.
Kelley is one of three people named in an Iowa consumer fraud suit alleging that
couples were defrauded of thousandsof dollars through a Mexican adoption network
run by Kelly, Bryan Hall of El Paso rid Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz.
'
Kelley says Tanner and Hall ran the network, and she was only one of a dozen or
more liaisons working to link children with parents in various states.
To support her contention, she said she has been in touch with other "liaisons" to
put together a list of couples who might have been defrauded.
"The liaisons ate putting together one list of adoptive couples, and. we will attempt to hire one attorney on behalf of alkthe couples," Kelley said. "I think, from
talking to some of the other liaisons, that there will be more than 1.00 (couples).

"I am more stunned by the day,'% Kelley said. "The thing that gets me is the
number of. people who have been taken. I know there is a lot of money missing::
Kelley said most of her couples are from Iowa and Massachusetts.
(From Fort Worth StmTelegram,Jan 18, 19941

EX-AIDES BELIEVE BABY BROKER RAN PieEtniE

(By Stan Jones)
Despite her inability to provide Mexican children for a huge waiting list of American couples, adoption intermediary Debbie Tanner of Arizona sought to expand her
operation throughout the country, tsyo former assomateg said.
Daniel Barnett, 24 and Steve Porter, 25, both of Chandler, Ariz., a'small community on the southern fringe of Phoenix, said Tannef asked them in the summer of
1982 to help her "kee expandmg" by creating a corporation called United Referral
International.
The Chandler based cot
ny, which,was intended to operate Fat a profit, was designed to turn Tanner's dish eled adoption operation in a well-oiled business, Barnett and Porter said in a recen interview.
But the two businessmen,
o knew the Tanner family When they lived in Chan=

dler during the 1970s, shelvi. the arrangement after less than four monthsThe
company was never incorpor:

in Arizona.

Barnett and Porter said fighting with Tanner over the business and concerns
that pregnant Mexic
en were being smuggled into the United States caused
them to sever th relations with Tanner, who lives in Willcox, Ariz.
UncOmpleted adoption records for dozens of American couples who paid for chitdiren they nevi received were left at Barnett's office and have been gathering dust
in an offic
a since the company was disbanded T4 months ago.
said the records were left behind by Tanner. Also left behind, the busin men said, were more than $2,000 in unpaid telephone bills.
"Fortunately, it was stopped when it was," ti arnett said. "lc could have grow n
into a monster. It was incredible and she wanted to keep expanding."
Barnett and Porter, who operate a rental property i.redit business out of Barnett's
Chandler home, said Tanner asked them to use their business management skills to
4
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sort out her adoption business in June 19242 Barriett said that initially, We felt it
would be a very viable'business and one iii great demand' because of Tanner's con
tacts in the close-knit adoption world
From what she was saying, (here was a lot. of money tube made,- Barnett said
and do it legally':
"You could charge a good fee
Tanner. Bryan Hall of El Paso and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, are the
focus of consumer fraud investigations on the federal and state level More than 60
adoptive couples in at least 16 states have complained that they oacn paid between
$.3,i100 and $7.000 to the three Tor adoptable Mexican children they never received
Beginning intuber,
the Star-Telegramhas detailethproblems with babies in the.
Ot
gray market, adoptions and the plight of U S. couples willing to pay thousands of
dollars to baby brokers on the mere promise of a child A Bpdford couple said they
paid Kelley, Tanner and Hall more than $7,000 and never received a baby
The Bixtford couple is among an estimated 2 million couples nationally who are
waiting to adopt children During 19R3 there were an estimated 60,000 children
adopted nationally-13.571 in Texas
.
Hall, Kelley' and Tanner hakw maintained that their adoption network, wind)
uses lawyers in Mexico and adoption agencier., in the United States to link couples
with adoptable children, has broken' no laws
- But Barnett and Porter said their association with Tanner left them uneasy and
concerned that Tanner may have tried to meet,the'high demand for Mexican babies
illegally

,

.

,,

We found' out there was some smuggling of women going on.'' Barnett said "I
know for sure that Debbie told me that was what they were doing I don't know why

she would have Iced about doing something illegal

Barnett said Tanner told' him in early 1982 that she had devised a way to 'peed

up the Mexican adoption process by circumventing the Mexican courts tier mFfhdd,
Barnett said, was to bring pregnant Mexican women across+ the bokler to give birth*
in the United States The children would become U S citizens automatically and,
could be adopted by US couples without-the necessity of dealing with the Mexican
court system However, depending on how the pregnant women were brought across
the boider, such a process could violate J S immigration laws
Tanner and Hall he blamed the Mexican court system for long defays in adoptions by US citizens7Although sorne'couple.s were promised a child for adoption
couples have waited
within six oaths to a year by Hall, Tanner and Kelley, many
.
. 4
three yea w out' success
Repeated atter is to reach Tanner for comment were unsuccessful
Kelley. who sai she has unsuccessfully sought immunity from prosecution rom
the FBI, said Tanner openly discussed bringing pregnant women into the U tied
to
States during 1982
She asked me if I wanted to be involved in having women come over and hay
their babies," Kelley said 'She said, 'We'll get work permits for these women a
they'll corn over and have'their babies
I said. ',Is. that legal"' and she said if they ye got a work permit, it is,- Kelley

;

said

.

.

.

James H. Smith, agent in charge of ale US Immigration and Naturalization
Service office in El Paso.. id work permits are issued,only for Mexican nationals
who have a sp&ialized' skill, -itch as nursesor doctors However, he said preprint

vvdmen can (pain a visitor's I. ss at the border and give birth in the United States
Such a procedure is legal. he 's d. so lung as the mother does not remain in the
.
country and performs no work related activities
Kelley said she refused to become involved in the streamlined proCess after. consulting with a lawyer
Two women in Utah who paid 32,. 31110 ach to get babies from Mexican women
crossing the border to give birth said TYtinyr told them that pregnant women were
,
picked up by Bryan Hall after-theY entered the United States
Both vannen asked that their names be withheld on the advice of FBI agents who
interviewed them One of the women said lizill told her the pregnant
women swam
,
' 1 .... .
across the Rio Grande
"They d swim across the riverv alai at this point Bryan Hall picked them ap,the
once he was going crazy
woman said 'Halle had sevOral in his home Ile told me ...r
- .
'
with them

The woman said Hall took her into hiu confidence because he wanted her-to
"Lie wanted me to take the girls in my home." she said "He was going t flyo
them up here for me to keep a couple of girls so that they could have a phi
become involved in the operation

:

stay ,and I just mill him no way

,
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Hall was unavailable for comment His tl Paso attorney, Sib Abraham, did not
return calls to his office
The woman said she gave a statement about the conversations to the FBI and was
told she' might be needed as a witnesA if charges were filed against Tanner: Hall or
Kelley
FBI officials would not comment on their investigation
Barnett said that when Tanner lived in Colorado in 1981, he visited her while on

a skiing trip and noticed that a pregnant Mexican woman was staying with ber

The two Utah women said Tanner told them she haetwopregnant Mexican

women in her home kb Arizona in April 1982

Barnett said he had no proof that smuggling actually occurred He said he asked.
Tanner about it, and 'she comes back with You can't get caught There were ways

to get them across
Barnett said Tanner commuted between Willcox and Chandler regularly, staying
about two days a week, until efforts to set...up the company were abandoned in November 1982
"She had
a monster in the,business sense," said Poaer, who developed a
computer'program to keep track of the adoptive couples who sent money to Tanner
was not an operation a typical hoigewife could handle. It was a pretty big oper::,ation
Tr
'And Ta/liier wanted to expand it further, Barnett said
-,Sht " s wyanted people in. all

50 states,- he said He said l'anher also made frequent

trips,to Mexico to expand her contacts and find more adoptable children
Bahian add Porter said they knew little about the Mexican side of the adoption "
network.
';There was a lot of vagueness coming from Debbie
what was happening
1 across the border,- Barliett said. "what was going on dophIlthere was basically what
v
were told
Barnettasaid Tanner charged each adoptive couple an aplication fee of between
$500 tind.$1,000 Other money collected was sent to Hall in El Paso, Barnett said.
The appUation fee wits td }Save been split among Tanner, Barnett and Porter, Barnett said
i..."During the,four months the company was in business, Barnett said, about $6,000
was funnel
lii-ougtfa Chandlh.bank account in the name of United Referral.
The Star 1
ram obtained copies of the adoption records left at Barnett's office.
They includ files on 47 people from Utah, Oregon, Washington, Hawaii, California, New Mexico, Massachusetts, Colorado, Kansas, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Arizona, ezi,
Maryland, and Texas
4
Each of the individuals listed'vvas involved in various stages of the adoption process, the files showed At least fqe of the people ,ontacted by the Star-Telegram had
adopted Mexican children with the aid of Tanner, while at least four others dropped
out of the adoption process without paying more than a $300 application fee.
Most of the-others, however, said they had paid money to Tanner or Hall as long
as three years ago and had not received a child
The files consisted of letters and various adoption documentsmost of them)
copies of original paperworl The majotity of the files dealt with Utah and Cantorirvnia couples
,
The names...of 12 other people who had also dealt with Tanner concerning adoptions also were found on handwritten notes
The ('handler records, in addition to those confiscated at Tanner's Willcox office
by the FB11_bring to almost 80 the number of documented adoption cases in which
Tanner has beeOnvolved
c)
Tanner has said she has helped* as many as 400 American couples adopt Mexican
children
From Forth Wirth Star Telegram Jan 24, 19541
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FBI INQUIRY OF ADOPTIONS ESCALATES

(By Stan Jones)

agentt; from Washington and at least three states are converging on Albuquerque, N M , this week to review the progress of investigations into an international adoption network accused of defrauding couples seeking to.adopt babies in at
least 18 states

1
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At least 80 couples havecumplained of paying between $3,000 and $7,000 to three
people for adoptable MeklCari children that they never received.
Rob Sutton, agent in charge of the FBI office,Arr-Errdt Lake City, confirmed today

.

that an agent and prosecutor from the U Attorney's Office in Utah will meet in
Albuquerque with FBI investigators to swap notes on a Mexican aduptiop pipeline
controlled by Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz, and Bryan Martin Hall of El Paso
A spokesman fur the Federal Bureau of Investigations head4uarters in Washing
ton refused to confirm or deny that such a meeting will take place Joel Carlson,
agent in charge of the Albuquerque FBI office, also refused comment
Sutton said, however, that FBI agents from several offices, including the Washing
ton office, would be,.attending the meeting, scheduled to last throughout the week

'A number of FBI offices will be represented,' Sutton said He said the meeting
was arranged to give a dear direction to the investigations now being handled sepa
rately by several district offices
We found uut that a number of FBI offices were investigating this thing simultaneously," Sutton,said. We wanted to get together and consolidate the evidence."
An investigator ,with the FBI office in El Paso would not confirm that the meeting
was scheduled, but he said that "if-there is one, we'll be there "
Tanner, Hall and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, have been accused of defrauding at least 80 couples in 18 states out of between $3,000 and $7,000 each in
exchange for a Mexican child the couples never received for adoption.

s-

One of the couples lives in Bedford and said they paid more than $6,000 to
Tanner, Kelley and Hall three years ago for an adoptable baby. The couple said
they received neither a child nor their money back.
Sutton refused to discuss any details of the meeting Ile said that agents from %sr

boils statesincluding Arizona, Utah, and Texaswould be arriving this week to
review the progress of the investigations.

Tanner, Hall and Kelley have said they are unlicensed adoption intermediaries
who act as liaisons with licensed agencies and lawyers in Mexico who find children
for adoption.

The three have said they have broken no lavit

(From Fort Worth Star TelaIrram. Jan 25. 1984)

DOCUMENTS ALTERED IN ADOPTIONS, LAWYER SAYS

(By Stan Jones)
The birth certificates uf three of the four children whom Ermilia Hernandez says
she unwillingly gave up fur adoption were altered when filed with Mexican officials,:
in Ciudad Juarez in 1981, her attorney says.
Josephine Rohr, an Albuquerque, N.M , attorney who says Hernandez was duped
by members of an international adoption network into giving up her children to
adoptive couples in the United States. said "significant discrepancies" exist between
the children s birth certificates filed during the adoption process and the original

birth certcates filed years earlier.
Three of Hernandez s children, ages 11, 10, and 4, were born and registered in
Hernandez's home of Saltillo, Mexico, about 50 miles west of Monterrey, Rohr said.
In 1981, however, new birth certificates were prepared for the children to show the

names of their new adoptive" parents, she said. Those docunients were filed in
Jvarez, where the adoptions took place, Rohr said The fourth, newbor'n. child,was
..

registered...drily once, Rohr said

-*'-'

What they were doing would be the equivalent of if you have a Nevada birth
certificate and you discover an error, "(Su go to California to get it fixed, which is
..
not kosher at all," Rohr said .
Ruhr said the ages of threa.thildren bad be n falsified,on the new certificates to
`shuvv them as younger Rohr would nut elab ate on other discrepancies she said

,
were found on the new documents,
Hernandez, 323 an undocumented Mexican national living in Albuquerque, said
arez attorney Lorenzo Prospero told her that
Bryan Martin klet11 of El. Paso and
the ages would be changed un the rt certificates so the children would be able to
start school in the United States t lower and easier levels
Both sets uf birth certificates were turned over tu the FBI office. in Albuquerque,
Which is heading a nationwide investtgatlun uf the adop,tiunopetwork, Rohr said Joel
'Carlson, the agent in charge of the Albuqderque FBI office, refused to comment on
the documents
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Although Hernandez acknowledges that she signed papers terminating her parental rights to the children, she contends that the papers were wntten in English and
she did- not know she was giving the children away She accuses Hall, Prospero and
Viola Anthony, a U S citizen living in Arteaga, Mexico, of misleading her to believe
that the children were being taken away only temporarily
Anthony, interviewed by the Star-Telegrarn in Arteaga, a small village on the outskirts of Saltillo, denied that she lied to Hernandez' The 71-year-old widow said Hernandez came to her and asked about giving up her children. Anthony said she con- .
tacted Prospero and Hall. who found adoptive couples in the United States and prepared the adoption documents Anthony said she kept Hernandez and her children
in her home for several months and was paid 12,000 and some change" by Hall for
feeding and clothing them "They were like part of my family," Anthony said "I
actually cried when they left
FBI agents from Washington, DC , and at least three states began converging on
Albuquerque tins week to review the progress of their investigations.
Rob Sutton, the agent in charge of the FBI office in Salt Lake City, said T,uesday
that agents from around the country were meeting to swap notes on their inwtigations of Hall, Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz., and Becci Kelley of New Market,
Iowa The three are accused of heading an adoption network that has defrauded
more than 80 couples,in 18 states of between $3,000 and $7,000 each for Mexican
children they never received
One of the couples, residents of Bedford, said they paid more than 4,900. to
Tanner, Kelley and Hall three years ago for an adoptable baby The couples, said
they received neither a child nor their money back.
William Lutz, the US attorney in Albuquerque, would neither confirm nor deny
that the meeting was designed to prepare for a federal grand jury investigation
Kelley, who said she gave It statement to FBI agents Friday concerning her role in
the network, said she was told that she would be called to testify before a grand
jury in Albuquerque in the next few weeks'
.
In adoption cases in which couples did receive children, the U S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service also is trying to determine the origin of the children in
'Mexico and whether the Proper paperwork was prepared
A spokesman for the FBI s national headquarters in Washington revised to confirm or deny that a meeting was taken place in Albuquerque. Carlsono.
the Albuquerque office, also refused to comment.
But Sutton said FBI agents from several states, including the Washington office,
would attend the meeting, scheduled to last all week He said the meeting was arranged to give if clear direction to the investigations nSw being handled separately
by several, district offices.
"We found out that.n number of FBI officers were investigating this thing simultaneously," Sutton said "We wanted to get together and consolidate the evulence."

Tanner, Hall and Kelley have said they are unlicensed adoption intermediaries
who work with licensed 4genues and lawyers in Mexico who find children for adoption The three have said they have broken no laws
Tanner's Willcox office was searched by FBI agents last week and a number of
records were confiscated Additionally, FBI agents, confiscated adoption records left

by Tanner at the offices of two Chandler, Ariz., buiressmen after the Star-Tele-

gram reported their existence

From Fort Worth SmPielegram,Jan 25. 19841

ADOPTION KING CUT'S MFXICAN TIES 'c

'L
An attorney who daimsto be the nation's king of adoptions says he
got out of Mexican adoptions three years ago because they were too much trouble.
"It became too difficult." Seymour Kurtz said last week. "International adoption
is'too complicated
I am leaving that to others smarter and braver than I."
Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, who has been linked to Kurtz through telephone records obtained under court order by Illinois officials, said Kurtz tried to
warn her to stay away from Mexican adoptions. "I just wish I would have listened
(By Carolyn Poirot)

CHICAGO

to Ilan," she said last week.
Kelleytis one of three people being investigated by the FBI, the U.S Immigration
and Naturalization Service, the Iowa attorney general's office and agencies in at

least five other states on complaints that they defrauded couples in the United
States seeking to adopt Mexican babies out of thousands of dollars
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Kurtz and Kelley saythey have been friends for many years but deny any joint
business dealings Both said Kurtz has never been associated with Bryan Hall of El
Paso and Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz, the two named with Kelley in a consumer
fraud suit filed by the Iowa attorney general Hall and Tanner, along with Kelley,
also are the subjects of investigations by federal and state authorities
Beginning in October, the Star-Telegram, in a series of articles, has revealed problems with Mexican adoptions handled by the three
The articles have detailed the plight of U S. couples who are so desperate to adopt
children that they -have paid thousands of dollars on the mere promise of a child.
Including among those is a Bedford couple who said they paid more than $7,000 to
Tanner, Hall and Kelley for a baby Like couples from At least 16 other states, they
never received a baby
"From about 1980 or early '81 'shave had no'contact and no involvement with the
adoption of children from Mexico or any part of Latin America to any part of the
United States or the world," Kurtz said in a telephone interview from his office in
Atlantp, Ga
Kurtz, who in 1973 in Mexico set up the first adoption agency that specialized in
arranging adoptions for U S couples, said he went south of the border to find babies
when the supply of adoptable babies became short in this country. He set up Casa
del Sur, outside of Mexicotity, with the help of Mexican officials, he said
When I worked in Mexico, my agency was sponsored by the cardinal and President /Louis) Echevarria," Kurtz said. One left office and the other retired, and
things became too difficult."
Shortly after the government of Louis Echevarna was replaced by Jose Luis Pon
tillo in December 1976, Casa del Sur, a federally chartered agency, was liquidated. A
Jet, on d agency was established under a state charter but never really got going and
was closed after a few years, Kurtz said
Kurtz said now he does only domestic adoptions and hopes to set up adoption
agencies in every state
Asked if the rumor that he wants to be king of adoptions is true, Kurtz said "Oh,
no I already am We du more placements of healthy, white children than anyone in
this country '
He said he is involved only with Easter House, his Chicago agency, and Friends of
Children, a similaifragency in Atlanta The two agencies place between 250 and 300
children a year, Kurtz said. Kurtz now lives in Atlanta.
It is our intention to be a licensed agency in every state in the union," he said.
But the'Illinois Department of Children and Fajnily Services is trying to close his
operations
Kurtz has been battling licensing requiments with the department since 1976,
when his agency was temporarily closed The department again refused to renew his
license in 1981 and beefed up efforts to close Kurtz's operation.
He appealed and demanded a hearing.
The result has been three years of verbal arguments, which just recently were
'summarized and sent to a hearing officer
The arg,uments center un licensing regulations and non refunded payments for
home studies that did not end in. adoption

Kurtz argues that the state of Illinois has no junsdicticrover the price that he

charges for a home study of parents seeking to adapt or over whether the fee is refundable He contends that the decision not to renew his license was based un per
sonality conflicts

Mark Poulsen, who heads the department's legal staff, said Thursd

that the

hearing officer should issue a decision any day He said if the hearing officer agrees
With Ku*, the state will fall back un efforts begun in July 1982 by attorneys general in Illinois and three other states,to win a court order halting Kurtz s operation

In seeking the injunction, the attorneys general argued that Kurtz violated the
laws of Illinois New Jersey, Michigan and Indiana in placing children in those
states ,
We investigate license violations," Poulsen said. We do audits on allAr li
tensed facilities Sometimes they are routine and sometimes they are dune because
we get complaints In the Easter House case, we did get plenty of complaints.
"A year ago, the attorney general filed for an injunction through the circuit court

to try to close him down. If we don't win this one, that one, will be reactr*ated,"
Poulsen said

Records in, the case indicate that Illost of the complaints involved couples who
pi.i0 for home studies and then decided not to adopt through Kurtz, either before or
after the studies were completed The couples complained that they demanded re
funds of fees from $300 to $1400 but were told the fees were non refundable.
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"The major issue was his Mexican operation," Poulsen said.
Puulsen acknowledged that Kurtz has apparently stopped his Mexican operation
but said the department wants tu revoke his license tu prevent him from operating
in Illinois.
To further complicate the legal picture, Kurtz filed suits in federal court in 1976
and 1977 charging that his civil rights were violated by workers of the Children and
Family Services Department who want to put him out of business Those Lases are
still pending.
In the meantime, Kurtz is continuing to operate.
"It (adoption) is the most enjoyable.thing I've ever dune in my life, notwithstanding the barbs from a few people," Kurtz said.
"Our work is Christmas time every day," he said

Kurtz said he expectseno fair treatment" from the Illinois agency because he is
doing a better job without government subsidies than most others in Illinois du with
federal grants
Kelley said she began calling Kurtz aftei Iowa officials began looking into her operation because she knew of his troubles in Illinois.

"He'sa friend. That's all We have been friends for many, many years. We are

acquainted through adoptions, and when this thing started with the (Iowa) attorney

general's office, I knew he had been in a lawsuit with the state of Illinois, and I
called him to discuss it," Kelley said
"I cmi'guarantee.you, there have been no business dealings between us, and he
doesn't even know Bryan Hall or Debbie Tan 4ner
Slke also entitends that she should not be considered a major figure in the overall
ipvestigatiun' because it involves .several dozen other people working in different
states to match adoptive parents with babies provided through Tanner and Hall, as
she did.
Kurtz said he has known Kelley several years.

"I think she is a person who means to do things well and sometimes makes a

messoof it," Kurtz said.
(From Fort Worth Star-Telegram. Jan 26. 1984)

MEXICO SAYS BABY BROKERS HARD To STOP

(By Carolyn Poirot),

Brivate adoptions arranged outside an authorized government agency are illegal
bia almost impossible to stop, Mexican official's say.
The arranging by doctors, lawyers and others of adoptions of Mexican children, for

United States couples in-exchange for money are "completely illegal," said Marco
Antonio Rojas, an attorney for Mexico's Department uf Family Development. Doc'tors, lawyers and others in Mexican border towns who arrange private adoptions
face punishments of up to 40 years in prison..
It is a federal offense against the civil rights of the human being," Rojas said. If
it can be ascertained that the robbery of a child.has been secured, 4t is punishable
by up tu years in prisorrbuth for the person who arranged the adoption and the
adopting couple '
However, such adoptions are almost impossible to stop, Rojas said.

Ar

They uses variety of tricks. Sometimes they get both the Avoman giving birth
and the adopting mother in the hospital at the same time and make it appear that
the one,'adupting the quid is the une who delivered it," Rojas said "Then they go to
a registair and register, it as their uwn. This is happening fundamentally in border
towns..
"There are also cases when it is simply a questio n of finding someone who wants
to rehriquish a child. That person takes money and another person takes the child..
- "A child.can only be relinquished legally tu the nearest relative cir a foster home
that has been authorized by Mexican law,' Rojas said.
Rojas is assistant/director of legal affairs of the System Integral for the Develop,
merit, of the Family, the federal agency comparable to the US. Department of
Health and Human Services.
The 'agency, known as the DIF, has foster homes for infants and a home for chil
dren ages 5 to 18 in all 31 states uf Mexico, said Oscar Kaufman, public relations
director for the agency The agency also sets policy, un all family matters In Mexico.
Those government rumored. foster homes and a group uf church sponsored foster
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homes approved by the state are the only agencies that can legally place children,
Kaufman said
"There is a constant campaign to educate people about not (getting invoked with
privateadoptions), but it is very difficult to control," Rojas said
Since October, the Stat Telegram has detailed problems with gray market adoptions and the, plight of US couples willing to pay thousar.ds of dollars to baby br
_kers on the mere promise of a child A Bedford couple said they paid three interme
diariesBecci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz, and
Bryan Hall of El Paso more than $7,000 for a baby from Mexico but never received
a child

Hall, Tanner and Kelley have maintained that their adoption network. which
uses lawyers in Mexico and private adoption agencies in the United States to link
adoptive couples with children, has broken no laws The three claim to have placed
as many as 400 Mexican children with parents in the United States
However, complaints from more than SO couples that they paid for babies they
never received'has led federal and state officials to investigate the three and their
operations
Officials with DIF have called a conference for February to discuss socio-economic
problems including gray market babies, abandoned. children and the growing
number of women.crossing the border to give birth
"Their view is that they are not Korea or an Asian nation, and they do not export

their children," said Michael Lauderdale, director of the center for social work research at the University of Texas in Austin and principal investigator for Region 6
Resource Center for Children. Youth and Families
"No one has any good data." Lauderdale said "We understand that a great deal

of adoption is going ona lot of itunder the table
."There are people in the Mexican goVernment who are embarrassed by what is

happening,'Mexican officials view so called gray-market adoptions as illegal.' Lau
derdale said
He and several of his associates have been invited to the seminar Feb 20-24 in
Mexico City to discuss adoption laws and other social and economic issues affecting
both Mexico and Texas
"They have asked us to hold a conference to look at gray and black market adup
tions and what to do vatth abandoned children, some of whom have at least one
American parent." Lauderdale said
The social issues grew out of an economic conference held June 2:1 in
Paso
under direction of George Rodrique-z, director of the Governor's Office of R "Iona]
Development in El Paso, in conjunction with the University of Texas at El Paso de
partment of social studies
"A lot of this is tied to the progressive devaluation that has affected the peso."
Rodriquez said "The problems have grown very, very rapidly as the Mexican econo
my-has grown weaker
Some common problems will become greater as the propulatiortgrows larger,"
Rodriquez said ''A lot of American children are born in Mexico, and no oncrknows
rte what to do.with them, if, for example, the American parent dies ur abandons

t em Some of them are entitled to Social Security and other benefits We are

trying to clarify who is rOponsible and what resources are available
Lauderdale said he heard at the Jura meeting that 20,000 to 30,000 women each
year cross the border to give birtln this country
"A lot of Mexican women very wisely come here to give birth in order to provide
an alternative for their children in case the Mexican economy gets even worse The
border is very open," he said
If all the children began demanding services, it could uwse some severe qunumic
problems in this country, he said
Lauderdale has a grant from the Children's Bureau, a division of the department
of Health and Human Services, to study that problem and others
The February meeting is a follow up to-a meeting in Juarez in November, whisk
was an outgrowth of the June meeting in El Paso
Rodriquez sard issues discussed at the-first meeting weresprimarily economic and
involved a much broader range of problems than gray market babies The babies are
only one part of a much larger economic problem he said
"People involved are from some very poor states, What's happening is that people
are looking for money," Rodriquez said "I don't believe there is a big organized ring
rof illegal adoption activity) It s just a matter...a necessity
The meeting in Mexico City is being organized by DIF, which as traditionally
under the direction of the Mexico's first lady, Paloma Corder() de la Madrid, and
sets, regulations on issues ranging from birth control to juvenile delinquency
-
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The children involved are under the protection of the first lady," Kaufman said
The laws are being changed 'Detail-se the first lady of Mexico doesn't want Mexi
can children abducted by foreigners,' Emma Bermudez, a representative at the
Mexit,,an consulate in Dallas, said She down t Want to give children to foreigners
They are very protective of their children," said Elizabeth Carroll of the U S
Embassy in Mexico City They consider dual nationals to be Mexican, where we
consider them dual ;Citizens of both Mexico and the U.S.) until they are 18"
The embassy has been studying the laws regarding adoptions and foster children
because of the growing number of adoption requests received, she said
We are.awarcof complaints of irregularities, and we look very carefully at the
visas we give for Mexican children going to the United States," said Tom Johnson,
director of consular affairs at the U S Embassy in Mexico City

As far as we know, the papers are legal, but there seems to be a pattern of

babies born at one place, birth certificates Idled out at another and registration at
another. We are checking into it," Johnson said
Lie said the embassy processes one to two visas per week for children going to the
United States

Considering the demand for babies in the United States, I do not think that is

unusual," Johnson said That is the only border in the world between a third-world
country and a highly developed country
Many of the visa.s involve at least one Mexican parent ur United States citizens
living in Mexico, Johnson said
Dr Guillermo Flores Margadant, a visiting professor from Mexico City who teach
es Mexican law at the University of Texas Law School, said when it comes to for
eign adoptions, must officials in Moxico agree that federal law should be applied
The federal Civil Code of Mexico puts very little restriction on adoptions, requir

ing only that the adopting parents be at least 2.5 years old and the adoptee be a

minor at least 17 years younger, Margadant said.
You have to prove that your income is sufficient and that the adoption is good
for the person being adopted," he said "If you are married, your spouse must give
consent, the mother ur guardian of the child must give consent and the state attor

ney must approve the adoption and register it with the court of civil procedure"
The only thing unusual about adoptions under Mexican law is that the financial
relationship between the child and natural parent is nut broken by the adoption,

Margadant said.
Margaclarit said there IS nothing in the law requiring the child to be a certain age'

before parental rights can be relinquished, nor is there any prohibition against

international adoption in the ,law itself.
always the preference for couples of Mexican nationality, but if a for
'There
eigner wants to adopt a child, t is possible," 1 yfman, of DIF, said No law what
suever says anything against d foreigner adup g a baby from Mexico, but for each
child available, there are .50 to 110 requests fro Mexican citizens, and we give pref
erence to Mexican couples "
Rojas said that for a couple from the United States to adopt a Mexican baby, It is
necessary to fill out adoption forms obtained (rum the Mexican consulate and return
them with a e opy of the couples marriage certificate, a front and a profile picture of

each adopting parent, an up-tu-date tax return showing economic solvency and a
certificate of good behavior from the community iu. which they li4e stating that nei
ther adopting parent has a criminal record
All must be translated to Spanish by an excellent translator and the translation
must be certified by the Mexican consulate," Rojas said Then-both the originals and
translations must be sent to the national DIF office In Mexico City
A baby whose parent gives him ur her up to a foster home is eligible for adoption

immediately while an abandoned child must wait six months while authurito's
make certain that the child is in fact abandoned, Rojas said

I From the Fort Worth Star Telegram, Jan lb, VIS41

TEXANS FIGHT PRIVATE ADOPTIONS

iBy Carolyn Poirot)

Independent adoptions will be outlawed in Texas if adoption agency lobbyists
have their way in the next session of the Legislature

The push in Texas for UN is to put independent adoptiop people out of buss

ness,- Bill Pierce,. chairman of the4National Committee for Adoptions; said
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Texas Committee for Adoptions and Texas Asociation of Licensed Children's
Services are both lobbying fur legislation to du away wikk independent adoptions
except in the case of stepparent or other within-the-fame adoptions, Pierce said
"They will be pushing for a good bill from the 1985 Legislature," he said
Currently, independent adoptionsthose arranged by lawyers, doctors, clergymen, ).
adoption counselors and others nut licensed to place childrenare illegal only in
Michigan, Minnesota, Massachaetts and Connecticut
Our number one priority this year will be trying to close the loopholes that apparent4 make possible a lut of the black-inarket and independent adoptions that
are log tang un," said Howard Hullett, president of Texas Committee for Adoptions.
We have been real concerned about the kind of practice doctors and lawyers
*- engage in It muddies the water fur people trying to do these things well," Hullett
said

The problems people are having getting babies from Mexico Is the type of thing
that happens when lawyers and doctors get involved in this type of social phenom
ena," Hullett said
W would like to du away with independent adoptions to present Just what happened in those cases," said Madge Watson, president of Texas Association of Li
censed Child Services and director of Lee anti Bulah Moore Children's Home in El
Paso
In the case of Mexican adoptions, some U.S couples have paid thousands of dol
lars to adopt a baby but never have received a child.
The Star-Telegram last Octuber began printing a series of stories dealing with the
financial, social and legal problems of gray-market adoptions
More than 80 U.S couples, including a couple from Bedford, say they have lost
thousands of dollars in trying to adopt children from Mexico through Bryan Hall of
El Paso, Debbie Tanner of Wilcox, Ariz, and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa The
couples never received a child

Hall, Tanner and Kelley have maintained that their adoption network, which
uses lawyers in Mexico and private adoption agencies in the United States to link
adoptive couples with children, has broken no laws
However, federal and state officials are investigating the three to determine if the
couples whu paid but never received babies have beet) defrauded-And the Iowa at
torney general's office has sued the three, seeking a court order prohibiting them
from operating in that state
None of the three are licensed to place children
With independent adoptions, yuu get all sorts of people involved in adoptions
with.no expertise and no interest in the child They just get into it for monetary
gain," Watson said.
There shouldn't be any profiteering from adoptions," Pierce said This has the
potential for giving a terrible name to adoptions in general "
Adoption advocates will be working tu strengthen the laws governing adoptions in
Texas through the state's Family Code
We are trying tu set up a situation where doctors and attorneys and private individuals are not seeking adoptive parents for a girl's child and placing a child with
them That is nut their area of expertise," said Eleanor Tuck, executive director of
the Edna Ciladney Hume in Furt Worth and an active member of both organizations
In private placements the young woman is not protected, the baby may end up
in limbo and the adopting parents are not as protected as they ought to be," Tuck
said. I think the Family Code is the place to start if we want to assure those protections."
Except fur stepparent adoptions, some authorities say independent adoptions are
almost always illegal in Texas because those involved as middlemen or liaisons take
an active part in bringing together the birth mother and the adopting parents
That active participation in the chid-placing process is forbidden in Texas to
anyone not licensed by the state for child placement, except for the natural parent
or legal guardian
The only exception, according to a 1974 attorney general's ruling on the Family
Code, is when the lawyer, doctor, clergyman or other person involved in the adoption has managing conservhtorship of the child
When authorized by court order a managing cunsersator stands in the shoes of
the parent " former Attorney General John Hill said in his opinion
That is the ruling that opens the loopholes wide," said Bill Schur, a Fort Worth
lawyer whose firm handles more than 800 adoptions each year and does most of the
legal work for the Edna Gladney Home
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'Schur believes anyone who goes to court to obtain managing conservatorship of a
child is already involved beyond legal limits in the placement of that child, but the
conservatorship ruling is used to justify the process.
"By the very act of going to court, you are admitting that you have'already begun
seeking a home for the child," Schur said "It is, in fact, a confession that the childplacing activity is already in progress "I don't do private placements. Schur said. I
personally think they are illegal To get around the law. attorneys sometimes go the
court and ask for managing conservatorship of the child

The attorney general has ruled that the managing conservator has the same
legal rights as the parent to place the child for adoption If that Is true, there is no
need for licensing laws" Schur said "Why battle the hassles of licensing requirements when you can just obtain managing conservatorship of the child you want to
place?"
Under Texas law, the mother can sign relinquishment papers at any time after
the birth of the baby as long as she is not under the influence of drugs, including
pain pills
Attorneys involved in gray-market adoptions often get the mother to sign relinquishment papers naming them managing conservators of their babies immediately
after birth Then the attorney can place the baby with anyone he wants, usually an
adopting couple willing to pay a premiuM price for the "legal fees" involved.
Because the attorney cannot sell the baby, the sells his services.
"Most of the placements will be good, but the process allows bad placements to be
made." Schur said

"With an agency, the licensing, standards are very extensive. There are things .
agencies have to do that those involved in independent adoptions don't." he said.
One of the most significant things it that an agency is required to complete a
4-lome study on the adopting parents within a year before the baby is placed in the
home With private adoptions, a home study must be completed before the adoption is
final, but the baby is often in the home several months before the study is even begun,
Schur said

Because the adoption cannot be final until after the baby is in the home for six
months anyway, the study in private adoptions is usually done sometime during
tilat six months,
By the time a judge becOmes involved, bonding has taken place and many judges
.
are reluctant to refuse to finalize the adoption except for grave reasons.
y
"The Judge is not likely to see the file until the baby is in the home several

months There, is no time requirement, except that it has to be done before the adoption is finalized," Schur said

In private adoptions, there Is also very little counseling with either the birth
.

mother or adopting parents, he said.

(From Fort Worth Star Televam]

DISCREPANCIEVTANGLE THE TRUTH IN ADOPTIONS
INFANT'S LOCATION UNKNOWN

tBy Stan Jones and Frank Trey:0
Gomez PALACIO, MEXICO Rosa Elena Bares believed that she was giving her
newborn daughter up to adoption by a Bedford couple in March 1983.
Eleven months later, the child's whereabouts are unknown.
The adoption never took place The Bedford couple, who paid $6,700 to Bryan
Martin -Hall of El Paso, Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz. and Becci Kelley of New
Market, Iowa, said their money got them nothing but heartache
Batres said Friday that she hasn't seen the child since its birth and believed that
the child had gone to the Bedford couple
Although adoption papers are confidential both in Mexico and the United States.
the Star Telegram obtained copies of paperwork for two adoptions, including that of
the Bedford couple The documents listed the names of the biological mothers and
their home addresses in Mexico
At the address listed on one adoption. in Ciudad Juarez. the family residing there
said they had never heard of the woman listed on the adoption document
Hall had said in December that women who gave up their children for adoption
might use fictitious addresses or names to hide the shame of their ii,ctions

,
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But at the other address, in Ciudad Lerdo, near the city of Torreon in north cen
tral Mexico, a woman who identified herself as Rosa Elena Batres acknowledged
that she had given up her infant daughter for adoption in 1983
Batres said she was separated from her husband when she discovered that she
was pregnant with her second child Unable to support two .children, the young k
mother said she heard of a midwife in Gomez Palacio "who could help me
Batres visited the midwife, known to her only, as Elise, who suggested that her
baby be placed for adoption Batres agreed
Batres said she gave birth in Elise 's home and signed documents giving the child
up for adoption to the Bedford oouple
Batres, who speaks unly Spanish, said the papers were in Spanish and that she
understood what was written
The Bedford couple said Saturday that they learned of the child through Hall,
Tanner and Kelley The husband said he held and fed the child in April 1983 during
a visit to a baby sitter's house in Juarez
But the couple never saw the child again. They said Hall, an adoption intermediary, cited delay after delay in the adoption proces1 ID August, the couple said
they gave up hope of getting the child and asked Hall for their money back Theix
money, has not been returned

Hall said during an El Paso interview in December that the adoption paperwork
to unite the Texas couple with the Mexican infant was completed in July 1983 Hall
said the couple backed out after learning that they were going to have a baby
Hall said that since then, the add has been staying with a baby sitter in Mexico
He said he had been unable to give the baby to another adoptive couple because he
could not find the child's motherr. The mother would have to sign a new document
to surrender the child to a different adoptive eouple, he said
The Star-Telegram had little difficulty locating the moth& Batres w still living at
the Lerdo address listed on the adoption paperwork
Batres said she never heard of Hall, Tanner or anyone else connected with the
adoption network,
Fort Worth Star Telegram]

TOWNSFOLK DENY INVOLYtMENT IN NETWORK

(By Stan Jones and Frank Trejo)

TORREON, Mexico.At the end of a narrow, curbless street thaskjust off this cityls
main thoroughfare stands a tiny booth leading into the red-light district

The locals call it the 'zone' Made up of about fonr wall-encircled acres of tiny

rooms, filthy bars, drunken men and enticing women, it is a place where money will
satisfy almost any desire
It takes money-5 pesos per keison--,. Gust to pass by the booth and enter the district, supervised by the city. The fee, says assign, goes to a Torreon daycare center
are bare save for a small bed, a bucket of water a
Most of the women's roo
res of naked women The sheets on the mattre
toiletries and perhaps SO
rin the air
are stained, and foul odo
It is in just such a setting that many fthe Mexican children adopted by couples
in the United States are conceived, accor ing to Bryan Hall of El Paso, who says he
translates adoption papers from Spanish to English

Hall and Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz, are key members of an adoption net
work operating between Mexico an4 the United States that is under investigation
by state and federal authorities in both countries The two say they have participat
ed in 200 to 400 successful adoptions of Mexican children by couples in the United
States since 1978.

Hall and Tanner have been vague in discussing the sources of the children who
are adopted, but in an interview with the Star Telegram in December, Hall, who
manages a topless bar in El Paso, said the Torreon area supplied many babies, and
when you're dealing with a child )for adoption) in Mexico, the women probably are
prostitutes "
Thei prostitutes of Torreon deny this The few who agreed to discuss the job-relat
ed hazard of pregnancy said there is nu organized system for giving up unwanted
children

Any girl who becomes pregnant has to take care of it on her own There is no
one place to go,- one woman,said. Some girls go to Matamoros or Tamaulipds"
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The Star Telegram has been investigating,. the gray market in babies since October, exposing problems with Mexican adoptions handled by Hall, Tanner kand Becci
Kelley of New Market, Iowa
The articles have detailed the plight of U S couples who are so desperately seeking to adopt children that they have paid thousands of dollars un the mere promise

of a child Among them is a Bedford couple who said they paid ($6,700 to Hall,
Tanner and Kelley for a baby Like more than 80 other couples in at least 16 states
the Bedford couple never received a baby
Theylare among an estimated 2 million couples nationally who are waiting to
adopt Cinildren During 1983 an estimated 60,000 children were adopted nationally
only 13.771 in Texas.-

The numbers of couples seeking to adopt are so great and the infants available for
adoption so few that many of the couples, turn to baby brokersprofessionals who
wheel and deal in a gray market for babies under the guise of inflated legal and
medical charges Baby brokers often are doctors and lawyers who know where the
babies are and what they're worth to adoptive parents They put them togetherfor
a fee
The FBI is investigating whether Tanner, Kelley and Hall defrauded the couples
who paid for adoptable babies but never received them or their money back Officials in six states also are investigating the three
Hall. Tanner and Kelley maintain that they have broken no laws
Mexico, a stronghold for Catholicism, 'considers abortion a crime and adoption a
form of abandonment It is government policy and a religious dictate that the
family remain intact
Child welfare officials in Mexico are skeptical that large numbers of children born
in Torreon have been funneled rq U S couples for adoption If such a practice has
gone on. the officials said, it may not have gone through the proper channels,
Although adoptions of Mexican children by foreigners are legal, Mexican officials
say the government must handle all adoptions They also acknowledge that it is
almost impossible to stop adoptions of l'ilexican children handled privately

Even Viola Anthony, a widow who Mexican national Ermila Hernandez says

duped her into giving up her four daughters for adoption in 1981, said Mexicans, no
matter how destitute, rarely break up their family
"Never mind how poor they are, they don't want to give up their kids," said Anthony, 71, who lives in the small village of Arteaga un the outskirts of Saltillo, the
city where Hernandez was reared and gave birth to her four children

Hernandez, now living in Albuquerque, N M contends that Anthony, Hall,
Tanner and Juarez lawyer Lorenzo Prospero preyed on Hernandez's lack of education to get her to sign documents terminating her parental rights to her children
Both in Mexico and the United States, child-placement authorities believe that
;Tanner and Hall have greatly exaggerated the number of successful adoptions they
helped to complete

Nonetheless several families in the Un ted States, most of them members of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints iMormun), have adopted Mexican children through Tanner and Hall Tanner also is a Mormon
In 1982, at least 24 adoptive couples attended a "reunion" in Salt Lake City,5ponsored by Tanner, to show off their newly adopted children, said one Mormon family
who attended Torreon or its sister cities Gomez Palauo and Ciudad Lerdo were
listed as the origin of many of the adopted children, said one adoptive mother, who
asked not to be identified by name for fear of losing her 3-year-old adopted daugh-

ter
Tanner brought a photo album to the reunion containing "a few hundred plc-

tures" of other couples who had adopted Mexican children through her, the woman
said
One couple in Salt Lake'City. said Mexican adoption documents show that their
child was born in Hospital Paternal Infantil in Torreon

"It's illegal for the doctors to get involved in that sort of thing," said the Salt
Lake City adoptive father "Hall and these guys knew it was illegal Hall said the
doctor was getting paid off like the judge and eterybtly He said thats just the way
you do business down there

Hospital directories in Torreon contain no listing for such Hospital Paternal Infantil, and Star Telegi'am reporters were unable to locate any hospital ur clinic by
that name during a.two-day visit last' week
But nearby- Lerdo boasts the largest "birthing clinic in the three-city area, with
a name similar to the one listed on the Salt Lake City c uple's 4.luption papers
The health center and huspttal of Lerdo, normally referred. to as Centro Maternal

Infantil (Central Maternal Infant hospital), brings more than 120 babies into the
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world each month, said Dr Guillermo Rodriquez, the hospital diryttt The hospital
also has a social services department that coordinates adoptions between single
mothers and adoptive parents in Mexico un a limited basis, Rodriquez said
The family planning section, which is responsible for adoptions, was run by Dr

Francisco Lopez, 32, who died Monday night in Gomez Palacio when his car collided

with a bus, said authorities at the Ministerio Publico (Public Ministry) in Gomez
Palacio The authorities said Lopez apparently ran a red light at about 9 30 p m
and struck the bus, which Was empty except for a driver Lopez was killed instantly,
authorities said There were no other injuries

Rodriquez said that in his position, Lopez "might have been aware of women who
might want to give up theirchildren
However, Lopez's wife, Maria Elena Lopez, said her husband did not deal with
couples in the United States seeking to adopt
Kelley. who worked closely with Tanner in adoptions to couples in the United
States along the East Coast, said Tanner told her that a woman named Sonya was
married to a doctor in Torreon who furnished babies for adoption The doctor's
name was nZ given
Kelley ialeSonya and her husband were paid between $1,S00 and $2,000 fur each
child they ,obtained for adoption by a couple in the United States In an interview in
December, Tanner said most of the $5,000 to $6,000 that couples paid to adopt a
Mexican child went to the hospital where the child was delivered
But Rodriquez said expenses at his hospital rarely run more than $50'per child,
including delivery fees and care for the mother
Rodriquez said that of the two to three adoptions processed through.the hospital.a
year, which never have involved couples in the United States, costs were less than
$100, Mexican couples that adopt with the help of the hospital aro required to pay
only the mother's $50 medical costs and filing fees with the government registry
Occasionally, Rodriquez said, hospital staff members hear of attempts fro aclupjive parents to pay mothers to give up their children for adoption The last attempt
was made about five months ago, he said, and the mother was offered between $60
and $100 for her child
We do not allow such a thing,- Rodriquez said ''If we find out, we tell the
mother and the couple that we will not permit the belling of babies un hospital property
Child-welfare officials in iTurreon, an industrialized city and hub for scores of tiny
villages scattered along the barren, desertlike Mexican interior, expressed surprise
that adoptions were taking place
The major hospitals in Torreon, including the Hospital Infantil Beatriz Velasco de
Aleman, the state-run infant hospital in the heart of the city, handle nu adoptions,
hospital administrators said
Francisco Velez, administrator of Hospital Infantil, said only two or three aban
doned children are processed each year, a9d those vases are referred to the Tribunal
Tutelar Para Menores tTribunal for the Protection of Minurst, the city's child wel
fare,program Other hospitals said they also refer such cases to the tribunal, witch
has sole authority to take care of abandoned children
Maru; del Roca) Aguirre, director of the welfare program, said abandoned chit
dren are placed in a foster home or orphtmage /lone of the children is placed for
adopyeon, she said Last year, her office processed 130 abandoned children The par
enK ur relatives of all but four were located and reunited with the children, she
said
'I find A hard to accept that that many Mexican children would have, been al
lowed tcyJeave the country for adoption).- Aguirre said "Even in our cases, where
we are talking not about permanent adoption but temporary foster homes, we try to
keep the children in the aninediate region, and we never place them with foreign
e,t-s

From the Fort Worth Star Telegram, Jan -..9
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ROLE IN ADOPTIONS BORN OF LOVE, WOMAN SAYS

(By Frank Trejo)
, ARTEAUA, MexicoViola Anthony says her problem is that she is tOo kindheart
ed She loves children And she loves to help people
That is why, at least twice in the last three year, she has helped local women

find a solution to financial problems by giving up their children for adoption
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One of those women is Ermi la Hernando, a 32-year-old Mexican national living
in Albuquerque, N M , who contends that Anthony was among several people who
tricked her into guing up her four daughters Hernandez says the four girls were
supposed to be placed in 'a temporary foster home while she obtained work in the
United States Instead, they were given up for permanent adoption by': U.S. couples,
she said

4...

For three years, Hernandez said, she has lived thr.ough a nightmttresearching
for her daughters
Although Hernandez acknowledges that she signed papers, she says the papers
were written in English, which she can't read, and she did not know she was giving
the children away She blames Bryan Hall of El Paso, Lorenzo Prospero of Ciudad
Juarez, Mexico, and Anthony, a 71-year-old U S citizen living in Arteaga, Mexico
During an meet-stew with the Star-Telegram last week in her home, ,Anthony
denied that Hernandez was misled Anthony said Hernandez knew from the start
that if she went to Juarez. where the adoption took place, she never would see her
children again

"I told her, "Think about this very carefully, this is your family you're talking
Anthony said "I told her, 'If you don't want to go to Juarez, you don't
have to go Don't go.'
about,'

Anthogy says she did nothing illegal in finding adoptable children for the international adoption network operated by Hall and Debbie Tanner of Wilcox, Ariz
Mexican officials say all legal adoptions in. that country must be handled by the
government ministry in charge of family affairs.
Federal officials and authorities in six states are investigating Tanner, Hall and
Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, to determine whether they have defrauded U.S.
couples who say they paid thousands of dollars to the three for adoptable Mexican
babies they never received....

In October, the Star Telegram began investigating problems with adoptions in the
gray market At least SO couples from 16 states, including a couple from Bedford,
have complained that they paid between $3,000 and $7,000 to Tanner, Hall and
Kelley for adoptable Mexican children they never received.
The Bedford coeiPle said they paid $6,700 to Tanner, Kelley and Hall three years
ago for a baby TheA, never received the baby and finally asked for their money
back It has not been returned
FBI agents from Washington, D C, and three states converged on Albuquerque
last week to review the progress of investigations into the activities of Tanner, Hall
and Kelley
Additional attention was focused on the adoption network after Hernandez's
claims that her children were taken through trickery began to circulate.
.
An attorney for Hernandez said last week that birth certificates for three of the
four children that Hernandez said she unwillingly gave up for adoption were altered
when filed with Mexican officials in Juarez
Josephine Rohr, an Albuquerque lawyer, said "significant discrepancises" exist
between birth certificates filed during the adoption process and the children's original birth certificates
Three of Hernadez's children, ages 11, 10, and 4, were born. and registered in SalUlla. about 50 miles west of Monterrey, Rohrsaid In 1981, however, new birth certificates were prepared for the children to show the names of their adoptive parents,
she said Those documents were filed in Ciudad Juarez, Rohr said. The fourth, a
newbor child, was registered only once, Rohr said.
Hern ndez's two oldest girls, Maria and Paula are believed to have been adopted
by' a Colorado couple, Joe and Madalyn Sutherland The Sutherlands said earlier
this month that when they met Hernandez in Juarez in March 1981, she was fully
aware that the children were being given up for adoption
AnthOny said she has no knowledge of any wrongdoing by anyone involved with
the network She said she does not know what Hernandez was promised nor what
legal proceedings took place concerning the adoptions
'I ilist called Butch (Hall) and I said, 'Here is this family that wants to go to the
states,' and they (Hall and Prospero) came down and talked to her 11-lernandezi,"
Anthony said
Anthony said she first learned of the adoption network several years ago through
a man she met at an American consulate She said she could not remember the
man's name
"Then- one day, sometime later, this car came up by my door and this guy he said,

'You may think I'm crazy. but if you ever hear of anybody wanting to give up their
children for adoption, call me,'" Anthony said She said the man in the car was the
same man she met at the consulate
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But Anthony said finding such children proved difficult
"Never mind how poor they are, they don't want to give up their kids," Anthony

said. As a result, she said, the Hernandez children and one other child were the
only ones she helped locate

"I'm crazy about kids," Anthonx said. "I'm always willing to help I was only
doing it for the love of the kids "
Anthony said she decided to retire in Mexico with her husband 12 years ago Her
husband, who died five years ago, convinced her to leave New York, Anthony said,
after he read a book titled "Fabulous Mexico The book, she said, promised that a
person could live in Mexico on $1,000 a year.
Part of the motivation for helping locate adoptable children, Anthuny admitted,
was financial. It was agreed that Hall would pay her $10 a day for each person she
,
put up in her home while the adoption procee.dings took 'place.
Hernandez has said she was told by Hall, after the adoptions became final, that
Anthony was paid $4,100 for helping find the children Anthony said she received
only "$2,000 and some change," for expenKes incurred during the months that Her
nandez and the four children stayed at her house.
And I also paid her tHernandez) to help me out around the house, even though I
really didn't need the help," Anthony said
Although the Woman admitted that she had been asked to look fur adoptable chil
dren, Anthony said it was Hernandez's idea to give up her children for adoption
When Hernandez expressed an interest, Anthony said, she immediately contacted

Hall, who explained the process to Hernandez
"I'm not involved in her giving up her kids at all," Anthony said. "I don't know
what Bryan explained to her."

Anthony said that at first, she wanted to adopt Hernandez's newborn baby girl
and that Hernandez agreed to the adoption, saying she did nut want to even see the
baby after it was born.
Anthony said the baby was taken to a friend's house, but Hernandez changed her
mind about letting het adopt it
baby, I don't want
"She (Hernandez) got up, she was crying I said, 'Take
anything to do with it.'"
However, Anthony said she came to view Hernandez and e girls as ''part of my
family. I actually cried when they left "
Anthony said that because of the reluctance of Mexican families to give up chil

dren for adoption, she only participated in one other adoptionthat of a day -old
baby about two years ago. About that time, she said, she also brought another child
into her own home.
Although she wanted to adopt the baby, she said It would have been difficult for
her to adopt him because of her age and because she was not married Instead, she
said, the baby was adopted by Ihe sister of a close friend and Anthony said she has
reared him as her own for two years
(From the or Worth StarTelegram, Feb 9, 1984)

WOMAN TELLS OF CASH FLOW IN ADOPTIONS

(By Stan Jones)
An international adoption network paid Mexican mothers to give up their chil
dren for adoption by couples in the United states, a woman who helped obtain
babies for the network has told the Star-Telegram
Fanny Hatch, 71, whO was born in the United States but has spent most of her

life in Mexico, said that between 1978 and 1980 she paid pregnant Mexican women
in Hermosillo, about 300 miles south of the Arizona Mexico border, - varying amounts
of money in exchange for putting their children up for adoption
Hatch said Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz., a key member in the adoption net
work's hierarchy, reimbursed her for the money she paid the Mexican women
"I would tell ber (Tanner) how much I spent and she would send it to me," said
Hatch, a longtime resident of Hermosillo 'I think I told her exactly how it was
spent There was never any disagreement on that."
The operations of the adoption network are under investigation by state and fed
eral authorities in the United States and Mexico A major facet of those investiga
tons focuses on. how the children offered for adoption to U.S couples were obtained
Mexican law prohibits the buying and Selling of babies but does not specifically
define the offense, as does Texas law. It, is not illegal, for instance, for a mother s
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medical costs tu bt paid by adopting parents But it is unclear whether additional

money paid to a mother constitutes the sale of a child.
The criminal code of Mexico provides imprisonment fur up to three years and a
fine uf 1.000 pesos fur violating any uf the human rights guaranteed by the constitu-

tion, said Guillermo Margadant, a visiting professor uf law at the University of
Texas The fIlleabout $17 in US money at the current exchange rate, is small be-

cause the law has nut compensated f!ur devaluation of the peso, Margadant said
That law would apply to buying and selling children because it is a form of slavery, and slavery is prohibited by the constitution,- said Margadant, who practiced
and taught law in Mexico City

Hatch said, however, that she wasn't buying children but was "taking a baby to
help the mother
"What are you going tu do if a baby is starving and'you is mother) are hungry
without foodand you give someone your baby and they give you some money to
keep you going^ Now is that selling your baby ur what is it.'" Hatch asked in a telephone interview with the Star-TeleAam frum Mesa, Ariz . where she and her husband moved a year ago
Officials of the Mexican consulate in Washington. DC, and ,government officials
in Mexico City refused tu comment. without a formal written request, on whether
Hatch's role was a violation of Mexican law
In une instance, Hatch said a woman brought an infant to her ranch in herMosillu in 1979 and offered to sell the baby for 3,000 pesos, roughly $1)50 in US money
before dramatic devaluations of the peso in 1982
'I said, 'Selling a baby for 3.000 pesos' And she'said, 'I don't 'have any work, we
don't have any food and
re hungry. Hatch said "So I said, Well yes. I'll take
the baby, but not for that price You need more money than that '
"So, eventually, I did g
her more money than she asked fur. Just'becaus it was
the only fair thihg to do wi h her," Hatch said Hatch did not recall how much the
mother was paid to give up her child, which she said was placed by Tanner with a
U S couple
Hatch said that in must cases, mothers were given room and board money during
pregnancy plus more than $400 after the child was burn "so they could get back to
work One woman was paid $900, including room and board, while others were
paid less, she said One woman was paid nothing, she said
It was dust the difference in No hat the girls wanted, mostly,' she said. "There was
no norm

Hatch also defended Tanner against claims by U S. eouples that they paid for a
child they could adopt but never received a baby' She said that Mexican mothers
often would break a promise to give a child up after giving birth.
"I know that lots uf people would say they would give their baby and after you
give them money and everthing, it was quite common for them Just to walk of and
leave you holding the bill." Hatch said It didn't happen to me too often because I
got onto it right quick, but this could happen.
"It hasn't been easy for (Tanner)," Hatch said. "Often, the whole thing falls
through because the mother has decided tu keep the baby) or many times ihe baby
would die So there's been a breakdown many times. which has made it very hard
for Debbie, and I car) understand that "
Tanner, Bryan Will of El Paso and Becu Kelley of Nerw Market. Iowa, are the
focus of Tbderal and state investigations in the United States into claims thiat more
than 80 American couples in at least 18 states were defrauded uf.betwe4>;ir$3,000
and $7,000 each for adoptions that were never completed. The coupls.said tli4 paid
the three for children they never received and they never gut their monV. back.
The trio have maintained that their adoption network, which uses lawyprs in
Mexico and private adoption agencies in the United States tu link adoptive couples
with child). has broken nu laws Tannev and Hall claim -tu have placed as many
as 100 Mexican children with parents in the United States.
Tanner has denied any wrongdoing She could nut Jr , reached fur comment concerning payments tu Mexican mothers Her attorno5. Sib Abraham uf El Paso.
promised a statement but never called the Star Telegram Abraham had a death in

his immediate family on Monday.,
Tanner's husband, Terry, said, No mothers were ever paid That's illegal And
Debbie does not do any illegal adoptions at all
The Star Telegram has been investigating the gray market, in babies tame October, detailing the plight of U S couples who are so desperately seeking to tidupt chil-

dren that they have paid thousands of dollars on the mere promise, uf a child.
Among them is a Bedford couple who said they paid $6,700 to Hall, Tanner and
Kelley for a baby they never received
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They are among an estimated 2 million couples nationally who are/waiting to
an estimated 60,000 thildrhi were adopted nationally
adopt children During
13,771 in Texas

Hatch, who said she and her husband raised grapes un.a small farm in Hermosillo
before returning to the United States, said she was intulved in the successful adup
tions of six to eight Mexican' children by United States couples between l978 and
1980

Another U S woman, is by recently inu%ed back to Utah from Mexico City. said
Hatch paid Stain in atm) to her Mi.xlian maid, who gave birth to twins The paymentat $.100 per childwas fur the mother s agreement to relinquish her parental
rights to the infants, the woman said
iliatchi gave the mother :5.2004 and I kept S-100. which I deposited with the girl
into the bank and she wothdrew it at my s..-so, which had to be for food and cloth
mg, said the woman, who spoke with the Star-Telegram only un the condition that
she not be identified by name for feaNuf being associated es th Tanner's urgapiza
tion
The woman, a Mormon and the wife of a Mexican national and doctor, said she
came in contact with Hatch through Tanner She said she learned of Tanner from a
friend in the United States who was trying to adopt a baby through Tanner
The woman said Tanner told her that Mexican women who give children up fiSr
adoption were normally paid $500 per child The woman said the maid, who was ltf.
when she gave birth, was paid less because, "I told them I'm not going to let you
hand over that much money to that little girl
It would have becomes a business for her," the woman said "If she thought she
was going to get that much money, she would have become a baby factory
Hatch denied any involvement in that adoption
Kelley denied any knowledge that Mexican mothers were paid in exchange for
,giving up their children for adoption and said that "if I had any indication that any

of my children that I helped to place were literally bought, that child would not

have been placed by me"
hatch said she was one of several people in Mexico w ho helped find children for
Tanner and said she did not belitite the practice of paying mothers hundreds of,dol
Fars for their children was illegal
These were legal adoptions, Hatch said "The mothers signed the papers relin
quashing (their parental rightsi. flow cuutld it be wrung helping a person through a

pregnancy" It was Just like saving a baby from no future at all to a good home I
didn't feel there was anything wrong about it
"I never did say, 'I'll give you this much money for this baby I would say, 'How
much do you need"' Hatch said "Here's a baby that:ll never make it unless it gets
into a good home and the money, was merciful to help the mother, but the impor
tent thing to me always was this baby will havea future,"
Marco Antonio Rojas, an attorney for Mexic.o's Department of Family Development, that country's equivalent to the U S Department of Health and Human Sery
ices, said any adoption arranged without agency approval is illegal However, Rojas'
interpretation of the law is not shared by attorneys in Mexico who routinely handle
private adoptions

Hatch, educated in Mormon schools in Mexico, said she met Tanner through her
daughter, who knew the Tanner family when the Tanners lived in Colorado She
said Tanner called her in 1978 and asked Hatch to call her if she came across chit
dren available for adoption
After helping an abandoned child find a home with an adoptive couple in the
United States, Hatch said word spread in the city of Ilermosilly that she handled
adoptions "I never did go looking for children," she said "The only babies I got
were people handing me babies and saying, 'I can't kcep them'
She said she told pregqantrmoyhers that she would give them money for room and

board

on the understanding it I helped them through their pregnancy, I woult

place their baby for them
Hatch said that part of the reason some niothers didn't give their children up was
because of the social pressures in Mexico
I think most of the time, that's why mothers don't want to give up their babies
They feel like it's evil to sell their baby." she said "They have-a very guilty feeling
when they do this, but they're desperate "
Hatch said that the women who did give their children up would be given enough'
in one of the poorest, poor
money to keep her alive and eating Just barely
homes ,When the baby was delivered, the women were given "six weeks money
enough to see them through until they were fit to return to work, Hatch said
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Six weeks money, she said, would be at least 200 pesos per day, or $920 for the six
weeks at an average rate of 20 pesoes to the dollar during 1978 through 1980.

The majority of the adoption money she handled went to the Mexican mothers,

Hatch said.
Hospital delivery costs often were free for Mexican women through government-

run social security hospitals, Hatch said. Mexican attorney fees were non-telly
about $500 Hatch said she also received money from Tanner for her services, \but
she said she didn't recall how much.
"It wasn't a business for me," she said "It was something tb do for girls that
needed help ",

(From Fort Worth StenTeletrom)

TWINS POSSIBLY SOLD FOR $600

(By Stan Jones)

A Utah woman believes she participated in an illegal adoption while living in
Mexico by allowing her maid in Mexico City to be paid to give up her twins for

adoption

c

Ann Smith, not her real name, said her maid was paid $600 in 1980$300 per
childfor two newborns by a Hermosillo, Mexico, woman. The Hermosillo woman
worked with Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz, in arranging adoptions of Mexican

children by couples in the United States, Smith said
Smith said she questioned Tanner about the payments and she assured me it
wasn't illegal.
"She did not say they were buying babies She did say they (the mothers) would
be paid."
Smith, who spoke to the Star Telegram only on the condition that her identity not
be revealed because she doesn't want to be involved with Tanner, said she now believes the payments were illegal.
Smith said Tanner told her that Mexican mothers were paid $500 per child when
they relinquished their parental rights and put the children up for adoption.
Smith said she would not allow her maid to be paid the "going rate" to give up
her twins for adoption because she feared the maid would become "alobaby factory.
"When I talked to Debbie Tanner the first time .. . she said their usual procedure was they paid the mothers $500 and that they pay their medical expenses,"
Smith said "I explained that's an awful lot of money for a Mexican girl who has no
education, that can't even tell you where she lives. I mean, she couldn't read to tell
you the name of the streets.
"She (Tanner) said we'll just give you the money and you can use it at your discretion," Smith said.
Tanner, Bryan Hall of El Paso and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, are the
focus of federal investigations in the United States and Mexico. Authorities are
trying', to determine if the trio defrauded couples in the US by taking money for
but never delivering, children for adoption and by improperly obtaining children in
Mexico.

Tanner could not be reached for comment.
Her attorney promised a statement but never made one available to the Star-Tele'gram The at ney, Sid Akramson, had a death in his family on Monday.
Tanner's hu and, Terry, denied any wrongdoing by his wife and said no mothers
were ever pal for their babies.
Hall and elley were not implicated in the Mexico City adoption.

Smith, who lived in Mexico City for five years until September 1983 while her
Mexican husband completed his medical studies and residency, said she became involved with Tanner through a friend in the United States who was trying to adopt a
Mexican child She said the friend asked her to cont4ct Tanner if Smith came across
someone willing to give up a child for adoption.
In early 1980, Smith said her 16-year-old maid told her she was pregnant and
asked Smith to adopt the baby Smith, a Mormon now living in St. George, Utah,
said she told the maid she would find another adoptive family and contacted
Tanner.

The maid gave birth to twins one month prematurely, Smith said. Tanner told
her that a married couple from Cases Grandes, a Mormon colony between Ciudad
Juarez and Chihuahua, would fly to Mexico City and pick up the children. Tanner
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told her the couple were relatives of Fanny Hatch, a child finder in Hermosillo,
Mexico, Smith said,
But one of the infants had lung problems and had to remain in the hospital

longer than anticipated, Smith said The couple from Cases Grandes flew in, waited
on the children, but had to return before the children were released, she said.
The next week, Fanny Hatch and a woman Smith did not know flew to Mexico

City front Hermogillo and picked up the children, Smith said. She said Hatch
brought $1,000 to give to the mother for her two children.

"Then I told them, I'm not going to let you hand over that much money to that
little girl," Smith said. "I just didn't feel that it was right. It would have become a
business fur her. If she thought she was going get that much money, she would have
become a baby factory."
Hatch has denied any involvement in the Mexico City adoption
But a Utah woman who adopted the twins, who also asked not to be identified by

name, said Hatch did, indeed pick up the twins in Mexico City from Smith. The
adoptive mother said she stayed with Hatch for one might in Hermosillo after the
`
twins were picked up.
Smith said Hatch gave the maid $200 in cash. Hatch gave $400 to Smith, who said
she put the money in a bank account in the maid's name.
"I kept $400 which I deposited . . . which had to be for food and clothing," Smith

.

said. ''We did this over a period of about five months after the babies were born
until she had bought food and clothing and things she needed for herself and her

mother and her son Smith said the maid lived with her mother in a tiny house with
a 2.year-old son, born when the maid was 14 years old.
They were sleeping on the floor without any mattresses in this little tiny cabby
hDle no stove, no blankets, no nothing," she said.
t
(From Fort Worth StareTeIegroun, Feb 11. 1984)

LAWYER SAYS PROOF EXISTS OF FRAUD IN ADOPTIONS
e

(By Stan Jones)

The attorney for a Mexican woman who says she was tricked into giving up her
four daughters for adoption, said she can prove that the children were acquired by
fraud. Josephine Ruhr an Albuquerque, N.M., attorney, said she will request immediate

action from the U.S. attorney in New Mexico next week to return the four adopted .
children to their mother, Ermila Hernandet.
"I have enough proof to go into court on all of them now," Rohr said Friday

Rohr said FBI agents Thursday located the adoptive parents of Hern

youngest child, Herrnelita. The child, who was 3 'months old when adopted-Pin
is living with a couple in Utah, Rohr said.

dez's
80,

Earlier, the FBI had traced two of the other three children to Joe and Madelyn

Sutherland of Manassa, Colo., and another to a couple in Utah.

Rohr said that fraudulent birth certificates were filed for three of the four chil

dren in Cludad Juarez, Mexico, in 1980 when the Children were adopted

Hernandez, whu claims that adoption intermediaries Debbie Tanner of Willcox,
Anz., and'Bryan Hall of El Paso duped her into giving up her children, had brigi
nally registered the births of her three oldest children, ages 10, 8 and 5,-in Saltillo,
Mexico. Hernandez is a.Mexican national.
Hall andTanner could not be contacted for comment Friday
In two cases, Rohr said, the names of the biological fathers were listed

But when the children were adopted, fraudulent birth certificates were prepared
to show the names of the adoptive parents, Rohr said The certificates falsified the
ages of the children, and two of them failed to name the biological father, Rohr said,
in violation of Mexican law.

They used certificates that were false in order to proceed with the adoption
itself," Rohr said That means ,that the adoptions themselves are illegal, she said
"Front ineeptiun to end, every action is tainted because the adoptions are tainted:
period," she said.

-

The attorney said she will seek to have all four children returned to Hernandez
Tanner, Hall and I3ecci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, are the focus of federal and
state investigatiuns into claims that at least 80 U.S. couples, including a couple from
Bedford, were defrauded of between $3,000 and $7,000 each by 'paying for Mexican
adoptions that were never completed.
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The4rio have maintained that them'aduptiun network, which uses Mexican attorneys and licensed adoption agencies in the United States to link adoptive couples
with children. has.broken no laws
A

(From Fort Worth Star Telegram. Feb II. 19841

IRS ASKED To INVESTIGATE ADOPTION NETWORK

(By Stan Jones and Dave Montgomery)

Treasury Secretary Donald Regan has asked the Internal Revenue Service to

enter an investigation of a private adoption network operating between Mexico and
the United States
In a letter to U S Sen Robert Dole, R-Kansas, Regan said he has asked IRS Commissioner Roscoe Egger to commit his agents toward "encouraging the investigation" And 'coordinating national efforts" to determine if the adoption network has
broken any laws
Adoption intermediaries Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz, Bryan' Hall of El Paso
and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, are the focus of investigations by the FBI
and the U S Immigration and Naturalization Service. At least 80 U.S couples in 18
states said they paid between $3,000 and $7,000 each to adopt Mexican children The
couples said they neither received a child nor a refund of theli money
Dole had asked Regan to include the IRS in,a comprehensive, nationwide investigation
Dole and five other senators, including Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, introduced legisla-

tion in the Senate un Thursday to outlaw fraudulent international and interstate
adoptions

Bentsen, himself an adoptive parent, called for swift passage to reverse the

"seamy scenario" orinternational adoption fraud.
In a brief speech on the Senate floor, Bentsen said a recent series of articles in
the Fort Worth Star Telegram "clearly demonstrates the need for this legislation
Since October, the Star Telegram has detailed the plight of U S couples desperate
to adopt children either at'hume or from abroad The newspaper began -reporting on
the Mexican adoption network in December
Bentsen said the adoption ring may have been involved in as many as 400 fraud
cases in 20 states "Unfortunately," he said, the group's activities amount to the
tip of the iceberg in the largely unregulated world of international and interstate
adoption "

The senator's daughter, Tina, was adopted from Norway about 30 years ago after
Bentsen, then ayoung congressman, sponsored a private immigration billpermitting her admission into the country She was described as the billion-dollar baby"
because Bentsen's bill was enacied as an amendment to a $4 billion tax bill.
The adoption bill would make it a federal crime, punishable by up to five years in
prison and d $10,000 fine, to defraud adoptive couples. The bill would. also prohibit
unlicensed adoption intermediarieswith the exception of lawyersfrom handling
international or irtterstate adoptions
The bill also would open the federal courts fur defrauded couples to seek restitution from unscrupulous adoption intermediaries
Scutt Morgan, staff counsel for the Senate Subcommittee on Courts, which Pole
chairs, said subcommittee hearings un the bill could begin as early as mid-March
Morgan said he expects joint hearings before Dole's Judiciary subcommittee and

the Subcommittee on Family and Health, which is chaired by Sen. Jeremiah
'

Denton, R-Ala., one of the adoption bill's cosponsors
Sens Charles E Grassley, R Iowa, and Roger K Jepsen, R-Iowa, also cosponsored
the bill
(Froin the Fort Worth Star Telegram)

ADOPTION CLIENTS SAY PREGNANT GIRL SMUGGLED INTO U.S.

By Stan Jones)

A pregnant,16yearold Mexican national was smuggled into the United States

and turned over to members of an international adoption network in 1983, a couple
that cared fur the woman and their attorney have told the Star-Telegram
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The smuggling was reported in April 1983 to the Federal Bureau of Investigation
and the U,S Immigration Service offices ,in Salt Lake City, said Alan D Boyack, the

attorney who represents the couple, but neither agency interviewed the undocumented worker.
The woman has since been returned to Mexico

Boyack, of St 'George, Utah, said he interviewed the undocumented worker in

April 1983, after ryan Martin Hall of El Paso turned the girl over to Brent and
Debbie Minor, w m be represented.

The Minors h d agreedin conversations with Hall and Debbie Tanner of Willopt the worna 's baby after it was born, The Minors, also of St
Georgcr, Utah, said they picked up the mother at the home of Hall's parents in
Springerville, Ariz They said Hall met them at his parent's home and turned the

cox, Ariz.to

woman over to them.
The woman was eight months pregnant, Boy ack said, and had apparently entered

the US. illegally after a man in Mexico offered to get her a job in this country as a
maid, Boyack said the woman was unaware she was supposed to give' up her child
for adoption.

The juvenile had no documentation from U.S immigration ur the Mexican gobernment to allow,.her to legally visit the United States Boyack said

Tanner and Hall are key members of an international adoption network, under
investigation by ler and state agencies in the United States and Mexico More
than SO Americatm, tiples in 18 states, including a Bedford couple, have said they
paid between $3,000 'and $1',000 each to adopt Mexican children they never received

At least 100 U S. adoptive couples did receive Mexican children through the network, however, and immigration agency investigators are trying to determine how

some of the children were obtained.
Neither Tanner or Hall could be reacted for comment Friday.
Their attorney, Sib Abraham of El Paso, was also unavailable.
Tanner and Hall have denied any wrongdoing in their adoption activities
Dave Servello, supervisor investigator for the INS office in Salt Lake City, con-

firmed that the pregnant woman's story was under investigation Servellu denied
Boyack's claim that the INS missed an upporArity to interview the woman in April
1983.

If there were any possible way that iinterinewi could have been done, it would
have been done," Servello said. He would not elaborate
Rob Sutton, agent in charge of tha FBI office in Salt Lake City, would not comment on the case

Debbie Minor, who successfully adopted twins from Mexico with the help of

Tanner in 1980, at a cost of about $10,000, said she contacted Tanner again in 1982
in the hope of adopting another Mexican child.
Minor said Tanner outlined a "new way" of adopting children from Mexico in
which pregnant women were brought into the US to give birth. The children would
automatically become US citizens and could be adopted without approval of Mexi
can courts, which can slow an adoption by several months

Minor said she paid Tanner and Hall $2,000 in June 1982 In April 1983, Hall
called the Minors and told them to meet him in Springerville, Ariz, where they
could pick up a pregnant woman who did not want to keep her child

The Minors took the juvenile to St George and placed her with a family they
knew that spoke Spanish A few days later, Minor said, they took the woman to
Boyack to draw up adoption papers

Boyack, who said he speaks fluent Spanish, said the woman told him that she
was walking down the street in Torreon with4ust the clothes on her back and some
body asked her if she wanted a job in the US
The woman told Boyack that she was brought into the United States in what I
perceived to be a coyote-type smuggling operation A "coyote," is a name common
ly given to someone who smuggled illegal aliens into the U.S from Mexico
Boyack said fate woman did not know the, name of the man she met in Torreon
Boyack said he contacted the FBI and INS,about the woman, and agents from
both offices saida'we'll check it out." The attorney said he didn't hear from either
agility again until Iwo weeks ago, when an FBI agent contacted him
A week after woman's arrival in Utah, Boyack said, he decided to return her to
Mexico to protect the Minors Since' then, he said, she has blended into the woodwork "

*

Debbie Minor said FBI agents told, her recently that there were other pregnant
women entering the U S in the same mannermost of them originating from Tor
reon However' the FBI's Sutton would neither confirm nor deny the report.
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Since October, the Star-Telegram has detailed the plight of American couples so
desperate tgadopt that they have paid thousands of dollars un the mere promise of
a child. Included among those is the Bedford couple who said they paid more than
$6,000 to Tanner and Kelley for a baby they never received The Bedford couple
never got their money back.
The couple is among the estimated 2 million couples nationally who are waiting
to adopt children.

Hall, Tanner and Kelley have maintained that their adoption network, which
uses lawyers in Mexico and private adoption agencies in the United States to link
adoptive couples with children, has broken no laws. The three claim to have placed
as many as 400 Mexican children with parents in the U.S

r

(From Fort Worth Star-Telegram)

MORMONS REVISING POLICY ON ADOPTIONS

(By Carolyn Poirot and Stan Jones)
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is revising its policy.on adoptions
to reinforce its stand against illegal and improperly arranged private adoptions.
The action comes as a growing number of Latter-day Saints, or Mormons, have
been linked to the activities of an international adoption network under investiga-

tion by federal and state agencies in the United States and Mexico At least 80
American couples in 18 states, are including a Bedford couple, claim they were defrauded of $3,000 to $7,000,00 each by the network, which promised Mexico-born
children that were never delivered.
"In the wake ofthis new proliferation of illegal adoptions, a new policy is being

formulated to go out from national church leaders to all local leaders,' Don LeFevre, a spokesman for the church's world headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah,

said Friday.
The church has had a policy since 1979 stating that members should adopt only
through authorized agencies. It was the first such policy statement by a major social
services organization in the United States and the model for a similar policy established several years ago by Catholic Charities, said William Pierce, president of the
National Committee for Adoptions
"The church is adding to the 1979 policy and reminding our leaders that we .do,
have such a policy," Le Fevre said.
Despite a longstanding church policy un adoptions, many of those who paid money
to the adoption network and did nut receive children were Mormons, as were many
couples who successfully adopted through the network.

A majority of the adoption network members, in fact, belong to the Mormon

Church
Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz., who was responsible for finding couples in the
United States seeking to adopt, often used her Mornion Church affiliation to 'help
persuade other,Mormons to trust her,. several adoptive couples said.
Walter Turliiywf Durango, Mexico, who helped Tanner with between 15 and 20

Mexican adoptions, also is a Mormon. So is Fanny Hatch, a former Hermosillo,

Mexico, resident vvhu told the Star Telegram that she paid pregnant mothers to give
up their children for adoption while working for Tanner.
The Mormon ties, accOnling to Tanner, Turley and Hatch, are due more to coinci
dence than design. Friefidsiiips, more than religious affiliation, brought them togetter, they said.
But Mormon couples said they believed in the adoption network, in large part,
because of the Mormon connection.

"That's why I trusted her explicitly," said the wife of a doctor in Washington
state who dealt with Tanner in 1980 and successfully adiipted a 3 month-old girl
from Mexico.

"Debbie' used (the church) heavily," said a Utah woman who paid $3,800 to
Tanner and Bryan Martin Hall of El Paso more than four years ago for a Mexican
child that she never received.
"I think maybe that reflects on us (Mormons). We're too trusting. But I feel, even
though I have been really stung by this, that (Tanner) really began with good inten
tions. I don't know where it went wrong."
"LDS people (Mormons) are quite trusting and the church) realizes that Utah
particularly an be a real mecca for charlatans," said Vance Anderson of Ogden,
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Utah, who paid $2,300 to Tanner in the fall of 1980 toward an adoption that was
never completed "There people did come on as having LDS backgrounds

In a check of 36 couples who attempted to adopt children through Tanner and

Hall, the majority of those who successfully adopted were Mormon
Of those questioned, 21 were Mormons Thirteen of the Mormon couples got children and eight did not Of the non-Mormon couples interviewed, three gut children
and 12 did not

A general policy against private adoptions has been in effeot for years in the
Mormon Church because of the potential for unethical a-illegal practices, LeFevre
said The new policy Brimarily will reemphasize what is already stated in the 1979
policy, he said

A written policy was formulated in 1979 because it came to the attention of
church leaders that some members might be involved in illegal or improperly arranged private adoptions," said LeFevre, who is director of press information fur the
church.

He said as far as he knows the pdlicy was not written in direct response to Tanner's activities but because of general public concern over the issue

The policy states that all matters pertaining to adoptions or foster are in which
church leaders or members are involved are the official responsibility of Latter-day
Saints Social Service.
"Privately arranged placements of any children without a licensed agency s sanction are frequently in violation of local or national law," the policy notes. "Chureh
officers or members should not be involved in such arrangements"
LeFevre said the policy points out that when members of the church are engaged
in such activities, the public often views their actions as being sanctioned by the
church
The church is so much against bringing children in illegally," said lune Simpson,
a Mormon and director of public policy and professional practice for the National
Committee for Adoptions in Washington, ac."
"Everyone wants a child so badly, :' Simpson said. They know they can give the
baby a good life that it never could have had otherwise, so they rationalize If they

have five or six children they know it will be difficult to adopt through agency

Their motives'are always good."'

It is not uncommon at all for a Mormon family to have 10 or 12 children, she
noted "The family is of prime importance to LDS'
The Star Telegram check of the 36 couples showed that of those couples who received children, more than two-thirds had either biological children or other adopt
ed children in their homes Only four of the 16 adopting couples had no children of
their own
One couple had 10 children before they adopted a Mexican child through Tanner.
Another couple had seven, anutber six One Murmun family had four adopted chil
dren before adopting from Mexico and has since adopted three more children in the
United States
Of the 20 couples interviewed who'did not get children, six had biological children, five had children through previous adoptions and nine had no children at all
The church's Social Service requires that the adopting parents be members of the
Mormon Church in good standing, and infants are placed only as the first or second
child, LeFevre said
There is n4,, limit on special needs and older children, he said They can be placed
with couples even if they already have two children as lung as parents are nut more
than,40 years older than the child they adopt
Several hundred children are placed through the church agency each year, he
said "About one-fourth of those are special needs children," LeFevre said. "There is
always a waiting list."
The Sun Telegram has been detailing the problems with private adoptions, focus
ing on the tictIvities of Tanner, Bryan Hall of El Paso and Boccie Kelley of New
Market, Iowa, since October The three are under investigations by federal authori
ties in the United States and Mexico and by officials in at least six states. The au
thurities are attempting to determine whether children were brought into the cuun
try legally fur adoption and whether couples who paid for adoptable babies but
never received them were defrauded
anner, Hall and Kelley have denied any wrongdoing
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UTAH WOMEN Focus OF ADOPTION INGAlIRY

Stan'Jones)

Federal immigration authorities are investigating complaints that two Utah

women induced American couples to smuggle Mexican babies into the United States
for adoption, the Star-Telegram has learned.

The smuggling was done by the couples seeking to adopt the children at the

urging of the two women, several couples said. Most of the babies were brought into
the United States from Clidad uarez, Mexico, through El Paso
The operation is similar to ne operated by Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz, and
Bryan Hall of El Paso, w
is under federal investigation fur allegedly defrauding
more than 80 American couples in 20 states of between $1,500 and $7,000 apiece in
exchange for Mexican children that the couples never received, Many of the couples
never got their ,money back
While the two operations appear unrelated, federal investigators said both used
the saite attorney in Juarez to handle adoption paper work
of 'Hooper, near Ogden, Utah, and Neda Colwell of
The womenSandy
.Layton, near South denand most of the couples that adopted children through
them, are members o the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints, or Mor
mons 'Tanner also is a Mormon, as art many of the adoptive couples who received
Mexican children with her help and many who paid her to adopt but never received
children Church policy discourages members from using unlicensed adoption
sources.

A woman who attempted to adopt a Mexican child through Green and Colwell
said the women often called themselves "angels of mercy" because they were able to
find American homes for destitute Mexican children.
Green and Colwell, linked at least 50 American couples with Mexican children
through attorneys m Juarez between 1980 and 1983, law enforcement officials said.

In more than half of those transactions, Mexican babies were illegally smuggled
Into the United.States, the source said.
Neither woman is licensed to place children in Utah, salylLMary Lines, state adoption specialist with the family services division of the Utall't Department of Social
Services.

Green, who said she and Colwell stopped their adoption activities late last year.
denied Inducing adoptive couples to smuggle Mexican babies into the United States

"We were very careful about how we did things," Green said. "Everybody assumes that because a few kadoption intermediaries) are guilty that everybody is
Colwell could not be reached for comment
George Handy, an Ogden .fixt.orney who represents Green and Colwell, said immi
gratton authorities have not Cold him of the nature of the investigation.

"Three times J, have invited the INS to meet with me and these ladies and ask
them any questions they want to ask and they have not wanted to do this: Handy
said. "I know absolutely nothing about these ladies encouraging anyone to bring a
baby across the border These ladies have assured me they have never done any
thing like that in any way."
Handy said Green and Colwell maintain that they made nu money off the adoptions and ''my understanding is they were trying to pie assistance fur people who
wanted children."
Juarez attorney Pedro Diaz Luna Espinosa, who handled the paper work for most
of the Green and Colwell adoptions at fees of up to $3,200 per couple, also denied
involvement in any smuggling He said he has handled only 12 to 15 adoptions
through Green or Colwell since 1980.

"The adoptive parents would come to Juarez to pick up the children," Luna said.

"I would give them the paper work and then the mothers would give them the

babies directly. I had nothingto do.with how those children gut across the border)
and it did not concern me. My job was to do the legal paper work.
It was never my intention that anything illegal be done and I have never done
it," Luna said "I'm not a smuggler of babies, aliens or anything."
Enrique Vasquez, the Mexican counsel in Salt Lake City, said Luna has been in
volved in "many, many adoptions" processed in Utah. Vasquez would not give specific figures.
-Luna said he has never handled adogtion paper work for Tanner's clients

Another Juarez attorney, Edmundo Castillo Acuna, did the legal work on adop
tions handled by Hall and Tanner in 1980 and is listed as the notary public on
many of tie adoptions done by Green and Colwell, the law enforcement source said
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An Ogden. Utah, woman who legally adopted a Mexican child with the help of
Colwell and Green, disputed claims that Green and Colwell encouraged smuggling.
"[Green and Colwell) did everything they could to say you cannot do this smuggle)," Sharon Kinne said We were all encouraged to do everything legally. I know

of many, many other (adoptive) couples that are happy and sleep well at night

knowing everything was done right "
A law enforcement source said, however, that it appears that must cases in which
adoptive couples were united with Mexican babies through Green and Colwell, the
children were smuggled into the United States.
Two adoptive couples interviewed by the Star-Telegram said that they felt compelled to bring the children across the border (illegally, although neither Green nor
Colwell actually instructed them to-do so.
"They themselves never got involved in bringing children across the border
gaily but they encouraged the parents to do that," said a Utah woman who backed

uut of an adoption arrangement with Green and Colwell after paying $2,000 The
Woman, who reported the incident to C S. Immigration and Naturalization Service,
asked that she not be identified
"They used emotional blackmail on people to kind of force thern They'd say 'you
don't have to bring the babies) across the border (illegally), but if mu don t, the
chances are they'll die before you get them out of there.'
The woman said she asked for her money back from Green and Colwell, but only

-

received $300 of the $2,000

The babies were smuggled into the United States while adoption paper work was
pending in Mexican courts, several adoptive couples said. In most cases, the couples
were able to legally adopt the children in their home state, but in some cases the
adoptions never have been completed.
The law enforcement source said evidence of smuggling has been turned user to
the US attorney's office in Salt Lake City Criminal action is not expected against
the adeptive couples, but Green and. Colwell could face smuggling conspiracy
charges, the source said
US Attorney Brent Ward refused to discuss the case, saying 'we don't comment
on ongoing investigations."
'INS agents first learned of the smuggling in 1981 when couples returned to the
United States with undocumented Mexican babies and tried to legally adopt them
in their home states
Scott and Jane Madsen, of North Salt Lake, Utah, said they learned of Green and
Colwell in 1980, while in Mem& awaiting delivery of t baby through Tanner. JaneMadsen said a Mexican man isited them at their hotel in Juarez and said he could
help them adopt a baby through Green and Colwell for only $1,300. far less than the
N

$5,000 to $7,000 charged by Tanner.

The Madsens said they completed their- adoption through Tanner. at a cost of
$3,000, and decided a year later to adopt another child through Green and Colwell
The couple paid $1,800 to Green initially, they said and a few months later, Green
told them they might want to consider smuggling a baby into the United States instead of waiting for the Mexican courts to approve the adoption.
To finalize the adoption, they said we may have to live down there in Juarez)
for three weeks," Jane Madsen said. 'Then the lawyer )Luna) said it was too dan- gerous for us to stay there because it might take three months, Then )Green) told us
we might have to consider bringing the baby across illegally.
"She said, 'If you do, I don't want to know about it, but I'll tell you'now other
people have done it,'" Jane Madsen quoted Green as saying
At times, I wanted to just get out of it, but we couldn't afford losing the $2,000
we'd already paid," Jane Madsen said. We felt like we were at their mercy
In February of 1982, the Madsens traveled to Juarez, paid'an additional $1,500 to
Luna and received a 3-day-old baby girl They said they paid the wife of a hotel
maintenance worker to carry the baby across the border into the United States illegally The couple later lehned that the mother of the child was a deaf and dumb
16-year-old juvenile who couN not legally relinquish her parental rights
In addition to the $3,500. the Madsens said they were also required to pay be
tween $23 and $50 a month to Green and Colwell for telephone expenses over an
eight month period They were also asked to pay for plane trips the Utah women
milde to Mexico

The Madsens said they have now paid more than $4,000 to Green, Colwell and
Luna and still-do not have the documents needed to legally adopt the child, either
in Mexico or the United States They said US Immigration authorities are aware of
the situation
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Other adoptive couples have been more fortunate and were able to legally adopt
children through the Mexican courts, even though the children were smuggled into
the United States
A law enforcement source said both Green and Colwell have Mexican children of
their own that may have bebn brought into the United States illegally Green told
the Star-Telegram that she had adopted five Mexican children legally Colwell also
has adopted Mexican children, an acquaintance said
James H. Smith, agent in charge of the INS El Paso office, said that "inducement' to smuggle aliens into the United States Is a felony offense, punishable by up
to five years in prison and a 35,000 fine.
Ann Smith, a Ricksburg, Idaho, woman who adopted two children in Mexico in
1577 and later helped with the adoptions of 36 Mexican children by other U.S cou
pies said Colwell learned about Mexican adoptions through her
I got Nelda Colwell her first baby" through Luna, Smith said. Smith said Colwell
apparently decided to gu into the adoption business herself soon after adopting a
child

I find Senor Luna to be a very humanitarian and deeply honest individual,"
Smith said. "Anything that has gone wrong has been lColweIrs) fault. I never had
anything go wrong until she came along."
However, Smith said Luna was aware that adoptive couples were smuggling
babies out of Mexico before the adoption paper work cleared the Juarez courts
"He's approved that all along," Smith said "I brought mine over illegally "
Smith said Luna charged a $3,200 fee for adoptions, which included legal paper
work and all medical expenses of the child and the biological mother.
Tanner Hall 'and Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa, also acted as unlicensed in
th Mexican children The intermediaries
termecharies,to link American couples
were successful in arranging the adopt/1:ns of at least 100 Mexican children, a U.S
Embassy spokesman said, but at least 80 other couples that paid money to the net
work have not received children or a refund
The trio are under investigation by the FBI, the INS, the Internal, venue Sery
ice and consumer fraud offices in six states
All three have maintained they have done nothing illegal
[From Fort Worth StarTelegraroj

FELONY INQUIRY AIMED AT ADOPTION FIGURE

(By Stan Jones)

The district attorney and county attorney in El Paso have begun investigations to
determine whether a former bar operator violated state law'by participating in an
international adoption network' that is accused of defrauding more than 80 United
States couples.

Joe Lucas, assistant El Paso county attorney, said Bryan Martin Hall, a key

figure in the adoption operation, is the focus of a "very active" inquiry.
Lucas said the county attorney's office ;is investigating allegations that Hall has
been placing children for adoption withouil license,"a Class C misdemeanor
In addition, sources within the distnct attorney's office said Hall is under a felony
investigation based on claimsgfrom adoptive couples in Texas and at least 19 other

states that Hall and other adoption intermechanes failed to deliver children for
adoption from Mexico after taking thousands of dollars from them
Hall and two other pet)* already are the focus of consumer fraud investigations
in two states, Iowa and Kansas, and also are key figures in a nationwide FBI in
quay. In addition, the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service and the Inter
nal Revenue Service are investigating their activities.
The El Paso district attorney s office is trying to determine if Hall, who controlled
an El Paso bank account through which much of the missing money was funneled,
violated felony theft-of-services statutes by failing to male good on promises to de
liver Mexican children fur adoption in exchange for the couples' money, sources
s

said.

The couples have said they were defrauded of between $1,500 and $7:000 each by

Hall, Debbie Tanner of Willcox, Ariz, an Becci Kelley of New Market, Iowa
The trio, who said they acted as liaisons to link US couples with Mexican chil
dren through attorneys in Ciudad Juarez and other Mexican cities, have denied any
wrongdoing
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Hall, former ,Operator of the topless Latin Lovers Club in El Paso, could not be
reached for comment. His attorney, Sib Abraham of El Paso, also was unavailable.
Two adoptive couples who paid money to Hall, Tanner or Kelley and received
nothing in return have surfaced in Texas. A Bedford couple, who moved to Texas
from New Hampshire less than a year ago, said they paid $6,700 to Kelley and Hall
almost two years ago and never received a child or a refund. In addition, a Corpus \4,1
Christi couple pale an undisclosed amount to Tanner in September 1982.
The Corpus Christi couple refused to be interviewed by the Star-Telegram.
Lucas said the county attorney's office becattre interested in Hall after the Texas
Department of Human Resources turned over the results of a sevenmonth investigation on the adoption network to County Attorney Luther Jones in January.
The department's information also was given to District Attorney Steve Simmons,
who could not be !reached for comment.

Dick Johnson, a licensing superPisor for the department, which investigates complaints of illegal-child placement, said his office has completed its inquiry and is
awaiting action by Simmons or Jones.
"We've done what we can do unless asked to do additional work by law officials),".he said.
Johnson said the Department of Human Resources could seek civil remedies and
an injunction against Hall through`lhe Texas attorney general's office, but he said
there are no plans to involve the attorney general "at this time."
Texas child placement laws prohibit acting as an intermediary in private adoptions without a license.
Hall has said he is only a translator of adoption paperwork and does not act as an
adoption intermediary.
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